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About ALM
Adults Learning Mathematics – A Research Forum (ALM) was formally established in
July 1994 as an international research forum with the following aim:
To promote the learning of mathematics by adults through an international forum,
which brings together those engaged and interested in research and development in
the field of adult mathematics learning and teaching.
Charitable status
ALM is a Registered Charity (1079462) and a Company Limited by Guarantee (Company
Number 3901346). The company address is 26, Tennyson Road, London NW6 7SA.
Objectives of ALM
The Charity’s objectives are the advancement of education by the establishment of an
international research forum in the lifelong learning of mathematics and numeracy by adults
by:
• Encouraging research into adults learning mathematics at all levels and disseminating the
results of this research for the public benefit;
• Promoting and sharing knowledge, awareness and understanding of adults learning
mathematics at all levels, to encourage the development of the teaching of mathematics to
adults at all levels for the public benefit.
ALM Activities
ALM members work in a variety of educational settings both as practitioners and in research,
improving the learning of mathematics at all levels. The ALM annual conference provides an
international network which reflects on practice and research, fosters links between teachers
and encourages good practice in curriculum design and delivery using teaching and learning
strategies from all over the world.
ALM does not foster one particular theoretical framework but encourages discussion on
research methods and findings.
Board of Trustees and Organising Committee
ALM is managed by a Board of Trustees and Organising Committee elected by the members
at the Annual General Meeting which is held at the annual international conference.
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Preface
ALM16
The 16th Annual Conference of Adults Learning Mathematics – A Research Forum was
held in London, United Kingdom in 2009. While only the second conference in the
capital, this was the seventh conference in the UK, reflecting the bias of the
membership. The host for ALM–16 was LLU+, based at London South Bank
University.

Welcome to London
At the welcome session, delegates were introduced to Cockney rhyming slang, a variety
of English developed by working class Londoners as a code. An example of rhyming
slang is ‘plates’ for feet because feet rhymes with ‘plates of meat’. For more examples
see below.
Delegates were asked to come up with mathematical rhymes and amongst the favourite
suggestions was ‘an Angela’ for a circle because circle rhymes with Angela Merkel.
The winners received a range of English delicacies – warm bitter, pickled eggs and
Marmite.
This year’s conference attracted participants from four continents. International
attendees travelled from Austria, Australia, Brazil, Ireland, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, and the United States of America. The
conference addressed a wide range of areas of adult mathematics education including
context and language issues.

LLU+
LLU+ is a department within the Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences at London South
Bank University. LLU+ is a national consultancy and professional development centre
for staff working in the areas of literacy, numeracy, dyslexia, family learning and
English for Speakers of Other Languages. There are specialists in learning support,
language and maths, and the application of learning styles approaches to teaching and
learning. Within these fields the unit offers consultancy and advice, project
development, trainer education, research and development and professional
development networks. The unit also has an extensive list of publications and training
videos that it has developed including those for sector specific, national and
international projects. It is the largest professional organisation of its kind in the UK and
a centre of international reputation. The LLU+ held the seventh National Numeracy
Conference on the final day of the 16th ALM conference. As in previous conferences the
focus was very much on practitioner development with workshops on pedagogy and
materials development. The records of the LLU+7th National Numeracy Conference are
included in these proceedings.
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Mathematics – then and now
The university is based in the Elephant and Castle area of London, just south of the
River Thames. This is the area where Michael Faraday and Charles Babbage were born,
near the City of London School of Edwin Abbott (author of Flatland), St Thomas’
hospital which houses the Florence Nightingale museum, Lambeth palace in which
some Bishop mathematicians (such as Frederick Temple) worked and, less happily, the
site of the Old King's Bench Prison where Edward Cocker was committed and Robert
Recorde died.

Aims
The aims of ALM–16, as with previous conferences, included a number of elements:
• the sharing of good practice in adult mathematics teaching and learning;
• taking stock of our area/discipline as an evolving area of study and research;
• assessing the nature and value of the combined contribution for adult mathematics
education / numeracy; and
• charting the future directions for development and research.

Presentations
All conference presentations that are submitted for publication and meet the editors’
requirements for style and presentation are published in the conference proceedings.
Presentations for which no paper was submitted are represented by their programme
abstract.
Two kinds of contributions to the proceedings of ALM–16 were possible.
1. Refereed Papers
Authors who submitted their papers for refereeing and have been peer reviewed are
identified by an asterisk (*) alongside the title.
2. Non-refereed Contributions
Papers or workshop reports whose authors did not request their contribution to be
refereed have no identification marking.

Acknowledgement

The conference committee is grateful to the staff of LLU+ London South Bank
University for welcoming the conference to the heart of the capital and their support to
the participants. Particular thanks are given to Rachel Brabazon, Julia McGerty and
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The editors also wish to thank Christine Weber for compiling and supporting the editing
process.
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A contribution from ALM-15

These proceedings contain a paper from Pete Johnson who presented at ALM–15 in
Philadelphia. The article was inadvertently omitted from the ALM–15 proceedings.
ALM apologises for this error.
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‘Cockney’ maths
Traditional cockney slang examples
Dog and bone = phone
Butcher’s hook = look
Trouble and strife = wife
These are then usually shortened eg ‘let’s have a butcher’s’ means ‘let me have a look’
Invented for ALM-16, examples of rhyming slang for maths
‘Currant bun’ rhymes with ‘one’ ie current = one
‘Three-piece suit’ rhymes with ‘square root’ ie three-piece = square root
‘Comfy chair’ rhymes with ‘square’ ie a comfy = square
‘Lemon and lime’ rhymes with ‘time’ ie lemon = time
‘Betty Grable’ rhymes with ‘table’, ie a Betty = table
‘Fairy tale’ rhymes with ‘scale’ ie a fairy = scale
‘Saint Peter’ rhymes with ‘metre’ ie a saint = metre
‘Colour tv’ rhymes with ‘three’, ie a colour = three
‘Deep blue’ rhymes with ‘two’, ie deep = two
‘Building site’ rhymes with ‘height’, building = height
Example question
The Betty shows information on the building of a colour of kitchen units.
Unit 1
60cm
Unit 2
100cm
Unit 3
90cm
A planner wants to produce a fairy drawing. Using a fairy of 1 : 100, work out the
buildings of the units for the drawing.
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Plenary 1: Tuesday 7th July 2009

Communicating mathematics: a historical and personal
journey
Robin Wilson
Open University
r.j.wilson@open.ac.uk

For the past forty years I have attempted to communicate mathematics to a
wide range of audiences – through teaching at the Open University and
elsewhere, public lectures, books, articles, television, and other means. This
illustrated lecture explores these in the context of the wide range of ways in
which mathematics has been communicated over the past 4000 years.

Introduction
The topic of this plenary is ‘Communicating mathematics’ - something we all try to do
through our various teaching activities and publications.
I was first directed to think about what this involves (as opposed to actually doing it) by
a 1990 examination paper for our history of maths course, which I was studying as an
Open University student. While sweating it out in the exam room I saw Question 15 that
began: “Describe some of the ways in which mathematicians have communicated their
results to each other.” - a question I greatly enjoyed answering.
I won’t have time today to cover every form of communication, but here are some ways
that maths has been propagated over the centuries. I’ve divided my lecture into two
main parts - the spoken word, on everything from lectures and TV broadcasts to casual
conversations in the corridor, and the written word, on everything from research papers
and books to newspaper articles and websites. In each part I’ll try to give both a
historical and a personal account, with a wide range of examples covering 4000 years.

Part I: The spoken word
So let’s start with the spoken word, and it seems appropriate to begin with inaugural
lectures. Historically, these seem to be mainly of two types: those that presented and
explained original research in a wider context than is usually possible, and others that
were more of an expository nature.
An example of the latter was that of Christopher Wren, appointed at age 27 to the
Astronomy Chair at Gresham College, who noted that London was particularly favoured
‘with so general a relish of mathematicks and the liberal philosophia in such
measure as is hardly to be found in the academies themselves’.
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and concluded by enthusing that:
Mathematical demonstrations being built upon the impregnable Foundations of
Geometry and Arithmetick are the only truths that can sink into the Mind of Man,
void of all Uncertainty; and all other Discourses participate more or less of Truth
according as their Subjects are more or less capable of Mathematical
Demonstration.

An example of the former type of inaugural was G. H. Hardy’s 1920 lecture as Savilian
Professor of Geometry in Oxford. Hardy was interested in an old number theory result
of Edward Waring, that every positive whole number can be written as the sum of at
most four perfect squares, nine perfect cubes, and so on, and much of his inaugural
lecture was devoted to it, leading to several celebrated papers on the problem with his
colleague J. E. Littlewood of Cambridge.
Some 60 years earlier, in Germany, two inaugural lectures had transformed the world of
geometry. At the beginning of the 19th century there had been essentially only one type
of geometry around - Euclid’s geometry, the one we’re all familiar with. But as the
century progressed, other types of geometry appeared: projective geometry, with its
origins in perspective painting, and non-Euclidean geometry, that defied one of Euclid’s
postulates. In his celebrated inaugural lecture at Göttingen in 1854, Bernhard Riemann
explained a new distance-based geometry, now called Riemannian geometry, which was
to be of great importance in Einstein’s theory of relativity long after Riemann’s death.
Eighteen years later, in Erlangen, Felix Klein presented what is now called the Erlanger
Programm in which he tried to sort out the mess that geometry had become - so many
geometries: how can we make sense of them? His answer involved the algebraic idea of
a group, a subject that is now studied by our undergraduate students.
Connoisseurs of inaugural lectures have a soft spot for the two given by James Joseph
Sylvester. At Oxford he’d been appointed to the Savilian Geometry Chair at the age of
69 (no fixed retirement age then), and gave an inaugural lecture in 1885 in which he
outlined the current state of algebra, with particular reference to his work on invariant
theory, and recited a sonnet he’d specially composed on noticing that an expected term
in b4d did not appear in a table of reciprocantive protomorphs (whatever they are):
Lone and discarded one! Divorced by fate,
From thy wished-for fellows ― whither art thou flown?
Where lingerest thou in thy bereaved estate,
Like some lost star, or buried meteor stone? …

Nine years earlier, he’d been appointed the first professor of mathematics at the newlyfounded Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. He based his inaugural lecture on a
supposed link between chemistry and algebra, and later described how he came up with
the idea in a wonderful paragraph of the type that you no longer find in mathematical
journals. Paragraph 2 of his lengthy research paper on chemistry and algebra consists of
just one sentence:
Casting about, as I lay in bed last night, to discover some means of conveying an
intelligible conception of the objects of modern algebra to a mixed society, mainly
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composed of physicists, chemists and biologists, interspersed only with a few
mathematicians … (the sentence rambles on) I was agreeably surprised to find, all
of a sudden, distinctly pictured on my mental retina a chemico-graphical image,
etc., etc.,

This discovery led to his using the word graph for the first time (in the graph theory
sense), and to his use of graphs to represent algebraic invariants.
Unfortunately, inaugural lectures don’t always take place, for a variety of reasons. In
1827 the newly appointed Savilian Professor at Oxford expected to give his inaugural
lecture: this was the Revd. Baden Powell, father of the founder of the Boy Scout
movement. But mathematics in Oxford was then in low esteem and Powell was advised
not to give his lecture as he’d most surely not attract an audience.
Of course, these aren’t the only one-off lectures. Gresham College in London has been
presenting lectures to the general public since 1597, while mathematicians immediately
think of the famous lecture by David Hilbert at the Paris International Congress in 1900,
where he set the mathematical agenda for the next century by discussing a number of
important problems that he wished to see solved.
Another celebrated lecture took place in Cambridge in 1993, when Andrew Wiles
announced that he’d proved Fermat’s so-called ‘last theorem’, a result that had
remained unproven for 350 years. Although his announcement turned out to be
premature - it took two more years to finish the proof - his lecture caused excitement in
the national press, who are not usually very interested in mathematics.
Indeed, many invited plenary lectures at conferences take one of the two forms of
lectures I’ve described: the presentation of recent research by a mathematician who has
made a notable discovery, or an overview of a whole area of interest to the audience.
Both types of lecture are important and valuable.
Sometimes, it’s a whole series of lectures that’s remembered many years later. One
example was the 1893 Gresham College lectures on probability by Karl Pearson,
entitled Laws of Chance, in which the familiar terms ‘standard deviation’ and
‘histogram’ were used for the first time.
Another example, many years earlier, were the lectures given by Hypatia, probably the
most celebrated woman mathematician of the ancient world. Although mainly
remembered for the grisly death she suffered at the hands of the Roman soldiers, she
was a geometer of some renown, being Head of the Neoplatonic School in Alexandria,
and is credited with impressive commentaries on many classic texts, such as Apollonius'
Conics and Ptolemy’s Almagest. She was apparently such a fine expositor that people
came from miles around to hear her geometry lectures.
However, not all lectures have been so popular. Those of Isaac Newton, the second
Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in Cambridge (the post now held by Stephen
Hawking) were apparently so abstruse or poorly delivered that, according to his
assistant, “so few went to hear Him, & fewer that understood him, that oft-times he did
in a manner, for want of hearers, read to the Walls”. And his bitter rival Robert Hooke,
probably my most distinguished predecessor as Gresham Professor of Geometry, was
5
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very conscientious about his lectures, but frequently failed to attract an audience. As his
diary records:
No auditory came morning or afternoon so I read not … No lecture but a rusty old
fellow walked in the hall from 2 until almost 3 … Only one came, peeped into the
hall but stayed not …

These days, the lecture is the usual vehicle in universities for transferring material from
the notebook of the lecturer to the notebook of the student, sometimes (it is said)
without going through the mind of either. It’s considered an efficient vehicle for
communicating the subject, especially when there are large numbers of students, but has
the obvious disadvantage that it forces everyone to move at the same speed.
Indeed, this is always our challenge: how do we design a lecture that’s not too fast for
the weaker students, or too slow for the stronger ones? Or, for a general lecture such as
this one, how do I choose material that’s accessible to most of the audience, yet also
contains something of interest to the specialists?
In spite of the inherent disadvantages of lectures, I don’t propose that we get rid of
them. We’ve all been to lectures that excited and inspired us, and there’s no substitute
for them.
Meeting informally, such as happens at summer schools or conferences, is an important
means for communicating. Informal chats over lunch, or in the corridor or the bar, can
be as productive as the more structured teaching sessions, such as classes or tutorials,
just as networking at meetings and conferences can be more important than the
organised programme. Indeed, we should never underestimate the casual conversation
as a way of communicating maths, whether it’s with our colleagues in a corridor or in a
brief discussion with a distinguished mathematician at a conference.
A nice example of this occurred in 1871. A well-known problem, solved in the 18th
century by Leonhard Euler, concerned Königsberg, a city of four land areas linked by
seven bridges: the problem was to find a walk that crossed each of the seven bridges just
once. Euler proved that no such route exists, and produced a recipe for deciding, for any
given arrangement of land areas and bridges, whether such a route is possible. But he
failed to show how to find it, and it wasn’t until 130 years later that a young Viennese
mathematician named Karl Hierholzer filled in the gap, described his proof to a
colleague in a corridor, and then promptly died. Fortunately this colleague, Christian
Wiener, had understood the proof and wrote it up for publication.
Mathematicians have gathered together since earliest times. In Plato’s Academy men
and women met to discuss geometry, number theory, philosophy and other subjects of
interest: over the entrance were the words “Let no-one ignorant of geometry enter these
doors” (an inscription I’m still trying to get installed at the OU). Another early example
was the Pythagorean brotherhood, while modern gatherings include the British Society
for the History of Mathematics, the European Mathematical Society and the London
Mathematical Society.
Some interesting gatherings took place in the 1620s when Marin Mersenne initiated
regular meetings in Paris at which mathematicians could meet to talk about their latest
findings. Mersenne himself described it as:
6
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the most noble academy in the world which has recently been formed in this town.
It will no doubt be the most noble for it is wholly mathematical.

Mersenne’s meetings led eventually, after his death, to the founding by Louis XIV of
the French Royal Academy of Sciences.
In London, the Royal Society, founded at Gresham College in 1660, provided a forum
for developing the experimental sciences and presenting practical experiments to the
general public, while two hundred years later saw the formation of the London
Mathematical Society, with Augustus De Morgan as its first president. Today the LMS
presents a range of communal activities, from specialist mathematical talks by world
experts to popular lectures for the general public. In 2002 I was particularly pleased to
be able to organise a special LMS meeting to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the
four-colour problem, which asks you to prove that the countries of every map, however
complicated, can be coloured with just four colours so that neighbouring countries are
differently coloured. This problem took 124 years to solve, and Appel and Haken (the
first to solve it) both spoke at the meeting.
Following the success of his 2005 TV programme on The Music of the Primes, which
achieved TV audiences of well over a million, Marcus du Sautoy has recently travelled
the world filming an exciting series of four one-hour BBC-OU TV documentaries on
The Story of Maths, due to be broadcast this autumn. The OU is planning a short course
and some schools material to accompany these programmes, and I’m hoping to show
two of them at the Joint Winter meeting of the American mathematics societies in
Washington next January.
Other TV programmes have communicated mathematics to the general public ― Jakob
Bronowski’s TV programmes in the 1950s, for example, and the Royal Institution
Christmas lectures, which three times have featured maths - with Christopher Zeeman in
1978, Ian Stewart in 1979, and Marcus du Sautoy in 2006.
There’s even the occasional film. There is a graph theory question I’ve sometimes set to
students that appeared in Good Will Hunting. Some plays have featured mathematics
too, such as Proof and Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia.
And on radio, Melvyn Bragg’s programmes In our Time regularly deal with
mathematical topics. Some recent examples have been on Archimedes, probability,
maths and music, symmetry, Newton’s Principia, and Poincaré: such programmes bring
mathematical ideas to some two million listeners.
There are many other examples of verbal communication of mathematics which I won’t
have time for today - from the teaching of scribes in ancient Egypt to the modern school
classrooms of today. But I’ll end this part of the talk with a bit of a moan.
Over the past 40 years I’ve given some 1400 one-off lectures (recently over 50 per year)
to a wide range of audiences: university seminars, conferences, groups of sixth-formers
or undergraduates, and audiences (both general and specialist) of interested adults. I’ve
always regarded a lecture as a performance, and my topics have usually been from
graph theory or the history of mathematics, both of which conveniently lend themselves
to popular treatment.
7
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Several of my lectures have been to audiences who don’t normally encounter
mathematics, and this provides a good opportunity to spread the word - to ‘raise the
public awareness of mathematics’ in a small way. But this is something that the
mathematical community is generally rather bad at doing. There are the occasional
exceptions - for example, there’s been a great deal of mathematical activity in Germany
as they celebrated 2008 as their ‘Year of Mathematics’, and there’s also a travelling
exhibition called Experiencing Mathematics which has been touring the world for the
past three years attracting crowds numbering hundreds of thousands.
But so often we miss the boat. As a trivial example of a missed opportunity, our trains,
buses and planes are full of people enjoying the delights of combinatorial mathematics
as they work on their latest sudoku puzzles, but the mathematical world has hardly
taken up the opportunity to capitalise on this. There’s still a widespread belief, which
we’ve failed to counteract, that sudoku has no connection with mathematics, apart from
the appearance of the numbers 1–9. Indeed, a couple of years ago I was invited by the
Danish Mathematical Society to give a lecture on sudoku: the Society was in dispute
with a national newspaper whose sudoku column assured readers that ‘No knowledge of
maths is involved - it’s all logic’, as if there were a difference. The bargain they
eventually struck was that the paper would cease printing that sentence if I would give a
sudoku lecture for their readers, and it was duly reported on nationally the next
morning.
Another opportunity we missed for communicating our subject was the 300th
anniversary last year of Leonhard Euler, the most prolific mathematician of all time, but
one who’s largely unknown to the general public. The three places he was mainly
associated with (Basel, Berlin and St Petersburg) celebrated his anniversary in style, as
did the United States, but we did very little.
As I said earlier, in order to spread the word further, I sometimes lecture to audiences
that don’t normally encounter mathematics. I’ve lectured to philatelists about
mathematical stamps, to the University of the Third Age about Isaac Newton, and to the
Lewis Carroll Society about the mathematics that pervades his works; indeed, I have
published a book on the subject. I’ve also written a one-hour play about Carroll’s
mathematical life, which has been performed to various audiences around the world.
A particularly fruitful area for disseminating mathematical ideas is through music, an
idea that goes back to Pythagoras' time. Marcus du Sautoy has given several radio talks
on the links between maths and music, and I’ve given live presentations on the subject
as a Royal Institution Friday Evening discourse (a scary experience) and at the 2006
Cambridge Music Festival, where due to its popularity I offered to lecture at 3 pm as
well as the advertised time of 5 pm, and the poster announced, ‘Due to popular demand,
Robin Wilson’s lecture will be repeated two hours earlier’.
I was also fortunate to be invited to take part in the Radio 3 programme Private
Passions (a sort of up-market Desert Island Discs), where I described some connections
between the two subjects. One of the pieces I chose has a nice mathematical structure:
first, the two recorder parts are in exact canon right through the piece, with the second
part repeating the first one exactly two bars later, and then, underlying all this, is a
ground bass, a six-bar phrase that repeats throughout.
8
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Part II: The written word
We now move on briefly to the written word. From earliest times people have
communicated their mathematical ideas in writing - indeed, some of the earliest
examples of writing are Mesopotamian financial accounts imprinted on clay tablets.
Other clay tablets were used to teach mathematical ideas1 while in Egypt the famous
Rhind papyrus was probably used for the instruction of scribes2.
An important means of written communication was by letter. A well-known example,
still in print, was Euler’s famous Letters to a German Princess, in which he described a
range of scientific and mathematical topics to the Princess of Anhalt-Dessau.
Earlier, around 1600, Mersenne (whom you met earlier) carried out an extensive
correspondence with all the principal scientists of his day, such as Descartes and
Fermat, acting as a sort of European clearing house for scientific discoveries. Other
examples of letters are one from Archimedes describing the squaring of the parabola,
and a well-known one from 1832, written by Evariste Galois to his friend Chevalier on
the night before he was killed in a duel, containing many of his discoveries in what later
became known as group theory.
Two letters of particular interest to me relate to combinatorics. The first, sent by Euler
in 1750 to his St Petersburg friend and colleague Christian Goldbach, contained the first
appearance of the polyhedron formula: in any polyhedron, the number of vertices plus
the number of faces is equal to the number of edges plus 2 - for example, a solid shape
with 24 vertices, 14 faces and 36 edges has 24 + 14 = 36 + 2. The other was the letter
that initiated the four colour problem, when De Morgan wrote in 1852 to his friend
William Rowan Hamilton in Dublin, about ‘a fact, which I did not know was a fact, and
do not yet’.
But letters don’t always communicate. Hand writing was notoriously difficult to read, as
this letter from J. J. Sylvester to Felix Klein shows:
Dear Professor Klein: I find some difficulty in making out some of the words in
your highly esteemed letter and would take it as a great favour if you could write a
little more clearly for my behalf as I am not very familiar with German
handwriting.

These days, letters have largely given way to e-mail and the web as convenient vehicles
for communicating mathematics. These have the advantage of being much quicker, but
will cause problems for the historians of the future who won’t have access to them.
In fact, mathematical writings can take many forms - articles such as this one, scholarly
texts, research papers in journals, popular books, and Open University correspondence
texts.

1

Delegates were shown an image of clay tablets with a 9-times and a 5-times table (eds.)
Delegates were shown an image of part of the Rhind Papyrus, showing some problems from geometry
(eds.)
2
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Like lectures, mathematical books range widely from research works, designed for the
specialist, to popular accounts. An example of the former is Newton’s Principia
Mathematica, one of the most important scientific books of all time.
Since the invention of printing in the 15th century, books have been accessible to all at
low cost. The earliest maths book from Oxford University Press is the Compotus of
1520, from which (among other things) you can learn how to calculate the date of Easter
on your fingers.
Early printed texts were increasingly written in the vernacular rather than in Latin, such
as those of Robert Recorde, the 450th anniversary of whose death was commemorated
in 2008. Recorde communicated his mathematical ideas in the form of a dialogue
between teacher and pupil, much like those in Plato’s writings. The writing of popular
texts necessitates the introduction of suitable terminology and notation, and Recorde
introduced the term straight line, as well as his most famous legacy - the equals sign,
which first appeared in his 1557 algebra book, The Whetstone of Witte.
But undoubtedly the most widely used of all mathematics books has been Euclid’s
Elements, written in Alexandria around 300 BC, and in constant use for the next 2000
years. It’s been claimed as the most printed book of all time, after the Bible, with the
first printed version appearing in Venice in 1482. In the 19th century alone hundreds of
English editions were published, some selling half a million copies or more. There is
Oliver Byrne’s attractive full-colour version from 1847: a copy of it is in the OU library,
in the John Fauvel collection.
In the last few years there’s been an explosion in so-called ‘popular’ mathematics
books: here’s a list of some of them. These include books on the general nature of
mathematics, books of mathematical puzzles, books on history or biography, and novels
with a mathematical theme or context, such as the recently filmed Oxford Murders.
There are also books on specific topics such as Simon Singh’s Fermat’s Last Theorem,
Marcus du Sautoy’s The Music of the Primes on the Riemann hypothesis, and Ian
Stewart’s Nature’s Numbers. Just recently there have been four books on symmetry and
the classification of simple groups.
I’ve found that I enjoy writing for such an audience - people who get a kick out of
maths - and eight years ago I was invited to write a book on the four-colour problem.
This has a complicated but fascinating history, and I enjoyed the challenge of trying to
explain the proof in accessible terms without overloading the reader.
I was once asked why I wrote and edited so many books, and my answer was quite
clear: all the books I produce are ones I want to have on my shelf, and when no-one else
seems to be doing them for me, I’ve had to do them myself.
Several of my books have included contributions by experts from around the world, and
it’s been a great privilege to work with some of the ‘stars’ in their respective fields,
even if they were somewhat shaken at first when their carefully written contributions
received the Open University treatment, with as much red ink on the page as what they
originally wrote. Fortunately, most agreed that the final product was better than either of
us could have produced separately.
10
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Writing a student textbook can also be an enjoyable but exacting experience. I learned
my trade with Introduction to Graph Theory ― the first edition is from 1972, and there
have been three further editions since. As any teacher knows, the first thing when
writing or lecturing is to know your audience, as far as possible, and this applies just as
much when you’re writing a research paper for your peers as when you’re producing a
book for the general public. We all write in different ways for different audiences, but
this doesn’t absolve us from making every effort to be as lucid as possible, with a
careful choice of terminology and notation, appropriate use of diagrams, and the use of
suitable examples to motivate the theory and then illustrate it afterwards: all these are
crucial when we write for our audiences ‘out there’.
This is particularly important for us at the Open University who have to communicate
our maths at a distance. The OU has a long history of producing attractive
correspondence material that’s a pleasure to learn from. For our first Graphs, Networks
and Design course TM361, a course team of a dozen mathematicians and technologists
worked for three years to produce some 1600 pages of printed text, as well as 16 TV
programmes and audio-tapes, which were then studied by many thousands of students
over the years.
But times change. From the very beginning the Open University has embraced the
computer. Our teaching and assessment increasingly embrace the electronic, with
internet teaching, podcasts and whatever. I submit my assignments electronically for the
course I’m studying this year, and the course I’m currently writing will be delivered as
pdfs over the web. At Gresham College all lectures are webcast and watched round the
world. It’s an exciting and challenging time, and if our future is to be as bright as our
past, we need encouragement to experiment and innovate, even if some of our bolder
experiments may fail.
I’d like to conclude with a further conversation I had in a corridor at the Open
University. In the 1970s my colleague Norman Gower, later Principal of Royal
Holloway College, said to me something I never forgot: “It doesn’t matter what you do,
as long as: (1) it’s worthwhile, (2) you do it well, and (3) all the jobs that have to be
done are done.” We all have different talents and in general the Open University is
better than many at recognising these.
At a time when so much of our funding is tied to narrow RAE-type research (even
though most pure maths research papers are read by only a handful of people), it is
regrettable that so little official recognition is given by the powers-that-be for
communicating our work to the wider world. Research is important, but it’s not the only
thing we do. In some recent words of Ian Stewart:
It is becoming increasingly necessary, and important, for mathematicians to
engage with the general public.

Our subject is widely misunderstood, and its vital role in today’s society goes mostly
unobserved. Many mathematicians are now convinced that writing about mathematics is
at least as valuable as writing new mathematics. In fact, many of us feel that it is
pointless to invent new theorems unless the public gets to hear of them.
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The various styles of communication I’ve described today require from us different, but
no less valuable, talents - and when it comes down to it, we’re all in the same game.
Thank you very much.
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Plenary 2: Wednesday 8th July 2009

The problem field of Adults Learning Mathematics
Tine Wedege
Malmö University, Sweden
Tine.Wedege@mah.se
In the borderland between mathematics education and adult education a
new research field was cultivated, and an international research forum was
formed in the 1990’s: Adults Learning Mathematics. The subject area
encompasses formal adult mathematics education as well as adults’
informal mathematics learning in the communities of everyday practice. The
key concept is numeracy and the problem field is related to adults,
mathematics and lifelong education. This paper presents a current picture
of international research in adults learning mathematics. Three examples of
research and developmental projects related to adults engaged in specific
social practices are given: parents, landless peasants, and nurses.

The emergence and growth of the field
In the 1990’s, “adults learning mathematics” was cultivated as a new field of research in
the borderland between mathematics education and adult education. The subject area
includes formal adult mathematics education as well as adults’ informal mathematics
learning in the communities of everyday practice. Some of the key words are
globalisation, exclusion, equity and participation, and also technological and economic
development. The background for the emergence and growth of the field is located in
two parallel and combined processes linked to the idea of lifelong learning: an
institutionalizing process, where schools or colleges for adults become subject to the
same kind of regulation as schools for children and adolescents; and a deinstitutionalizing process where the focus is on adults’ learning processes outside
schools, e.g. in workplaces (Wedege, Evans, FitzSimons, Civil, & Schlöglmann, 2008).
The international research forum Adults Learning Mathematics (ALM) was formed in
1994 and I find this event decisive for the growth into a field of what were until then
sparse research activities. The starting point of ALM was the article “What do we need
to know” written by Diana Coben in the UK. She pointed out the main problem to be
the missing contact between adult numeracy teachers and researchers in adult and/or
mathematics education. Coben stated that there were several reasons for this: the
difference between the culture and ethos of academic research and that of adult
numeracy (the culture clash); the perceived difficulty of mathematics as the subjectmatter of numeracy (the subject problem); the lack of relevant research; the lack of a
forum for researchers and practitioners (a numeracy forum). That is also why the
research forum ALM welcomes practitioners as well as researchers (see www.almonline.net). In 1996, this upcoming research field was introduced within the field of
mathematics education research by the publication of a chapter in the International
Handbook (see below) and a working group at the 8th International Congress on
13
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Mathematics Education (ICME-8). In the introduction to the proceedings of ICME-8
(G. E. FitzSimons, 1997), Alan Bishop wrote “as research and development grow here
they will challenge some of the established ideas from what one might think of as
‘mainstream’ mathematics education, namely school mathematics education” (p. 3).
However, until now, only very few of the publications from ALM members have been
quoted heavily in ‘mainstream research”. Among these are Jeff Evans’, “Adults’
mathematical thinking and emotions” (Evans, 2001).
Some research issues spotted by Coben (1992) were maths anxiety, gender and maths,
and maths implicit in traditional crafts of many cultures. Also at the beginning of the
1990’s, Iddo Gal (1993), from another part of the world, called for research in his report
“Issues and challenges in adult numeracy”. He stressed that research is lacking in most
areas related to numeracy provision and points out some key areas, for example: factors
affecting the transfer of numerical skills from the classroom to actual practice; how
adults’ everyday experiences and knowledge (e.g. with handling money or consumer
transactions) can be used to facilitate learning; the impact of an adult literacy
programme on learners’ beliefs and attitudes towards mathematics (p. 44). In both
documents arguing for the necessity of research in adult learning
mathematics/numeracy, the so-called “transfer” of mathematics between school and the
everyday and vice versa is questioned. But as Evans (Evans, 1999) and Wedege (1999)
among others have shown this is not a “straightforward affair”.
In this paper, I present a current picture of international research in adults learning
mathematics where numeracy is the key concept. The focus is on the interplay between
research and education, and three examples of research and developmental projects
related to adults engaged in specific social practices are given: parents, landless
peasants, and nurses.

Numeracy: building bridges
In ALM research, the key concept is numeracy and the problem field is related to adults,
mathematics and lifelong education in a societal context. Strictly speaking it is a not
correct to talk about “the concept of numeracy” because numeracy is a contested notion
and there are a long series of different and still possible definitions. (See for example
the definitions compiled by David Kaye in “Defining numeracy” – a selection of
definitions” (Kaye, 2002)). However, across this diversity, in many definitions a wish to
solve the problem of “transfer” or of “transmission” raises the idea of numeracy
bridging between mathematics and adult life. This notion was drawn from a critique of
mathematics education:
Frustrated with a mathematics whose history kept it within strong disciplinary
boundaries (…) We colonized numeracy, permitting, indeed requiring, it to be a
bridge between mathematics and society (Johnston & Yasakawa, 2001, p. 291).

The idea of bridging between mathematics and the real world was also a basic idea in
the international Adult Literacy and Life Skills survey (ALL) where a series of active
ALM members have created the numeracy framework:
Our basic premise is that numeracy is the bridge that links mathematical
knowledge, whether acquired via formal or informal learning, with functional and
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information-processing demands encountered in the real world (Manly, Tout, van
Groenestijn, & Clermont, 2001, p. 79).

The theme of bridging mathematics and adult life is also thematised in John
O’Donoghue’s key note “Mathematics or numeracy: Does it really matter?” at ALM-9
(O’Donoghue, 2003), and it lies implicitly in Gail FitzSimons’s key note, “An
Overview of adult and lifelong mathematics education”, at ICME-10, where she argues
that the construct of numeracy is an example of a horizontal discourse, in contrast to the
vertical discourse of mathematics (G. E. FitzSimons, 2004). To finish this very brief
discussion, I shall give an example of a definition which illustrates two more common
characteristics (functionality and contextuality) that can be recognised in the different
constructions of numeracy:
Numeracy consists of functional mathematical skills and understanding that in
principle all people need to have. Numeracy changes in time and space along with
social change and technological development (Lindenskov & Wedege, 2001, p. 5)

Research reviews: some examples
From the mid 1990’s and onwards, we have a series of international reviews of the
research in adults learning mathematics. In the first International Handbook of
Mathematics Education from 1996, there was a reference to “adults” for the first time
ever in a reference work on mathematics education research. The authors presented
adult numeracy and characterized the field as one showing “great heterogeneity”. They
identified two approaches to adults’ mathematical knowledge: one relates to school
mathematics and the other to non-educational contexts (G. E. FitzSimons, Jungwirth,
Maasz, & Schlöglmann, 1996). In the second international handbook from 2003, there
was a chapter exploring adult lifelong mathematics education as contextualised from
social, cultural, political and economic perspectives, and adult mathematics education
was presented as a research domain (FitzSimons, G. E., O’Donoghue, J. & Coben,
2003).
We find a comprehensive review of international research on adult numeracy in D.
Coben et al., 2003. Here the field is presented as fast-developing but still underresearched, under-theorised and under-developed. Some of the headings in the report
are ‘Numeracy in context’, ‘Learning and teaching numeracy’, ‘Factors affecting
learning’, and ‘What do we know and what do we need to know about adult numeracy’.
This review was produced and published in the UK. A couple of years later, a review of
the literature in adult numeracy was published in the US (Condelli et al., 2006). The
report was based on a series of research questions posed by the Office of Vocational and
Adult Education and it was structured by four issues: conceptualizing adult numeracy;
adult numeracy and mathematics instructional approaches and interventions; and
assessment and professional development in adult numeracy.
Recently, I have written a local review “Adults learning mathematics: research and
education in Denmark” for a book on Nordic research in mathematics education. In this
article, the Danish research and researchers are situated within the international
community of ALM. The key issues in the overview are: what mathematics do adults
know in the workplace; why do adults (not) learn mathematics; why teach mathematics
to adults; and how to teach or what is “best practice” in adult mathematics education?
15
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The scope of the literature review
In this paper, I intend to present a current picture of international research in adults
learning mathematics with examples from the interplay between research and education.
The title of the paper is “The problem field of Adults Learning Mathematics” and the
key word in my analytical framework for this review is “problem field”. In order to
ground the picture of international research and my choice of research and
developmental projects for this paper, I have done a literature review. The scope is
defined by the research field which is reviewed and the terminological framework
which is used to demarcate and to structure this field for the purpose of the review
(Wedege, 2001) (Wedege, 2010). As a starting point educational research is defined in
general as “a process of systematic inquiry that is designed to collect, analyse, interpret,
and use data to understand, describe, predict, or control an educational (…)
phenomenon or to empower individuals in such contexts” (Mertens, 2005, p.3). This
general definition is consistent with a view, which I share, of mathematics education
research as “the collective effort to study and to shape the relationship between humans,
on the one hand, and mathematics on the other” (Fischer, 1993, p. 113) in society.

What is studied in the field?
By subject area I mean the phenomena to be investigated in research. This area is
distributed between adults, education and mathematics and it is always-already
(toujours-déjà3) structured and delimited by the concrete forms of practice and
knowledge that are currently regarded as adult mathematics teaching, learning and
knowing. In the topic study groups at the ICME congresses in 2004 and 2008 adults
were defined with implicit references to the two processes mentioned in the
introduction, respectively the institutionalizing process and the de-institutionalizing
process:
Adults is interpreted as referring to people who start, resume or continue their
education in formal, informal or non-formal settings, beyond the normal age of
schooling in their societies (TSG8 ICME11 http://icme11.org/ ).
Adults are engaged in a range of social practices, such as working (or seeking
work), parenting and caring for other dependants, budgeting and organising
consumption, voting, etc. (TSG6 ICME10 www.icme10.dk ).

Within the field, mathematics is given a broad definition:
By mathematics we mean multiple activities and knowledge, including academic
mathematics, vocational mathematics, ethnomathematics, folk mathematics and
adult numeracy (TSG8 ICME10).

The term lifelong indicates that education and learning takes place at all stages and in all
spheres of life. Regarding education the terminology of UNESCO (2000, p. 41) is often
adopted: Informal education means the lifelong process whereby adults are learning
mathematics in everyday life (e.g., work, family, leisure, society). Formal education
refers to the adult educational system from adult basic education and vocational training
through to further and higher education. Non-formal education is defined as any
3

A French structuralist term
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educational activity organized outside the established formal system that is intended to
serve identifiable learning objectives.

Who are the researchers?
The review spans sources (English in original or translated into English) covering
international research judged to be relevant to adults learning mathematics, mainly
adults with short formal educational stories: ALM proceedings (1-15), Adults Learning
Mathematics – An International Journal (ALMIJ), ICME proceedings (8-11);
international mathematics education research journals (1999-2008) (Educational Studies
in Mathematics, Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, For the Learning of
Mathematics, ZDM – The International Journal for Mathematics Education Research).
Priorities of the research review are based on explicit criteria for relevance and quality.
For the presentation at the conference, I put together a list of outstanding researchers
within the field, on the basis of three objective criteria:
i. Quantity – number of research papers/articles/reports published
ii. Quality and relevance – place of publication (publication in refereed ALM
proceedings, ICME proceedings, ALMIJ, other international journals)
iii. Relevance and quality – citations (apart from the author’s self citation) within
the community of ALM defined as citations in ALM-proceedings, ICME
proceedings, ALMIJ and the international research reviews mentioned above.
People who have presented a research paper at two or more ALM conferences (1-15)
and/or in ICME 8-11 Topic Groups were on the gross list of 50 researchers to whom I
applied the three criteria to form the top list in the next step.
Alphabetic top 19 list of researchers in ALM
Roseanne Benn
Marta Civil
Diana Coben
Jeff Evans
Gail E. FitzSimons
Iddo Gal
Lynda Ginsburg

Mieke van Groenestijn
Mary Harris
Gelsa Knijnik
Betty Johnston
John O’Donoghue
Kathy Safford-Ramus
Analucia D Schliemann

Wolfgang Schlöglmann
Alison Tomlin
Dave Tout
Tine Wedege
Keiko Yasukawa

Besides their academic contribution to the field, 15 of the researchers on the list have
been active in organizing and further developing the international research forum
ALM as members of the trustees group of ALM, members of the editorial team/board
of ALMIJ and/or chairing ICME groups or ALM conferences.

From subject area to problem field and problematique
I have often quoted the French epistemologist, Gaston Bachelard ((1927)), for this
fundamental statement: “The sense of the problem is the nerve of scientific progress ”.
When the subject area of “adults learning mathematics” is cultivated, research
problems are formulated in a dialectic relationship with practice and the area is
growing into a subject field. When the researchers explicitly start to locate and
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formulate problems concerning phenomena within the subject area (adult,
mathematics, education), then it is further structured and the subject field, i.e. the field
which is actually investigated, is created. Taking their points of departure in a specific
position, the researchers adopt a certain view of the subject and identify a problem
field concerning the subject area by locating and formulating problems (Wedege,
2001). In the ALM conference proceedings and in the first studies, during the first
five years, a series of names and titles pop up all the time in the reference lists. These
researchers formulate problems within the affective domain (adults’ beliefs, attitudes
and emotions towards mathematics) inspired by the following: From failure to
success: Changing the experience of adults learners of mathematics (Burton, 1987);
Do you panic about mathematics? (Buxton, 1981); Overcoming math anxiety (Tobias,
1993); Relearning mathematics: a different third R-radical math (Frankenstein,
1989); and at the end of the period: Adults count too: Mathematics for empowerment
(Benn, 1997). Researchers also formulate other problems related to the issue of school
mathematics versus everyday mathematics inspired by: Cognition in practice. Mind,
mathematics and culture in everyday life (J. Lave, 1988); Schools, Mathematics and
Work. (Harris, 1991); and Mathematics counts (Cockcroft, 1982).
During the first five years of ALM, many of the researchers formulate the problems
within theoretical frameworks and perspectives mainly found in mathematics
education research: Mathematical enculturation. (Bishop, 1991); Philosophy of
mathematics education (Ernest, 1991); Paulo Freire (1972); Pedagogy of the
oppressed (Freire, 1972); Cognition in practice. Mind, mathematics and culture in
everyday life (J. Lave, 1988); Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral participation
(J. Lave & Wenger, 1991); Street Mathematics and School Mathematics (Nunes,
Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993); Critical mathematics education (Skovsmose, 1994).

The problem field of Adults Learning Mathematics
Adult and lifelong mathematics education has multiple dimensions and the
approaches embrace, besides mathematics, a range of disciplines (psychology,
sociology, politics, pedagogy, anthropology and androgogy), and a spectrum of
concerns about inclusion – along the lines of gender, class, ethnicity, age and
language group. In order to give a current picture of international research in the field
of adults learning mathematics with a focus on the interplay between research and
education, I have selected three problem fields related to adults engaged in specific
social practices as parents, as landless peasants, and as nurses.

Working with parents
Why do adults return to study mathematics? In the English project Making numeracy
teaching meaningful to adult learners, a central research questions was about
students’ motives for attending – and continuing in – adult numeracy classes. It was
concluded that students’ reasons for joining, and continuing to attend, numeracy
classes are varied and complex (Swain, Baker, Holder, Newmarch, & Coben, 2005).
One of the main triggers is to help their children with homework.
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In 2008, the ALM International Journal had a special issue, Volume 3 (2a & 2b) on
“Parents’ involvement in mathematics education: looking for connections between
family and school”. Here are some of the key problems formulated:
•

There is a connection between students’ performance in mathematics and
parental engagement and family involvement.

•

There is evidence that low-income families usually have fewer opportunities
to engage in their children’s education than middle or upper class families.

The issue studied and discussed in this sub-field is how parents – in minority and
working-class communities – become helpers of their children in doing mathematics.
A key issue is the need to transform parents’ own perceptions about themselves as
learners and doers of mathematics - expressed like this by Marta Civil: “Our goal is to
develop teaching innovations in mathematics that capitalize on students’ (and their
families’) knowledge and experiences from everyday life” (Civil, 1999, p. 216).
At ICME-11, in 2008, Javier Díez-Palomar et al., belonging to the new generation of
researchers, was “Drawing from a parent’s perspective”. Díez-Palomar was also the
guest editor at the ALM Journal special issue mentioned above. In the editorial
introduction, he states the aim of the issue as developing “the perspective in the field
of adults learning mathematics from the point of view of the work with parents who
are learning mathematics” (Díez-Palomar, 2008, p. 6). The approach in this problem
field is consistent with the work in ethnomathematics, and more specifically with the
intersection of ethnomathematics and adult education as found in the work of Knijnik.
At ICME-10, Civil (2004), in her presentation entitled “Parents as intellectual
resources: Implications for adult aducation”, made a specific reference to Knijnik’s
concept of ethnomathematical approach, as a combination of research into the
conceptions, traditions, and mathematical practices of a specific subordinated social
group and of pedagogical work involved in making the group members realize that:
1. they do have knowledge;
2. they can codify and interpret their knowledge;
3. they are capable of acquiring academic knowledge;
4. they are capable of establishing comparisons between these two different types
of knowledge in order to choose the more suitable one when they have real
problems to solve. (Knijnik, 1993, p. 24)

Landless peasants
Gelsa Knijnik (2007) problematizes the dichotomy between ”high” and ”low” culture
in mathematics education on the basis of empirical data from field work with peasants
from the Brazilian Landless Movement. In the mid-1990’s she formulated the
problem like this:
A given social group, in this case the rural workers, practises a different
mathematics from that produced by academia, and therefore not socially
legitimate. How does one deal pedagogically with this cultural diversity, in this
case mathematical diversity? (Knijnik, 1997, p. 89)
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Knijnik (1997) acknowledges the ethnomathematical approach but, as we have seen,
taking a socio-political position she makes different conclusions. The investigation of
the traditions, practices and mathematical concepts of the landless peasants and the
pedagogical work which is developed in order for them to be able to interpret and
decode their knowledge; to acquire the knowledge produced by academic
mathematics; and to establish comparisons between the two kinds of mathematical
knowledge, thus being able to analyse the use of the two kinds of knowledge and the
power relations involved.

Numeracy for nursing
The main problem pointed out in relation to the social practice of nursing is that poor
numeracy can be life-threatening for the patient. It was stressed by Meriel Hutton at
ALM-4:
That nurses need to be competent in the mathematics involved in calculating
fluid balance, drug dosages and intravenous drip rates is generally accepted.
However, nursing students have been shown to perform poorly in written tests of
the relevant mathematics. (Hutton, 1998, p. 192)

Ten years later this problem is reformulated by Diana Coben and her colleagues
(2008) at ALM-14. They state that numeracy is recognised as a key skill for
professional practice in nursing and they refer to successive studies which present a
picture of lack of proficiency within both the student population and amongst
registered nurses. Furthermore, they point to another problem. There is no recognized
standard for numeracy for nursing with the consequence that it is difficult to
determine which skills require development, or to ascertain when competence has
been achieved. However, the body regulating the profession in the UK requires
nursing students to achieve 100% in a test of numeracy in practice before they are
allowed to register as nurses. Hence, Coben (2010) argues that a multiplicity of tests,
processes and criteria, which may be neither reliable nor valid, are being developed
and deployed in pre-registration nursing programmes throughout the UK. These are
some of the problems that two big research and developmental projects intend to solve
by creating a benchmark for numeracy for nursing.
In the nursing project a new discourse has entered the scene of ALM. While the
predominant position – as a starting point – has been to perceive adults as competent
parents, peasants etc., the main concern here is the lack of nurses’ proficiency. I find
that the challenge for ALM research and education is to combine general
requirements for qualifications in society with adults’ competences and subjective
needs (Wedege, 2001).

Perspectives
In mathematics education research, over the last 30 years, there has generally been a
shift in focus and interest from teaching via learning to the teacher (education,
practice, identity). The main research concern in ALM has been adults knowing and
learning mathematics/numeracy, but the importance of the professional development
of teachers in adult numeracy education has been on the agenda from the beginning,
for example represented by the Australian team Betty Johnston, Beth Marr and Dave
Tout (see Marr & Tout, 1997). However in a recent research review on teacher
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education in adult literacy, numeracy and ESOL, where Terry Maguire is responsible
for the numeracy part, the authors conclude:
While this review has surveyed a rich literature in adult, further and higher
education, it is noticeable that the subject-specific literature on learning to teach
on initial teacher education programs, (…), is not replicated in the world of adult
literacy and numeracy education. (Morton, Maguire, & Baynham, 2006, p.59)

Another absence of research that I want to stress in this overview is the gender
perspective. At the ALM conference in 2001, Inge Henningsen (Henningsen, 2002)
called for research with this perspective arguing the need for gender as an important,
explicit and independent factor. However, the call for papers for a special issue on
gender in ALMIJ 2007 resulted in only three accepted articles in volume 3(1). I take
this fact as evidence of a general missing interest in the gender aspect of adult
mathematics education.
In the introduction, I quoted Bishop who said in 1996 that the development and
growth of the ALM research field would challenge some of the established ideas
coming from ‘mainstream’ mathematics education. Since then, the research field has
grown in quantity and quality and ALM established an international journal in 2005.
However, it seems to be difficult for the journal to increase the number of submitted
articles. In 2009, there was only a single issue with three articles. Furthermore, it
appears that the articles on adults and mathematics in the international journals are in
general few and far between. I do not find that this is a healthy situation and I suggest
to the research forum to debate whether the researchers should concentrate on the
ALM journal or rather on producing a special issue of “ZDM – The International
Journal for Mathematics Education Research” to show the world what ALM research
is about and why it is a challenge for ‘mainstream’ mathematics education.
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Plenary 3: Thursday 9th July 2009

Informal mathematical understandings: implications
for further education
Terezinha Nunes
Department of Education, University of Oxford
terezinha.nunes@education.ox.ac.uk
There are many opportunities for people to develop mathematical understandings
outside school. We develop our thinking about quantities and relations between
them even when we might not be able to use numbers to represent the quantities or
the relations between them. This presentation will focus on research suggests that
informal knowledge of functional relations is often implicit and thus may be
incomplete. This presentation will highlight the basis and strengths of informal
knowledge about functions and suggest ways of capitalizing on this knowledge in
school.
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The SfLIP1 side of numeracy: what teachers want (in
England)
Jackie Ashton

Graham Griffiths

LLU+, London South Bank
University
j.ashton@lsbu.ac.uk

LLU+, London South Bank
University
g.griffiths@lsbu.ac.uk

The academic year 2008/2009 saw a growing focus on numeracy in the
Skills for Life Improvement Programme (SfLIP). This has involved the
development of a range of programmes for numeracy including targeted
sessions for adult numeracy teachers. Sessions were run in the nine regions
of England and involved 2 days of delivery and were focused on the
teaching of aspects of adult numeracy (called ‘pedagogy’ sessions). The
first day involved a programme designed centrally and was concerned with
specific pre-arranged areas of numeracy. The second session was
constructed around the aspects that the teachers requested. This paper will
use these sessions as raw data to consider what training teachers feel that
they need. Given that this is a self-selected sample, we will then conjecture
what this tells us about the population of adult numeracy teachers. We will
then consider what further research and development can be developed.

Background
Since the introduction of the Skills for Life Strategy following the Moser report
(DfEE 1999), there has been concern about the development of teaching and learning
of adult numeracy in the UK. In addition, the inspection regime has shown some
concern about the delivery of adult numeracy. The Office for Standards in Education
(Ofsted) produced a summary report in 2003 which described some issues related to
teaching and learning of language, literacy and numeracy.
There is still a shortage of good learning materials. Too often, teaching relies on
poorly copied worksheets, which have apparently been selected at random, have
little relevance to learners’ needs or interests and are not marked. (Ofsted 2003)

The report commented more specifically on numeracy arguing that the subject “is too
often taught rote learning rather than by developing understanding of numerical
concepts.”(Ofsted 2003)
This parallels other reports concerning the teaching and learning of mathematics in
general. For example, the Ofsted survey of school mathematics teaching
(Understanding the score Ofsted (2008)) recommended that schools should

1

The Skills for Life Improvement Programme – SfLIP – was a UK government funded project to
support language, literacy and numeracy (i.e. Skills for Life) developments in the post school sector. It
was the successor programme to the Skills for Life Quality Initiative and precursor of the Skills for
Life Support Programme.
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...provide well-targeted professional development in mathematics, particularly
to improve teachers’ subject-specific pedagogy and the subject knowledge of
non-specialist teachers of mathematics. (Ofsted 2008)

The National Development Centre for adult literacy and numeracy (NRDC) led a
project to identify effective teaching and learning strategies for Skills for Life
subjects. While recognising that the research was based on a smaller sample than
Ofsted’s, the report (Coben et al 2007) is somewhat more upbeat about teaching and
learning of adult numeracy than the inspectorate.
The authors identified that a “wide range of different teaching approaches was
observed, although whole-class and individual work predominated.”
They also noted the following issues:
Most teachers gave clear explanations, which were much valued by learners.
They also broke work down into smaller steps and gave feedback to learners
about their work. Most teachers followed a set scheme of work, and few
incorporated learners’ personal interests. It was also less usual for teachers to
differentiate work, make connections to other areas of mathematics, or ask
higher-order questions to encourage higher-level thinking or probe learners’
misconceptions.
Although activities were often varied, there was little use of practical resources or
ICT, little group or collaborative work, and it was unusual to find learners
collaborating with, and learning from, each other. (Coben et al 2007)

This study
In recent years, the Skills for Life Improvement Programme has worked on
professional development in a number of ways. In 07/08, a number of Continuing
Professional Development sessions were run across the country focusing on dyslexia
and mathematics, language and mathematics, and numeracy and employment.
In 08/09, numeracy sessions were focused on the teaching and learning of particular
parts of the curriculum. It is these sessions that are the focus of this report.

The Data
Motivation for applying to attend the SfLIP events
Partly because of the concerns about the standard of adult numeracy teaching and
partly because of the demand for CPD, it was decided to run a series of numeracy
pedagogy workshops across England. Ten two-day workshops were held in the nine
regions of England. (Two events were held in the East Midlands due to high demand
in this region). (See Appendix 1 for attendance data).
Key personnel in each region were contacted before the events in order to gather
preferences for the focus of day one of the pedagogy workshops. They were asked to
select from a menu of topics but were invited to add their own topic if they wished.
Flyers were then sent out to the regions inviting practitioners, teacher trainers,
managers and other interested people to apply to attend. The content of first day of the
events was similar for each region: sharing good / effective practice; strategies for
teaching concepts; sharing a range of methods for performing calculations; supporting
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learners’ needs such as dyslexia and language; strategies for differentiation;
addressing learner errors and misconceptions and action planning. However, the
content was differentiated by adding the focus requested by the regions.
Applicants were asked to state their reasons for applying to come to the events. The
main reasons they gave were as follows:
% of applicants who gave this as
reason for wanting to attend

Reason
Improve own teaching skills / enhance effectiveness
of teaching

17

Share good practice

15

Greater knowledge of SfL numeracy pedagogy &
related issues

13

Update on pedagogy /new ideas & approaches
To find out about different activities, techniques,
strategies and approaches for making numeracy
interesting

12
12

These events proved to be very popular with over 40 applications for places in some
regions. It is therefore interesting that some of the main reasons for attending appear
to tie in with one of the Ofsted recommendations, namely to improve teachers’
subject-specific pedagogy. Applicants were also very interested in sharing good
practice indicating that they feel they are already doing something that is worth
sharing and are aware that some of their peers are doing the same. The most popular
reason of all however was simply to improve teaching skills, perhaps indicating a
recognition that some improvement is necessary.
Other suggested areas for improvement, as mentioned in the NRDC report, were cited
as reasons for wanting to attend by a much lower proportion of applicants e.g. only
4% stated that they wanted to find out about active and collaborative learning
techniques with the same percentage referring to resources as being their reason for
applying. Only 1% of applicants cited ‘how to make learning relevant’ as what they
wanted to get out of attending the event. However, while these may not have been the
main motivator for making the application it does not necessarily preclude them from
being desired outcomes.
Current good / effective practice:
Participants were asked to discuss strategies, activities or resources that they had used
or seen used to teach Numeracy that had been successful. Feedback from this activity
produced a wealth of responses indicating that the participants, when taken as a
whole, were using a wide range of effective strategies, activities and resources. Many
of them matched the areas that were demonstrated by a minority of observed teachers
in the NRDC report; for example, they included having a context relevant to the
learners, making connections, using practical resources and ICT and group/pair work.
Differentiation was only mentioned once where one group recorded that they use
differentiated questions. The use of higher order questions and misconceptions was
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not mentioned by any group. In making the comparison between areas of weakness
stated in the aforementioned reports and what practitioners state they are doing, it
must be noted that each group only recorded some of the examples of good practice
inferred by the reports whereas the whole group of participants covered most of them
between them.
Requests for day 2 of the professional development sessions
At the end of the first day of each event participants were asked what topics they
would like to be covered on the second day. We then proceeded to plan day 2 with the
aim of covering as many of the requests as possible. There was quite a wide range of
requests; theses could be categorised under the following headings:
i. Resources and materials
ii. Activities
iii. Strategies
iv. ICT
v. Topics
vi. Vocational / embedded / maths in context
vii. Differentiation
viii. Language
ix. Learning needs / difficulties
x. Functional skills
xi. Collaborative learning
xii. Assessment
xiii. Motivating / engaging learners.
It should be noted that resources and websites were among the most popular requests.
Also popular were the development of particular maths topics, differentiation,
learning difficulties and practical activities.
Action planning
At the end of the two-day events, participants were asked what they would be taking
away from the events and what they intended to implement or disseminate. The
majority of responses focused on resources and websites with many participants
saying they would try out particular resources or that they would build up a bank of
resources and activities. This may be encouraging in the light of the Ofsted report
which stated that ‘there is still a shortage of good learning materials’ and the NRDC
report which claimed there was ‘little use of practical resources or ICT’. Overall, there
was a wide range of responses spanning the following categories:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Starter activities
Games
Materials
ICT based resources and websites
Kinaesthetic activities
Group activities
Practical / tactile resources
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viii. Videos
Strategies and approaches that participants said they would implement after the events
included some of the areas of weakness reported by NRDC, for example: using
collaborative activities, strategies for how to differentiate, strategies for encouraging
active learning, making connections e.g. between fractions, decimals and percentages,
use more practical and tactile resources and games, incorporate ICT where possible
and use of open-ended questions. Several participants also said they now felt
confident enough to enrol in the Level 5 numeracy subject specialism course. This
outcome equates with the Ofsted recommendation that subject knowledge of nonspecialist teachers of mathematics should be improved.

Discussion
A number of points for discussion arose from the data collected.
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

There was a lot of demand for these events, indicating that practitioners feel they
have a need to find out more about / get up to date with numeracy pedagogy.
Teachers appear to be aware of what they need to do to improve and this seems to
tie in with what has been reported by Ofsted and the NRDC.
For some, it has been an affirmation that what they are doing is what is considered
to be current good practice and that they are being creative in their approaches.
Teachers are very keen to share ideas and resources with other teachers. They
seem to appreciate this opportunity for peer sharing just as much as, if not more
than, learning from ‘experts’. Many are working in isolation and feel frustrated
that they are probably producing the same materials as another teacher working in
the next town but they do not feel there are sufficient opportunities or time for
sharing.
Teachers are particularly hungry for learning materials including ICT based
materials and websites. This is despite the wealth of learning materials available
such as the Maths4Life ‘Thinking Through Mathematics’ materials.
Teachers recognise what is seen as good practice and are already employing some
of it, but may not individually be putting the whole spectrum of good practice into
action and may be using it occasionally rather than as a matter of course.
On the whole, the teachers who attended the events have ‘bought into’ many of
the ideas presented as good practice, such as using practical and interactive
resources and collaborative learning and would like to put them into practice.
However, it may be that the teachers whose teaching practices and beliefs are
most entrenched in the chalk and talk / worksheet direction were not moved to
attend these events.
Many teachers see the employment of interactive and engaging materials and
group work as a change in the right direction that can be made relatively easily
whereas other ideas of good practice, such as differentiating learning, are still
something they require a lot of support with. For example, some teachers were
working under very challenging circumstances, having to teach a very wide range
of levels, sometimes teaching both literacy and numeracy within the same class
and having to deal with language issues and learning difficulties.
Embedding numeracy is also a topic that some teachers felt they would like more
support with, although several ideas were taken away from the events such as
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using photographs to see where the numeracy is and using games with numeracy
embedded in them.
• What they have appreciated with these events is the time to browse, try out,
discuss and experience the ideas, strategies, activities and resources suggested.
This appears to have been much more preferable than being presented with a pack
which they may not feel they have to time to sort through for something suitable
for their learners.
• However, there is still a lingering feeling among many that time pressures do not
allow for the use of some of these ‘fun activities’ and they would use them more
given more time or flexibility with what they have to cover.
• Experiencing the active and collaborative approaches and the interactive and
engaging learning materials has helped to boost the confidence of the teachers
who came along without a numeracy specialism and has encouraged them to
commit to achieving that qualification.
• Most of those who attended went away with ideas for self-development and/or
further work including dissemination to colleagues, however it remains to be seen
whether this will translate into concrete action and whether this, in turn, will result
in improved teaching and learning.
Interesting points about those who applied:
• The majority of SfL teachers who applied to attend the events currently teach
more than one SfL subject
• Very few teachers who just teach ESOL applied to attend. In fact more literacy
teachers then ESOL teachers applied.

Conclusion
Developments in policy over the past few years have produced large numbers of
documents, including resources / materials such as the Skills for Life learning
materials, diagnostic assessment materials and embedded materials. Some of these
developments go further with professional development aspects to the packages such
as the mathematics packs developed by Swan and others (DfES 2005 and DfES
2007). Yet there is concern that these resources have not yet had the impact that was
intended.
The teachers in our study have shown that they value such resources but that the
existence of these resources is not enough. We note that the field as a whole contains
a wide range of practice and experience and that practitioners can learn from each
other. What they value is the opportunity to meet and discuss the use and development
of resources and ideas. It would therefore seem important to give as much opportunity
for this to happen as possible. The requirement for teachers to undergo 30 hours of
professional development each year would seem to help such a position although the
cost of organising such meetings beyond one institution may be a threat.
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Appendix
1 Demographic data of participants
SfLIP data10 regional events, 2 national events
Gender
Female
Male
Total

No.
308
128
436

%
70.6
29.4
100

Ethnicity
White British
Not stated
Asian
White other
Other
Black African
White Irish
Black Caribbean
Black other
Total

No.
323
39
21
14
12
11
9
6
1
436

%
74.1
8.9
4.8
3.2
2.8
2.5
2.1
1.4
0.2
100

Job role
SfL tutor
Other / Not stated
Manager
Key Skills tutor
Teacher Trainer
Assessor
Vocational tutor
Support
Subject learning coach
Total

No.
198
80
51
51
24
12
11
7
2
436

%
45.4
18.3
11.7
11.7
5.5
2.8
2.5
1.6
0.5
100

SfL tutor specialisms
Mixed
Numeracy
Literacy
ESOL
Total

No.
96
80
19
3
198

%
48.5
40.4
9.6
1.5
100

Setting
FE
ACL / Vol & Comm / FL
Not stated
Work based learning
Prisons / Prob Svce / Young Offenders
E2E
Train to Gain
Learners with LDD
Learn Direct
IAG / job centre plus
Teacher Ed
Total

No.
126
104
56
39
31
25
18
17
8
7
5
436

%
28.9
23.9
12.8
8.9
7.1
5.7
4.1
3.9
1.8
1.6
1.1
100

2. Reasons for attending the SfLIP regional numeracy pedagogy workshops
Reason (proportions with more than 10% shaded)
Improve own teaching skills / enhanced effectiveness of teaching
Share good practice
Greater knowledge of SfL numeracy pedagogy & related issues
Update on pedagogy /new ideas & approaches
To find out about different activities, techniques, strategies & approaches for making numeracy interesting
Provide better support in SfL numeracy/ meeting learners’ needs
Active and Collaborative learning techniques
Resources
Develop numeracy provision / dissemination / become involved in numeracy provision
Increase confidence with numeracy
Differentiation / inclusive approaches
Topic specific delivery strategies
Embedding numeracy within other subjects
To support own studies
New ideas to help with training
Networking info
Improve planning
Formative assessment skills
Delivery of numeracy programmes to families
Making learning relevant
Total
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Freq.
29
25
22
21
20
7
7
6
6
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
169

%
17
15
13
12
12
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
100
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3. Activity 1: Sharing good practice
In groups of three, discuss strategies, activities or resources that you have used or seen
used to teach numeracy that have been successful (20 minutes)
• Describe the strategy/activity/resource
• State what context it was used in
• How could you tell it was successful?
• Record responses to the above points on the flipchart paper provided
• Completed sheets will be displayed for the group to read during breaks
•

Tactile objects such as cubes e.g. to help
with addition and subtraction
• Websites e.g. Skillswise / Sparklebox /
Skillsworkshop
• Teachers TV
• Smartboard
• Turning Point
• Realia e.g. measuring jugs / recipes /
catalogues / money / football league
tables / maps
• Food e.g. cake / chocolate – use to
demonstrate equivalents
• Barbie dolls for ratios and proportions
• Calculators
• Plastic shapes e.g. circles and squares
for fractions
• Worksheets with answers
• Large charts / posters to help with FDP
Activities:
• Practical activities e.g. cooking /
measuring objects or body
measurements not just worksheets
• Completing a mini project
• Mental starters with individual
whiteboards
• Games e.g. Bingo / Language games
such as taboo words / online games e.g.
Racing Dolphins
• Doing puzzles, challenges and
conundrums
• Arranging events on a washing line for
probability
• Tactile activities e.g. colouring, folding
and cutting for fractions and percentages
• Kinaesthetic activities e.g. learners order
themselves or objects a/c to data such as
averages and range
• Data handling activities using Smarties
• Making posters
• Learners create games and puzzles

Feedback from activity:
Strategies:
• Informal strategies e.g. finger
multiplication for 6-10 times tables,
lattice method, percentage bubbles
• Using visuals e.g. animation and colour
• Multiple representations
• Using discussion
• Everyday-life use of maths / learning in
context relevant to learners e.g. relating
decimals to money (pence)
• Language support e.g. work on
terminology / focus on instructions
• Group and pair work
• Use of team games
• Use of multimedia including virtual
learning environments
• Making maths fun
• Using spreadsheets e.g. for budgeting /
doing Bodmas in Excel
• Engagement through history of maths
• Challenge through differentiated
questions
• Making connections e.g. relating
fractions to decimals
• Use of rewards e.g. prizes for
completing challenges
Resources:
• Number lines
• Rulers in metric and Imperial starting at
the same end to help with conversion
• Place value slider
• Partition cards
• Fraction walls
• Dominoes
• Dice
• Tarsia puzzles
• Follow-me cards
• Card matching exercises
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4. Personal action plans: what participants planned to disseminate
Ideas for activities and resources and how to use or develop them
more interactive activities and workshop style
approach
Ideas for teaching entry level learners
Making connections e.g. between fractions,
decimals and percentages
Use photographs to see how numeracy (and
literacy) can be embedded in a given context
Help learners with the language of maths e.g.
work on the language involved in number
problems / simplify language used until
learners understand concepts / Work on
ensuring learners understand the question
before they try to solve it / extend vocabulary
of learners
Use games with embedded numeracy
Use of starters: use starters in every session /
use of investigative activities as starters
Use more practical and tactile resources and
games
Incorporate ICT where possible
Ideas for embedding numeracy within ICT
Use learners as a physical resource
Use more colour and pictures in resources
Strategies for assessing learners’ numeracy
levels
Use of open ended questions

General
Starters
Games
Materials
ICT based resources and websites
Kinaesthetic activities
Group activities
Practical / tactile resources
Videos
Specific activities / resources
Using hands for teaching times tables
Develop kinaesthetic activities specific for
context of hairdressing
Laminated number cards for rounding
activities / reading large numbers
Multiplication grid
Have I got numeracy for you (Powerpoint)
Behind You – guess the number / symbol /
maths term
Rounding in the rain
Place value slider
Pelmanism
Ratio matching cards
FDP matching cards
Fraction circles
Large number dominoes
Speed /distance /time matching cards
Ratio bingo
% bubbles
True / false measures activity
Measure Up game
Strategies and Approaches
Resource-light teaching approaches
Using a range of different teaching strategies
Using the history of Number
Use collaborative activities with pairs / groups
Strategies for how to differentiate e.g. develop
project ideas for mixed ability classes
Strategies for encouraging active learning /
more active participation of learners e.g. use
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Further work / Self development
Enrol on L5 numeracy subject specialism
course
Build up a bank of resources
Identify / develop starters for each topic
Identify key terms/phrases in the different
contexts they work in
Research suggested websites / investigate
more e-learning resources
Attend training on IWB
Revisit scheme of work
Create games to use with functional skills
Share information from examiners’ reports
with colleagues
Look into Turning Point
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This paper reports on work in progress on an interdisciplinary project
funded by NHS Education for Scotland (NES) which aims to propose a
benchmark for numeracy in nursing. It updates our presentation at the
ALM-14 conference (Coben, et al., 2008) where we argued the case for
such a benchmark and presented our initial research. Following a pilot
study in England, the main study was undertaken in Scotland in a sample
of Higher Education Institutions with pre-registration nurse education
programmes. It explored key issues around determining and assessing the
achievement of competence in nursing numeracy with specific reference to
medication calculation. We tested the efficacy of a computer-based
assessment of pre-registration nurses’ medication calculation skills by
comparing outcomes from this with calculations undertaken in a practical
setting. Participants’ performance in the assessments, together with their
evaluation of content, will inform our judgements on the suitability of
items of assessment for inclusion within a proposed benchmark standard
for medication dosage calculations.

The need for a benchmark
Nursing numeracy manifestly matters: to patients, to nurses, to their employers, to the
public and to nurse educators (Coben, et al., 2008). However, there is no consensus
with regard to the scope, level or means of assessment of this critical area of nursing:
no benchmark. From September 2008 the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC),
the body that regulates the nursing profession in the UK, requires students to pass a
test of “numeracy in practice” at 100% before they are allowed to register as nurses
(NMC, 2007) but the absence of a benchmark begs the question: 100% of what?
While competence in the numeracy skills required for clinical nursing practice is
regarded as a pre-requisite to nurse registration, anecdotally one third of nursing
students currently fail calculation tests (Sabin, 2001; Starkings, 2003). The calculating
ability of nursing students has been found to be significantly poorer than that of other
similar students (Pozehl, 1996). Problems with mathematics are not confined to
nursing students but are also present amongst qualified (registered) nursing staff
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(Bliss-Holtz, 1994; Cooper, 1995; Kapborg, 1995) (Lerwill, 1999). Indeed, the
calculating ability of registered nurses has been found to be poorer than that of preregistration students in some studies (Kapborg, 1994; Laverty, 1989).
A benchmark would set out the scope and level of the numeracy nurses need in order
to practise safely and effectively. If students, teachers and employers all knew what
numeracy to expect of registrants at the end of pre-registration nursing programmes,
lecturers could help students to become competent in the numeracy they need for
nursing; employers could be confident that newly-qualified nurses were competent in
numeracy for nursing; registered nurses’ numeracy competence could be periodically
checked against the benchmark; and nurses, patients and the general public could be
assured of nurses’ competence with respect to numeracy.
Responsibility for developing this area of nursing practice lies in a partnership
between the profession and education in prioritising numeracy learning and support
within the curriculum and in practice experience. At present there is considerable
variation in patterns of calculation used within the branches of nursing practice (i.e.,
in the UK: adult, children/paediatric, learning disability and mental health), between
different professional groups, and in learning, teaching and assessment strategies
adopted by different educational institutions. In the study outlined in this paper, NHS
Education for Scotland (NES, http://www.nes.scot.nhs.uk/) is doing something about
this in Scotland.

The NES Numeracy Reference Group
In the first instance, a NES reference group was established comprising nurses,
midwives, pharmacists and allied health professionals, service managers,
representatives from higher education institutes (HEIs) and Scotland’s colleges,
professional organisations and professional regulators. Associated agencies such as
NHS Quality Improvement Scotland (http://www.nhshealthquality.org), those
involved
with
adult
and
community
education
literacies
(http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Education/Life-Long-Learning/17551) and wider
UK stakeholders such as the Higher Education Academy (HEA)
(http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/) and the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC)
(http://www.nmc-uk.org) were engaged in the consultation. The NES Numeracy
Reference Group undertook a consultation focussing upon issues associated with the
identification, development and measurement of numerical competence in the context
of healthcare education and practice. The resulting consultation document (NES
Numeracy Working Group, 2006) was circulated widely and received considerable
interest across the sector in Scotland. On the basis of the consultation and a review of
research in numeracy for nursing (Sabin, 2001), NES recognised the need for a
standardised numeracy assessment tool for nursing staff at the point of registration to
their profession and brought together an interdisciplinary team (see the list of authors
above), encompassing expertise in nursing numeracy, numeracy education, computer
assessment and psychometrics, to undertake research and development in this area.

Work in progress on the study
This paper reports on work in progress on a study stemming from this work and
funded by NES. The study aims to address issues of parity, scope and level in
assessing numeracy skills for successful calculation of medication dosages by nurses
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when they qualify, as part of a wider aim to propose a benchmark for numeracy for
nursing.
The first phase of the study made the case for a benchmark in numeracy for nursing
and identified appropriate principles and criteria (Coben et al., 2008). We developed
an evidence-based benchmark assessment tool utilising interactive computer
simulations that approximate to real world practice, focussing initially on drug dosage
calculation based upon the Authentic World® (http://www.authenticworld.co.uk)
computer model developed at the University of Glamorgan (Weeks, Lyne, Mosely, &
Torrance, 2001; Weeks, Lyne, & Torrance, 2000).
We are currently (in 2009) exploring key issues around determining and assessing the
achievement of competence in medication dosage calculation through a comparison of
this computer-based assessment tool with the assessment of the same skills in a
practical setting using task-based activities with a sample of Final Year students in
pre-registration nurse education programmes in Scotland. This follows a pilot study
with student nurses from one university in England, undertaken in 2008 at the
beginning of their final year of study.
In the pilot we found a reasonable to very high level of congruence between the two
assessment methods. We also identified aspects of nursing numeracy which were not
assessed in our online assessment tool, for example, when students drew up air into a
syringe along with (simulated) liquid medicine and then ‘read off’ the amount of
medicine as including the (potentially lethal) air bubble, thereby presenting a wrong
volume of ‘drug’ in spite of a ‘correct’ reading of the plunger level. This has led us to
plan further work on the assessment of competence in numeracy for nursing. We
concluded that:
The pilot study was invaluable in resolving practical issues. It provided early
indications that the two methods of assessing medicine dosage calculations
produced similar results (mean congruence between student performance within
the two environments = 80%). This suggests that this particular computer
assessment of drug calculations should give a good indication of a student’s
performance in practice. What it also showed was that while the computer model
was able to assess conceptual and calculation skills and to an extent technical
measurement skills, it could not assess all of the wider numeracy issues involved
with safety in medicines measurement (for example dispelling air from a
syringe). (Hutton, et al., in press)1

Since September 2008 we have been using the research design piloted in England
with final year nursing students at six HEIs in Scotland. We assessed the students
towards the start of their final year of study. Students were also asked to evaluate the
usefulness and authenticity of the packages. At the time of the presentation of this
paper, data collection is complete and data analysis is under way, so it is not possible
to include findings at this stage.

1

A corrected proof of this article is online at http://www.nurseeducationtoday.com/inpress
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Postscript
A new website for the project has been launched since the ALM-16 conference
(http://www.nursingnumeracy.info) and before this paper went to print. The site
includes the final report on the study outlined here (Coben, et al., 2010), thereby
updating this paper, and allows others to use the exemplar benchmark assessment to
assess their own programmes and assessment and to comment and add to current
knowledge.
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In this paper we discuss the idea of building dialogic spaces as a way to
promote teaching and learning mathematics in adult schools. Prior
research suggests that social and cultural contexts are relevant variables
that have an important impact on how adults learn (according to the
thesis of transferability). We claim that building spaces where adults feel
free to participate is a fundamental factor in promoting this 'transfer' of
knowledge from home practices to school practices. We draw on data
coming from a research project with families involved in their children’s
mathematics education. Data collected is qualitative, including
interviews, observations (field notes), discussion groups, and classroom
activities. We videotaped all the data and used specific software to
analyze it. Discussions show several episodes that illustrate the impact of
'dialogic spaces' to promote adults’ mathematical learning. Several
elements involved are analyzed. We conclude with the idea that dialogical
spaces give adults a chance to exchange their different approaches to
mathematics in order to learn the formal concepts of academic
mathematics.

Introduction
Most studies of adult learning have taken place during the last few decades, for
example Merriam & Cunningham (1989) and Sheared & Sissel (2001). According to
these authors, research in the field of adult education has been expanded from the
historical to life development and learning, including gender issues, education as a
strategy to get more economic opportunities, citizenship, the use of ICT, vocational
training and specific fields such as numeracy.
During these decades of study, we have gained important knowledge about the facts
involved in adults’ learning processes. A central idea about how adults learn emerges
from amongst all these different approaches: according to these studies adults learn by
making meaningful connections to their previous experiences (Flecha, 2000; Freire,
1977, 1997; Knowles, 1984; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Mezirow, 1997; Rogers, 1969).
Adults are conceptualized as agents of their own learning process. Active learning
methodologies are based on theoretical approaches to how adults learn (Flecha, 2000;
Freire, 1977, 1997; Knowles, 1984). Terms such as 'situated learning', 'prior
experience', 'everyday life', etc., have become important to understand these kinds of
processes.
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During the 70s and 80s researchers pointed out that social class and cultural
background have a key impact on the 'one-way flow of information' from school to
home, which penalises people from disadvantaged environments and environments
which are socioculturally different from those of their schools (Abreu & Cline, 2005;
Secada, 1992; Gallimore & Goldenerg, 1993; Tate, 1997; Civil & Andrade, 2002).
From a theoretical point of view, concepts such as the ones developed by Bourdieu
(1977) or Bernstein (1973) have been useful for ALM in order to understand how this
process of adult learning works. A prolific line of research has been the discussion of
how to transfer the home-based knowledge to academic practices. Gonzalez and
colleagues perfectly summarise this idea: Predicated on the assumption that classroom
cultural and linguistic patterns should be congruent with cultural and linguistic
community patterns, researchers and practitioners sought to bridge what came to be
regarded as the discontinuity or mismatch gap.” (González, Andrade, Civil, Moll,
2001, p.116).
FitzSimons, Wedege and Evans have discussed the idea of a 'transfer of knowledge'
(from everyday experiences to academic experiences) in ALM, looking for evidence
to explain how adult learners use their own experiences to make sense of academic
concepts related to mathematics.
All these studies provide a well-grounded frame that suggests that ALM (and adult
learning as well) somehow is a 'situated practice' (Lave, & Wenger, 1991), which is
culturally transmitted (Scribner, & Cole, 1981; Lave, 1988) through dialogical
practices (Flecha, 2000; Freire, 1997; Aubert, Flecha, Garcia, Flecha & Racionero,
2008; Bakhtin, 1981; Wells, 2001).

Research questions
In this paper we discuss the idea of building dialogic spaces1 as a way to promote the
teaching and learning of mathematics in adult schools. We draw on a research project
with families involved in their children’s mathematics education. They are adults
doing and learning mathematics to help their children at home. As adults, they have
particular characteristics that influence the learning practices carried out within the
classroom. We want to go further with the discussion of how adults learn
(mathematics). Prior research suggests that social and cultural contexts are relevant
variables that have an important impact on how adults learn (according to the thesis of
transferability). The research question examined here is how dialogic spaces facilitate
adult participation in mathematics learning activities and hence promote their
learning. Our thesis is that building spaces where adults feel free to participate is a
crucial component in promoting this 'transfer' of knowledge from home practices to
school practices. Ideas such as 'funds of knowledge' (González, Andrade, Civil, Moll,
2001), or 'situated learning' (Lave, & Wenger, 1991) acquire a complete meaning only
when the possibility exists for adults to establish an egalitarian dialogue. Egalitarian
dialogue promotes the participation of all and enables them to exchange their different

1

We define 'dialogic space' as a place built by participants, where participants feel as members of this
group, which has a particular identity. Every member plays a particular role within the group. The
interactions between group members are based on dialogic interactions. According to Flecha (2000),
we talk about dialogic interactions when all participants have the same opportunity to participate within
the dialogue, drawing on what Habermas (1988) call validity claims (not power claims).
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approaches to mathematics in order to end up learning the formal concepts of
academic mathematics.

Methodology
Data discussed in this paper comes from a research project entitled Teacher training
for a family mathematics education in multicultural contexts, funded by the Research
Department of the Catalan Government (AGAUR, Agència Catalana de Gestió
d’Ajuts Universitaris per a la Recerca).
The goal of this project is to improve the quality of teaching practice in Catalonia
through an intervention in family training. The specific objectives include: (1) to
identify elements and educational strategies in the work with adults in the field of
mathematics education from a multicultural lens; (2) to create training resources
addressed to teachers of mathematics in adult education, in order to promote equality
and opportunities for everyone to learn mathematics; and (3) to offer resources for a
teacher training of quality, connected to real classroom-situations, in order to promote
inclusive family training in mathematics education.
In order to achieve all these objectives, we conducted a case study (Stake, 1995) that
includes several workshops of mathematics targeted at families. The workshops were
conducted in two schools, following the research work developed by CEMELA in the
United States and CREA in Spain and Catalonia.
A total of four workshops of mathematics for families were carried out during 2008.
The workshops were conducted in two different schools: an elementary school placed
in a city south of Barcelona, and a middle/high school located in a working-class
neighbourhood in Barcelona. Twenty-five families were involved in these four
workshops. The families' countries of origin included Catalonia, Morocco, Colombia,
Ecuador, Romania, the Czech Republic and Armenia.
The data collection is qualitative. Videotapes, field notes, discussion groups, and indepth interviews were collected. The methodological approach used has been the
critical communicative methodology (Gómez, Sánchez, Latorre & Flecha, 2006). In
order to analyse the data we used TAMS Analyser. This is software for qualitative
research analysis developed by Matthew Weinstein (2006). This software allows us to
implement an analysis based on the Grounded Theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

Results and discussion
'Ice-breaker' activities are a good way to start a workshop with adults (Díez-Palomar,
& Prat, 2009). First of all, we need to 'create' a safe environment for adult learners in
order to promote the participation within the classroom. There is no possibility to
teach something about mathematics (or at least, it is very difficult) until a feeling of
confidence is built among adult learners involved in the mathematical classroom. We
know that before addressing any content of mathematics, we need to (a) bridge the
gap between 'home-based practices' and the school ones, and (b) create this
environment of safety, because if not, previous research suggests that it is very
difficult for adults to develop the self-confidence required to address mathematical
challenges (Díez-Palomar, 2004).
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For this reason, we started our work with families by building this safe environment.
In order to do that, we drew on dialogic learning principles (Flecha, 2000; Aubert,
Flecha, Garcia, Flecha & Racionero, 2008). In that sense, the space was conceived as
an egalitarian space for adults to express their opinions, previous knowledge, ways to
solve a particular activity, etc. With the principles of 'equality of differences' and
'cultural intelligence' in mind, the premise to build this space was to establish a
common rule for all participants: everybody was allowed to participate; all opinions
were respected; and all interventions were judged in terms of their validity, not in
terms of the power position of the person who makes the statement. These rules were
the result of a process of agreement (in terms of Habermas, 1987). Constructs such as
'funds of knowledge' or 'situated practices' provide us with theoretical tools to
understand how adults’ previous experiences inform their understanding of the
academic concepts presented and discussed within the classroom (fractions, rational
numbers, irrational numbers, equations, algebra, different ways to solve a system of
equations, etc.).
The next quote illustrates this process of 'space building' by breaking the
differences between participants. The facilitator proposed an activity to meet
each other. At the same time all individuals were 'breaking the ice' while they
were starting to work together.
[Javier] (facilitator): So... eh... as I was telling you... The first activity... Can be
to introduce ourselves to each other and we can meet each other... is to draw a
graph using our own personal data. So, for instance, the first question could be
“How many children do you have?” So that way...
Joan2: We write down... Do we need to write down our name?
[Javier]: Yes. If you want, I can write it down for you...
Maria: Ah, ok. So he can start... the 'gentleman'...3
Joan: Me? I have no children.
Maria: Three.
Celia: One.
Hadiya: Three.
Kristina: Two, two boys.
[Javier] (facilitator): And Javi... at the moment zero.
Participants: - laughing(Fieldwork, CEIP Las Flores. First session; 2007/ARIE/00026; AGAUR,
Agència Catalana de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris per a la Recerca).

During the first session, the facilitator and several other teachers of the school
presented the program of after-school activities for the incoming semester. At the end
of the presentation the facilitator proposed an activity to 'break the ice'. Their first
words were: “You can work together; please, make groups and put your chairs in a
2

All names (schools and persons) are pseudonyms, to protect the identity of people and institutions
involved in the research project. The only real names are those ones of the members of the research
team.
3
Maria used the word 'caballero', which is a regular expression in Ecuador, the country were she came
from.
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circle”. Actually, the organisation of the classroom was fundamental. At the
beginning of the session, two sections in the classroom were clearly identifiable: the
'teacher’s space at the front, and the 'audience’s space'. People were sitting down in
rows of chairs, looking towards the front. They were 'hearing', rather than
'participating'. The organisation of the classroom itself was promoting this attitude.
After the facilitator changed the placement of the chairs (to circles of chairs), a noise
coming from the audience appears in the videotapes: adults started to speak to each
other. They were sharing their approaches to the problem proposed. They were trying
collaboratively to solve the activity, using dialogue as a tool to express their answers
and reach agreements to later present to the whole group. The problem was an activity
about proportional reasoning, based on a Catalan tale. This was about a giant, and the
challenge was to try to figure out the height of this giant from a footprint.
[Javier] (facilitator): It seems that there are more groups solving the problem in this
way: that is, they call the height of the giant 'x'. Then they established the
relationship: if my height is this, and my foot measures that, then the giant should
be... if we know the length of the foot, then 'x' would be that. So they used the 'rule of
three4'.
(Fieldwork, CEIP Las Flores. First session; 2007/ARIE/00026; AGAUR, Agència
Catalana de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris per a la Recerca).

The facilitator summarized the groups’ contributions to the audience. But he opened
up the discussion to all the groups together, to promote participation. It worked. Data
videotaped shows that people were open to participating in the activity. The 'public
exposure' to the group was not a handicap to their participation in the class. Will and
Maria, for instance, took a prominent role in the group, and they were making
relevant contributions to expand everybody’s understanding of the problem about how
to use proportional reasoning to calculate the giant’s height.
[Javier] (facilitator): Ah... Over there, I think that you also were doing something
in relation to statistical average of several feet...
Many people: Yes, yes...
Will: ... This is a way to explain that too...
Maria: You explain!
Will: Well, we took several samples to calculate it more precisely, more
exactly... So we did it by statistics. This is statistics sampling. Then you calculate
the average. That’s why I was asking you. Because to me... I already knew that,
as average. To me the rate does not make any sense.
[Javier] (facilitator): Aha, aha... ok. This is another way to solve it.
(Fieldwork, CEIP Las Flores. First session; 2007/ARIE/00026; AGAUR,
Agència Catalana de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris per a la Recerca).

This excerpt illustrates an interesting situation. Will is a Colombian man. His first
language is Spanish. But there are some differences between Spanish used in Spain
and the one used in Latin-American countries. 'Promedio' (average) is an example of
that. We were getting to know each other, and of course everybody had their own
4

The 'rule of three' is an intuitive 'algorithm' used in Catalonia and other regions of Spain and other
European countries to solve algebraic problems.
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'funds of knowledge'5, which appeared in the middle of the discussion. The facilitator
was using the Spanish word 'ratio' (rate) to explain the relation between the giant's
height and his foot length. He calculated the result of this division (total height of a
person / foot height of this person), and then, he used this number to multiply it by the
giant’s foot length. To Will, this was a 'promedio' (which has a statistical meaning for
people from Spain). Will solved the problem by comparing the relationship between
total height and foot length of every member of his group, and then calculating the
average. He got a number ( ± 6.5cm), which was the result of this average. Then, Will
multiplied this number by the giant’ foot length. To him, ± 6.5cm was a 'promedio'
(average). To the facilitator, this was a 'ratio' (rate). The facilitator and Will discussed
their own strategies to solve this activity. Everyone in the different groups had the
opportunity to learn from this discussion. This is the kind of impact that dialogic
spaces have on adults’ learning mathematics.
These kinds of situations were regular during the time that we worked together. They
appear not just in one of the schools involved in the research project but in all of
them. Data shows a common trend among all workshops that we conducted during
one year in different schools. When adult learners felt comfortable in the classroom it
was easier for them to get involved in the classroom dynamics. This was the 'perfect'
situation to share their understandings, concerns, doubts, sometimes
misunderstandings, etc. with the whole audience. It also was the 'perfect' situation to
'problematise' their own previous knowledge (that kind of knowledge that Skemp
(1980) and Piaget (1952) call 'schema'). They did it in a critical way. The result was
more learning for everybody (as discussions were public and open to all of them to
participate in).
Context: We are in a classroom placed in a centre with Middle and
High School. First row of chairs was empty. Five mothers were sitting
in the second one. In the third, three mothers. Behind them, three more
mothers are present in the classroom. We know that there is a man also
in the audience: a father. They are working on lineal equations (like
ax + b = c ). They are translating sentences from regular language to
algebraic language. Tona (the facilitator)6 is solving a equation on the
chalkboard. Some noise is in the room. It seems that some mothers do
not understand the strategy that Tona is using to solve the equation.
Tona (facilitator): Every equation such as ax + b = c has one unique
solution.
Mother 1: But... but...
Tona (facilitator): Yes... (At the same time).
Mother 1: I always did it like this, and I understand it that way... But
teachers now they teach children to simplify, to let the “x” like... to
have all numbers simplified. Then if I get three “x” here, and two more
“x” over there, to make them “disappear” I need to take away these

5

We use 'funds of knowledge' as defined by González, Andrade, Civil, & Moll (2001): “Funds of
knowledge, then, are the historically accumulated bodies of knowledge and skills essential for
household functioning and well-being” (p. 116). Language would be a privileged depot of 'fund of
knowledge', as language is a cultural tool to transmit our World view from one generation to another.
6
This was Tona’s first day as a facilitator, working with this group of people.
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two “x” in this side and I also need to take away the same 2 “x” in this
other side...
Tona (facilitator): They [the children] do the same...
Mother 1: Yes, but this is more complicated...
Tona (facilitator): Let me explain you.
Mother 1: Because she [the teacher] wants [the homework] like this...
and to me is, is...
Tona (facilitator): Let me explain you.
Mother 1: It is more complicated.
Tona (facilitator): Yes, it is more complicated, but the teacher may
considerer that this is more clear in terms of concepts.
Mother 1: Yes...
(Some noise can be heard in the background. Tona starts to write down
something in the board –see the figure-). [Javier] (facilitator): Aha, aha... ok.
This is another way to solve it. (Fieldwork, IES Las manzanas. Third session;
2007/ARIE/00026; AGAUR, Agència Catalana de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris
per a la Recerca).

Fig. 1 Notes from the chalkboard

Here the problem was that parents did not understand the teachers’ explanation of
how to solve a linear equation. There were reasons related to the differences between
current strategies used by teachers and the way that parents learnt how to solve this
kind of problems years ago. We discuss these reasons in other articles [Civil, DíezPalomar, Menéndez, Acosta-Iriqui, 2008]. Here the important fact is the impact of the
'dialogic space' to promote this type of discussions. Adults feel free to participate and
share their concerns about mathematics with the whole group. They present their own
understanding, their own ways to solve the activities, drawing on their memories,
experiences, and so forth. This dialogue is what promotes learning.
The class works as a common project for everybody. It is like 'team-work'. The
agreement about respect for all opinions according to the merit of the arguments
provided by the person to prove the validity (or not) of his/her statement
becomes a fundamental element.
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Context: Parents are working to solve this problem:
“If
1 ,2 ,4
2 4 3

is
and

3

2.

3

4

parts of a ribbon, draw the ribbon corresponding to

You may justify your answer."

Agustín: To four... three fourths... since they are the same, this bit would be the
whole ribbon. That means...
(Some noise in the background)
Pilar: The total... the ribbon would be that...
Alberto: The unit is four fourths. You need to divide the bits, so you get four
fourths.
Pilar (at the same time): ... we need for the whole unit...
Agustín: I don’t remember the percentages...
Somebody: The half.
Agustín: ... so if we have five sixths, then... here we can add as much bits as we
need, and this would be the parts that correspond.
[Javier] (facilitator) –He stands up and goes to the boardSomebody: There are two.
[Javier] (facilitator): Do you understand?
(Source: Fieldwork, IES Las manzanas. Fourth session; 2007/ARIE/00026;
AGAUR, Agència Catalana de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris per a la Recerca).

Conclusions
Drawing on a sociocultural approach based on Vygotskian and anthropological
perspectives (Scribner, & Cole, 1981; Lave, 1988; Saxe, 1991; Abreu, 1995; Rogoff,
1993), and also drawing on a dialogic perspective (Flecha, 2000; Aubert, Flecha,
Garcia, Flecha, Racionero, 2008; Freire, 1997; Bakhtin, 1981; Wells, 2001), we
highlight the necessity to build open 'dialogic spaces' to bridge home-based
knowledge (funds of knowledge, situated practices) and academic knowledge.
Previous literature provides a plethora of evidence that illustrates how adult learners
learn by making meaningful connections between their prior experiences and new
concepts. However, somehow this is difficult when adults need to overcome their own
fears, lack of self-confidence, or differences in their previous experience because of
age or their country of origin. Our research question led us to discuss the idea of
building dialogic spaces as a strategy to facilitate adults’ participation in learning
mathematics. Our data reveals that parents usually feel more engaged in the activities
when they perceive themselves as members of a 'group' with a particular identity, and
when parents envisioned themselves as playing a particular role within the group.
Since many of them have some concerns regarding mathematics (such as fear, lack of
self-confidence, etc.), dialogic spaces become safe places for adults to discuss
mathematics while drawing on their personal background. This is the case of Maria,
an immigrant from Ecuador, who felt really insecure at the beginning of the sessions
and became more and more engaged in the classroom discussions (see dialogue
between Maria and Will, above). Tona’s session is also an example that suggests the
importance of the space. 'Space' includes not just the actual classroom, but also the
group (with its own 'identity' as a group). When Tona attended the workshop for the
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first time, no one was sitting in the first row of chairs. All mothers chose seats from
the second row to the end of the classroom. It was hard for them to start participating
in that session, because there wasn’t already a set of relationships built over time
between parents and facilitator (Lave, 1988; Lave & Wenger, 1991).
We have discussed that parents from other countries use other 'funds of knowledge' to
solve the activities proposed in the workshops. There is also evidence that exemplifies
how parents learn different methods to solve the same activities that their children are
doing currently in school. People come with their own understanding of mathematics,
their own memories, procedures, and so on, to solve the different situations. For this
reason, many different strategies came up. Will, for instance, came with the idea of
calculating an average in order to figure out the size of the giant’s footprint. He made
a relevant contribution to the discussion, drawing on his memories from school in
Colombia. As Will did, everybody was building on his or her own 'funds of
knowledge'. Kristina (a mother from Romania) with elementary education, introduced
the idea of 'rule of three' to solve the problem. Our data suggest that 'dialogic spaces'
have the potential to impact on adults’ learning because they may create a safe space
for adults to feel free to share their previous knowledge, ideas, concepts, etc. The
discussions rooted in these environments may open a space for adults to gain from
each other’s funds of knowledge. Further research is needed for a deeper analysis of
the kind of processes carried out by adults in these kinds of situations. The study of
interactions may be relevant to understanding these.
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This paper aims to discuss the challenges of embracing
ethnomathematical ideas as a theoretical background for the adult
education field. This will be done by presenting two examples of
incorporating ethnomathematical ideas to mathematics education,
specifically in young and adult education contexts, in Rio de Janeiro's
public school system. Firstly, we will reflect on the collective writing
process of the document that became part of Rio de Janeiro's municipal
district basic nucleo-curriculum, intended for Mathematics teachers
involved with adult education, that had ethnomathematics as its
theoretical and methodological background. Secondly, this paper will
discuss the results of a case study which investigated a middle school
maths teacher’s practice from an ethnomathematical perspective when
teaching a group of students from young and adult education. Finally, we
will conclude that both experiences led us to continue investigating the
contributions of ethnomathematical ideas to the field of adult education
as a significant theoretical approach to any educational context that
constantly deals with cultural diversity and/or many sorts of social
exclusion.

Introduction
Discussing the challenges of embracing ethnomathematical ideas as a theoretical
background to the field of adult education is the aim of this paper. This will be done
by presenting two examples of incorporating ethnomathematical ideas into
mathematics education, specifically in youth and adult education contexts, in Rio de
Janeiro's public school system. Both were implemented by the author, together with
other research partners, and have been presented separately on previous occasions
(Fantinato & Vianna, 2006; Fantinato, 2008).
After a short literature review, focusing on how ethnomathematics can contribute to
the field of adult education, we will reflect on the collective writing process of the
document that became part of Rio de Janeiro's municipal district basic nucleocurriculum (Multieducação), intended for Mathematics teachers involved in adult
education, which had ethnomathematics as its theoretical and methodological
background.
Next this paper will discuss the results of a case study which investigated a middle
school maths teacher’s practice from an ethnomathematical perspective when teaching
a group of students from youth and adult education.
Finally, we will conclude that both experiences led us to continue investigating the
contributions of ethnomathematical ideas to the field of adult education as a
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significant theoretical approach to any educational context that constantly deals with
cultural diversity and/or many kinds of social exclusion.

Ethnomathematics contributing to Youth and Adult Education
Ethnomathematics, as a branch in research and study within Mathematics Education
(D´Ambrosio, 1997), has made valuable theoretical contributions to the understanding
of the various ways of mathematical reasoning which different socio-cultural groups
can develop. “Ethnomathematics may be defined as the cultural anthropology of
mathematics and mathematics education” (Gerdes, 1997, p.332).
D´Ambrosio (2001) has pointed out an “educational dimension” for
ethnomathematics.
However, relations between ethnomathematics and the
educational field have not been without conflict, as ethomatemathics welcomes
multiple forms of quantitative and spatial representation of the world, and this concept
clashes with the idea of a single, universal mathematics offered by the schools’
homogenized curriculum. As a result, there are only very few practical indications
towards an ethnomathematical pedagogical program (Santos, 2004). Working from an
ethnomathematical perspective means to deal with contradictions between the
homogenous academic mathematics and the diverse mathematical knowledge and
skills present in the classroom.
Some studies have already approached teachers’ education potentials from an
ethnomathematical perspective (Domite, 2009; Monteiro, Orey & Domite, 2004).
Teachers’ education, under this perspective, should not merely take into consideration
the didactic aspects of the student-teacher relationship nor adhere to the “technical
reasoning model” (Fiorentini & Nacarato, 2005, p. 8), it should rest on the concept
that students can only develop their potential when their cultural identity is
acknowledged. Consequently, teacher education should place cultural diversity at the
core of its awareness (Monteiro, Orey & Domite, 2004). This way it motivates
teachers to throw themselves into students’ ways of reasoning, into legitimating their
knowledge built in different contexts and into the construction of pedagogical
strategies which deal with learning processes that happen both inside and outside the
school walls (Domite, 2004). Teacher education from an ethnomathematical
perspective also “emphasizes the connection between mathematics and other areas”
(Katsap & Silverman, 2008, p. 92).
Domite (2009) refers to the challenges a continuing education rooted in
ethnomathematics can bring:
It’s expected that the educator develops his/her work from the reading of the
indigenous teachers’ world, the knowledge they bring in, the experienced knowhow, and then, choose, together, the subjects and approaches to best meet their
needs and support a critical and liberating education to their people. (Domite,
2009, p.187)

Continuing teachers’ education, based on an ethnomathematics perspective, is a
dialogical and continuous process of reflection on practice, and it should very much
take into consideration not only teachers’ experiences, but also their theoretical and
practical knowledge and their principles (Monteiro, Orey & Domite, 2004). These
authors also highlight the teacher’s needs to improve his/her sense of solidarity and
ethical commitment towards the community they work for.
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Youth and adult education has been of growing interest to ethnomathematics
researchers, due to the fruitfulness of both fields. The ethnomathematical perspective
analyzes social and political determinants that make mathematical knowledge of
underprivileged groups, such as young and adult students, invisible in our society
(Fasheh, 1991) and takes into consideration the implicit power relations that place
interlocutors in unbalanced positions from the start (Knijink, 2006). Research in
ethnomathematics, specifically that aimed at investigating the mathematical
knowledge and skills of young and adult learners, also have to deal with the challenge
represented by the academic environment itself: it does not stimulate the students
individual knowledge, it had rashly excluded them from its surroundings and had
consequently undermined their self-esteem as learners (Fantinato, 2004).
In the youth and adult educational context, richness and culturally complex dymanics
are found among the different and diverse types of knowledge. In previous research
(Fantinato, 2003), it was observed that young and adult students used different
calculation procedures to confirm a result. For example, only informal procedures
were used for the confirmation of a mathematical result, because any other procedure,
such as one of the academic type, could not guarantee the required accuracy. These
peculiar systems of reasoning are barely noticed by outsiders as they are of an
invisible character. They coexist with others and are considered, by these young/adult
students, as more suitable to the educational environment in general, as these practices
result from past or present experiences in educational surroundings. They are what
Fonseca (2001) has named “reminisces of schooling mathematics”.
In the classroom, the mathematics teacher stands for the official mathematics image.
This person holds a knowledge considered superior to students daily knowledge due
to its privileged social position in our society. This uneven status position interferes in
the relationships between different types of knowledge present in the classroom's
cultural dynamics. However, when voicing students’ knowledge and skills, the
dialogic attitude of the teacher entails an awareness of the mythical status of his
mathematics and the depreciation of other mathematics as an effort to reverse this
difference. Therefore, the area of ethnomathematics has a lot to contribute to the
development of a sensitive approach towards the knowledge of the other. The two
examples from adult education presented in this article faced the challenges inherent
in pursuing this same goal.

Ethnomathematics and curriculum guidelines for Youth and Adult
Education (EJA)
The Youth and Adult Education (EJA) Program of the Rio de Janeiro Municipal Board
of Education (PEJA/SME-RJ) assists a significant number of students aged 14 and
over who were excluded from school for many different reasons. This adult education
system is marked by heterogenity of the population it backs, with differences in
gender, color, geographic origin, religion, family constitution, parents schooling and
different insertions and non-insertions into the labor market, which makes the creation
of an educational policy that could address the different characteristics and
expectations of these students challenging.
Trying to face the challenges imposed by this kind of work with socio-cultural
diversity in schools, starting in 2002 the Youth and Adult Educational Program of the
Municipal Board of Education has been constructing teacher education policies aimed
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at youth and adult educators. This has been achieved by means of several
complementary actions that contribute to the empowerment of professionals working
with this school modality.
The creating texts for Multieducação1 is part of this set of continuous education
activities implemented by PEJA/SME-RJ. Groups of teachers from PEJA, from
different areas of knowledge and different teaching levels, were brought together in
2004 and again in 2005 in a collective construction process for papers for the
Cadernos da Multieducação, in an attempt to bring to these documents the specific
expertise of pedagogical work in youth and adult education. The first part of this
present article is based on the experience of the process in the group of Mathematics
teachers from PEJA II.
We were invited, Márcio de A. Vianna and I, to coordinate a group of twelve teachers,
in order to collect ideas, concepts and practices present in their talks, so as to bring
together theoretical references that could underpin the concept of mathematics
education for adult education in Rio de Janeiro. Our work resulted in the development
of a theoretical and methodological reference for maths teachers who deal with this
schooling mode, which lead to a document to be attached to the Núcleo Curricular
Básico Multieducação, proposed by Rio de Janeiro’s Municipal Education Bureau.
The collective development of this written material happened in five fundamental
steps. While starting the process, there was no intention or previous planning to
follow these steps, despite having outlined some fundamental questions, such as:
“What is the outlook teachers have about working in PEJA?” and “Which practical
and theoretical questions do teachers point out or which ones are mandatory for
mathematics education with young and adult students?”.
The first step in constructing the text was brain storming which helped participant
teachers to raise questions about mathematics education. During this stage, teachers
could express their concerns, difficulties and anguish about working with young
people and adults.
After the teachers had raised questions about working in PEJA, we proposed to
contemplate analysis and discussion of theories, tendencies and concepts of education,
mainly of mathematics education, in search of a theoretical background for written
material. The group acknowledged that ethnomathematics' theoretical and
methodological referential was close both to a progressive conception of education
and to anxieties they had experienced in their teaching activities in adult education
classes. In a way, teachers could identify ethnomathematics with their daily work and
with some of the presuppositions initially raised during brainstorming.
By the time this stage was finished, this identification could be clearly perceived in
the evaluation process with participant teachers, as one teacher’s response to our
question about the most important themes focused on in the process shows:
..in my opinion it was the discussion about ethnomathematics. I believe that it is
a Mathematics path not only in adult education, but also in the so called regular

1

It is the Elementary Core Curriculum, called Multieducação.
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education. All mathematics groups of the municipal education system should
face these discussions and the time has come for us to make a difference in
Multieducação, we are not mainly to point its existence. The moment of crisis
we experienced in municipal schools requires a solution and ethnomathematics
should be presented as a way out. (T. Luciana)

Based on the previous reflections, along with the teachers, we raised questions we
considered necessary for the elaboration of written material. We used brainstorming
sessions again as a resource, this time grouped according to similar themes: the first
one discussing a panoramic approach of work in adult education; the second one
discussing and reviewing the teaching of mathematics to youths and adults; the third
describing tendencies in mathematics education and explaining the identification of
adult education with ethnomathematics; the fourth one discussing the exchange
relationship, that is the dialogue that should be held in mathematics classes, claiming
contextualization as a relevant teaching strategy; the fifth and last topic bringing up
the technological resources available for teachers in their pedagogical action.
The initial texts had a more theoretical tone which pointed to teachers’ beliefs based
on ideas brought from their day-to-day life and from their classroom experiences.
However, they were lacking in teachers’ practical experiences, and we realized the
texts should be written in an accessible, easy language, full of practical examples
taken from teachers' and students' own experiences.
Considering these guidelines, we proposed the teachers should include reports of their
experiences and some quotes that would add new dimensions to the way readers see
the relationship between theory and practice. An example, which is part of the final
document, is a teacher’s report on a dialogue with a student, whose name was
Cleonice:
What does it have to do with Maths?

During a class on angles, Cleonice, a skillful dressmaker, who could even
sew brides’ dresses, said:
- Teacher, I should tell you something. I had to quit a dressmaking course
because I didn’t know how to handle this instrument [She was talking about the
protractor].
After the first measurements, Cleonice and the other students, who had never
handled a protractor before, watched a video on it and discussed its usages and
applications. At the end of the class, she states:
- Now I can tell how foolish it is!!! It was very easy to learn after this single
explanation. I could do many of these things using “my eyes”. I have been doing
it for a while already, but I could hardly tell it was a school thing as well!

This statement clearly shows how several of our students believe their
knowledge and skills are not taken into consideration by the school. (Rio de
Janeiro, 2007, p.262)
The unification process and document planning were achieved as a collective effort
through constant reading and re-reading by the whole group. Changes, inclusions and
2

Translation from the original in Portuguese.
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exclusions were made according to each participant’s observations, and accepted by
the majority of the team, working as a community of practice (Wenger, 1998).
When the document reached its final stage, it was submitted for evaluation to ten
mathematics teachers from the Rio de Janeiro adult education system, who had been
named by the participant teachers. It was also evaluated by academic specialists
working with ethnomathematics and/or adult education. The contributions made in the
evaluation reports were relevant and contributed significantly to our review for
necessary adjustments to the text.
In the next briefing, the ethnomathematics option was made clear in the
Multieducação document:
We consider ethnomathematics, along with other socio-cultural approaches, the
closest to handling Mathematical Education in PEJA, mainly as its purposes is to
bring its students life long experiences into the open, that is, within the four
walls of a classroom, discuss and promote a Mathematics drenched in reality.
(Rio de Janeiro, 2007, p. 17)

Considering the democratic process applied on the development of the document,
written by teachers, in a collaborative group-adopted methodology, we felt we had
achieved our pre-set goals, legitimating the adoption of ethnomathematics as the main
theoretical referential, as well as its contributions as a study and research area for
youth and adult education.
We noticed a real political and philosophical consolidation in the group during this
work, in the interest of educating teachers on the specific needs of young and adult
students, mainly the need for a critical educational stance which aims at encouraging
both mathematical and life knowledge students bring to the classroom, and not at
silencing them.
This document serves as a referential for a program of continuing education for
teachers as well as other continuing education activities, such as the development of
didactic materialsfor maths classes for PEJA II, where ethnomathematics also was an
important theoretical reference (inspired by the Multieducação document and
constructed by the same group of teachers).
The maths teacher who became the subject of the case study we will now describe
took part in the writing of the document3 mentioned above.

A study case in young and adult education classroom
This part of the article aims at delivering the results of a study called
Ethnomathematics and EJA teachers´ continuous education: construction of
dialogical spaces between varied mathematical knowledge, which looked into the role
of the Mathematics teacher under the ethnomathematics perspective in a youth and
adult education classroom4. To develop this piece of research further, we are going to
3
RIO DE JANEIRO. Secretaria Municipal de Educação. Multieducação: PEJA II – Matemática. Rio
de Janeiro, 2007. (Série A Multieducação na Sala de Aula)
4
The research counted on the participation of a undergraduate research student, Rosana Kelly dos
Santos, supported by CNPq (a Brazilian grant institution).
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present the results of a case study based on a math teacher who deals with youth and
adult education, who had been taking part in an ongoing teacher development
program on the ethnomathematical approach. The choice of this methodology is due
to the need to deepen comprehension of the cultural dialogue this teacher sets with his
students - young and adult students - about the mathematical knowledge and skills
found in these multicultural groups. It is also justified by the distinctiveness of this
teacher who has been reviewing his practice on the basis of ethnomathematical
studies.
The methodological procedures included interviews, conducted at different stages of
the process, with the professionals chosen for this purpose. There were also interviews
with some of the students from the selected group, participative observation of the
math classes in youth and adult education groups and scrutiny of the logbook notes.
We analyzed the teacher’s pedagogical support documents, the written documents
produced by the students of this teacher throughout the proposed math activities and
the group meetings diary.
André Luiz Gils is a math teacher who has nearly twenty years of teaching experience
in private and public middle and junior high schools. He is one of the founders of
UFF’s Ethnomathematical Group and he has been actively working in youth and adult
education for six years; due to André’s specific characteristics, he was chosen to be
the subject of the study. His professional path and practice fulfilled the objectives of
the exploration. Besides, he also offered unique and specific characteristics suitable
for a case study (Stake, 1992).
The chosen group of students were André’s and they belonged to the second UP5 from
Block I, in CIEP Anita Malfatti, a municipal school placed in Campo Grande, West
Rio de Janeiro. We started the classroom observations during the second half of the
year 2005. These classes took place every Monday night. The investigation data on
André’s pedagogical practice in the classroom were collected by the two researchers
and recorded in logbooks. In the school there were also interviews with some students
from the selected group, a few minutes before classes started, in the cafeteria or in
their classroom.
Considering the teacher’s ethnomathematical teaching practice, three aspects stood
out: dialogue disposition, ability to establish relations and the experience of
autonomy.

Dialogue disposition
An ethnomathematical attitude presupposes a disposition to dialogue, an attitude of
respect for differences. The routine in André’s classroom is built on a permanent
dialogue with his students.
While spurring the group during on his dialogical exposition, André keeps walking
around the room, trying to observe the students individual ways of handling questions,
asking them to explain their argument. André’s pedagogical practice attends some of

5

UP stands for Progression Unit Groups.
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Paulo Freire’s (1974) dialogical ground characteristics, which he himself refers to as
an opening to the other, modesty, faith in men and reciprocal confidence. His
disposition to dialogue has also broadened his ability and capacity to understand his
students. In his words:
The chance to be teaching at EJA6 is also the chance to learn. There, I learn a lot.
I learn to make electrical wiring, the proper usage of paint, I learn how to use
plaster, I learn how to make concrete. Things I never imagined I would possibly
learn. I was not raised for that but I learned because I wanted to and because I
realized these were all knowledges as well.

The teacher’s ethnomathematical attitude seems to favor this availability to dialogue
with knowledges different from his, not only to legitimize them, but also to learn with
them, under the belief that these mathematical alternatives can change the way maths
is conceived as well, as Barton (2004) points out. The multicultural mosaic conditions
in EJA’s classrooms (De Vargas, 2003) seem to contribute to this sort of sensibility of
the dialogical teacher for other forms of mathematical representation of the world.

Ability to establish relations
Another characteristic of André’s teaching practice is to establish many types of
relations. André is always searching for relations between academic and day-to-day
knowledge. Sometimes, these relations come from situations spontaneously brought
up by the students. At other times, they are part of the didactical strategies used to
teach a certain mathematical topic.
One of his students acknowledges the importance of her every day life being a topic
in the classroom and points out clearly that the teacher’s approach contributes to her
mathematical learning process:
He works.... he works with our every day life, you know. He teaches us maths...
asking us to take… packages of beans, rice, to teach fractions. Things which are
going to make it easier for us to learn… our learning, which is something from
our daily life… then… it makes it easy… and it really does, because when I had
to learn it when I was a child, I was twelve or thirteen, I just couldn’t learn it,
but the way he taught, it was very easy, you know. Get a 5-kilo bag, divide in, in
five of one kilo, it was easy for me, you know. Then, I think that his math is
related to our life, to our domestic life… it makes things easier.

Another student emphasizes that what makes learning easier does not come from the
topics chosen by the teacher, but from his approach linked to concrete situations from
their reality, and to the same extent acknowledges a level of autonomy in André due to
the way he conducts his class:
It is not easier to teach this way, he found a way, a technique to make us learn,
because we live it. It does make it easier. Yes, it does. It is way easier to learn
fractions with beans, rice, sugar because it is my routine. It is easier than learning
with numbers alone without an example...

6

EJA – For Educação de Jovens e Adultos (meaning Young and Adults Education, in Portuguese).
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André is always working with an interdisciplinary approach, establishing relations to
other areas of knowledge without missing his target, the teaching of mathematics.
Although André’s classes are always planned to focus on a certain aspect of maths
education, his dialogical procedures, looking for contextualized connections among
the different subjects, bring the mathematical concepts into life (Monteiro, 2004) and
make them comprehensive in their relationship to the varied aspect of students lives.
According to Ubiratan D’Ambrosio, “ethnomathematics is rarely detached from other
cultural demonstrations, such as art and religion. Ethnomathematics fits within a
multicultural and a holistic concept of education” (D´ Ambrosio, 2001, p.44).

Autonomy experience
André is a teacher who exercises his autonomy in the classroom, especially in those
groups where he deals with youth and adult education. In his words:
In youth and adult education, routine is scarce. Each daily situation is new and it
is at the same time motivating… they renew themselves, their outlooks are
different, the experiences are different, so we always have a goal, we have the
topic to teach, but how is it is going to be performed is related to the
expectancies they bring day to day, on that specific day. That is, it is not closed,
it is not definite.

This exercise of his autonomy seems to be related to the space André gives his
students, the chances he gives them to show their own knowledge and skills. It means
that, when respecting his students’ knowledge and skills, he is also respecting his own
as a math teacher.
For this teacher, the experience of autonomy in the classroom implies voicing and
giving autonomy to his students. It also involves ignoring the compartmentalization of
school subjects in order to broaden the limits of academic math, in a constant exercise
of creativity.

Challenges of the ethnomathematical approach in adult education
Ethnomathematics, as a research area aimed at representing/perceiving/shaping spatial
and qualitative relations from diverse cultures offers a theoretical base to understand
the many ways different socio-cultural groups make sense of their mathematical
knowledge.
Most student who belong to youth and adult education classes have cultural roots
which have been socially, economically and culturally marginalized. The
ethnomathematical proposal not only acknowledges these experiences, but also allows
a new perspective on the student as one who can develop mathematical knowledge.
Therefore, it stimulates the cultural dignity retrieval, which is related to the “political
dimension” (D’Ambrosio, 2001) of ethnomathematics. This is one of the most
meaningful contributions to the research in ethnomathematics towards pedagogical
practices for young and adult students.
The first part of this paper presented an attempt to use ethnomathematics as a
significant theoretical background on which to base curriculum guidelines for a group
of people characterized by their cultural diversity and by their experience of
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exclusion. A close connection with the ethnomathematical approach has been clearly
observed by the teachers who took part in this process.
We noticed a real political and philosophical consolidation in the group during this
work, in the interest of educating teachers on the specific needs of young and adult
students, mainly the need for a critical educational stance which aims at encouraging
both mathematical and life knowledge students bring to the classroom, and not at
silencing them.
The second part presented the results of a case study of a maths teacher who works
from an ethnomathematical perspective, analyzing his role as mediator among the
different types of knowledge present in the youth and adults education classroom. It
also highlighted the characteristics of an ethnomathematical practice (Santos, 2004):
openness to dialogue, the ability to establish multiple relations and to exercise of
autonomy.
An ethnomathematical perspective, according to many writers, engages the process of
knowledge legitimazation for specific groups, in a way that makes invisible and frozen
knowledge visible, especially when working with groups either in situations of social
exclusion or subordination to social, cultural and economical capital (Knijnik, 1996).
In other words, an ethnomathematical perspective engages the process of knowledge
legitimacy. The results of this research show that ethnomathematical attitudes in the
classroom set up a dual carriageway validation. That is, while giving a voice to
students and their knowledge, André’s schooling knowledge (Tardif, 2002) is being
legitimated as well. This hypothesis is substantiated when he talks about
ethnomathematics and its influence on his pedagogical practice:
Maybe I already had a tendency towards an ethnomathematics attitude but I just
didn’t know it was named that. So, in fact, ethnomathematics didn’t show me a
new perspective, it wasn’t that. It just helped me to support what I already had in
mind (…) (my own practice) has changed because today I am far more aware of
it.

A continuous educational process, based on an ethnomathematical outlook among
teachers, can give these professionals enough support to perform their mediator roles
in classrooms where diverse mathematical knowledges are present.
The ideas developed in this article aim at developing the relationship between
ethnomathematics and education in terms of teachers’ pedagogical practice and
teacher development programs, focusing on the case of youth and adult education.
However, they do not mean to propose ethnomathematics as the solution to all maths
teaching/learning problems, whether in youth and adult education or in regular
education. Ethnomathematics is mostly a tendency in maths education which teachers,
who have been open to students’ cultural diversity, will identify themselves with. It
may contribute the education of maths teachers who work with culturally diverse
groups, as it favors the practice of a dialogical, inclusive and autonomous teaching
practice.
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Participation of women in mathematics at the
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This is a report of a study of the participation of women in mathematics at
the university level. Three hundred and ninety–seven (397) women
studying mathematics in four public universities in Ghana responded to a
structured questionnaire on what factors made them decide to study
mathematics at the university level as well as what careers they would
follow at the end of their courses. The questionnaire was also used to
collect the participants’ perception on the low participation rate of
women in mathematics at the university level. In addition to the
questionnaire data, twelve women were interviewed in detail about their
decision to study mathematics. Analysis of both quantitative and
qualitative data revealed that, apart from the women’s perceived self
confidence and high ability in mathematics, fathers influenced the women
most to study mathematics at the university level. The women were least
influenced by male or female role models in mathematics. The majority of
the women opted to become teachers at the end of their courses and only a
tiny minority considered engineering or technology as a career. Finally,
the participants attributed the low participation rate of women in
mathematics at the university level to the ‘dryness’ of the subject. The
implications of the findings are discussed.

Introduction
Mathematics occupies a privileged position in the school curriculum, not only because
the ability to cope with more of it improves ones chances of social advancement
(Fletcher, 2007), but because it is a core subject which every learner is required to
study at least up to secondary school level to enable them progress beyond that level.
Indeed, from computational skills to high level problem solving, mathematics is
increasingly becoming a prerequisite for full participation in a technical society. Yet,
mathematics is often used as a critical filter and a gate keeper for further studies and
employment and the inequity that characterises the use of mathematics in this manner
has attracted comments from many commentators. For example, Fazackerley and
Chant (2008) observe that students may be unknowingly ruining their chances of
getting into a leading research university by avoiding the study of mathematics in
their choice of A-level subjects. According to the authors, at Oxford University more
students were accepted in 2007-08 with Further Mathematics A-level (711) than
Accounting, Art & Design, Business Studies, Communication Studies, Design &
Technology, Drama/Theatre Studies, Film Studies, Home Economics, ICT, Law,
Media Studies, Music Technology, Psychology, Sociology, Sports Studies/Physical
Education and Travel & Tourism A-level combined (overall 494 of these subjects
were accepted)(Fazackerly and Chant, 2008, p.1)
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Thus mathematics learning is important for all students in any society and full
participation in that society should not be predetermined by gender, socio-economic
status, or any other arbitrary factor.
During the 1970s and 1980s, the focus of work on gender and equal opportunities in
mathematics learning was centrally on girls. It was girls who were seen as not
achieving and research showed that career expectations and subject choices were
structured in such a way that boys chose careers which were different from those that
were preferred by girls (Sharpe, 1976; Deem, 1980; Griffin, 1985). Many authors
have argued that there are aspects of a hidden curriculum that contributed to the
reinforcement of sex roles (Fennema, 1996) and that girls were not given the same
opportunities as boys when it came to teacher attention and use of resources in the
mathematics classroom (Mahony, 1985). Equal opportunity initiatives focused on
confronting these issues, on new textbooks and language conventions to reduce
gender bias, on analysing classroom dynamics and interactions, on a common
curriculum to attract more girls into science, technology and mathematics (Myers,
2000).
In the 1990s, while many researchers reported lower mathematics achievements for
girls than boys, (for example, Maqsud and Khalique, 1991; Randhawa, 1991; Eshun,
1999), others reported that gender differences in mathematics achievements had
declined, especially in the developed world. For example, Fennema (1995) observed
that gender differences in mathematics in the USA was decreasing although she added
that gender differences in mathematics still existed in learning of complex
mathematics, personal beliefs in mathematics and career choice that involves
mathematics. She argued that gender differences in mathematics varied by socioeconomic status and ethnicity, by school and by teacher. The author felt that teachers
tended to structure their lessons to favour male learning and suggested that
“interventions could achieve equity in mathematics” (p.26).
Over the past ten years or so, researchers have been concerned over the fact that
considerably more men than women are pursuing mathematics majors and have
searched for explanations why gender appears to be a significant factor in pursuing a
mathematics degree (see Haines and Wallace, 2002, for example). A number of
gender studies in sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. Asimeng–Boahene, 2005) have found
gender differences in achievement in mathematics and science and have attributed
these to sex-stereotyping in Africa which encourages boys to study science and
mathematics and encourages girls to study home economics and child care (Mutemeri
& Mygweni, 2005). Forkpa (2009) recently found that in spite of attempts by the
Liberian Government to encourage girls to study mathematics and science,
enrolments onto mathematics related courses in Liberian universities are skewed in
favour of male students.

Gender inequity in mathematics education in Ghana
Various Ghanaian governments have implied a correlation between skills in science,
technology and mathematics and prosperity and universities have been urged to
promote science as a problem solving tool. Specifically, the last government run by
the New Patriotic Party adopted science and technology as a vehicle for national
development. It developed a national science and technology policy document in line
with the government's Vision 2020. As mentioned above, the basic objectives of the
Vision 2020, among others, is to seek to master science and technology capabilities,
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and to develop infrastructure, which will enable industry and other sectors of the
economy to provide the basic needs of society.
As highlighted below, there is gender imbalance regarding participation in science,
technology and mathematics education in Ghana. As a result, a number of intervention
programmes aimed at achieving gender balance in the participation in science,
technology and mathematics education in Ghana have been pursued for over twenty
years. For example, the Ghana Association of Science Teachers (GAST) and the
Mathematics Association of Ghana have directed activities towards the improvement
of science and mathematics education. Both associations engage actively in the
promotion of science and quantitative literacy and the improvement of high school
students’ interest in science, technology and mathematics education.
Ghana has 8 state and at least 11 private universities. The first three universities are
the University of Ghana (UG), Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Technology (KNUST) and the University of Cape Coast (UCC). In 1962, the three
universities had a total enrolment of 4301 (Eshun, 1998). In 1981, the total university
enrolment in the three universities was about 8000. Since then, there has been an
explosion in enrolment figures in all Ghanaian public universities. In the academic
year 1987/88, for example, admissions (not enrolment) into the public universities for
that year alone were 8.675. This figure reached 11, 857 in the academic year 1991/92,
and increased further to 25 660 in the academic year 1998/99. Enrolment of female
students as a percentage of total enrolments in Ghanaian public universities increased
from 21% in 1991-92 to 25% in 1998-99. In the 2005/06 academic year, female
enrolment as a percentage of total enrolments in the same institutions had increased to
35 percent and has remained steady around this figure since 2005/06. The question is:
to what extent does enrolment of women onto mathematics courses reflect the
increases in female enrolment proportions in Ghanaian universities? This question is
not only relevant to the present study, it will guide the latter to seek an answer to the
question.
Over the years women have been under-represented in mathematics at the university
level. It is argued that this is a carry-over effect from the participation of females in
senior secondary school elective mathematics, a subject which is a prerequisite for
studying mathematics at the degree level. Eshun (2000) had pointed out earlier that
while the percentage of males who participated in elective mathematics increased
significantly from 14.0% in 1995 to 34.8% in 1999 that of females increased from
4.1% in 1995 to only 13.1% in 1999. Following Trusty (2002), one can argue that the
number of high school mathematics courses taken could determine one's chances of
studying mathematics at the degree level.
A comparison between the proportions of undergraduate women and men in
mathematics in 2000 and those of undergraduate women and men in mathematics in
2008 in Ghana shows that the numbers of women undergraduates in mathematics
have increased but slowly. Although the numbers of both men and women studying
mathematics have increased since 2000, the proportion of women in the population of
students was still very low. At UCC for example, although women constituted 33.0%
of the population in 2008, only as low as 1.5% of them were pursuing mathematics
courses while men constituted 67.0% with 4.5% of them pursuing mathematics in that
year.
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Many non-governmental organizations in Ghana and various Ghanaian governments
are increasingly recognizing the need to secure equal access for males and females in
science and mathematics education. This is not surprising, for an important goal of the
Millennium Declaration, which Ghana has signed up to, is the promotion of gender
equity and the empowerment of women, and also the elimination of gender inequity in
primary and secondary education by 2005 and in all levels of education no later than
2015. The present study was a response to a request made by the Ghanaian
government to all including the academia to explore ways in which gender parity can
be achieved in line with Ghana’s Millennium goals (Kufuor, 2008).

Purpose of the study
The study was designed with the view to identifying:
i. sources that influence women to study mathematics at the university level in
order to harness these sources to improve participation
ii. careers that women studying mathematics prefer in order to use these in
career advice
iii. the perceptions of female undergraduate mathematics students of low female
participation in order to investigate these further.
Research questions
With the above in mind, the following research questions were formulated following
the literature on participation rates of males and females in mathematics, science and
technology:
1. Who/what most/least influenced the decision of women studying mathematics
at the university level to choose mathematics?
2. What career or profession do women studying mathematics intend to pursue
after graduating?
3. Why is the proportion of women studying mathematics in Ghanaian
universities so low?

Significance of the study
It is expected that findings of this study - by way of answers to the above questions would help to direct the attention of a number of stakeholders in education - lecturers,
teachers, parents, Ministry of Education (MOE) and Ghana Education Service (GES)
– to the gender imbalance in the participation rates of men and women in mathematics
education at the tertiary level in general and at the university level in particular. The
study could also generate debate on the nature of interventions that may be adopted to
enhance gender equity in mathematics education in Ghana.

Theoretical framework
According to Leder et al (1996), the theoretical models that influence women’s choice
to study mathematics at the university level include: influence of the social
environment, of significant others, of culture and the context in which learning takes
place as well as affective and cognitive variables. Influence has been defined as the
exercise of authority and leadership to persuade others and mobilize them to follow
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(Dryfoos, 1990). For example, parental influence has been identified as an important
factor affecting student achievement (Miller, 1994).
Following Leder et al (op. cit) the study adopted the above psycho-social influence
conceptual model focusing on the influence of the social environment and the self.
The environmental variables used were the school variable (teacher, peer), the wider
society (role models and family - father, mother, siblings). The learner-related
variables were cognitive, such as perceived ability, perceived benefits, interest and
prestige (Leder, 1992). With regard to both environmental factors and self, the focus
in this study was on perceived ability as a determinant of participation in mathematics
education, and the concept of mathematical self-efficacy was therefore used. Bandura
(1986) sees self-efficacy as a type of personal cognition related to people’s
judgements of their capabilities to organise and execute courses of action required to
attain designated types of performance. This concept has been applied within the field
of educational research to a variety of subject domains (including mathematics) and at
a variety of levels (Phan, 2000). An individual’s self-efficacy beliefs are conjectured
to be oriented around four core concepts: performance experiences - an indicator of
capability based on past and current performance; vicarious experiences - based on
competencies and informative comparison with the attainment of others; verbal
feedback - verbal feedback from teachers or adults; and finally physiological and
affective states - judgements of capability, strength and vulnerability to dysfunction
(Phan, op. cit). The current study was set within these four concepts as each of these
contributes to the individual’s ability to organise and execute effective learning. As
Bertz and Hackett (1983) rightly point out, an individual’s judgements regarding selfefficacy can be elicited by questionnaire and the present study used a questionnaire as
well as an interview schedule to identify students’ perception about female
participation in mathematics education at the university level.

Design of the study
The research design for the study is the descriptive-exploratory-qualitative design.
Descriptive research involves collecting data in order to answer research questions
concerning the current status of the subjects of the study. The aim of descriptive
research is to examine an event or phenomenon and characterise it as it is in a
specific context (Le Compte and Preissle, 1993). There is no manipulation of treatments
or subjects; the researcher takes things as they are. Merriam (1991) states that
descriptive research implies that the end product is a rich, thick description of the
phenomenon under study. The present study is also exploratory in nature as the
purpose of the research is to investigate and gain new insights and better
understanding of the low participation rate of women in mathematics education in
Ghana. The design is also qualitative as the study aims to “provide a broader version
of theory than simply a relationship between variables” (Silverman, 1993:27).

Population and sample
The population for the study consisted of women studying BSc or BEd Mathematics,
or any course with significant mathematics content and/or methodology, in all
Ghanaian universities. However, the sample for the study was purposeful and
consisted of women studying a BSc or BEd Mathematics, or any course with
significant mathematics content and or methodology, in four Ghanaian public
universities. These universities were selected not only because they are the first four
public universities in the country and the ones which offer stand-alone mathematics
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courses, but because their populations reflect the rich ‘cultural’ mix in Ghana. The table
below shows the number of women sampled and the institutions they were selected
from.
Table 1 Sampling frame
Level/University
100
200
300
400
Total

A

B

C

D

Total

24
26
27
44
121

21
18
23
22
84

60
35
44
38
177

30
26
28
30
114

135
105
122
134
496

In all, 496 female mathematics students were sampled. Out of this number, 397 (80.7%)
returned their completed questionnaires. The table below shows the number of students
who participated in the study from the various universities.
Table 2 Participants’ universities and programmes
University/Programme Physical Sciences
(Mathematics)
A
B
C
D
Total

Education
(Mathematics)

103
20
66
189

59
149
208

Total
103
79
149
66
397

It can be inferred from the table above that two universities A and D do not offer
mathematics education courses and University C does not offer mathematics courses
related to physical sciences. University C primarily trains mathematics teachers for the
basic and senior high schools in Ghana. University B both trains mathematics teachers
for the basic and senior high schools and offers mathematics courses as part of physical
sciences programmes.

Method
Three hundred and ninety-seven (397) participants responded to a structured
questionnaire (administered by Teaching Assistants in the four universities who had
been trained by the author for the purpose) on what factors decided them to study
mathematics at the university level as well as the careers they would follow at the end
of their programme. The questionnaire was also used to collect participants’
perceptions on the low participation rate of women in mathematics at the university
level. The structured questionnaire was made up of two parts. Part A was the
preliminary for obtaining general statistics like the university, level of students,
among others. Part B was made up of 10 questions. Item 1 was used to obtain data on
the profession the subjects hoped to follow on completing their courses. Item 2 to 9
were meant to measure the respondents’ perception about the low rate of participation
in mathematics at the university level. Item 10 was used to identify and measure the
sources that influenced women studying mathematics at the university level to study
the subject.
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These sources included teachers, mothers, fathers, peers and siblings (as
environmental sources) and perceived ability, as well as perceived benefit of studying
mathematics such as good mathematics–related career and prestige. Ten factors were
identified from the literature and respondents were required to rank these in order of
perceived importance. Thus the factor ranked 1 had the greatest influence and the one
ranked 10 had the least influence. An operational definition was adopted for
measuring the ‘strength’ of the sources - the source that was seen as having the
greatest influence was given a score of 10 whilst the least influence was given a score
of 1.
In addition to the questionnaire data, 12 women (3 selected at random from each
university) were interviewed in detail about their decision to study mathematics. An
open ended interview schedule made up of 20 items was used. The interview schedule
was made up of four parts covering pre-university education, perception of
mathematics, university education and mathematics and gender. The purpose of the
interview was to probe further the interviewees’ questionnaire responses on factors
that influenced them to select mathematics at the university as major and their
perceptions of both mathematics and the low participation rate of women in
mathematics at the university. Both questionnaire and interviews data were collected
between March and May 2008.

Results
On the survey instrument, sources of influence were ranked by the respondents in
order of importance as follows:
1. Ability to do mathematics (ATDM)
2. Fathers
3. Teachers
4. Interest
5. Mathematics- related career (MRC)
6. Mothers
7. Peers
8. Prestige
9. Siblings
10. Role-models (RM)
Overall, the source selected as the greatest influence and ranked 1 most by the
respondents from the various universities was ATDM whilst the sources that was
selected as the least influence and ranked 1 least by the respondents was RM. The
table below gives details of the sources that were selected as the greatest influence
and ranked 1 by the respondents from the various universities.
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Table 3 Frequencies of sources of influence
Source (with rank) / University
• ATDM
• Fathers
• Teachers
• Interest
• MRC
• Mothers
• Peers
• Siblings
• Prestige
• RM
Total

A
29
27
5
7
21
3
6
2
1
2
103

B
15
13
18
15
3
4
3
2
2
4
79

C
20
20
28
14
1
16
11
13
16
11
149

D
23
16
2
3
8
4
5
3
1
1
66

Total
87
76
53
39
33
27
25
20
20
19
397

In addition to the frequencies showing the number of respondents who selected the
various sources as the greatest influence, each source was given a weighted score
showing the mean of the individual scores awarded to the resource by the
respondents. The means scores ranged from 1 to 10. A greatest mean score for a
source of 10 would indicate that every respondent selected the source as the one with
the greatest influence, whilst the least mean score of 1 for a source would indicate that
every respondent selected that source as one with the least influence. Table 4 below
shows details of the weighted mean score of the sources.
Table 4 Weighted mean scores of sources of influence
Source (with rank) / University
1. ATDM*
2. Fathers*
3. Teachers*
4. Mothers
5. Prestige
6. Peers
7. Siblings
8. Interest
9. MRC
10. RM*

A
8.4
8.1
4.1
6.2
4.4
5.1
4.8
4.2
6.6
3.3

B
7.2
7.0
6.5
4.7
6.0
5.3
5.6
5.8
2.9
4.0

C
6.4
6.0
6.8
5.9
6.0
5.8
4.7
4.9
4.0
4.6

D Overall mean score
7.9
7.3
7.8
7.0
4.0
5.6
5.3
5.6
5.5
5.5
5.0
5.4
5.0
5.0
4.2
4.8
6.1
4.8
4.0
4.0

* No change in rank using weighted mean scores

It can be inferred from Table 4 that when all the rankings by the respondents were
taken into account, there were no changes in the ranks of ATDM, fathers, teachers and
RM. Thus, respondents’ perceived ability to do mathematics was consistently seen by
them as the greatest influence when it comes to deciding to study mathematics at the
university level. Another source that was also consistently seen as an important source
was the fathers’ influence. The position of teachers as a source of influence did not
change after weighting the scores but the weighting suggested that mothers had as
much influence as teachers although more respondents selected the latter as their first
source of influence than they did select mothers. It is important to observe that the
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weighted mean scores for teachers were relatively lower in Universities A and D.
This is an interesting finding because Universities A and D do not offer mathematics
education as a subject and perhaps this influenced the respondents’ perception about
teachers as an important source of influence when it comes to deciding to study
mathematics at the university level. Another interesting observation is that (female or
male) role models as a source of influence remained the least important source of
influence when the weighted means were used. The implications for education of the
above findings especially those regarding teachers and role models (in mathematics)
are discussed in a later section.
Regarding the careers or professions women studying mathematics intend to pursue
after graduating, the table below gives details of the careers the respondents were
intending to follow.
Table 5 Distribution of respondents’ professions of interest
Profession /University
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Actuarial Science
Business -related
Engineering
Teaching
Other
Total

Number of respondents
A
17
63
17
5
1
103

B
6
10
3
53
7
79

C
46
103
149

D
25
33
8
66

Total
48 (12%)
152 (38%)
28 (7%)
161 (41%)
8 (2%)
397 (100%)

Of the 397 respondents, 41% aspired to join the teaching profession, 38% said they
would like to pursue business-related careers like banking, insurance, and other
commercial activities. Only 12% were considering actuarial science and only 0.7%
hoped to become engineers. The results presented in Table 5, provides an answer,
even if temporary, to the Research Question 2 which sought to find out the
professions women studying mathematics intend to pursue after graduating and
indeed, the interview data presented in a later section supported both the findings
regarding sources of influence and those about respondents’ preferred careers.
Regarding the participants’ perceptions of the low participation rate of women in
mathematics, the following reasons were given by the respondents:
•

Mathematically talented girls are less interested than equally talented boys in
mathematics-related careers.

•

Mathematics is a ‘dry’ subject – not much can be done with it apart from using
it to the next level in education

•

Fewer women than men see the demanding nature of mathematics major as a
positive feature, a source of status or of interest and motivation.

•

Lack or loss of interest in mathematics by most girls.

•

Belief that there are easier majors which would hold the interest of female
students.

•

Lower preference for mathematics by women.
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•

Poor teaching of mathematics.

•

Feeling overwhelmed by the pace of the workload in mathematics
programmes.

•

Women tend to rate their ability and the personal importance of mathematics
lower than their male counterparts do.

•

Different roles by men and women in the Ghanaian society.

•

Lack of information about the career opportunities with a degree in
mathematics.

•

Lack of role models

•

View that mathematics is too difficult, time consuming and has limited
economic benefits.

Interview data
As mentioned above, 12 of the participants were interviewed in detail about their
responses to the questionnaire data. The 12 interviewees were given the following
codes: N, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z. Interviewees N, P, Q were from University
A; R, S, T were from University B; U, V, W were from University C; and X, Y, Z
were from University D. It is worth reiterating that Universities A and D do not offer
mathematics education programmes, whilst University C offers only mathematics
education programmes. University B offers both physical sciences-related
mathematics and mathematics education.
The women were asked questions about their interest and ability in mathematics at the
pre-university level and how they were influenced to study mathematics. All the
interviewees thought they had a lot of self-confidence and interest in the subject and
these qualities showed up when they were in the primary school. Apart from their own
ability to do mathematics, the respondents were influenced most by their father who
paid for extra tuition in mathematics when they were in the basic school. When asked
to talk about their experiences in mathematics, N said:
I have had interest in mathematics and I was confident doing maths since my primary
school days. I enjoyed doing maths in the JSS (junior secondary school) as well. My
father always said maths helped in everything so I was determined to study it to the
highest level. I had a very good private teacher who came to my house twice a week……

It would appear that although N admitted that her private teacher was good, she still
felt her father was the greatest influence.
R who is training to become a mathematics teacher remarked:
I know I want to become a teacher but I wouldn’t say that my teachers made me decide
to become a teacher…I’ll say it was my father who encouraged me to do maths….in my
time, the boys were the ones who did so well in maths…it’s not like now that many girls
are doing elective maths…elective maths was for the boys….I remember my core
(mathematics) teacher saying one day that he would encourage all of us ….boys and
girls…to do elective maths but the girls were not confident. I was very confident and
knew I would do elective maths even when I was in the JSS (junior secondary school).
My father encouraged me to do maths so that I would teach maths…
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Interviewee R, like interviewee N, was full of praise for her father who encouraged
her to do mathematics. Also like N, she had private tuition but did not see her own
father as a teacher although he was a teacher by profession. Again, R compared the
support she got from her father with that she got from her teachers and concluded that
her father was the greatest influence.
Interviewee W was also training to be a teacher and she said this about her teachers
and herself:
I would say myself and my teachers…I would say my teachers influenced me most…
well, I was doing only core maths with physics, chemistry and biology at SSS (senior
secondary school) at the beginning…. but based on my grades in most of my subjects, my
teachers advised me to register for elective mathematics and I did that on remedial basis
and I had grade B….this grade encouraged me so I decided to study BEd
Mathematics…it’s a good course and I am confident that I will be a good maths teacher…

Interviewee W was very positive about her teachers and saw her senior secondary
school teachers as role models. She attended a girls’ school and this perhaps made a
difference about her views about teachers. As discussed below, there is literature
which seems to suggest that females in single-sex school achieved slightly higher than
counterparts in mixed schools. If girls in a single-sex school do well in mathematics,
then there is the likelihood that they will attribute their achievement in mathematics to
the work of their teachers. W’s decision to become a mathematics teacher was based
on her self-confidence in mathematics as well as the way in which she was
encouraged by her teachers.
On the question of career choice, Interviewee Z, who was studying statistics as part of
a business studies programme said she loved to do mathematics because of her
parents’ background. Her father is an accountant and her mother works for the Ghana
Statistical Services. Z would like to work in bank and thought her father made her
love mathematics. She said:
Dad encouraged all his children to do science. We all liked maths as it is part of science
in a way…without maths, science would be difficult…we all liked maths from primary
school…and we had a private tutor too…and we did maths everyday at home with our
private tutor. Dad would make sure we returned from school on time so that we could do
our homework with the private teacher…I would say my dad was the greatest influence
because he understood education and put his money where his mouth was…

Z also saw her father as the greatest influence as he thought mathematics would help
his children to reach their goals in life. In all the interviews, participants from
universities which did not offer mathematics education saw the contribution of
teachers differently from those from universities which offered mathematics
education. Interviewees from the latter saw teachers in much more positive light than
their counterparts from universities which did not train teachers. This finding has very
important implication for education as it seems to draw a line (not necessarily a fine
one though) between mathematics and mathematics education in Ghanaian
universities.
Another finding that confirmed the respondents’ view about role models was the
respondents’ lack of knowledge of any female role models in mathematics in Ghana
or elsewhere. In an answer to whether she knew any role models in mathematics, Y
said:
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No, I don’t have any knowledge about them, but I was taught mathematics by a woman
at the SSS… she actually inspired me a lot… this teacher could teach with high level of
confidence… you could really see that she was so good and knew what she was about
when teaching…. I remember she was the only woman among the men teaching
mathematics in my school…. I was so fascinated by the way she taught with high level of
confidence as well as competence…

Interviewee V was in her final year on the BEd Mathematics programme and she
seemed to have read about women in mathematics education. She said:
Most of those that I know are men. There is no female professor of mathematics in
Ghana. Even all the lecturers in the mathematics education department are men….no…. I
don’t think we have any role model…

In spite of the apparent lack of female role models, all the twelve women interviewed
were emphatic about their view that mathematics is not for men alone. Some of the
interviewees were of the view that one would need special aptitude and ability to
study mathematics due to the critical thinking and reasoning that are associated with
the study of mathematics and thought women too possessed these qualities. About
how they rated women’s ‘ability’ in mathematics as compared to that of men, the
majority of them thought, in general, male mathematicians tend to be better at
mathematics than female mathematicians. However, comparing their own ability to
that of the men, they claimed to be working at the same level as their male
counterparts.
They thought the reasons for the low participation rate of women in mathematics had
nothing to do with ability. All the women interviewed claimed that the low
participation rate was the ‘fault’ of some teachers in the senior secondary schools.
They thought the subject was presented as a ‘dry’ subject which had to be passed to
enable one to progress from one level of education to the other. The interviewees gave
various reasons for the low participation rate and all these reasons seemed to buttress
the so-called ‘dry’ image of the subject. For example, Interviewee P said:
Maths is simply dry…. that’s why many women don’t do it...they just don’t know what
they will do with it…. some of the girls did not get any advice about the uses of maths….

Interviewer T shared the above view and thought if students knew everything
involved mathematics they would do elective mathematics and pursue mathematics
degrees. She remarked:
As for maths, we all know it is ‘dry’ unlike subjects like business or science that one can
find many uses in real life for…maths is difficult so to do it, one must be disciplined and
have time… I think many girls find it too difficult at the SSS level and that’s why only a
few of us are doing it in the university now…

In the view of nearly all the interviewees, the utilitarian value of mathematics is not
stressed well enough in school so girls do have the full range of the careers they can
pursue in mathematics. This is an important finding and it would appear that the
present junior and senior secondary mathematics curricula will have to be examined
carefully to sees how much the utilitarian value of mathematics is espoused in them.
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Discussion
The analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data collected for the study has
shown that the respondents’ perceived ability as well as their self-confidence in
mathematics is the greatest source of influence when it comes to deciding to study
mathematics at the university level. Fathers constitute the second most important
source of influence. Most of the women interviewed acknowledged the financial
support they received from their fathers and attributed their success in mathematics to
that support given in the form hiring private tutors to provide one-to-one tuition in
mathematics. The women were least influenced by male or female role models in
mathematics. The majority of the women opted to become teachers at the end of their
courses and only a tiny minority considered engineering or technology as a career.
Also, the participants attributed the low participation rate of women in mathematics at
the university level to their low perceived utility of mathematics. The above findings
are discussed below.
Firstly, some of these findings are somewhat surprising as they seem to contradict the
findings of earlier relevant research on gender and mathematics education. For
example, regarding women’s self-confidence in mathematics, many researchers have
found that women’s expectations for success in mathematics, their self-confidence,
and their self-efficacy in their mathematics abilities are often low (Betz & Hackett,
1983; Lapan, Shaughnessy & Boggs, 1996). Having said that, it is important to point
out that the women who took part in the study did not believe in any stereotyping at
all. They believed they had the ability to study mathematics to any level. The absence
of stereotyping on the part of the women could explain their high self confidence and
perceived ability in mathematics. According to Steele & Aronson (1995), stereotype
threat is the fear of confirming a negative stereotype about one’s own group.
According to the theory, whenever a woman engages in a mathematics task she faces
the possibility of confirming the stereotype of women’s low mathematics abilities if
she fails to perform the task well (Spencer et al, 1999). Empirical research has
demonstrated that women under-perform relative to their male counterparts when
stereotype threat is present. However, when stereotype threat is removed, the gender
gap disappears (Spencer et al, op. cit; Dar-Nimrod, 2006).
Even so, it would appear that the low participation rate for women studying
mathematics at the university level is in part due to stereotyping. Thus, although the
women who took part in the study did not exhibit any signs of inferiority when it
comes to studying mathematics (possibly because they are already studying the
subject at the university level), they conceded that most of their colleagues who are
not studying mathematics see the subject as a male domain. This situation is hardly
surprising because according Eccles’ model on stereotyping (Eccles, 1994), which
described a person’s expectations to succeed and the subjective value of a domain, if
women do not expect to succeed and place relatively little value on mathematics, then
they will not choose to take advanced courses in mathematics-related fields.
Secondly, the findings regarding the influence of parents and other persons (including
peers), seem to confirm earlier research findings. On the positive side, family support
and encouragement play a part in the woman’s choice to study mathematics at the
higher level. According to Fabricant, Svitak and Kenschaft (1990) all the 22 black
women with a doctoral degree interviewed by Kenschaft reported that they had
supportive family members who were willing to sacrifice for their education based on
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the recommendation of the girls' secondary school teacher who told them they were
gifted in mathematics and needed to encourage them. The women who saw their
father as the greatest influence regarding their decision to study mathematics at the
university level mentioned the financial sacrifices their parents, particularly their
father (who in most cases was the breadwinner), made to help them to develop their
interest in mathematics as well as confidence in themselves so that they would be able
to study the subject at university level.
A number of researchers and commentators have observed that women are under
sociological (including gender role socialisation) and cultural pressure (including peer
pressure) not to pursue degree in mathematics (Leslie et. al, 1998). Parental pressure
on women also plays a significant role (Dick and Rallis, 1991). According to
Seymour (1995), some women simply cannot bring themselves to think of choosing
mathematics as a major subject. On peer pressure, including pressure to please men,
Seymour (op. cit.) observes that some men have the tendency to see physical
attractiveness and intellectual capacity as mutually exclusive qualities in women who
choose mathematics majors (p.453) and this is a problem for women. Women’s
negative experiences with mathematics teachers, including lack of female role
models, and dislike for the atmosphere in mathematics classes also constitute a
problem which can dissuade women from studying mathematics at the university
level (ibid). It must be pointed out that at least one of the interviewees drew a link
between school type and mathematics achievement when they stressed that they
attended a girls’ school. This observation seems be line with the literature which
suggests that single-sex schools help girls to learn mathematics.
Thirdly, the findings regarding women’s choice of career can be explained in terms of
psychological factors, including one’s value system. Lackland and De Lisi (2001)
have observed that more women than men believe that what is really important in life
is helping each other, and careers commonly labelled in the helping professions (e.g.,
nursing and teaching) are a better fit for this value system. In other words, fewer
women than men think that being a mathematician contributes to what really matters
in the world (Lackland and De Lisi, op. cit). This observation could in a way account
for the low participation rate for women in mathematics at the university level in
Ghana.
Finally, the present study corroborates the findings of other similar studies, that
women’s experiences are an important aspect of their mathematics-related decisions
(Grevholm, 1996). Women who have negative attitudes and expectations of success,
are exposed to negative stereotypes and are discouraged from doing mathematics.
Heine and Dar-Nimrod (2006) found that women who were reminded of the
stereotype about female mathematics underachievement performed worse in a
mathematics test than those who were encouraged that there is no sex difference in
mathematics. The implication is that as, Fennema (1995) rightly points out,
“interventions can achieve equity in mathematics education” (p.26).

Conclusion
This paper has presented some results from a study which sought to investigate the
factors that motivate women to study mathematics at the university level. The study
has shown that the most motivating factor which influences women to study
mathematics in Ghanaian universities is their perceived ability in the subject. This is
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hardly surprising as self-efficacy has been found in many studies to correlate
positively with achievement. This main finding regarding the greatest source of
influence for women studying mathematics at the university level leads to some
preliminary conclusions.
Firstly, female students who are admitted to the BSc mathematics and BEd
Mathematics courses have, on average, good previous experiences of mathematics in
terms of their achievements. This does not just imply grades gained in the senior
secondary mathematics examination, but is the author’s personal view of the level of
confidence and knowledge they exhibited during the study as well as their attitudes
towards the subject generally.
Secondly, BSc Mathematics students seem to have had significantly better vicarious
experiences which relate to the extent to which they have (or have not) had support
from their teachers, parents (particularly their father) and other persons. These
positive experiences made many of them decide to select the BSc course which they
believe would open more doors than the BEd course. One could argue that this is
important in that, if such students are mixed with BEd students for purposes of
mathematics teaching (in modules that are common to both groups), then this could
weaken the self-efficacy in BEd students as they establish their mathematical abilities
in relation to the BSc students in the class. Therefore, in teaching both groups, it
would seem appropriate to suggest that support groups need to be encouraged among
similarly skilled students through group work and practical projects so that vicarious
experience can be seen as positive by all students.
Thirdly, both the BSc and the BEd groups seem to care about the low participation
rate of women in mathematics at the university level and would want to see
programmes that would encourage more women to study mathematics at the
university level. Naturally, some students may love the subject if it was taught
differently and others may still be worried about it, but all the students interviewed
thought a lot could be done by teachers to improve the image of the subject by using
interactive and ‘student friendly’ methods as well as highlighting the utilitarian value
of mathematics in their lessons.
Finally, female students do have motivation to improve their mathematics and
teachers, especially those in secondary schools, need to get to know students to see
which type of support and encouragement would be best for individual students. More
importantly, teachers of mathematics need to design strategies that will improve the
self-efficacy of girls in both junior and senior secondary schools. A study
investigating the factors that influence girls in senior secondary schools to choose
elective mathematics could go a long way to provide more insights into “how to catch
them young”!
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The education of English language learners (ELL) who transition from
advanced English as a second language (ESL) classes into adult Second
Education (ASE), General Education Diploma (GED), or adult basic
education (ABE) classes is of major concern in the United States today as
the need for ESL intensify amidst global economic and workforce
challenges. To address this concern, in 2008, the US department of
Education funded the Transitioning English Language Learner (TELL)
Project to lay the foundation for future works designed to enhance the
quality of services that support ELL transition to secondary education
credential and ultimately to college. The TELL project aims to examine
and describe policies and instructional and programmatic strategies that
support advanced adult ELLs continued development of English
proficiency, including cognitive academic language proficiency in order
to successfully transfer into ABE or ASE, complete a high school
equivalency program, and become prepared for postsecondary education
and the 21st century workplace.
The project is only in its first year, but preliminary collection of extant
data suggests a critical need for programmatic and instructional systems
that will enhance educational practices in numeracy for transitioning
English language learners. The purpose of this article is to report on the
TELL research project, describe the state of literature in the US relative
to educational practices in numeracy with TELLs, and to prompt
discussions about promising practices with similar students in other
countries.

Introduction
Of all industrialized nations, the United States (U.S.) has the fifth-highest percentage
of foreign-born individuals in its adult population (Wedgeworth, 2004), and research
estimates that “at least 40 percent, and perhaps as much as 52 percent, of the net
growth in the U.S. resident population during the decade of the 1990s was due to new
foreign immigration” (Sum Kirsch, & Taggart, 2002, p. 29). The vast majority of
these immigrants have arrived from non-English speaking countries, and many face
the dual challenge of having limited formal schooling and limited English skills.
The large-scale expansion of the language minority population in the U.S. has
implications for the schooling of language minorities, especially adults who are
expected to make contributions to the US workforce. “Given immigrants’ growing
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share of our nation’s citizens, workers, and families, promoting their acquisition of
English is arguably the most important integration challenge - and opportunity - facing
our city, state, and federal governments” (McHugh, Gelatt, & Fix, 2007, p. 3). This
population is characterized primarily by its diversity of culture, native language, formal
schooling, background knowledge, and experience.
Amidst this growing need for English as a Second Language (ESL)1 and English
literacy and language skills, little is known about the nature of effective transitioning
approaches to move students from ESL to adult basic education (ABE) or adult
secondary education (ASE) programs, which serve as gateways to community colleges
and other training programs and to improvement in economic status. Even less is
known about the numeracy practices of Transitioning English Language Learners
(henceforth referred to as TELLs), and about the mathematical literacy practices that
would propel them towards upward academic mobility. This lack of knowledge is
reflected in the inadequate literature base related to ELLs, including limited systematic
information about the diverse characteristics of students who transition from ESL to
ABE or ASE.
For the most part, current literature on the transition of ELLs to ABE or ASE is
fragmented, exploratory in nature, and based on local practice, with little rigorous
qualitative or quantitative research to identify effective transition practices in adult
ESL programs. To a great extent, the field of adult ESL depends on either the public
school or the higher education literature corpus to support practices. In fact, practices
from those arenas are transferred easily into adult ESL, due to the part-time nature of
the adult ESL teaching field, and the fact that many of the adult ESL teachers come
from the K-12 and college arenas.
This issue, plus the paucity of research potentially restricts knowledge of transition
trends — crucial information that can inform effective transition practices that fosters
adequate teacher training, student advancement, and lifelong learning. To fully
understand the whole issue, the US Department of Education sponsored a two year
descriptive study (The Transitioning English Language Learners study) to examine and
describe policies, and instructional and programmatic strategies that support advanced
adult English language learners (ELLs) continued development. This paper describes
the characteristics of TELLs, including a description of students transitioning from ESL
to ABE and GED classes, then provides a description of the TELL study, including
findings regarding mathematics and TELLs.

TELL Characteristics
While commonalities exist between ELLs who have advanced to pre-GED levels and
their U.S.-born counterparts, the differences between them and ABE learners are
significant and must be taken into account in considering TELL models. The unique
characteristics of ELLs transitioning to GED and ABE programs also have implications
for teaching and professional development and include diverse educational and cultural
backgrounds and associated barriers (sociological, educational, personal, etc.) that
impact students’ readiness and capacity to learn English and transition to higher levels.

1

Please note that this term is used often interchangeably with “English Language Learners (ELL)”,
although “ESL” tends to refer more to the name of the program or class.
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Diverse Education Levels. Adult ELLs have a wider range of educational backgrounds
than ABE learners, many of whom do not have a high-school diploma. In fact,
educational backgrounds among all foreign-born individuals show a bimodal
distribution: one-third lack a high school education, a proportion twice as large as
among native-born adults. Educational needs are even greater for immigrants from
Mexico, two thirds of whom have not completed high school (Wrigley et al., 2003;
Schmidley, 2001). This disparity in education levels suggests that there are two types of
ELLs: (1) students with higher levels of education who exit ESL with goals such as
taking the GED tests and moving into postsecondary education, and (2) students who
need to enter ABE from ESL to fill educational gaps and build their literacy skills
before they are ready for ASE.
Varied English Proficiency. Although most ESL program participants are foreignborn, there is another type of student that may benefit from ESL transitioning: students
who were born in the United States, but have not acquired full proficiency in English.
Many such students live in Texas and California. Both the oral language and writing of
these students may show traces of non-native language transfer,2 and learners may still
have difficulties creating the kind of writing expected in college. Their profiles are
similar in many ways to those of ABE students whose reading and writing skills leave
them underprepared to be successful in postsecondary education and training.
Another group of students, also concentrated in Texas and California, are known as
Generation 1.5 (Crandall & Sheppard, 2004; Thonus, 2003). These students may have
been born in the United States, or may have come to the U.S. as young children, but
have grown up in households where a language other than English is spoken (Sadler,
2004). Generation 1.5 students share characteristics of both first and second-generation
immigrants. They fit neither the traditional profile of academically underprepared ABE
students, who grew up speaking English, nor that of foreign-born immigrant students
who acquire English language skills and want to improve their literacy. The insights
gained by teachers working with these students might help inform adult literacy
programs regarding the support that TELLs need.
Differences in English Language Levels. One of the things that distinguish ELLs from
native speakers of English who have literacy challenges is the fact that ELLs need both
language development and literacy development. TELLs, then, may still need
vocabulary development and need to build an awareness of the structure and meaning
of sentences likely to appear writing but seldom heard in conversational language.
Consequently, TELL models need to be sensitive to the need to continue teaching
English vocabulary and structure.
Differences in Writing Systems. TELLs who have English speaking skills and
transition into ABE may also have difficulty learning the English writing system —
particularly those whose home languages involve different writing systems. If these
students come from a logographic3 system that uses characters (such as Chinese), they
may need to become familiar with the alphabetic system, including decoding

2

Sometimes called language interference or language integration.
This involves graphemes (e.g., alphabetic letters, Chinese characters, numerals, punctuation) that
represent words or morphemes.
3
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information in this system. For these students, acquisition of skills associated with
“alphabetics” may be significantly slower, especially among older learners.

Students Transitioning into ABE and GED Classes
The significant differences among low-literate and high-literate ELLs and ABE students
tend to level off over time. As ELLs advance in their language skills their profile begins
to look similar to ABE students who grew up speaking English. Nonetheless, there are
still likely to be marked differences in vocabulary, cultural background knowledge, use
of sentence structure, and ways of approaching texts and decoding strategies (Strucker
& Davidson, 2003). TELLs may experience difficulties attributable to language transfer
from the first language, insufficient exposure to more sophisticated language structures,
and lack of practice in more cognitively demanding academic forms of English. There
are cultural differences as well. TELLs need to develop socio-cultural skills and cultural
adjustment strategies (appropriate things to say and do in various circumstances,
Hector-Mason, 2004) and “strategic competence” — the ability to deal with language
that is only partially understood.
Rance-Roney (1995) has described the instructional implications that result from these
student differences. She describes an academic instructional approach for TELLs where
instruction must focus more on vocabulary, especially less frequently used words; use
more content-focused readings on academic subjects; include reading that is either
context-reduced or context-embedded; and stress writing because ELL writing often
still shows influences of native language structure and vocabulary.
The critical differences between ABE students and TELLs suggest that two types of
transition models are needed to help students improve their reading and writing skills in
English and build enough English literacy capacity to succeed in postsecondary
education. One model (ESL to GED) may be appropriate for students with higher levels
of education who have goals such as taking the GED tests and moving into
postsecondary education and another model (ESL to ABE) may be appropriate for
students who need ABE to fill educational gaps and build literacy (reading and writing
skills). These latter students need additional assistance as they transitions to ASE or
taking the GED tests. However, the literature and most program models related to
TELL do not make this critical distinction and focus on the former model, overlooking
the potential need for corresponding programmatic variations to meet student needs.
Ignoring this difference means that many potential TELLs are poorly served and will be
unable to transition successfully.

Study Background and Description
The Transitioning English Language Learners (TELLs) Study is a qualitative,
descriptive study sponsored by the United States Department of Education’s Office of
Vocational and Adult Education. The purpose of the study is to describe the
instructional and programmatic practices that support the transition of intermediate and
advanced English Language Learners (ELLs) who are transitioning into adult basic
education (ABE), adult secondary education (ASE), or General Education Diploma
(GED) or other non-English classes and programs in the adult education system. The
study was launched in response to the a huge paucity of research in the field of adult
education, and the growing lack of understanding about which practices best support
advanced ELLs.
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To best understand the issues related to TELLs, it was important to first conduct a
critical review of the literature to identify areas of needs and gaps. 4 In addition, it was
important to conduct a qualitative study that would provide the best opportunities for
exploration, as well as provide the field with the most descriptive data about practices
with this population.
Program Selection Criteria: Selection of programs included a review of data received
from 180 programs, which were screened based on three fundamental principles, as
well as criteria developed by Subject Matter Experts (SMEs):
1. Data – Programs needed to show that they systematically collected data or
information about Learners (e.g., entry & exit; Learner transition numbers; Learner
outcomes & gains; Learner Characteristics; and Learner persistence)
2. Mechanisms – Programs needed to show that their programmatic structures were
part of a coherent set of systems designed to support student transition (Program
Design, Administration and Policy; Professional development and training; IntakeExit Coordination; Support systems/Collaborations)
3. Strategies – Programs needed to show that they had coherent plans and policies for
supporting student transition (e.g., Instructional Strategies Curriculum and
Instruction; Assessment and program evaluation)
Transition Processes: A systematic examination of the preliminary selection data
revealed information that supported the selection process in terms of the types of sites
to include in the study. For example, two emergent transition processes were identified:
(1) Distinct and (2) Indistinct. Programs were labeled distinct if they had well defined
transition class (or set of classes) that is physically situated and that is instructionally
and programmatically designed for the purposes of preparing distinct ELL cohorts for
ABE, ASE, or GED classes. Indistinct programs were those programs that had no
defined transition class or program, but had varied programmatic and instructional
practices said to promote student transition.
Transition Program Types: In addition, amongst these two types of programs, two
types of transition processes emerged: (1) Full/ Comprehensive Programming and (2)
Partial/Targeted Programming. In programs with Full/Comprehensive Programming, all
transition activities were internal, and movement of students from ESL to
ABE/GED/ASE occurred in one location/program. In contrast, programs with
Partial/Targeted Programming had both internal and external activities in which student
transition from ESL to ABE/GED/ASE occurred in two or more programs. For
example, student destination points from ESL were external to the place where they
learned ESL.
Site Selection and Data Collection: Ten programs in 9 states were identified for
inclusion in the study based on criteria. Collection of data included interviews with
teachers, students, program directors and other administrative staff, as well as program
artifacts such as forms, reports, and applications. The study was conducted in two

4

The TELL Critical Annotated Bibliography (Hector-Mason, et al, 2008) was developed, which informed
the remainder of the research.
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phases with data collection and analysis in the first four programs informing the
conduct of the research with the remaining six programs.

Preliminary Results about Mathematical Practices with TELLs
Preliminary findings from an analysis of the first of four programs revealed that
mathematics is of secondary concern to the TELL teachers and program administrators
in the study. Numeracy skills are not a priority and hardly any ELL teachers taught
mathematics to transitioning ELLs, even in the context of learning English. Generally,
students were not offered real opportunities to learn mathematics or develop numeracy
skills until they transitioned out of English language classes. In some limited situations,
mathematics was offered to students who were dually enrolled in both English and nonEnglish programs, but mathematics in these situations was provided in student’s native
language.
In instances where students are introduced to mathematics in the ESL class, the
instruction remains limited to life skills (e.g., money, shopping). For the most part,
mathematics instruction is driven by General Educational Development (GED) tests,
which help credential students for entry into post-secondary education. In these cases,
mathematics tests include basic algebra and geometry, and the format is mostly word
problems, which require literacy skills. Students’ limited native language or English
literacy skills complicate matters further, making it hard for teachers to determine if a
student’s lack of understanding is a result of limited mathematics, language or literacy
skills.
A general limitation in the field of adult education in the United States is in the area of
teacher training and professional development. The study showed that many teachers
received no professional development in how to teach mathematics to ELLs even
though they believe mathematics is an important skill for student advancement into
postsecondary education. In fact, many teachers still need professional development in
how to teach language skills such as reading and writing to ELLs, and teacher training
in these areas seem to be the priority at the moment.
These findings are not surprising, because the notion of numeracy or mathematical
literacy hasn’t received much attention in the United States. In terms of mathematical
knowledge, the situation looks very discouraging. Until fairly recently with the adult
numeracy project sponsored by the US Department of Education (Condelli, et al,
2006), mathematical literacy was a relatively tangential adult education topic. It is not
surprising, then, that today, the importance of mathematical literacy to the success of
English language learners appears to be a peripheral concern left up to the discretion of
ELL teachers.

Discussion and Conclusion
Today, in the United States, there is an increase in immigration in states that are
unaccustomed to immigrants, such as the rural South and the Midwest parts of the
country. Many of these states experience a large influx of immigrants from a wider
diversity of countries such as Mexico, Latin America, Asia, Africa, and the Middle
East. Many immigrants from these countries come with little education and low literacy
skills, and many have limited English proficiency. To some extent, the rapidly aging US
population makes the economy dependent on immigrants and their families. Because
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the US is a literate society, literacy, including mathematical literacy, will enable many
immigrants to have fuller, more productive lives and improved standards of living.
Population data from the US Department of Education highlight the diversity of the
ELL population in the United States, showing that more than 40 percent of the 2.6
million students in federally funded adult education program are ESL learners (ED,
2004). Many of these students have diverse characteristics and 40% of them are in the
lowest literacy functioning levels, (National Reporting System for Adult Education,
2006). The ELLs with higher education levels have varying English language skills and
mathematics backgrounds; those with low literacy skills usually have low English
language skills and little to no mathematics skills. Furthermore, even Generation 1.5
students, who are born in the US or came to the US as children and have grown up in
households where a language other than English is spoken, have shown low abilities
in literacy and mathematics skills.
This shows that there is a need, not only for literacy skills in general, but
mathematical literacy skills to help students transition and succeed in non-English
courses and post-secondary education. The diversity of students in the adult education
system requires that transition programs focus on different instructional opportunities
in both language and mathematics to help students succeed after they transition from
ESL classes. This is true, because students who need ABE to fill educational gaps and
build capacity in reading and writing also need help in mathematics, which is a key
prerequisite for success in post-secondary education.
The preliminary findings from the TELL study suggest that more mathematics needs
to be infused into ESL instruction at all levels; programs need to include
consideration of approaches to mathematics from different cultures and adult
experiences (ethnomathematics); TELL programs might benefit from a more learnercentered approach that transitions students to educational success; and finally, that
there is a need for more teacher training and professional development that will help
students reduce the learning deficits in reading, writing, and mathematics.
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While the last decade has seen a great deal of progress in the area of
quantitative literacy, there are still issues with the understanding of this
term and lack of agreement on what should be included in quantitative
literacy courses. This paper describes the first steps in a study of coding
the mathematical knowledge embedded in newspapers, with the ultimate
goal of helping to clarify what areas should be highlighted in quantitative
literacy courses.

Introduction
Throughout history, there has always been a demand for individuals to be
quantitatively literate. However, the field of quantitative literacy (hereafter
abbreviated QL) has only taken its present form in the United States very recently. In
a recent overview of the history of the QL field, Madison and Steen (2008) assert that
interest in QL as a discipline at the collegiate level dates to a report prepared by a QL
subcommittee of the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) released in the
mid-1990’s (Sons, 1996). Since this time, a number of developments have taken place
in the QL area. In particular, the formation of the National Numeracy Network (NNN)
in 2000 and the Special Interest Group of the MAA on QL (SIGMAA-QL) in 2004
demonstrate professional interest in QL as a discipline.
Despite the interest in QL in the United States, there is still a great deal of
disagreement on the parameters of QL. The term “quantitative literacy” has been
taken to mean everything from the arithmetical understandings usually obtained in
elementary school to a rich, contextual understanding of numerical evidence, utilizing
tools from fields such as statistics and pre-calculus. Madison and Steen (2008) note
that this disagreement has led to a lack of progress in the area: “Many
mathematicians, for example, view numeracy as inherently elementary and thus the
responsibility of K-12 schools rather than colleges. Discussions at a 2004
international workshop, Numeracy and Beyond … were hampered greatly because of
these conflicting views of the nature and complexity of numeracy” (Madison & Steen,
2008, p. 2).
Concomitant with this lack of understanding of the meaning of QL is a lack of
agreement on what should be the main foci of the content of QL courses. While there
are now a number of published curricula in the QL area (for example, Sevilla &

*

This paper was delivered to the15th International Conference of Adults Learning Mathematics-A
Research Forum but mistakenly omitted from the conference proceedings.
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Somers, 2007), there is no consensus on what content should be included in QL
courses or what emphasis should be placed on various topics.
This paper represents my effort to articulate the content on which QL should focus. It
is my belief that the focus of QL should be the mathematical content needed to be an
informed citizen in our society. This preliminary research study investigates the
content of the most widely circulated newspaper in the United States, USA Today. In
analysing the mathematical content of USA Today, I have articulated a number of
schemas upon which an informed citizen could draw to understand more fully the
news stories that shape our society. It is my hope that future research using this
coding scheme could lead to a better consensus of the scope of QL and the content
that should be included in future QL curricula.

Methodology
In this study, I am using the newspaper USA Today as a starting point. Using this
newspaper has several advantages. First, while circulation for newspapers has
certainly declined with the availability of television and online news services, it is still
true that about 42% of households in the United States receive a daily newspaper
(Stepp, 2001). Using a printed newspaper for research provides a permanent record
without the worry of electronic links being broken or lost in the future. USA Today is
the most widely circulated newspaper in the United States, with a daily readership of
approximately 3.6 million readers (according to the USA Today website). More
individuals in the United States thus obtain information on national and international
events from this newspaper than from any other single source of print media.
It is important to note that I did not intend for the coding scheme to be merely a count
of the numbers or figures used in the newspaper. Instead, I wanted to encode the
mathematical knowledge that could be brought to bear on a situation described in the
newspaper. For example, results from statistical polls have an inherent amount of
associated uncertainty. The intent of this coding scheme was to encode this fact, even
if a margin of error or other statement of uncertainty was not made explicit in a news
article. I also wanted relevant themes to emerge from the data, rather than being
imposed at the beginning of the study. I thus utilized the ideas of naturalistic inquiry
and emergent design described by Lincoln and Guba (1985).
As analysis proceeded, the data was organized into a number of mathematical and
statistical areas that I have called schemas. For purposes of this study, a schema is an
organizer for some discrete piece of knowledge that could provide a framework for
future understanding. A schema includes an identifier and a set of questions that one
might ask of some fact or claim made in written text. Examples of these schemas are
given in the next section of this paper.

Schemas for Encoding QL Themes
In this section, I have chosen ten different schemas as illustrations. There is no claim
that this list is complete or comprehensive; however, based on subjective impressions,
these ten schemas do appear frequently in the print media. I have described each
schema through a list of questions that an informed citizen should ask of a newspaper
article that includes the kind of content described by the schema. Each is also
illustrated by a recent newspaper article with an excerpt showing how the schema
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applies to the content of the article. The three newspaper articles used as illustrations
are as follows:
“CEO pay climbs despite companies’ struggles” (Beck and Fordahl, 2008;
hereafter referred to as BF08).
“Childhood cancers more common in NE”(hereafter referred to as CC08).
“Study: Diabetes pills may be enough for many (Marcus, 2008; hereafter
referred to as M08).

Statistical schemas
Five of the schemas that emerged from the analysis are statistical in nature. These
include ideas involving sampling, variables, experimental design, central tendency,
and statistical significance.
Sampling
The vast majority of statistical studies use a sample rather than an entire population.
This fact raises the issues of sample selection, sample size, and sample
representativeness as it relates to the intended population. An informed citizen using
the sampling schema will ask the following questions of a statistical study reported in
a newspaper article:
What is a sample and what is a census? Which is being used in the article?
What is the sample size? Is it sufficient to answer the question(s) being posed?
What is the population to which the study’s authors want the results to apply?
Is the sample a reasonable representation of the overall population? Are there any
clear ways in which such a sample might be biased in representing the intended
population?
The article M08 discussed the need for insulin for patients with diabetes. It was based
on a study of 191 veterans, 96 of whom took only oral medication. An informed
citizen reading this article and using the sampling schema should be cognizant of the
sample size and possibly the representativeness of the sample (in that only veterans
were included in the study), and interpret the conclusions of the study in light of these
potential limitations.
Variables
Every statistical study includes variables, and these variables need to be
operationalized in an appropriate way. An informed citizen using the variables
schema will ask the following questions of a statistical study reported in a newspaper
article:
•

What variables are being considered in the article? What variables are being
left out?

•

How are the variables measured? Are the variables being measured in reliable
and/or valid ways?

•

Are there differences in reporting that change the values of the variables?
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In the study reported in article M08, the subjects were placed into groups according to
whether or not they had switched from oral medication to insulin over a 15-year
period. An informed citizen reading this article should ask whether this is the
appropriate way to measure the effectiveness of oral medications as compared to
insulin. An informed citizen would also ask what variables are left out of the study
that would contribute to the necessity of taking insulin.
Experimental Design
The way a statistical study is designed determines the kinds of conclusions one can
draw from it. An informed citizen using the experimental design schema will ask the
following questions of a statistical study reported in a newspaper article:
•

What is the difference between an observational study and an experimental
study? When is each appropriate? What kinds of conclusions can be drawn
from each?

•

What is the difference between cross-sectional and longitudinal research?
What kinds of conclusions can be drawn from each?

•

What is the role of randomization in statistics? Is it present in the study
reported in the article?

The article M08 reports on an observational study, with no randomization of the
subjects (as best as can be determined from the article). As such, the informed citizen
should realize that it is difficult to make any causal conclusions from it.
Central Tendency
Measures of central tendency are perhaps the most used, and the most important,
single measures in statistics. However, it is important for an informed citizen not
simply to know how to compute each one, but also to know what their properties are
and when one measure is more appropriate than the other. An informed citizen using
the central tendency schema will ask the following questions of a statistical study
reported in a newspaper article:
•

How do we define mean and median?

•

What are the possible distortions of a set of data when using the mean? When
using the median?

•

When is the mean more appropriate to use than the median, and when is the
median more appropriate than the mean?

•

Are there other measures of central tendency (e.g., a trimmed mean, a mode)
that would better represent the data?

The article BF08 reports on the total compensation for CEO’s of 410 of the Fortune
500 companies. The article is consistent in using the median rather than the mean as a
measure of central tendency. The informed citizen should always ask which measure
is appropriate and what, if anything, is being distorted by one rather than the other.
Because a small number of CEO’s had very large compensation packages, it is clear
that the mean compensation would be larger than the median, and so in this case the
median is likely to be a better measure of the compensation for a “typical” CEO. On
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the other hand, if one wished to know the total compensation for the subjects in this
study, this cannot be determined from the median (but could if the mean were given).
Statistical Significance
Because statistical studies virtually always use samples and not entire populations,
they are always subject to statistical fluctuation and error. Statistical significance
(which here is understood to include margin of error) is a measure of the uncertainty
present in data, and is the statistical way to determine whether some result is
meaningful or might be simply due to chance. An informed citizen using the statistical
significance schema will ask the following questions of a statistical study reported in
a newspaper article:
•

What does “margin of error” mean? Is this given in the article? How
(un)certain are the results in the article?

•

Does the article mention statistical significance? If not, do the results reported
appear to be statistically significant?

•

Does the article mention practical significance? Is there practical significance
to the results?

The article CC08 reports the rate of childhood cancers in various parts of United
States. While the title of the article reports that “Childhood cancers [are] more
common in [the North-East],” it is unlikely, based on the data reported in the article,
that the difference is statistically significant; these rates vary by region from 179 to
159 per one million children. Even if the difference in regions reaches a level of
statistical significance (this is not reported in this article), it seems unlikely that there
is much practical significance to the results.

Working With Numbers
Three of the schemas that emerged from the analysis involve rates, percentages, and
large numbers. I have termed these three schemas “working with numbers.”
Rates
Rates are a type of number that most adults see in their daily lives. Nevertheless, there
are a number of QL issues around the use of rates. An informed citizen using the rates
schema will ask the following questions of a newspaper article:
How does one interpret a rate?
Is the basis for the rate reasonable? Is there a more appropriate scale to report the
rate?
The article CC08 reports the cancer rate for children. These rates are reported as the
number of cancers per one million children. An informed citizen should be able to
understand this rate, realize that childhood cancer is quite rare, and ask if the basis for
the rate (cancers per one million children) is reasonable, or if another basis might be
easier to interpret.
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Percentages
Percentages are a special kind of rate that are also encountered by adults on an almost
daily basis. An informed citizen using the percentages schema will ask the following
questions of a newspaper article:
What is the meaning of a percentage?
Given two numbers, how do we compute the percentage change between them?
How do we interpret a percentage of more than 100%?
How can we compare percentage increases and decreases? (For example, a “20%
increase” followed by a “20% decrease” does not return one to the original
value.)
The article BF08 includes a number of percentages, most of them percentage changes
in executive compensation from one year to another. An informed citizen reading this
article should be able to interpret each percentage change, and be able to convert from
a percentage change to an actual dollar change in salary and vice versa.
Large Numbers
When issues concerning something as large as the national economy are reported in
newspapers, numbers in the billions and trillions are likely to be encountered.
Certainly an informed citizen should be able to understand the size of large numbers
that (s)he might encounter, such as million, billion, or trillion. Just as important,
however, is the ability to put such large numbers into a reasonable context, in order to
“see” such large numbers more readily and understand the scope of the issue under
discussion. An informed citizen using the large numbers schema will ask the
following questions of a newspaper article:
What is the relative size of large numbers such as million, billion, and trillion?
What is an appropriate context for a given large number, to make it easier to
interpret? (For example, an expenditure by the government might be interpreted
as “dollars per person”; the pay of the CEO of a corporation might be
interpreted as “multiple of the typical employee’s salary”; etc.)
The article BF08 reported the total compensation package for CEO’s of some of the
major corporations in the United States. The largest of these numbers is $83.1 million.
An informed citizen would be able to place this number in a meaningful context, such
as “this number is about 40 times the total amount of money I expect to make in my
working lifetime,” or “if the median salary at this corporation is $50,000, this
executive is making as much money as about 1600 employees at the median salary.”

Other Schemas
The final two schemas that emerged from the analysis did not seem to “cluster” with
the others (although it would certainly be reasonable to consider “interpretation of
graphs” to be a part of the statistical schemas). These two schemas involve
interpretation of graphs and scales of growth.
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Interpretation of Graphs
A newspaper like USA Today uses a fairly large number of graphs. The reader of this
newspaper certainly must be able to interpret the information in those graphs to make
sense out of many of the articles in the newspaper. An informed citizen using the
interpretation of graphs schema will ask the following questions of a newspaper
article:
Is the graph chosen in the article appropriate for the data?
Is the graph drawn accurately?
What is left out of the graph?
What is the source of the information shown in the graph?
The article M08 includes a graph, a pie chart showing the proportion of diabetics who
take insulin, oral medication, both, or neither. The informed citizen should be able to
look at the graph and see how the various regions of the graph compare in size. The
informed citizen would also note the source of the data, given at the bottom of the
graphic. The figures include all diabetics, not just the ones included in the study
reported in the article.
Scales of Growth
Certainly, the growth of some phenomenon is of vital importance in understanding it.
An informed citizen using the scales of growth schema will ask the following
questions of a newspaper article:
What does it mean for something to grow at a linear rate? A quadratic rate? A cubic
rate? An exponential rate? A logarithmic rate? Etc.
What is the growth rate for the phenomena in the article?
How does the growth rate seen in the article compare with other scales of growth?
The article M08 includes the following quote from a researcher reaction to the study
being reported in the article: “In the time that the study was done, we have had an
almost logarithmic increase in the availability of different agents with different
actions to treat diabetes.” What is meant by a “logarithmic increase”? What is an
“almost” logarithmic increase? How would logarithmic growth compare to, for
example, linear growth or exponential growth? An informed citizen reading this
article would ask such questions (and possibly realize that there is essentially no
meaning to the phrase “almost logarithmic increase”).

Next Steps
I want to make clear that the research study reported here is very preliminary. The
coding scheme reported is only in its developmental stages. I am making no claim that
the scheme presented above is complete or that it will not be revised in the future.
While I believe the ten examples above capture a fairly wide range of the topics I
would wish to include in a QL course, they are not exhaustive, and other schemas will
certainly be added to the overall coding scheme. I welcome any and all suggestions on
the scheme and how it might be improved.
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What this coding scheme does is give us some basis to analyse the kinds of
mathematical knowledge that are important in helping our students to become
informed citizens in a democratic society. As with any such scheme, one of the first
questions asked of it should relate to the reliability and validity of the scheme. Given
some set of newspaper articles, one future direction for this research is to enlist other
individuals to learn the scheme and code the articles using it, then find measures of
inter-rater reliability based on those codes. In order to establish validity, the scheme
should be shared with a wider audience in the QL area who could help establish the
content and construct validity of this scheme.
Once some measure of reliability and validity is established, I would like to apply the
scheme to a week’s worth of newspaper articles. This could help to establish some
sort of baseline of the QL demands for one to be an informed citizen. In addition,
once the scheme is shown to be psychometrically sound, it could be used to help
answer research questions that until now have not been studied. For example, how
have QL demands changed over a period of time? How do different newspapers, or
different media, compare in their QL demands? These are rather fundamental research
questions on QL, which heretofore have been difficult to study without an instrument
to do so.
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Using the history of mathematics in teaching adult
numeracy
David Kaye
LLU+, London South Bank University
d.kaye@lsbu.ac.uk
There is a popular image that mathematics (particularly school
mathematics) is unchanging, based on knowing the correct method, and
that all questions have one correct answer. In current teacher education
for adult numeracy these images are challenged. For example, trainee
teachers are encouraged to be aware of the many ways of doing ‘long
multiplication’. One of the most powerful techniques available for
challenging these beliefs is introducing and using topics from the history
of mathematics. By exposing trainee teachers and numeracy learners to
the mathematics that has evolved over the last 5000 years all over the
world, from many contrasting cultures, makes many aspects of
mathematics more accessible. This workshop will introduce some key
themes from the history of mathematics and demonstrate how they deepen
an understanding of the nature of mathematical knowledge and provide
access to mathematical concepts at all levels.

Introduction
This workshop was a practical event that provided the participants with the
opportunity to work collaboratively on activities which introduced some aspects of
the history of mathematics. There was also an underpinning assumption that using
(rather than teaching) the history of mathematics is a powerful tool in teaching
mathematics and adult numeracy.
The literature about using the history of mathematics in teaching is complex and farreaching; sometimes focusing on this as a specific pedagogy, but sometimes having
an epistemological emphasis. The workshop itself did not enter into this debate, but
by way of introduction some of these issues will be considered here. During the last
20 years interest in the broader use of the history of mathematics in teacher education
has been nurtured by a comparatively small group of practitioners and researchers.
Key publications that identify this are the special edition of flm in June 1991 (Fauvel,
ed.) the flm edition of February 1997 and the report of the ICME study conference
held in April 1998 (Fauvel & van Maanen, eds. 2000). A summary of suggested
‘whys’ and ‘hows’ of using the history of mathematics has recently been published
(Jankvist, 2009).

Theoretical background
In all these papers arguments are proposed and countered about the purpose of using
history in teaching mathematics. This unfortunately seems to continue to be
necessary. I say unfortunately, as in very few other subjects is it ever considered
necessary to explain or justify why the history of the subject is a necessary part of
learning it.
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In a recent paper Fulvia Furinghetti (2007) has re-visited these reasons in the context
of teacher training, which suits my purpose exactly. She summarises the views
previously published in the ICME study (referred to above) in which three reasons are
succinctly labelled as ‘cultural understanding’, replacement’ and ‘reorientation’.
These all serve to create new ways of looking at the mathematics under consideration.
Cultural understanding for example makes connections with the history of ideas,
‘replacement’ indicates an approach that contrasts familiar and recognisable
mathematical techniques with equivalent techniques from the past. ‘Re-orientation’
urges teacher educators to help their trainees to re-construct the most familiar and
elementary mathematics.
She explains her particular purpose is:
… to make the participants reflect on the meaning of mathematical objects
through experiencing historical moments of their construction. It was intended
that this reflection would promote an appropriation of meaning for teaching
mathematical objects that counteracts the passive reproduction of the style of
mathematics teaching the prospective teachers have experienced as students.

In an earlier paper Furinghetti (1997) produced a schematic summary identifying a
dual approach.
History in Mathematics Teaching

For promoting mathematics

For reflecting on mathematics

Social aspects
Images of mathematics

Interior aspects
Understanding

Many of those writing about history in teaching mathematics focus on school
education (see for example the introduction to TSG 23 for ICME 11, 2008). Within
school mathematics, the examples are focused on those who have already
demonstrated an understanding and facility with a wide range of mathematical
concepts.
Another concern is given by Luis Redford (1997), who focuses on a critique of the
history of mathematics within the broader context of the history of science. He
considers that the history is often presented as a series of events in which “the books
unfold episodic narratives implicitly underlain by an apriorist epistemology of
platonistic style”. This leads, as many traditional histories do, to reinforcing what we
now do is ‘right’ and history merely shows the various twists and turns taken to get to
what is right (now).
This theoretical introduction firmly places the inspiration of this workshop into an
evolving epistemology of numeracy. This approach borrows large themes from
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histories of mathematics and sifts from them snippets of words and methods relevant
to those just discovering the germ of mathematical experience inside them.
As Luis Redford (1997) says
Data is never interesting in itself. Historical data will always be interesting with
regards to the conceptual framework upon which the research program relies.
Furthermore, the framework makes it possible to offer a theoretical explanation
of the data. In the case of epistemological inquiries about the history of
mathematics, the search for interesting historical data will be shaped particularly
by our own perception of how mathematical knowledge grows.

However, unlike most who use the history of mathematics in education, I have
focused on the elementary and basic mathematics that falls within the current remit of
most adult numeracy teaching practice. Working with students who have very little
grasp of mathematics as a discipline, and who doubt even their ability to use the most
basic concepts of number, these theoretical debates are non-existent. This does not
mean these learners should be excluded from the history of mathematics. Quite the
opposite: the history of mathematics should be used to beat down some of the barriers
these students have built up through a lifetime of poor mathematical experiences
which have led to fear and avoidance of mathematics education (see for example
Coben et al, 2003).
To encourage the use of the history of mathematics with adult numeracy learners,
activities need to be introduced to adult numeracy teachers on training or professional
development courses to encourage their interest in the history of mathematics . (This
short statement begs a lot of questions. The development of the history of
mathematics in maths education programmes continues to be the main focus of much
research and occasional experimentation; see for example the topic group reports
from ICME Conferences.) Some other strategies for using the history of mathematics
in teacher training courses for the post-16 sector have been previously published; see
for example the recent edition of Mathematics in Schools (Kaye, 2010).
One key activity developed to address this adult numeracy context is a ‘human time
line’; a kinaesthetic ordering activity. This is not only a beginners' introduction to the
history of mathematics, but also models using training techniques which are focused
on working to a range of learning preferences or styles. See for example the report on
learning styles and adult numeracy (Kirby and Sellars, 2006).

Time line of mathematical events
The key activity in the workshop was a human mathematics time line. The selection
of ‘knowledge’ begins with the choice of events for the time line cards. The events
chosen take into account the target audience who are not expected to have much
familiarity with higher level mathematics or current mathematical research. At a
minimum level the events chosen provide a demonstration of the history of
mathematics across 5000 years and many cultures. Currently there are 25 items in the
time line and the full list of event cards is given in the appendix. This list shows both
the ‘time line card’ text in the middle column and the brief explanation that is given
afterwards (besides the date and order of events) in the right hand column. For
example “Defining a point, a line and a surface” is the text handed out on the card.
The brief explanation given on the handout and on the Power Point presentation is
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“Euclid’s elements – classical Greek geometry”, and the date in the left-hand column
is -300 BCE.
The activity itself is to give each person a mathematical event card and instruct the
group as whole to try to sort themselves into the chronological order in which these
events (as given on each card) occurred. This means that a reasonable attempt can be
made at a rough order without having to have specific knowledge about even the
century in which something happened. The time line activity can serve as an
introduction to the history of mathematics in many situations. It is in the discussion
that follows and any additional activities, that the teaching event or session can be
focused on the needs of a particular group of participants. Observing the participants
sort themselves into some sort of order provides an excellent opportunity to assess the
level of historical knowledge of the group and individuals.
As referenced earlier, this can be seen as an example of what Furinghetti has called
‘re-orientation’- providing a new or original view of something considered familiar or
ordinary. Certain topics are picked out for this. One of the most exquisite is making
the connection between the Babylonian sexagesimal counting system and our current
system of time measurements, which still uses a base 60 system. To indicate to
numeracy trainees and learners that when they are converting hours to minutes they
are performing 5000-year-old mathematics, is a powerful demonstration of ‘reorientation’.
One other re-orientation concerns fractions. Any adult numeracy specialist knows
working with common fractions is famously difficult; see for example the NRDC
Fraction booklet (McLeod & Newmarch, 2006). If anything brings out ‘maths
phobia’, it is manipulating common fractions. The introduction of the term ‘broken
numbers’, rather than ‘fractions’, is inspired by 17th century English arithmetic text
books (such as Robert Recorde’s The Ground of Artes). This simple change of label
produces a re-orientation. The fear associated with ‘fractions’ is minimised, to be
replaced by a more holistic view which can encompass whole and broken numbers
with equanimity.
Common fractions is in fact a good example of how a theme can be extended from a
time line ‘event’. Common fractions are too extended and diverse a topic to be easily
identified with a single event. The ‘broken numbers’ link can be introduced in
connection with Robert Recorde, who appears in the time line as the ‘inventor’ of the
equals sign.
One other important aspect of items chosen for the time line are various events that
can be connected to the evolution of what is introduced in school mathematics as
algebra. Here various events such as word problems in the Ahmes Papyrus (1550
BCE), the origin of the word ‘algebra’ (825) and the introduction of letter symbols
(1580) can be used to disassociate algebraic techniques for solving problems from a
system of writing ‘calculations’ with letters. It also shows that such complex
structures as symbolic algebra took a long time, across many cultures, to develop.

Additional activities
The time line can be used to prompt a wide range of topics. The appendix includes an
activity sheet designed to introduce ten topics that were particularly chosen for those
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aiming to use the history of mathematics in a context where the culture aspects are
significant. These are categorised under three headings: writing numbers, calculating
aids and methods and origins of current mathematics.
The introduction of different numeral systems (the written symbols that are used to
represent numbers) has considerable potential for many different types of learners.
Those familiar with written sources from other cultures, including different alphabets
either from the past or other parts of the world, can feel comfortable with alternative
numerals. Employed this way cultural artefacts add richness and depth to the learners’
development of fundamental numeracy concepts. The use of place value underpins
most of the calculating procedures evolved using our current system. Looking at an
alternative system, such as Roman numerals, quickly exposes the fact that some
numeral systems (such as the Roman) do not use place value. (A quick note of
explanation: in our system a numeral can take different powers of ten; in 51 the five is
five tens i.e. fifty, however in 105 it is five; the V in the Roman system is worth five
(or quinque) wherever it is written.) Having established this significant difference
teaching and learning can develop more deeply in many directions. The contrast
between a place value and non-place value system may be a method that helps expose
the learner’s deep misconceptions about calculating techniques. The place value
system remains hidden from most people as it is learnt alongside counting. The few
lessons that focus on this in primary education are probably long forgotten. Trying to
do calculations (such as addition and subtraction) with Roman numerals can begin to
expose calculating habits that have become automatic, and therefore to begin the reconstruction of more efficient habits.
The examples of calculating aids can also be developed in many potential directions.
Perhaps at the heart of most of them is the question that anyone teaching any level of
numeracy or mathematics faces at some time in their career: the calculator question. Is
the calculator an essential labour saving tool which enables mathematics to be used
effectively or is a calculator at best a prop or at worst a cheat for those unable to do or
understand their mathematics properly? Placing the calculator in the context of
historical aids for calculating helps to put this question into perspective. Mathematical
tables have an extended and worthy history, though most are now considered largely
redundant. However, multiplication tables and the multiplication square are still
exceptionally valid tools. Placing these in the context of a mathematical tool with a
long history can raise their status, and therefore make their use more acceptable. The
use of the electronic calculator can then be re-examined alongside the use of other
calculating aids used throughout history.

Conclusion
This account of a workshop on using the history of mathematics in teaching adult
numeracy has introduced and described a key group activity – a human time line. The
reasons for using the history of mathematics in adult numeracy are considered , with
some reference given to some key debates and research positions which explore
connections between maths education and the history of mathematics. The debate
identifies two focii: the role the history of mathematics should have in teacher
education programmes and the influence the history of mathematics has on the nature
of mathematical knowledge. These can be seen as issues of pedagogy and of
epistemology respectively. Finally a number of activities are identified to demonstrate
the usage of the history of mathematics in the adult numeracy context.
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Appendix
Time Line Activity
Key themes from the history of mathematics in teaching Language and Numeracy
Writing numbers
• different symbols (numerals)
• with or without place value ( eg Roman numerals do not have place value or
zero)
• different base ( eg time, like Babylonian number system uses base 60)
Calculating aids and methods
• abacus or counting board
• tables (like multiplication tables)
• calculating methods (ways of setting out long multiplication)
Origins of current mathematics from many sources
• early counting from Africa
• current numeral system and zero from India
• using algebraic methods from Middle East and North Africa
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•

development of calculus from Europe

Consider in your groups how one of these key themes from the history of mathematics
can help to make connections between language and numeracy teaching.
It may help to consider a particular group or student you have worked with.

Mathematics in History and Society
DATE
(approx.)
-3000 BCE
-1550 BCE
-1500 BCE
-1000
BCE
-300 BCE
-200
BCE
-100
BCE
600 CE
700 CE
825 CE
1200 CE
1150 CE
1200 CE

1478 CE
1500
(about)

TOPIC

Summary of Time Line Events
DETAILS

Counting in 60s (like
time)
Word problems –
finding missing
amount
12 hour day
Chinese magic
squares - “Lo Shu”

Babylonian counting system in base 60 found on
clay tablets
Problems that may now be solved by algebra in
Ahmes papyrus, written by an Egyptian scribe

Dividing the day into 12 hours – ancient Egypt
The origin of these three by three arrangements
of numbers are mythical, but they have been
recorded continuously since 200 BCE
Defining a point, a
Euclid’s elements – the basis of classical Greek
line and a surface
geometry
Chinese rod numbers A system for recording numbers and calculating
for calculating on a
in a base 10 system. Colour coding used to
checkerboard
identify negative numbers at a later date
Development of
The Roman numerals as we know them
‘Roman Numerals’
developed over a very long period of time, and
continued to develop into the Middle Ages. Most
signs were in use by this time
Discovery of Zero
India
Zero as place holder 458 CE
Zero as a number 628 CE
Finger counting in
Bede’s publication explaining finger ‘numerals’
Britain
– North East England
Origins of the word
The origins of the word algebra in Al
algebra
Khowarizme’s work - Baghdad
Base 20 counting
Complex counting system using subtraction with
system in Africa
base 20 from Yoruba
Algebra (of Al
Arabic knowledge reaches western Europe
mainly through contact made in the crusades
Khowarizme) into
Western Europe
The currently used system of numerals, with zero
Current numerals
introduced in Fibonacci’s ‘Liber abaci’ – Pisa,
(with zero)
Italy
introduced to
Western Europe
Lattice method of
Lattice method (gelosia) first printed description
multiplying
in Treviso - Italy
Knotted strings
The system of recording numbers by the Inca
(called ‘quipu’) to
civilisation in South America (mainly Peru). The
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record numerical
information
1557
1580
1642
1687
1800
1830
1848

1855

1937
1960

system may have been in use for some time
before this date.

The equals sign

Introduced by Robert Recorde in his Whetstone
of Witte a book on algebra published in London
in English
Introduction of
Use of symbols (vowels for unknowns,
symbolic algebra
consonants for knowns) in work of Viète
(Brittany and Paris)
First mechanical
Invented by Blaise Pascal (1623-62) who is also
calculator
associated with the earliest work on probability
Invention of the
Published by Newton (England) and Leibnitz
calculus
(Germany) ‘independently’ - major priority
dispute
Metric system of
The metric system designed during the French
measurements
revolution
Non-Euclidean
Part of the beginning of modern mathematics in
geometry
19th century – Lobachevsky (Russia) and Bolyai
(Hungary)
Development of
Created by George Boole in a book describing “a
Boolean algebra
calculus of deductive reasoning“. It formed the
origins of ‘abstract algebra’ and is now important
in using internet search engines.
Polar Area Diagrams Florence Nightingale created the Polar Area
for mortality figures diagrams, or "coxcombs" as she called them.
These were used to give a graphical
representation of the mortality figures during the
Crimean War (1854 - 56).
Definition of the
The measures of the intensity of sound agreed at
decibel
a meeting
Establishment of the The international system of units was agreed for
SI units
use in science and technology
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From the classroom to the workplace and back again:
Developing an understanding of numeracy teaching
Beth Kelly
LLU+, London South Bank University
b.kelly@lsbu.ac.uk
In this report I explain my research into how numeracy skills are
developed in both workplace and education contexts. One aspect of the
research is the development of a model of analysis that I use to work with
teachers to identify and reflect upon the numeracy skills, knowledge and
processes used in the contexts of education and the workplace. The paper
explains the origins of the model of analysis through my work with the
NHS, then its use when working with Cake Bake Company, and finally
with trainee numeracy teachers. This report details how the model can be
used in a variety of workplace scenarios to analyse the numeracy skills
and knowledge being used and how trainee teachers used the model to
develop their thinking about numeracy teaching in context. In the
methodology I briefly summarise my personal journey from teacher
trainer to researcher / teacher trainer as the development of this model
has been influential in my understanding of both aspects of my work.

Introduction
Learning and developing skills in the context of the workplace has a rich and varied
background of research. The recent focus in the UK on the links between education,
training and economic success has resulted in policy and funding being channelled
into developing workplace skills (Leitch, 2006). In response to this policy shift I have
had the opportunity to work with and train people from a range of contexts in the
workplace and in education.
During this time I developed a model of analysis to try to further understand the
challenges to teaching and training in the workplace and developing numeracy skills
and knowledge. It was originally used to aid my own understanding but I now use it
with numeracy teacher trainees to help analyse the variety of challenges faced when
trying to teach numeracy skills and knowledge in a workplace context, in a classroom,
in a college.
The original model of analysis emerged from a process of analysing the skills
required by nurse tutors and mentors who wanted to support their student nurses to
improve their numeracy skills in clinical settings. This year I used the model for
further research in different contexts: in a large cake baking company and with a
group of teachers on a numeracy specialist teacher training programme.
I also include a literature review on workplace learning theories. This is a brief
review, but one I am building upon. As the philosopher Lyotard wrote “We always
begin in the middle” (Lyotard, 1992). The report also contains the findings from the
Cake Bake Company, including both employer and employee perspectives, and the
responses of the trainee numeracy teachers to the model. The discussion with the
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teacher trainers took place as part of their numeracy specialist teacher training
programme within a section on contextualised and workplace learning.

Methodology
While originally developed in 2008 the model was further redrafted after discussions
with peers at the 15th Adults Learning Maths (ALM) conference. London South Bank
University then funded research into the model to test its adaptability to another
workplace setting, a cake baking company, and to further test the response to the
model by a group of trainee numeracy teachers. This paper is one of the forms of
dissemination agreed. The funding from the university had two aims: to further my
research but also to further me as a researcher. This could be viewed as successful on
both counts I am now studying for my doctorate and my use of the model has further
evolved beyond this paper.
This research was in two parts. Part one was an ethnographic approach to research
interviewing the employer at length, visiting the factory and interviewing the team
leaders from the production line. The interviews discussed the maths used to help
understand better the changes needed on a production line, including a spreadsheet
that helped with calculating cake costs. These interviews were written up and shared
with the employer and team leaders to ensure accuracy.
Part two was research carried out with a group of trainee numeracy teachers. They
were given a presentation on the development of the model and then asked to fill in
questionnaires as part of the research. The questionnaires were given out a week later
so that the trainee teachers had time to reflect on the content of the presentation in
relation to their own work and to an assignment they had to write for their training
programme about numeracy in context.

Theories of learning within education and the workplace
There is a great debate about the value and ethics of teaching mathematics in a
vocational setting, or numeracy skills in the workplace. Are teacher trainers
developing teachers who, as Robert Reich identified, create a workforce whose
members participate in the global economy and are able to create solutions to
problems that currently do not exist with technologies that have not yet been
invented? (Reich, 1992) Or are we developing teachers who are dealing with current
numeracy skills demands, developing the skills needed to gain a job during the current
economic recession?
In this report while recognising the tension existing in the UK between vocational and
academic studies, I am not able to do justice to all aspects of the debate exploring the
social, economic, philosophical and historical basis of teaching and training in the
workplace. However as a researcher I build on a perspective that recognises education
can enable people to change their lives. Wedege (2000) in her research links
mathematics, technology and the concept of democracy as possibly enabling “a
personal competence that changes inability to initiative and power”, considering the
development of numeracy skills to enable people’s lives in the sense that Paulo Freire
(1985) used when discussing teaching literacy.
Exploring the value placed on learning in the contexts of education and the workplace
I am interested in the ideas developed by D’Ambrosio (2001), who sees mathematics,
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or numeracy, as a function of life, culture, values, language recognising that it helps
us prepare for the 21st century workplace.
It seems to me that the willingness of the employer in the Cake Bake Company to
engage the workforce in developing an understanding of the usefulness of the
spreadsheet to inform decisions around production may reflect this perspective on
learning for work. On the other hand it may simply be a drive for greater profits.
However in this case it was not necessary to develop the skills of the workforce to
increase the profits and it seems to reflect more the underpinning philosophy of one of
the directors to the company, who had a career in education before she started the
company.
Exploring the teaching and learning of numeracy in variety of social contexts also
includes such notions of ‘crossing borders’ (FitzSimons, 2004) and recognising that
the social context is an inherent aspect of numeracy teaching and learning, that
numeracy is a function of mathematics and its social context.
A study by Lave and Wenger (1991) discusses the concept of ‘situated learning’ as
‘legitimate peripheral participation’ in ‘communities of practice’ as ways of
conceptualising the process of development of expertise in practice. Wenger
described the concept of the ‘community of practice’ in more theoretical details as
being a group of people who regularly engage in an activity in pursuit of some
jointly–negotiated enterprise, “thereby developing a shared repertoire of ways of
going about things that is constituted in the ongoing process of the communities of
practice” (Tusting and Barton, 2003, pp17). The development of the spreadsheet
certainly informs the ‘community of practice’, in this case the cake baking team. By
using the spreadsheet the team leaders in particular developed the ‘shared repertoire’
of ways of going about making cakes. The spreadsheet helps the team to understand
the impact of changes on any cake in production and enables team leaders to give
informed instructions and work in a more efficient way.
Research by Resnick (1989) into situated learning and the differences between ways
of learning through apprenticeships in the workplace and ways of learning in school is
useful to consider when working with the model of analysis. Resnick found “in
schools people are expected to learn individually. Yet in work and personal life, most
mental activity is performed in the context of some shared task that allows mental
work to be shared over several individuals.” (Resnick, 1989 p12) Resnick, and
Griffiths and Guile, identify shared tasks that almost always involve the social nature
of informal learning distinguishing it from formal learning. Formal learning is more
individual, purely mental, resulting in generalized concepts. It is second hand as well
as decontextualised and needs motivation. The informal is collaborative, leading to
highly specific forms of reasoning and skills. It has ‘real content', is first-hand and
comes easily. (Griffiths & Guile, 1999). The development, use and understanding of
the spreadsheet certainly fits into the informal category as described, however some
definitions of informal also describe this learning as “unplanned or incidental”
(Tusting and Barton, 2003, p26). The spreadsheet at the Cake Bake Company does
not fit into that category. The spreadsheet was specifically developed by the employer
to improve understanding of production for the members of the team.
Also relevant to this use of the spreadsheet in the workplace is the research carried out
by Hoyles, Noss, Kent, Bakker and Bhinder (Bakker, Hoyles, Kent, & Noss 2004,
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Bakker, Kent, Noss, Hoyles and Bhinder 2006, Hoyles, Noss and Kent 2007), who
researched the mathematical skills used in developing and using IT tools to make the
workplace more efficient. In this context the use of a spreadsheet is to inform the
decision-making process in the cake baking company and it may be described as an
example of a ‘boundary object’, “an object that can serve to coordinate different
perspectives of several social worlds or communities of practice” (Bakker, Hoyles,
Kent, & Noss, 2004, p. 4.)

The Model of analysis
The model of analysis was initially developed to explore the relationship between the
learning of numeracy skills and the context of the learning, in particular, the contexts
of education and the NHS. (Kelly, 2008).
The model was used to differentiate between the social context of learning on the
vertical axis and the approaches to teaching and learning numeracy skills on the
horizontal axis. The vertical axis represents the contexts of education and workplace,
while the horizontal axis represents a continuum from rote learning to problem
solving approaches to numeracy teaching.
The model was developed to try to help explore how numeracy skills and knowledge
were currently taught in the classroom and in the workplace. The further research was
to explore the transferability of the model to another industrial context and to assess
its usefulness to trainee numeracy teachers when considering approaches to teaching.
Diagram 1 Model of analysis for workplace

Education
(Generic )

(Process)
Problem Solving

(Product)
Rote Learning

(Contextualised)
Workplace
The vertical axis represents the world of education above the horizontal axis and the
workplace below. The horizontal axis represents a continuum of numeracy
approaches to teaching and learning, with rote learning on the extreme right and
process / problem solving approaches on the extreme left. The axis itself represents a
continuum of approaches between these two; for example, a fraction calculation will
be at the opposite end of the axis to a mathematical process of understanding, e.g.
ratios and proportions, and its application to a variety of contexts. Moving from
Product to Process implies movement from right to left along a continuum of teaching
approaches.
Thus the model can help to identify teaching and learning approaches in different
contexts, enabling judgements as to the most appropriate one for a particular
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numeracy skill. For example, it may be appropriate to learn generic fraction skills at
school, while adult workers may find more value in a workplace problem solving
approach. Educators can move around the axes as they adapt their approaches.

Context 1. Nurse Lecturers and Mentors supporting numeracy skills
in a clinical setting
What are the practical implications for educators? Consider the following problem
from a training session to help Nurse Lecturers and Mentors better support their
trainees’ numeracy in a clinical setting.
You need to prepare an injection of 0.75mg of digoxin.
The stock solution has 500mcg in 2ml. How many millilitres do you draw up?
Show how you would carry out the calculation

Asked how to solve it, participants identified four methods.
For information: mcg = microgram; 1000mcg = 1 milligram (1mg); 500mcg =
0.5mg

Method 1. What you want (0.75mg), divided by what you have got (500mcg or
0.5mg), multiplied by the volume (2ml). Answer: 3ml to get 0.75mg
This is the standard formula given to trainee nurses for situations when they have a
prescription for a drug supplied in phials. This formula is learned by rote. It is specific
to the clinical context, not transferable outside it and often not fully understood by
those using it.
In the model that emerged from participant discussion in the session (see figure 1
below), this method is placed in the bottom right quadrant: it is contextualised with a
specific answer (i.e. ‘product’).
Method 2. 0.75 mg is prescribed but the medicine phials are produced in amounts of
0.5mg. 0.5mg = 2ml (concentration in one phial). 0.25mg = 1ml. 0.75mg = 3mls
To deliver 0.75mg of the medicine the nurse will need to deliver 3mls of the solution,
or 1.5 phials.
The mathematics for this calculation is based on ratio and proportion. This approach
can be used and applied to many different contexts. (A common use of this approach
is in the calculation of VAT). This calculation is transferable to many contexts and
generic in its applicability. This method goes in the top left-hand corner of the model.
Method 3. Three divided by two times two.
This method uses Method 1’s approach, but without units, reducing the calculation to
a simple fraction with a simple number answer. This method goes in the top righthand corner of the model: generic (no units) and no context.
Method 4. Treat the calculation as a word-based problem, linked to delivering
medicines according to the procedures used specifically in that hospital or
organisation.
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This method goes in the bottom left-hand quadrant: a process for calculating the
medicines, but totally context-driven.
Diagram 2 Model of analysis for workplace numeracy

Method 2.

Method 3.

Education

750 x 2 =
500

0.5mg = 2ml
0.25mg = 1ml
0.75mg = 3mls

Numeracy
Process

Numeracy
Product

Proportion linked to medicine
dispensing amounts and
hospital procedures

Method 4.

What you want x volume =
---------------What you have got

NHS

Method 1.

This example shows the relationships between the different aspects of calculations
and contexts. Where learning is a fundamental part of the calculation in one context,
Education, it may not obviously inform the same calculation in another context in the
workplace, in this case, the NHS.
It also shows the different methods that can be used to solve a single problem.

Context 2. The Cake Bake Company
‘Workers with understanding make good judgements’
Director of The Cake Bake Company.

The question: How do you enable a team on a production line to work with greater
understanding and make good judgements?
The director of the Cake Bake Company, an independently run company, wanted the
team on the production line to have a better understanding of how decisions made
further up the production line impacted on waste and hence profit. She felt that when
involved with large-scale production it is important for the workforce to appreciate:
•
•
•
•

how the ingredients costs are calculated,
the timing on the production line,
the pace of production,
the impact of wastage on costs and outputs

Thus gaining a better understanding of the cost of the production process would help
them to identify priorities for action, enabling the team members to make better, more
efficient judgements about the running of the production line.
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The employer felt that it was useful for the team leaders, at the very least, to
understand some of the implications of ingredients ratios, pricing, timing, pace and
waste.
According to the employer the accountant’s information shows ingredients to be 55%
of costs of sales, gross wages are only 15%. It is therefore worthwhile trying to reduce
costs in the interest of efficiency.

The spreadsheet as a tool to increase understanding and change behaviour
The ratio of cake mixture can change quite regularly depending on orders, availability
of ingredients, prices and demand. Obviously some ingredients are more expensive
than others so some understanding of the implications of changes to production is
important to reducing waste and making a profit.
The director of the Cake Bake Company produced a spreadsheet to try to help that
understanding and appreciate some of the implications of their work on the costs and
quality of the final product.
The spreadsheet had several headings including ingredients, weight of product, and
cost of product. The calculations on the spreadsheet included cost per ingredient, total
cost per cake mix and the individual cost of producing each cake.
Diagram 3 Exemplar Spreadsheet
Windsor cakes - Batch of 20,000

Ingredients

weight

costs

cost per ingredient

Flour

20 kgs

3.42 per kg

68.40

sugar

-

-

-

150 tonnes

-

-

-

-

Oil
Water

Total cost of mix =

-

*Cost of one cake = Cost of (cake mix – wastage)
---------------------number in batch
Each type of cake e.g. lemon sponge, had a separate column with different colour
code, so the spreadsheet included the mixtures for all of the cakes on the production
line.
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Impact of spreadsheet calculations in the work place
The value of this spreadsheet from the Employers perspective is that it not only allows
the costs of production to be easily calculated but also allows the implications of
changes in ingredients and wasted cakes to be quickly understood by team leaders.
Thus the impact of an increase in the price of one ingredient can be quickly
understood. The implications may be that the cake becomes too expensive to sell with
the current mixture. Decisions then need to be made: Shall we reduce that ingredient
or consider how else we can absorb the cost? For example, shall we trade off some oil
for water? This may save money in ingredients but will also have an impact on the
shelf life of the cake so the quantity and rate of sales must be understood.
This level of discussion and inclusion in decision-making for the cake production may
be possible without the spreadsheet, but in this case the spreadsheet acted as a tool to
aid understanding and did have an impact on behaviour, for example, enabled the
team leader to prompt others in the team to ensure ingredients were scraped out of
containers reducing waste.
Prior to the explanations of the costs of baking, all of the calculations for the costing
of production were carried out by hand by the director and kept in a file. One
motivation for sharing the spreadsheet was that one of the team leaders wanted to get
a computer at his home and wanted to know how he might use it. The director used
this opportunity to discuss the cake costings with the employee. He said he had an
understanding of the costs of some the ingredients before he saw the spreadsheet but it
helped him get a real overview into the impact of price changes on the costs of
production.

Analysis of the numeracy skills and knowledge in the spreadsheet for the
cake baking company
The calculations in the spreadsheet for one cake could easily sit in quadrant 4 –
contextualised and set of numeracy calculations - the single product. However once
the calculations are put into a spreadsheet and extended to other cakes and their
ingredients, the calculations move into quadrant 1 in the workplace context, now
using a set of numeracy processes adapted to all cake mixtures.
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Diagram 4

The arithmetic calculations within the spreadsheet; for a single cake multiplying one
set of numbers by another, adding a column of numbers, and dividing the total by
another number fits well into quadrant 3 the numeracy product in a generic context.
This learning can all take place in the numeracy class where generic skills can be
taught.
If the units are included to make sense of problem, the multiplication, addition and
division calculations become part of the process for problem solving and it then fits
into quadrant 2 - a generic approach, using a spreadsheet to support a problem solving
approach.
The decision-making process in the workplace is also useful to understand in its
complexity. Often work place scenarios are deemed as simplistic or are stripped of
their complexity to concentrate on the numeracy skills thus losing the context. If the
problem stays in the generic / numeracy product quadrant this may be true, if the
context is removed for simplicity of calculations. However if the workplace context
and the variables that fit into the production are understood, the calculations can
inform a broader decision – making process within a different social context.

The employer’s perspective on the model
When discussing the use of the spreadsheet and the purpose of the model the
employer suggested a development to the model. She suggested that the vertical and
horizontal axes should be rotated by 90 degrees to put workplace and education on the
same level, rather than in a symbolic hierarchy with education above the workplace.
This also allows the idea of processing information, or problem solving, to be above
the horizontal axis and the simple product calculations to be below, introducing the
idea of functionality above the axis and rote learning below.
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Diagram 5

Process
Problem Solving
Education
Generic

Workplace
Context Driven

Product
Rote Learning
The removal of the visual hierarchy is useful for a number of reasons, not least
because it made me reassess my value system and assumptions when devising the
model. As the researcher I was very aware of the academic vocational divide in the
UK education system, and had regularly critiqued a model that seemed unable to
recognise the value of both. It would nevertheless seem that some of that value system
prevelant amongst traditional UK academics had been absorbed. As Freire (1985)
describes it, academic thinking can become ‘domesticated’ by the prevalent thinking
of the dominant classes.

Impact of maths in the workplace
Both team leaders interviewed were responsible for different parts of the cake baking
process. The team leader on the ‘wet side” (pre-baking) was interested in the costs of
the ingredients, particularly as he now had a responsibility for some purchasing as
well. The team leader on the ‘dry side’(post-baking), i.e. the cutting, packaging and
labelling, said she was mainly focused on packaging and dates, but one of her main
drivers was reducing waste.
The director regularly sat down with ‘pen and paper’ and the teams, and more
regularly the team leaders, to work through costs of production and allow them to
understand why changes had to be made to production practices. For example, there
was a discussion about how waste had been reduced by reducing the size of cakes
being cooked - so that the ‘dry team’ could handle and package the cakes properly.
There was also a discussion about the recycling of packing and using surplus boxes
for ‘ends’ of cakes that were sold off cheaper, rather than just throwing them away.
These ideas came from the team leaders after discussions on the cost of packaging and
reducing waste.
The director of the company had a philosophy of a ‘no blame culture ‘ in the factory
and was very keen for the workforce to engage with an understanding of the costs of
production to enable them to see the impact of their work. She stated “she would not
work with targets but wanted the team to work on shared knowledge”. This inclusive
approach to management, based on shared knowledge, encouraged and motivated the
workforce to make suggestions for improving the production, quality and cost of the
cakes.
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This type of knowledge sharing relates well to the literature on informal learning
where ‘real content’ - first-hand and easily understood - was used to inform decisions.
The team and director had a ‘shared repertoire’ of knowledge around costings in their
‘community of practice’. Interestingly the spreadsheet was introduced during these
sessions as a response to a trigger outside the production line, but the director used the
opportunity to further develop the understanding of the workforce. The most useful
learning experiences were when they sat down with pen and paper and worked out the
cost of changing production.

Context 3 Relevance to trainee numeracy teachers.
The model of analysis was also discussed with a group of trainee numeracy teachers
who were undertaking a teacher-training programme to qualify to teach numeracy to
adults.

The group profile
The group consisted on 19 participants. four had been teaching less than 2 years, four
had been teaching between 2 and 5 years and eleven, had been teaching more than 5
years. All had worked outside Education in a variety of jobs including: administration,
pharmacy, finance, printing, social work and one had been an air traffic controller for
10 years.

Responses and discussions
No matter what length of service most of the respondents considered they always
started their numeracy teaching was in the generic / education half of the model. Only
a minority identified starting teaching in a vocational context. However a majority
said they moved constantly into different quadrants of teaching approaches and
contexts depending on their group of learners and the curriculum (functional skills
was identified as a driver for moving into different contexts).
For example; one trainee described their general approach to teaching numeracy as
Start

Rote
learning

Context driven
activities

Problem
Solving

Finish

When asked if the group could use the model to analyse some numeracy teaching they
are currently doing in context, nine (47%) described classes and scenarios using the
terminology of rote, problem solving and context or describing the contexts. Four
more made comments about moving around the model.
One was not teaching in a vocational context and three did not answer this question.
Two of the three had been teaching for less than 2 years.
When asked how the model could be improved, reworked or adapted, most stated the
model should reflect more movement. Words and phrases such as “fluidity, not
pigeon holed, more overlapping areas”, were used to describe the need to recognise
the movement from specific answers to processes and from education to other
contexts.
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One suggested that it might be interesting to mark a point on the model every few
minutes to show the movement of teachers from one quadrant to another throughout
the lesson. Another wrote of ‘unconscious” movement between quadrants, another
spoke of a chronological time-line, another of Venn diagrams showing the overlap of
contexts and methods.
Some spoke of using a web effect and others drew boxes on the diagrams to show
areas of numeracy including all four quadrants.

Comments on Trainee teachers’ responses
It was clear from the responses that trainees felt they moved around the model, using
a range of different approaches to teaching numeracy during a single teaching session.
The responses indicated that the trainees had understood the concepts of types of
learning from rote to process and that they had also understood the contexts. The
respondents did not suggest changing the axes, so apparently accepted the continuums
of types of learning and the difference in contexts for education and the workplace,
they simply wished to animate the model.
Trainees spontaneously identified the time to contextualise and the lack of ‘real”
contextualised resources as a barrier to using the contextualised approach.
The value of the model in this teaching programme was that it gave a structure to the
debate about context and transferability of skills between contexts. It recognised some
of the complexity of teaching numeracy and allowed that process / product argument
to be adapted to a context. It also enabled the teacher to further recognise and analyse
the skills they use when teaching in a variety of contexts.

In conclusion
The model of analysis was adaptable to the further workplace context and useful to
the trainee teachers’ discussions on teaching and learning in contexts.
In both workplace and education scenarios the model was useful to consider the
numeracy skills and knowledge used in the different contexts. It was also useful to
further investigate the extent to which numeracy skills and knowledge can be
separated from the specific workplace / vocational knowledge. Often the numeracy
skills in the workplace context are hidden within the complexity of specific language
of the workplace / vocational context.
For teacher training the model was also useful to encourage discussions on integrating
and embedding numeracy into contexts and approaches to teaching numeracy skills
and knowledge in a range of contexts. It also encouraged discussions on the variety of
numeracy methods that can be used to solve a problem in the workplace or in a
vocational context. It also opened up the opportunity to discuss the possibility, or not ,
of the notion of transferable skills.
The value of the model of analysis would be increased if further research was carried
out to develop more workplace and vocational examples of numeracy skills analysis.
Further research could be carried out with teacher trainers to develop the skills of
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recognising the most appropriate contexts for developing numeracy skills and
knowledge.
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In Ireland, the development of the ‘knowledge economy’ is a national
priority predicated on a trained, adaptable and flexible workforce
(NDP/CSF Information Office, 2007). More than ever, problem solving,
spatial awareness, estimation, interpretation and communication skills,
i.e. numeracy, are highly valued in the modern worker as being essential
to support change, reaction and response. Many of these skills may be
denied or dismissed as ‘just part of the job’, being inextricably bound up
in work practice. In this way, skills deployed from a ‘common sense'
perspective may tend to render mathematical ability invisible, rather than
exposed and available for development. As an introduction to the research
project, this paper considers a range of factors that may impinge on the
adoption of a research methodology and development of instruments by
which the mathematical knowledge, skills and competence (MKSC)
underpinning a job may be identified. In addition, the National
Framework of Qualifications in Ireland is explored for its capacity to
make the uncovered MKSC more visible as to domain and sophistication,
and to support communication amongst workers, employers and
educators.

Introduction
Although planning is in its embryonic stage, the title of this research project suggests
that observation of work in process, through a lens sensitised to mathematical content,
may inform the extent to which work is underpinned by mathematical knowledge,
skills and competence (MKSC). That these may be overlooked, denied or dismissed
presents challenges for workers, employers, educators and those engaged in
workplace research. While the term ‘workplace’ is in common use, it does not enjoy
universal meaning. A range of internal and external forces may exert influences on
people in workplaces, affecting their construction of a ‘job’ concept and development
of workplace skills.
That the MKSC people use every day could be considered ‘just part of the job’ and to
some extent invisible, poses problems in at least two dimensions. Firstly, according to
the National Development Plan (NDP) in Ireland, a lack of appropriate MKSC can
have a critical impact on a person’s continuing employability (NDP/CSF Information
Office, 2007). Longitudinal studies, conducted in the United Kingdom, tend to
confirm the correlation between low levels of numeracy and poor long term
employment prospects (Bynner & Parsons, 1997; Bynner & Parsons, 2005).
Furthermore, the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs in Ireland predicts that by the
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year 2020, only 7% of jobs will be accessible by those with lower secondary
education alone (Expert group on Future Skills Needs, 2009).
Secondly, a failure to identify MKSC and the extent to which they exist, poses
significant challenges for education and training programmes for want of a starting
point, i.e. the so-called ‘bootstrap problem’ (Klinger, 2009).
In summary, this research seeks to investigate ‘invisible mathematics’ by developing
‘Mathematical Eyes’, through which wholly or partially hidden MKSCs can be
perceived and modelled. Having been thus exposed, they can be traced to their origins
and aligned with the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) in Ireland.
This novel approach to profiling mathematics in the workplace has the potential to
position jobs, labour pool planning and development and learning provision in
relation to the NFQ, and may constitute a step towards alignment with other
frameworks.
The potential benefits accruing to individuals of being made aware of their ability
with MKSC may include a review of their self perception as not being a maths person,
and encouragement to pursue further development. Acknowledgement of their skills
may support the Recognition of Prior Learning, and empower them in their work and
elsewhere. They need no longer equate what they know with what they do, and
instead become aware of their inter-sector mobility.
The employer, accurately informed by the MKSC requirement of existing, changing
and planned jobs will be more likely to recruit suitable personnel. Providing learning
and training opportunities, specific to the identified need could be more efficient use
of time and money. Personnel matched to the requirements of their job, whose
potential to develop is leveraged by the company, experience fulfilment and
satisfaction, with a consequent positive effect on retention and absence.
Workplace learning and training providers may benefit from a clearer indication of
the skills required by the company and, being equipped with an audience profile based
on their work, can adjust their content and delivery methods accordingly.

Methodology
This paper preludes research that is planned to take place over a period of 3 years. It
presents a review of the enfolding literature and a description of the National
Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) with which some of the research findings will be
benchmarked. It is recognised that research in the workplace is difficult, especially in
an economic context in transition from unprecedented growth to catastrophic
contraction and featuring rapidly rising levels of unemployment. The first author’s
extensive workplace-experience suggests that a job's title is seldom a stable indicator
of its component skills. It is common for a job to comprise procedures, mediated by
technology, enmeshed in preceding and following activities, wrapped in a department
and encapsulated by an organisation. There may exist several different yet concurrent
perceptions of the nature, extent and content of a job, from the points of view of the
management, worker and observer.
In this light, it is anticipated that special tools and instruments of enquiry will be
needed to select a job and set its boundaries, by stripping away the successive layers
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that conceal it. Having set the context of the job, the research will proceed to identify
the component skills and calibrate them for mathematics domain and sophistication. It
is crucial that such instruments will collect qualitative and quantitative data in a
manner that is amenable to analysis and sufficient to establish validity and reliability.
‘Building Theory from Case Study Research’ (BTCSR) as developed by Eisenhardt
has been selected as the methodology most appropriate to meet the challenges posed
by workplace research of this kind (Eisenhardt, 2002). While collecting substantial
amounts of data concerning relatively few cases may be vulnerable to idiosyncratic
interpretation, the richness of data may facilitate within and across case analysis.
Furthermore, other frameworks that seek to report on skills that are considered to be
essential in the workplace will test validity and provide a measure of triangulation.
This paper is concerned with developing an understanding of the problem space
prompted by the following research questions:
1. What mathematical knowledge skills and competence (MKSC) underpin the
different mathematical contextualisations in workplace settings?
2. What impact does MKSC invisibility have on the workplace?
3. How can the mathematics identified be best aligned in terms of knowledge
skills and competence with the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ)?
These questions imply that mathematics may be present in subtle ways particular to
workplace contexts. Rather than being the overt application of mathematical
techniques, elements of work may be supported and enabled by mathematics and find
expression in the performance of routine. The continuous repetition of procedure may
have far reaching affects on the development of the person and their readiness to
adapt, innovate and create. Making the workplace MKSC more visible to the worker,
employer and educator may support the individual in their own development and
lifelong employability, enable the employer recruit more effectively and facilitate the
design of learning provision.
This paper discusses the characterisation of mathematics that is addressed by this
research and how mathematics might become invisible to ‘everyday eyes’. A
heightened awareness to partially or wholly concealed MKSC is depicted as
observation through ‘mathematical eyes’ for its potential to detect otherwise invisible
mathematics. The scope of the National Framework of Qualifications in Ireland, as a
means of increasing the visibility of mathematics for the benefit of stakeholders is
described, followed by a discussion of some of the challenges facing this research

Mathematics
Mathematics may be understood as an intellectual discipline, important for its own
sake, for the knowledge economy, for science, technology and engineering, for the
workplace and the individual citizen (Smith, 2004). In this context, mathematical skill
is much sought after for its power to place logical and critical reasoning at the service
of problem solving. It has been characterised as a field of study burdened with a series
of dichotomies viz., fallibilist or absolutist, authoritarian and separated or humanist
and connected, abstract or realistic, thus affecting the ways in which it is perceived by
students and teachers (Ernest, 1995).
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The term ‘mathematics’ can evoke recollections of school curricula and may be
accompanied by negative feelings and anxiety, rooted deeply in early years education
and persisting beyond the classroom (Klinger, 2009). However, real life and work
situations are not neatly packaged and appropriately labelled as to the relevant
mathematical discipline which will provide solutions. Instead, workers approach
practical tasks with a broad range of skills, attitudes and knowledge including:
•
•
•

Situational (vocational and other) knowledge and skills, (in particular,
mathematical);
Meta-cognitive skills and strategies (e.g. critical thinking, planning, problem
solving and evaluating); and
Personal skills (FitzSimons, 2002).

‘Mathematics’ and ‘Numeracy’ are sometimes used in the literature to describe the
same field of study (FitzSimons, Jungwirth, Maasz, & Schloeglmann, 1997). The
latter has been differentiated from the classroom discipline and come to refer to the
range of mathematical knowledge and skills that adults use in managing situations in
their everyday lives (NALA, 2004). Numeracy involves cultural, social and emotional
facets (Maguire & O'Donoghue, 2003), and enables effective participation, albeit
bounded by context (Evans, 2000). In a dynamic world, mathematical habit of mind
i.e. discussing, sharing, challenging and reflecting support the individual in
responding to change (Hoyles, 2008).
For some, the range of skills and knowledge required to assimilate, analyse, and react
to changing demands of a society saturated with quantitative information and
technology is referred to as numeracy (van Groensteijn, 2002). Common
mathematical themes encompassed by numeracy derive from van Groensteijn’s
proposal in 2002, later refined by Maguire as including Quantity and Number, Space
and Shape, Pattern and Relationship, Data handling and Chance, and Problem Solving
(Maguire, 2004).
Detecting the deployment of mathematical skills in workplaces necessarily involves
the observation of people’s behaviour as they engage in work processes. Of particular
interest in this project is numerate behaviour characterised as employing a range of
problem solving skills, and involving situation management:
Numerate behaviour is observed when people manage a situation or solve
a problem in a real context; it involves responding to information about
mathematical ideas that may be represented in a range of ways; it requires
the activation of a range of enabling knowledge, factors, and processes
(Gal, van Groensteijn, Manly, Schmitt, & Tout, 2003).
Such concepts as mathematics and numeracy, being multifaceted, are understood by
different people in different ways. The logical consequence is that some, if not all, of
the MKSC that underpin the strategies used to manage everyday life situations are
rendered invisible to the people who use them.

Invisible Mathematics
How does MKSC become invisible? There may be several factors that interact with
aspects of the workplace in various degrees and combinations that may be unique to
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the individual, which contribute to making invisible to some extent the set of MKSC
they deploy in work.
Invisible Mathematics – possible affecters
The widespread public image of mathematics is suggested by Ernest to be negative,
remote and alien to their personal and professional concerns and their self-reported
abilities (Ernest, 1995). The self-image of ‘not being a maths person’ leads to the
assumption that the work such a person does cannot involve mathematics, because if
it did, they could not do it. The MKSC actually used is thought of as ‘all part of the
job’ or common sense – anything but mathematics (Coben, 2000), thus rendering
mathematics content irrelevant and invisible.
Such situations have been termed ‘the relevance paradox i.e. where the social
significance of mathematics co-exists with its subjective irrelevance and invisibility
(Wedege & Evans, 2006; Niss, 1994). Workers often fail to recognise or credit
themselves with the mathematics involved in work they are doing, denying it to
researchers or dismissing it as common sense (Harris, 1991). Previous research
suggests that the proliferation of technology in the workplace has the effect of
embedding MKSC in routines and artefacts designed by others, tacitly learned, and
frequently intertwined with associated procedures (Hoyles, Wolf, MolyneuxHodgson, & Kent, 2002). In this way, concealing the MKSC content of work may
construct and reinforce a discontinuity between school understanding of mathematics
and that which underpins workplace activity.
So-called ‘invisible mathematics’ is associated with ethnomathematics (D'Ambrosio,
1985) and is considered to have several negative affordances. The embedding of
mathematics in a particular context tends to confine the skills learned, causing
mathematics to be always ‘out of reach’. It compounds a person’s lack of confidence
in their numerate abilities and the perception that mathematics appears as formulae or
algorithms. Ideas of there being only one answer and that it tests powers of recall
rather than the potential to investigate evoke school experience and become the
received wisdom throughout society. The mathematics skills that adults use outside
school are not contiguous with their school mathematics and are thus fragmented and
difficult to transfer (Coben, 2000).
Research suggests that the employer, not being accurately informed of the numeracy
skills required by the job description, compounds invisibility. These perceptions are
often normative, insofar as they reflect value judgements rather than demonstrable
fact (Marsick, 1997; Hoyles et al., 2002). Modern employers value in their employees
a command of multiple methods of problem-solving rather than a finite range of
algorithms suggested by formal school mathematics (Hudson, 2008).
While the workplace influences the skills deployed and how they are experienced by
the worker, other subjective affecters can have a significant impact on the person’s
appreciation of their own MKSC. For example, reflecting on The Framework of
Numeracy Concept Sophistication indicates that some mathematical concepts may be
unknown and invisible to the individual whose numeracy development is located in
the formative stage (Maguire & O'Donoghue, 2003).
Perceptions of oneself as a learner of mathematics, bundled in with difficulty, dislike
and negative memories of the classroom, contribute to feelings of anxiety about
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mathematics (Reyes, 1984 in Evans, 2000). Mathematics may have been experienced
as useless and even inappropriate when compared to the student’s real world or
ambitions. It may be a condition learned from siblings or class colleagues i.e. more
behavioural than cognitive (Hembree, 1990). A deep seated belief of mathematics
being anathema to the person may reinforce the common-sense view that the skills
they deploy cannot be underpinned by mathematics, because they ‘don’t do
mathematics’.
Similarly, community and cultural factors, e.g. the belief that mathematics is a male
domain (Chipman & Wilson, 1985), will deter girls. The concept of ‘habitus’, in the
sense of patterns of thought and behaviour internalised from surrounding culture,
social structure and experience, also impinges, not least because of its durability
(Bourdieu, 1977) and its power to excuse a lack of MKSC. Attitudes developed from
a bad experience with mathematics can persist over many years, permitting negative
attitudes to project across generations, compounding the ‘denial’ of mathematics
ability in oneself (Benn & Burton, 1993). It has been asserted that a negative selfimage in relation to mathematical ability promotes a common sense explanation for
any mathematical activity displayed (Marr & Hagston, 2007).
How can common sense help the individual reconcile the MKSC content in their work
with their self perception of having neither use nor aptitude for MKSC?
Common sense
Common sense is reported to be an innate, naturally occurring human characteristic
which is motivated by the desire to behave intelligently. It is developed and
maintained by a cyclical guide to action viz. experience, analyse, decide, and execute
(Colleran, O'Donoghue, & Murphy, 2003). It seems that the opportunity to reflect is
deferred until a similar experience arises in the future, at which time previous actions
are reviewed for relevance and selection as a decision support. It has been further
described as a collection of insights, accumulated by a community (or individuals
within it) in a socio-historic setting. The same event may be experienced differently
by different individuals and assimilated into an ever growing fund of workable
solutions to their everyday tasks. Being motivated by purpose, it clings to the
immediate, practical, concrete and particular. The cultural context in which common
sense is expressed, determines the conditions under which humans can interact to
produce intelligent actions and outcomes (Colleran et al., 2003).
Because common sense is practical, natural and thin, it is thought to explain why
mathematical skills are easily absorbed and concealed by it. It is practical in the sense
that it guides intelligent behaviour. It occurs naturally, though not in predictable
proportions and is never finished. Its being thin refers to its amenability to reason,
thus helping to place it ‘beyond question, as a matter of faith and bolstering its
resilience’ (Geertz, 1993).
Geertz further suggests that common sense is a potpourri of disparate notions applied
ad hoc and therefore is in sharp contrast with the rigorous application of mathematical
methods. This assertion is challenged by Lonergan’s Spontaneous Commonsense
Cognitional Structure (Lonergan, 1957), adapted by Colleran, which illustrates the
operation of common sense. The idea that ’… common sense is something to be
transcended rather than rejected’ (Gramsci, 1971), inspired Coben to recognise the
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power of lived experience as an educative process that could be harnessed by adults
learning mathematics (Coben, 2000).
According to Cockroft (Cockcroft, 1982) mathematical tasks, performed using the
tools at hand (in the workplace) become part of common sense through frequent
repetition. It seems that common sense is a crucial life skill, developed cumulatively
over time, by direct and vicarious experience, in multiple social and cultural settings,
and supported by formal and informal instruction. It is plastic and malleable, is used
unconsciously, and without apparent concern for the genus of the skills employed. It
is a matrix of seamlessly interrelated resources that, being accessed as a whole,
renders its constituent parts including MKSC invisible.
Thus being aware of ‘invisible mathematics’, the project will develop and adapt
‘Mathematical Eyes’ observation tools, capable of detecting the extent and calibre of
MKSC displayed in selected workplaces.

Mathematical Eyes
The concept of ‘Mathematical Eyes’, inspired by Amy Benedicty (Benedicty &
Donahoe, 1997) and developed by Maguire (Maguire, 2003), encapsulates the sense
that humankind experiences the ‘real’ world everyday, which incorporates many
mathematical themes. Rather than being a separate, isolated, absolutist (Ernest, 1995),
classroom-bound phenomenon, the many facets of mathematics are inextricably
bound up with the real world and become visible once the eyes with which to see
them have been developed.
Just as human vision perceives only a narrow spectrum of light, so too will many
overlook the mathematical concepts that pervade everyday work and life when they
see things through what might be called ‘Everyday Eyes’. In addition to quantity and
number, ‘Mathematical Eyes’ perceive problem solving, space and shape, pattern and
relationship, data handling and chance. In contrast, viewing the workplace through
‘Everyday Eyes’ gives prominence to the internal and external affecters, occluding the
underlying the MKSC, as shown in Fig. 2.1

Fig. 2 Looking at the workplace through ‘Everyday Eyes’.

1

Figure 2 is a visualisation of how the repetitive nature of work - being framed by procedures,
mediated by artefacts, reinforced by training, jargon and other factors - develops habits which tends to
suppress the underlying MKSC.
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In contrast, looking at the workplace through ‘Mathematical Eyes’ (Figure 32) helps
to identify the mathematical knowledge and skills that underpin the performance of
work.

Informs

Fig. 3 Looking at the Workplace through ‘Mathematical Eyes’.

Revealing heretofore hidden knowledge, skills and competence, and the extent to
which they are made real, presents an opportunity to enhance understanding and
inform the scaffold upon which future learning can be developed for the benefit of
workers and work-based education providers (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989).
Developing Mathematical Eyes as an observation tool is a fundamental component of
this research for detecting and gathering information. Making the findings more
visible however, requires the support of a framework that is sensitive to the degree,
diversity and complexity of learning outcomes to which it attests. Such a framework,
entitled the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ), was developed by the
National Qualifications Authority in Ireland and launched in 2003.

The National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ)
The National Qualifications Authority of Ireland (NQAI, 2003), was set up in 2001 to
establish and maintain the National Framework of Qualifications , in order to
recognise and award qualifications based on standards of knowledge, skill and
competence acquired by learners. Its structure offers a new metric for achievement in
more breadth and depth, across all subject areas.
The NFQ provides for 10 levels of achievement, from the Elementary or Foundation
Level 1, rising incrementally through to Levels 4 and 5, equivalent to the completion
of upper- secondary school leavers. This is followed by Level 6 indicating a post
upper-second level award often provided as a precursor to University. Levels 7
through to 10 attest to Bachelor degrees at ordinary and honours standards, Masters
Degrees and Doctorates respectively. Every level of achievement may be classified in
3 main strands, each refined by attendant sub-strands as follows:

2

Figure 3 Giving prominence to the underpinning MKSC allows work practice to become an
expression of the mathematics concepts which lie at the foundation of adaption, innovation and
creativity.
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Knowledge: Kind and Breadth, Skills: Range and Selectivity, and
Competence: Context, Role, Learning to Learn and Insight.
Differentiation between levels is guided by textual specification which
may be vulnerable to idiosyncratic interpretation (NQAI, 2003).
Knowledge: Kind and Breadth
Knowledge-Kind refers to its nature and quality, and the manner in which it
accumulates. The ability to make sense of new knowledge, contrasting it with, and
drawing on, pre-existing knowledge, indicates progressively higher levels of learning.
Knowledge-Breadth levels reflect degrees of complexity, specialisation and diversity
rather than volume. Breadth of knowledge is thought to develop along a continuum
from the elementary at level 1, specialised at level 5 and considered to be in the
forefront of a particular field of study at level 10.
Know-how and Skill
Know-how refers to the procedural knowledge required to carry out a skill i.e. the
performance of a task, directed towards a goal. The know-how that underpins skill,
may be inferred from its performance, and may be dependent on declarative
knowledge while it is being acquired.
Skill-Range levels reflect the skills to use tools ranging from the commonplace to the
novel, in addition to the diversity and degree of completeness of the skills appropriate
to an area of activity.
Skill-Selectivity is a measure of a persons’ ability to assess the skills demands of a
task arising in their environment and to judge whether it is within their capabilities.
Selecting and applying the appropriate tool from a range of possibilities, is an index
of the workers’ understanding of their environment and appraisal of the requirements
of the task.
Competence – National Framework of Qualifications
The major strand of Competence addresses the application of acquired knowledge and
skill in human situations, whether social, civic or occupational. It concerns attitudes,
beliefs, emotions, values and a sense of self efficacy. Rather than overtly taught and
learned, it is a measure of personal and professional development, woven into course
content and typically acquired by practice, feedback and reflection.
The NFQ addresses the notion of Competence in four different dimensions viz.,
Context, Role, Learning to learn and Insight.
The Contexts in which knowledge and skills may be applied are constructed by
humans and may range from the simple and very structured at one end of the
spectrum to the highly complex and unpredictable at the other. There is research
suggesting that many jobs consist of quite basic mathematics being deployed in
complex situations, or that much complex reasoning is required before the application
of basic mathematical operations, exemplifying low levels of knowledge being
deployed in ways that indicate high levels of competence (Wadsworth, 1997; Wake,
2005).
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The variety of Roles occupied by a worker may range from the simple, highly defined
and supervised, requiring lower levels of learning, to the diverse, volatile and
unpredictable, requiring the application of social and leadership skills associated with
higher levels of learning. Here too, more advanced and perhaps multiple roles may be
taken on by a person with elementary levels of knowledge, as evidenced by the ability
to adopt the appropriate role on joining a group whether simple or diverse.
The levels of competence linked to Insight imply a scale of understanding and
consciousness developed by reflecting on experience and feedback from the general
environment. The ability to integrate other learning outcomes with one’s set of
attitudes, motivations and beliefs, enhances self understanding and promotes
increasing levels of autonomy in interaction with society.
Learning to learn is being able to recognise one’s limitations and taking the
appropriate measures to transcend them. To observe and participate in new
experiences and, by reflection, extract and retain new meaning from them while
drawing on other strands of knowledge and skill, underscores the relationship between
learners and their learning processes.
Aligning MKSC to NFQ
It is clear from the above that the capacity of the NFQ is sufficient to measure many
aspects of achievement, reaching beyond degrees of difficulty or a simple pass/fail
test. Learning from a strategy to impose order on mathematics for the benefit of
NCVA (O'Donoghue, 2000), this project seeks to untangle mathematical knowledge
and skill content from overall job performance. Observing the job in progress through
‘Mathematical Eyes’ will expose space and shape, quantity and number, data handling
and chance, pattern and relationship and problem solving skills in action. The NFQ
provides extensive scope within which to classify the texture of knowledge and skills
and the subtleties of the extent to which they are deployed.
This research anticipates that jobs will differ in the combination of mathematical
skills deployed and the attendant level of sophistication. It is possible that fairly
rudimentary operations may be applied only as a final step in a sequence of complex
synthesis and analysis of information gathered from a variety of sources. However,
this is not to underestimate the challenge of profiling the contextualisations of
mathematics encountered in the workplace, nor the development of a reliable model
with which to map them onto the NFQ.

Discussion
‘Looking at the Workplace through Mathematical Eyes’ is a research project in
development. A wide ranging trawl of existing research has set out the relevance
perimeter of the enfolding literature and has helped develop the researcher’s
understanding of the problem space. The authors consider that a continuing literature
review will have a grounding effect throughout the life of the project.
The workplace is a challenging environment. It is difficult to make meaning of the
multiple ways in which inherently simple elements may be organised to achieve a
goal without first establishing the context of the work being observed. Work
processes may vary in order to respond to conditions imposed by the customer,
product or cyclical schedule. Individuals may have the same responsibilities, and
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belong to the same work group, yet adapt their work to their personal preferences. A
job may comprise components which, in isolation from the whole, may lack
coherence and meaning for the worker, promoting the habits of activity rather than the
‘habits of mind’ (Hoyles 2008).
Following a Pilot Study, this research will shadow relatively few jobs in different
organisations. A number of instruments, currently under development, will serve to
orientate the researcher in the overall context of the company and in setting
boundaries to a selected job. The mathematics content of the job will be detected by
observation through ‘Mathematical Eyes’ and calibrated as to domain and
sophistication. These findings will be made visible by reference to the provisions of
the NFQ to promote communication between the stakeholders and make a
contribution to the recognition of prior learning acquired by informal and non-formal
means.
A heightened awareness of the role of mathematics in everyday work situations may
promote their development as powerful agents of innovation and creativity. Designers
of pedagogical content may be inspired by more visible examples of MKSC in the
workplace for the benefit of learners. Employers, being more conscious of the job
requirements, may be supported in their recruitment and training provision. Finally,
individuals may be empowered to embrace change in the form of new expressions of
their MKSC a instead of continually replacing old habits with new patterns of activity.
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Adult innumeracy and the influence of negative
mathematics attitudes, low self-efficacy beliefs, and
mathematics anxiety in student primary teachers – an
interventionist approach for better practice
Christopher M. Klinger
University of South Australia
chris.klinger@unisa.edu.au
The role of primary teachers in the relationship between adult innumeracy
and mathematics anxiety is examined via a specific focus on the
mathematics attitudes and competencies of pre-service (student) primary
teachers commencing their first year of Bachelor of Education (Junior
Primary and Primary) degree studies. First, the mathematics attitudes,
self-efficacy beliefs, and mathematics anxiety of one cohort are reviewed
to identify the students’ perceptions of mathematics, including their own
capabilities; second, the results of a short but comprehensive skills test
administered to a different (but comparable) cohort are analysed to
identify facets of the students’ understanding of, and capacity to carry out,
fundamental mathematical tasks; and third, this latter cohort’s attitudes
towards, and perceptions of, mathematics in the context of their
experiences are examined from a qualitative perspective via an open
questionnaire. The results confirm and expand upon previous findings by
the author that student primary teachers tend to have pervasive and
frequently severe negative attitudes, low mathematics self-efficacy beliefs,
and anxiety of mathematics that are more extreme than those of any other
undergraduate student group. However, there is evidence for the
effectiveness of appropriate interventions during teacher preparation
programs for pre-service primary teachers.

Introduction
Adult innumeracy is found in most Western societies (and elsewhere, no doubt,
although ‘numeracy’ is a particularly Western construct). As reported previously
(Klinger, 2009), the connection between adult innumeracy and mathematics anxiety is
that the origin of both tends to be located in the area of primary education, with a
particular focus for the role of primary teachers, especially in the middle to late years
of primary education. Here I will concentrate on two problematic areas relating
specifically to characteristics of teachers. These are:
•

teachers’ expertise and preparedness to teach mathematics effectively; and

•

the attitudes and anxieties of teachers and prospective teachers.

Student teachers will ultimately carry their attitudes and perceptions into primary
school classrooms (a somewhat self-evident observation in as much as one accepts
that attitudes and perceptions are defining character attributes). If these are profoundly
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negative, there are deep implications for the perpetuation of poor early mathematics
learning experiences which must ultimately translate to future adult numeracy
concerns; Schuck and Grootenboer (Perry et al, 2005, p. 626) put it succinctly, stating
that the negative beliefs about mathematics generally held by student primary teachers
‘prevent them from teaching mathematics that empower children’.
The role of primary teachers in the relationship between adult innumeracy and
mathematics anxiety is examined here via a specific focus on the mathematics
attitudes and competencies of pre-service (student) primary teachers commencing
their first year of Bachelor of Education (Junior Primary and Primary) degree studies.
First, the mathematics attitudes, self-efficacy beliefs, and mathematics anxiety of one
cohort, surveyed in an earlier study using the Inventory of maths attitude, experience,
and self-awareness (IMAES) instrument developed by the author, are reviewed to
identify the students’ perceptions of mathematics, including their own capabilities.
The existence of severe negative affective influences among pre-service primary
teachers is again identified and it is postulated that these might reasonably be
expected to manifest as a deficit of functional numeracy skills. Second, the results of a
short but comprehensive diagnostic skills test, administered to a different (but
comparable) cohort, are analysed to identify aspects of the students’ understanding of,
and capacity to carry out, fundamental mathematical tasks. The test is a key
component of a multi-faceted approach to the challenge of preparing math-averse
primary and junior primary student teachers for their future classroom careers.
Thirdly, this latter cohort’s attitudes towards and perceptions of mathematics in the
context of the intervention are examined from a qualitative perspective via an open
questionnaire.
While the functional deficit hypothesis is supported by evidence, there is also
evidence that negative attitudes, poor self-efficacy beliefs and anxiety can be
positively modified with appropriate interventions during teacher preparation
programs.

Recap – primary teachers and the IMAES instrument
The 2003 IEA’s Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)
compared qualitative responses from fourth-grade (age 9) primary school pupils and
eighth-graders (age 13) recently transitioned to secondary school (Mullis, Martin,
Gonzalez, & Chrostowski, 2003). Over a four year period there was a considerable
decline in the proportion of pupils who agreed ‘a lot’ that they ‘enjoy learning
mathematics’ and a corresponding doubling of the numbers who disagreed with the
statement. Similarly, High SCM (Self-Confidence in Learning Mathematics)
assessments declined greatly, while Low SCM assessments doubled. We can infer
from these data that over a critical four year period, 60-70% of pupils were at risk (or
worse) of being ‘turned off’ mathematics.
TIMSS also reported that in the UK and the USA only 8% of primary teachers have a
mathematics major and in Australia the proportion is reported as 17%. They have an
average of 16 years teaching experience and more than 90% of fourth-graders in the
TIMSS study were taught by teachers ‘who felt ready to teach the topics in number,
algebra, measurement, and data’ (ibid. p. 255). Given the substantial decline in their
pupils’ confidence and enjoyment of mathematics learning, the teachers’ perceptions
of their readiness just do not add up. Indeed, causal factors associated with the decline
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relate to attributes of in-service and pre-service primary teachers and also to the
framework of educational systems, schools, and curriculum practices. In a study of
pre-service teachers, Uusimaki & Nason (2004) found that 72% of their subjects
perceived that their own negativity was particularly attributable to the primary
teachers who taught them. Much has been written about the impact this can have in
the primary classroom and it is clear that those new to teaching are particularly
swayed by their past learning experiences (Stables, Martin, & Arnhold, 2004). This
has been acknowledged for a long time but the literature is dominated by qualitative
and descriptive studies that report the attributes of pre-service teachers.
In contrast, the IMAES instrument provides quantitative profiles that permit
comparison with other groups. The details are well documented (Klinger, 2006) but,
in brief, it is a multi-part questionnaire that uses (mostly) 5-point Likert scales for
responses to statements about maths-attitude, maths-anxiety, mathematics selfefficacy beliefs, and past/early mathematics learning experiences. Some demographic
information is also collected and the reliability of the instrument is assessed using
factor analysis and so forth. IMAES is a robust instrument that is effective in
providing solid quantitative results that permit comparisons to be made between
independent groups of subjects. Previous results obtained using the IMAES
instrument (Klinger, 2009) showed that pre-service primary teachers scored lower
than other students in the three chief constructs of maths-anxiety, maths-attitude, and
mathematics self-efficacy beliefs. The results are reproduced in Figure 1 (zero on
each scale indicates neutrality).

Fig. 1 Comparison of aggregate scales in three primary domains by student type

In short, student primary teachers tend to have pervasive mathematics anxiety,
negative attitudes, and low mathematics self-efficacy beliefs that are more extreme
than those found in any other undergraduate group. However, it was observed that, on
the whole, their disaffection with mathematics was more a reaction to mathematics
learning than to mathematics itself. The findings are consistent with those of other
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researchers (see, for instance, Taplin, 1998; Schuck, 1999; Trujillo & Hadfield, 1999;
Hawera, 2004) who have found that negative attitudes towards mathematics and
science, including overt maths-anxiety and phobia as a result of past mathematics
learning experiences, are a common occurrence in primary education students.
To provide further context for the present purposes, it is useful to consider the
characteristics of those drawn to the profession. Some twenty years ago (that is, in the
era when the average primary teacher reported in the TIMMS study was in training)
the so-called Speedy Report (Speedy, Annice, Fensham, & West, 1989) in Australia
stressed the importance of high-order mathematical knowledge and competency while
noting serious concerns that many student primary teachers were entering their
teaching courses with a very poor knowledge of mathematics.

Diagnosis, evaluation, intervention and reflection – a ‘DT’ approach
Since 2001, the School of Education at the University of South Australia has
responded to math-averse primary and junior primary student teachers by taking a
proactive approach with all commencing undergraduate and graduate-entry student
teachers. The initiative consists of several components presented in a 3-part strategy:
1. a non-standardised timed (1 hour) diagnostic test (DT) in four sections at the
level of mathematical attainment expected of a Year 8 pupil in a South
Australian school
2. supplementary lectures and tutorials, extending to 1:1 support as required; and
3. a reflective questionnaire.
The test is first given at the start of the course without prior warning so that students
have the opportunity to recognise and expand their mathematical knowledge base,
taking into consideration their curriculum needs as future primary (‘Reception to Year
7’ or R-7) teachers. Students must demonstrate mastery by achieving a minimum 80%
pass rate for each section of the test (all sections must be mastered) but they are
allowed three attempts, with those who remain unsuccessful after the third attempt
being obliged to repeat the entire course/topic. After the first attempt, additional
(extra-curricular) lectures and tutorials are provided. These are not compulsory but
students are encouraged to reflect on their diagnostic results and to seek appropriate
tuition and support.
Initially, tutorial groups are quite large (30-50 students) but well staffed with casual
tutors, drawn increasingly from schools and/or professional organisations; many of
them, as teachers themselves, are recognised for their expertise in the field of
providing mathematics support at this level. Tuition is said to be directed towards
promoting understanding rather than being merely functionally remedial (although
there are certainly aspects of ‘skill and drill’ involved and there is little doubt that it
becomes increasingly assessment driven). Still, it appears to be sufficient for the
majority of students to demonstrate mastery on their second attempt, following which
those who remain unsuccessful self-identify to attend small-group tutorials (12-20
students) and also have access to 1:1 tutorial advice before their final attempt at the
test.
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Table 1 Summary of Diagnostic Test (undergraduate, 2007)
1st attempt (n=132)
Pass

2nd attempt (n=105)

Fail

Pass

Fail

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

1. Number

83

62.9

49

37.1

99

94.3

6

5.7

2. Space & Measurement

48

36.4

84

63.6

77

73.3

28

26.7

3. Data & Chance

88

66.7

44

33.3

101

96.2

4

3.8

4. BODMAS, patterns & number theory

44

33.3

88

66.7

88

83.8

17

16.2

One section

31

23.5

24

18.2

1

1.0

12

11.4

Two sections

30

22.7

30

22.7

16

15.2

16

15.2

Three sections

24

18.2

31

23.5

12

11.4

1

1.0

Four sections

25

18.9

22

16.7

75

71.4

1

1.0

OVERALL

25

18.9

107

81.1

75

71.4

30

28.6

The results in Table 1 come from a group of 132 undergraduate students in 2007, of
whom only 25 (18.9%) demonstrated mastery over all sections in their first attempt,
with more than 80% showing weaknesses in one or more sections. This very low
mastery rate at the first attempt reveals the lack of preparedness reported in the
literature. Around two-thirds of the students encountered difficulties in the sections on
space and measurement concepts and with order of operations, patterns and number
theory. Questions involving more straightforward arithmetic and finding information
from tables and graphs were a little less problematic, although each corresponding
section provided difficulties for about one third of the students, which is far from
inconsequential. Of particular interest is the proportion of students (some 63%) who
were troubled by more than one section of the test. This suggests that their lack of
success cannot be explained as aberration, oversight, or simple memory lapse,
revealing instead a much broader dysfunction in students’ lack of preparedness.
Following the first instance of the test, two students withdrew from the course and
105 made a second attempt some 2-3 weeks later after having had opportunities to
receive tuition. Because of the nature of the course structure and the extra-curricular
scheduling of tuition, it is not known which students did, and which did not, obtain
tuition but the majority (71.4%) of those who required a second attempt were
successful, taking to 75.8% the proportion of the cohort now having exhibited mastery
of the material. Of the remaining 30 students, 12 failed just one section, 16 failed two
sections, one failed three sections and another individual failed all four sections.
Again, the greatest difficulties were encountered with the sections on space and
measurement concepts, followed by order of operations, patterns and number theory.
Ultimately all but four students achieved the required results at a third attempt that
could be undertaken when students felt sufficiently prepared, so the final success for
the great majority demonstrates the value of perseverance.
A separate cohort of graduate-entry students in the same year, 2007, followed
essentially the same protocol of diagnosis and support. An abridged summary is
shown in Table 2:
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Table 2 Summary of Diagnostic Test (graduate-entry, 2007)

1st attempt (n = 54)

Fail
n

%

1. Number

21

38.9

2. Space & Measurement

18

33.3

3. Data & Chance

8

14.8

4. BODMAS, patterns & number theory

25

46.3

OVERALL

37

68.5

Although a substantial majority (68.5%) of these students were unable to demonstrate
mastery, the proportion of successful students was almost double that of the
undergraduate cohort. While Section 4 was also the most problematic for this group, it
was rather less so at 46.3% compared to 66.7%. Section 2 performance compared
favourably, too, with the proportion of students encountering difficulties in this area
being almost half that of the undergraduate group (33.3% compared to 63.6%) and
similarly for Section 3. Only in Section 1 were the respective proportions roughly
equivalent. Following their second attempt, 89.5% of the graduate-entry group
demonstrated mastery of the test material compared to 71.4% of the undergraduate
group.
It is tempting to speculate that an explanation for these differences lies in the greater
experience of these graduate entrants, gained by undertaking a first undergraduate
degree – that is, one might expect differences between undergraduate and graduate
students anyway. However, that could be quite misleading without first considering
what they had studied and in which discipline. It may be that, as former undergraduate
students in non-teaching degree programs, an IMAES profile would reveal that they
are less math-averse and anxious and thus in a relatively advantaged position (though
not greatly so, apparently).
The intervention opportunities that arose appear to have been highly effective in
raising students’ awareness of their strengths and weaknesses and guiding them to
much more successful outcomes. The students themselves expressed their
appreciation of this when they completed a reflective questionnaire and were almost
unanimous in their agreement that the diagnostic tool was effective:
“It was great to see from the beginning what we knew and needed help with.”
“I think the remedial classes helped me immensely.”
“I had completely forgotten these maths concepts and I now look at my own
everyday activities in a very different light.”

Some 80% of respondents agreed that their strengths and weaknesses were identified
early and many reported that they had discovered the need to review and revise
material while others felt that they had encountered concepts that they had not learned
adequately at school. The proportion of students who believed that the diagnostic tool
identified areas for improvement of which they had been previously aware was almost
double that of those who felt otherwise. Their comments included:
“I had unrealistic ideas about my abilities in all areas.”
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“I thought I was doing the question correctly in the original DT however got
them wrong.”
“It took the DT for me to realize what areas needed revision and I probably
would not otherwise have been aware of them.”

Although many reported feeling anxious at the first test being administered without
notice, feedback from the reflective questionnaire clearly shows that the vast majority
of students valued the process as a whole.

Discussion and Conclusion
While different IMAES and DT cohorts were reported here, experience with the
IMAES instrument in numerous contexts shows that the resulting profiles are robust
in their ability to characterise affective, cognitive, and behavioural attributes. There is
no reason to suspect that the DT cohorts are atypical in any significant respect and the
DT results in fact confirm that the postulated behaviours are present. They also reveal
that after two decades the concerns expressed in the Speedy Report (Speedy et al,
1989) remain topical.
Perhaps most relevant to the present context are the dual observations that, firstly,
children’s attitudes towards mathematics tend to decline as they progress through
primary to secondary education; and, secondly, that they suffer from the destructive
effects of ‘unimaginative instruction and non-positive teacher attitudes’ and the
pressure to ‘cope with highly demanding tasks, frequently at a pace beyond their
ambition’ (Philippou and Christou, 1998, p. 192). Not only is it highly likely that the
majority of pre-service primary teachers represented in this study are casualties of
these phenomena but that, if left unchecked, they will themselves perpetrate such ills
in their future classrooms. Of this there can be little doubt: the extremes of the
negative profile revealed by the IMAES results coupled with the very poor
competency levels diagnosed by the first DTs present a tangible and substantial risk to
the mathematics learning experiences of generations of primary pupils.
Supposing that 100 of the 130 undergraduate students in this study actually enter the
profession and assuming, further, an average career span of 20 years with an average
teaching load of 25 pupils per year (primary teachers usually have chief responsibility
for a single class for one year), one teacher might influence some 500 pupils. So, this
one cohort of student teachers might be expected to reach 50,000 individuals whose
early mathematics learning experiences may well determine their futures as numerate
or innumerate adults over the ensuing 60 or so years. On that note, it is reassuring that
the results here indicate that positive interventions within teacher education programs
are indeed possible. They are also necessary: as a matter of public policy, it should be
unacceptable that so many prospective teachers should begin their professional
education from such a low mathematics base.
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Behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism, or
connectivism? Tackling mathematics anxiety with
‘isms’ for a digital age
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One of the major challenges facing practitioners in any field of adult
mathematics learning is to achieve effective learning outcomes in the face
of prevailing negative attitudes in their students, often present as a
consequence of unsatisfactory early mathematics learning experiences. At
all levels of numeracy and mathematics education the issues are
essentially the same: traditional approaches to mathematics teaching do
not work for math-averse students and there is a need to find new ways to
tackle old problems. Here, some stereotypes of traditional methodologies,
which have their roots in behaviourism and cognitivism, are considered in
the context of behavioural and cognitive characteristics common among
math-averse and math-anxious students. This motivates a re-framing of
the practitioner’s approach by outlining strategies for effective practice
that align with a connectivist paradigm.

Introduction
There is a very clear link between endemic adult innumeracy in modern Western
societies and the spectrum of mathematics anxiety, negative mathematics attitudes
and aversion to the learning of mathematics that practitioners so often encounter
among adult learners. It has been shown (Klinger, 2009) that these aversive affective
behaviours are typically founded on negative mathematics learning experiences in the
later years of primary education, during the transition from instruction in concrete
procedures to increasingly sophisticated abstract concepts. This is a time when pupils’
difficulties can be aggravated or even caused by the ‘guidance’ they receive from
teachers who themselves may be math-averse and even covertly innumerate. Indeed,
pre-service primary teachers with such negative attributes have been found to be
disproportionately over-represented among undergraduate cohorts (ibid).
The challenge for teachers and practitioners in adult mathematics education at any
level is to find effective ways to break through the barriers of anxiety and disaffection
and to allow students to experience success, often for the first time, at a level that is at
least sufficient for their immediate needs. Ultimately, the greatest achievement will
arise when students can overcome their anxiety and aversion to become independent
learners with the capacity to extend willingly their engagement with mathematics. It
will be argued here that at all levels of adult mathematics teaching the issues are
essentially the same: ‘traditional’ approaches simply do not work for math-averse
students. This will not surprise most practitioners but what, specifically, does not
work? Or, rather, what works better? To respond to this, the basis of traditional
pedagogies and their underlying epistemologies will be considered in the context of
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behavioural and cognitive learning characteristics that typify math-averse and mathanxious students and which tend to undermine their learning goals.

The practitioner’s challenge
Many adult learners have only a vague concept of what mathematics is really all
about. They lack confidence in their abilities, often failing to realize that they actually
and routinely engage in essentially mathematical thinking in their daily lives, and
display characteristics that cause them to experience difficulty in their mathematics
learning endeavours. The math-averse adult learner is typically overwhelmed by the
task at hand of acquiring specific skills, dealing with math content, and developing
effective learning strategies. The needed insights have to be facilitated from outside
but they are blocked by the barriers of anxiety, negative beliefs and stereotypes
(Klinger, 2004): students who are unclear about what is required of them tend to overor under-estimate the difficulty of subject material and display little insight about the
extent and relevance of their prior knowledge and skills. This is the practitioner’s
particular challenge: effective teaching strategies for these students exceed the ‘usual’
scope of mathematics teaching.
Commonly, confusion dominates the learners’ behaviour because they do not know
what it is that they ‘don’t know’. Repeated lack of success undermines their
confidence and manifests in low self-efficacy beliefs, often accompanied by strong
negative emotions of embarrassment, self-deprecation, and helplessness (reported also
by Karabenick and Knapp, 1988). So, low expectations are common, as are lack of
persistence and little interest in acquiring deeper understanding, with negative
perceptions contributing to low self-esteem. The influence of such affective
dimensions is strong, resulting in students’ obvious lack of strategies to cope with
their difficulties. With little capacity to generalise and make knowledge connections
to aid understanding, motivation is likely to be assessment-driven rather than intrinsic.
In particular, while students may recognize and accept the use of specialized language
or jargon to describe mathematical concepts, they have little or no appreciation of the
converse that, whatever else it may be, first and foremost, mathematics is language.
These characteristics are often associated in the literature with shallow, or surface,
learning styles as well as avoidance behaviour. But, while students may exhibit such
characteristics in association with their mathematics learning, it should not be
assumed that the characteristics are generally typical of their learning style in other
situations – I contend that in many instances an individual’s mathematics learning
style is anything but intrinsic and is instead directed by anxiety and prior mathematics
learning experiences. In many respects, then, these characteristics are reactive and
lead to self-defeating behaviours that undermine the learning situation unless the
teacher/practitioner intervenes successfully. Since the cause of the behaviours is likely
to be strongly related to past learning situations, any form of instruction that derives
from a deficit model of remediation will just tend to repeat or re-visit negative early
encounters in the mathematics classroom and tend to validate the student’s poor
perceptions. Rather, an entirely different framework is needed so that students have
real opportunities to experience the epiphany they need to shed their history and to
construct new understandings. This is a matter of good practice for which, as Swain
(n.d.) pointed out, ‘it is vital to understand the epistemological basis that underlies the
teaching of numeracy in the adult classroom.
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Epistemology and pedagogy
Behaviourism to social constructivism
‘Skill and drill’ teaching epitomises behaviourism in mathematics education – the
‘ideal’ learning environment focuses on hierarchical procedures and outcomes so that
mastery of basic skills provides a scaffold to progressively more advanced activities.
In this framework, mathematical knowledge is external, absolute, and teaching is
didactic. Learning is seen as the correct application of appropriate algorithms to
obtain correct answers, practiced by studying worked examples, with behaviour
conditioned and reinforced positively by ‘rewards’ of success and approval or
negatively by failure and disapproval (even to extremes of physical and psychological
punishment, as commonly reported by sufferers of more severe mathematics anxiety).
According to Orton (2004, p29), ‘...Exposition by the teacher followed by practise of
skills and techniques is a feature which most people remember when they think of
how they learned mathematics’. Orton goes on to explain that while the objective is to
establish strong stimulus-response bonds, as teachers well know, these are usually
short-lived – having a ‘use it or lose it’ impermanence – and uses the example of the
addition of fractions, the algorithm of which is taught, re-taught, and practiced
throughout early schooling only to be forgotten repeatedly. There is a long tradition of
teachers adopting an essentially behaviourist approach in their mathematics teaching
when they would reject such methods in other curriculum areas. Sometimes these are
inexpert teachers. Sometimes they are teachers with highly-developed mathematical
ability, whose unconscious competence and lack of awareness of the actual
complexity of their expertise can lead them to pursue what they see as efficiency in
the transmission of what is, to them, ‘obvious’ knowledge (Golding, 1990). This is
not to suggest an absolute rejection of behaviourism but, instead, to question the
means rather than the ends.
Cognitivism arose largely in response to behaviourism, with learning being seen as an
adaptive process where knowledge may be transmitted between individuals but is
stored as internal mental constructs or representations. Social cognitivism, which
recognizes that learning is at least as much a social activity as it is behavioural and
cognitive, fuses elements of behaviourism and cognitivism with social aspects of
learning (Bandura, 1986). The theory emphasizes the importance of observational
learning, by which behavioural and/or cognitive changes are brought about by the
learner’s comparative observations of others and of self, a process incorporated in the
concept of self-efficacy beliefs (Bandura, 1997), which have a prominent role in the
learning activities of math-averse students (Klinger, 2004-2009). For mathematics
education, the influence of cognitivism places an emphasis on learning by problem
solving as a recursive process, whereby a problem is interpreted by assigning it to
existing internal representations or schema (Bartlett, 1932). It is an approach that has
been shown to yield superior learning outcomes for more experienced learners, for
whom worked examples become increasingly redundant (Kalyuga, Chandler,
Tuovinen, and Sweller, 2001). The cognitivist approach does not supplant
behaviourist practices, it augments them and behaviourist practices persist as the
dominant mode of instruction when new (and, particularly, fundamental or
foundational) procedures are introduced.
For at least three decades, constructivism has dominated as a learning theory and
mathematics and science instruction is ‘increasingly grounded in constructivist
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theories of learning’ (Alenezi, 2008 p17). The central principle is that knowledge
cannot be transmitted because it is a construct of the mind and learners have an active
role in building understanding so as to make sense of the world, with learning
resulting from an ongoing process of hypothesizing, rule-creation and reflection. The
teacher surrenders the role of didactic authority to become instead an information
conduit and facilitator of the learning process by providing students with
opportunities to discover, explore and apply ideas that will satisfy their learning
objectives. Social constructivism adds the further proposition that there can be no
sensible definition of knowledge that ignores its social context. That is, knowledge
must necessarily be grounded in the social values, standards, mores, language and
culture by which the learner acquires an understanding of the world. In accepting that
learning is a social activity, it follows that social interaction extends the location of
knowledge from the individual to the community via shared understandings.
While constructivism dominates current pedagogy, I suggest that there are profound
flaws in the context of mathematics and numeracy education. First, it demands
curriculum outcomes that are all but identical to those of behaviourists and
cognitivists – that is, a demonstrated ability to perform by applying appropriate
procedures to a given situation to arrive at a correct result according to agreed
conventions. Second, there are implicit assumptions that self-directed learners have
‘sufficient prior knowledge and skills … to engage effectively and productively’
(Rowe, 2006 p101) with their learning activities. However, elementary or
foundational concepts, in particular, are not reasonably accessible to exploration and
discovery. They need to be learned in essentially the same way as vocabulary and
rules of grammar – no matter how they arrive at their ideas, students must know what
to write and how to write it in order to reliably record and communicate them.
Last (and far from least), the word ‘basic’ is often applied to the everyday arithmetic
of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, and percentages.
Those who ‘can do’ tend to use the word in a dismissive or belittling fashion with
those who ‘can’t do’ – “You should be able to do that [at least]… it’s just basic
arithmetic”. Math-averse learners have heard statements like this over and over, often
accompanied by disparagement, derision, frustration, anger and sometimes physical
chastisement. While concepts of number, number representation, and arithmetic
operations are certainly fundamental, I suggest that there is nothing basic (in the sense
of ‘simple’ or ‘obvious’) about them – our species has taken millennia to invent,
discover and formalize these ideas. It is neither reasonable nor sensible to expect or
require students at any level to actually discover ‘basic’ mathematical concepts and
corresponding procedures by pursuing a literal constructivist agenda.
The constructivist approach in mathematics teaching is illustrated by modern
elementary mathematics text books, which look like they have changed considerably
in recent years, tending to be colourful and inviting, with many diagrams and there are
lots of ‘real world’ scenarios to supplement more formal aspects of the text. Also,
practical exercises presented as ‘experiments’ identify opportunities for learners to
verify various aspects by quasi-independent enquiry. While the idea seems to be to
motivate students’ engagement by providing social grounding for the material, closer
inspection shows that changes are largely superficial: core materials (definitions,
rules, procedures, algorithms and ‘drill’ exercises) persist, largely indistinguishable
from texts compiled during pre-constructivist eras; that is, constructivist principles
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have been applied as a veneer. Teachers must still be able to demonstrate, via skills
tests and league tables, that their practices satisfy benchmarked standards, while
learners must demonstrate through standardized assessments that they have acquired
sufficient mastery of the curriculum.
There are problems that can be masked by constructivist thinking. Davis and Maher
(1990) considered a ‘gifted’ Grade 5 student’s work (Figure 1). The pupil, Ling, was
given a problem to solve along with a range of materials, including Pattern Blocks,
which she used to correctly solve the problem. Her teacher then asked if she could
write her solution and Ling first recorded the diagram. We can infer that she started
by drawing a hexagon, indicating that she knows the correct answer at this stage –
she’s ‘done the maths’. Ling’s troubles began when she tried to write the solution,
beginning with the first line in the figure, 1/3 ÷1/2 = 1/3 ×2/1 = 2/3. Davis and Maher
wrote that: ‘Ling is clearly a good student; she has the "invert and multiply" rule
correctly. But she has produced an incorrect answer! How come? Because she has not
called upon the correct algorithmic solution procedure. There is no reliable way to go
from a problem statement to a solution procedure unless you get a correct
representation of the problem.’ (Davis and Maher, 1990 p75)

Fig. 1 The Candy Bar Problem (Davis and Maher, 1990 p75)

Ling’s first attempt at writing the problem and solution did not match her experience
– she failed to get the answer she knew she needed so she made two further attempts,
finally appearing satisfied that she had at last written something that produced the
answer that she ‘knows’ is correct. But of course, no doubt out of desperation, she has
claimed that division and multiplication are the same thing in this instance. Now, this
example is interesting not because of Ling’s approach or (directly) because of the
constructivist pedagogy – although it is indicative of constructivist thinking. Rather, it
is interesting here because of Davis and Maher’s observations, which focus on the
student not having called upon ‘the correct algorithmic procedure’ (ibid.) instead of
identifying that this example is not about problems with mathematics but, rather,
problems for Ling with the language of mathematics, which is a different thing
entirely. So Davis and Maher totally miss the real point! Ling’s mistake was not in
calling upon the wrong procedure but in her failure to correctly translate the English
expression, ‘half of what she has’ (i.e. one half of one third), into the corresponding
mathematics expression. This was neither a procedural error nor a retrieval error (as in
faulty memory recall of a rule), it was a language error. No-one with a fluent grasp of
mathematics as language could make such a mistake without seeing it immediately or
on reflection, at least – which is something that Ling never did, apparently.
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This simple example illustrates a very common feature of students’ mathematics work
(even those operating at advanced levels). They write to create or mimic the
appearance of mathematics rather than writing to express meaning using maths
language. Even many advanced-level students will write mathematics by
manipulating symbols according to rules rather than, again, writing to express
meaning so that the written mathematics tells a ‘story’. The teaching of mathematics
and numeracy generally focuses on the doing of it, without explicitly attending to
mathematics as language and without developing students’ fluency in that language.

Connectivism
The latest contender in educational theory, connectivism, was proposed by George
Siemens (2005) as a ‘learning theory for a digital age’. In proposing connectivism, he
borrows, rather speculatively (even extravagantly), from the science of complexity,
including chaos theory, networking, and self-organization. While the metaphor is
technically flawed (for reasons that will not be pursued here), there is nonetheless
considerable appeal in many aspects of the proposal: self-organization and emergent
higher-order phenomena from self-referential complex systems are universal
principles (Klinger, 2005). The complex and self-referential nature of the human mind
is, perhaps, obvious, and in simplistic terms the human brain is certainly a network of
interconnected neurons with memory and other cognitive activities being associated
with changes to neural connectivity. But, rather than further considering such ideas
now, I want to concentrate on just one aspect, which is encapsulated in Siemens’
statement that connectivism ‘posits that knowledge is distributed across networks and
the act of learning is largely one of forming a diverse network of connections and
recognizing attendant patterns’ (Siemens, 2008 p10).

A connectivist approach to reframe practice
What I am suggesting here is that the particular value of the connectivism paradigm in
mathematics and numeracy teaching lies in exploiting the properties of network
connectivity in complex systems. By actively pursuing opportunities for students to
forge links that promote an understanding of mathematics as language, we might help
them to make connections that provide mappings between mathematical concepts and
their various skills and understandings of the world. That is, mathematics language is
to be understood in terms of things and language that the learner already knows.
The idea is that the connectivity attained by linking mathematical know-how,
language and other skills from the student’s existing knowledge base serves to build
understanding and understanding forges fluency. When that happens, dependence on
mathematical rules becomes redundant. The rules become obvious because they are
just consequences of the mathematics language rather than algorithmic procedures to
be applied mechanically.
As new connections incorporate more and more nodes of both congruent and
disparate knowledge and experience, the internal and self-referential (reflective)
knowledge network grows, undergoing periods of self-organizing criticality that
might be thought of as cognitive phase transitions (to borrow physics terminology).
That is, there are spontaneous flashes of emergent deeper understanding (epiphanies
or ‘ah-ha’ moments) and increasingly, the learner is empowered to undertake selfdirected learning according to need or inclination. Of course, this scenario is entirely
speculative but, nevertheless, in terms of pedagogical practice, I am suggesting that
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there is substantial merit in considering mathematics first and foremost as language
and focussing on ways and means to develop students’ fluency while utilising their
existing skills and knowledge-base as leverage.
For the teacher/practitioner working with math-averse and mathematically anxious
adult learners, the learning situation, then, needs to be reframed so as to move away
from traditional practices towards techniques that explain and demonstrate how the
context and methods of mathematics are revealed through its application as language.
That is, any mathematics that the student reads or writes must make sense – it must
‘say something’. It must always be possible to translate freely in either direction:
mathematics language to natural language and vice versa.
As with the learning of natural languages, students need to cultivate an ‘ear’ (or eye)
for dissonance between what is understood and what is written or read and to develop
the ability to self-correct. Whenever meaning is obscured, both the instructor and the
learner should be alert for signs of inappropriate language construction or
interpretation which may prompt the need to unpack whatever is being attempted to
examine, test, and fix underlying language weaknesses or misunderstanding. I believe
that such attention to language is essential as a first step in reducing confusion and
anxiety and to broaden students’ focus. With each advance, students gain confidence,
overcoming their negative perceptions to discover intrinsic motivation for pursuing
further learning as an end in itself, rather than simply to satisfy assessment
requirements. Math-aversion and anxiety may never disappear entirely but future
encounters with mathematics can at least be directed by informed, adult decisions
rather than dominated by attitudes and emotions imposed by an unfortunate history.

Conclusion
On one hand, in the context of mathematics and numeracy teaching and learning for
math-averse and mathematically anxious adult learners, the traditional ‘isms’
underpinning conventional pedagogy are in deficit and directly associated with
aversive affective behaviours. On the other hand, many of the ideas associated with
connectivism resonate with techniques and approaches that are known to be
successful with math-averse and maths-anxious students. By invoking some of the
properties of network connectivity in complex systems, connectivism provides a
theoretical framework to explain mathematics learning and to reframe adult
mathematics and numeracy teaching and learning practices. The paradigm of
connectivism, at least along the lines indicated here, needs considerable research to
become established as significantly more than a rhetorical device. Nonetheless, there
is obvious intuitive appeal in the insights suggested by this new ‘ism’ that surely
warrants further investigation.
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Bet and lose: learning mathematics or losing money
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A lot of people risk money with bets on sports or other events. The
bookmakers offering such bets earn a lot of money. Together with a
colleague from Salzburg University, Dr. Hans-Stefan Siller, I put together
a proposal - or better: a concept for part of a basic mathematics course for learning the mathematics 'behind the screen' (internet bets in
particular are very popular). It starts with a simple simulation of a game
or sports event in a mathematics lesson. Learners organize a sports event
(or a simulation of an event), create several different types of bet offices
and offer odds. Other participants get game money and bet. When the
event is over and the outcomes are fixed the learners calculate wins and
losses. This way, they learn how to calculate odds and why bookmakers
earn so much money – if they know enough about mathematics and a few
other things they need to know.

Starting point: Some facts about gambling, money and risks
The German word “Spiel” (= game and play) is a word that covers very many
different activities including children playing, sports, chess, poker, and games where
“luck” or destiny and professional knowledge are responsible for winning or losing
money. (For an overview see http://www.spielforschung.at/ menu “Publikationen”).
In this paper I will concentrate on games where one wins or loses money betting on
the outcome of sports events, for example a tennis match or a soccer championship.
When I did some internet research for this paper I was astonished how much money is
spent on - and earned with - such bets (especially in the World Wide Web). An
official German website (http://www.dhs.de/web/datenfakten/gluecksspiel.php – DHS
is The German Centre for Addiction Issues) offers some interesting information: In
the year 2007 people in Germany spend 28.000.000.000 Euro on gambling. The
German government earns 4.250.000.000 Euro through taxes. This might point to
why there is a centre for addiction issues but not a general law against gambling.
Is there any reason to think about a general law against gambling? Yes, there is. In
Germany there are about 220.000 pathological gamblers! Pathological? Are they ill?
Yes, they are, according to the WHO (World Health Organisation), in "ICD Version
2007" Chapter V:
Mental and behavioural disorders (F00-F99): Habit and impulse disorders. This
category includes certain disorders of behaviour that are not classifiable under
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other categories. They are characterized by repeated acts that have no clear
rational motivation, cannot be controlled, and generally harm the patient's own
interests and those of other people. The patient reports that the behaviour is
associated with impulses to action. The cause of these disorders is not
understood and they are grouped together because of broad descriptive
similarities, not because they are known to share any other important features.

One of these is F 63.0:
Pathological gambling: The disorder consists of frequent, repeated episodes of
gambling that dominate the patient's life to the detriment of social, occupational,
material, and family values and commitments.
(WHO, http://apps.who.int/classifications/apps/icd/icd10online/)

If you are looking for examples you can find them in literature – e.g. The Gambler by
Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostojevsky - and in the newspapers: “An online gambler has
pleaded guilty to stealing more than £1m from his employer to feed an "out-ofcontrol" gambling habit...” (http://www.vnunet.com/vnunet/news/2160083/onlinegambler-guilty-theft).

Why is gambling a topic for teaching mathematics?
So there is a problematic situation for many adults called “pathological gambling”,
which includes high risks for those who gamble, their families and society. But why is
this a topic for teaching mathematics? One reason is quite simple, from my point of
view: bets/odds, quotas and wins or losses are calculated. It is relatively easy to
understand these calculations with basic mathematical knowledge - the four
fundamental operations of mathematics and easy stochastics are used. If you want to
understand the mathematical background of the daily work of a bookmaker better,
you gain insight into a lot of statistical models.
A more complicated reason – from my point of view – is one related to the general
aims of education. Maybe the most important aim is going back to I. Kant and
“Enlightenment” (see: "Answering the Question: What is Enlightenment?" German:
"Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Aufklärung?". This is the title of an essay by the
philosopher Immanuel Kant published in the year 1784). In modern words and
including a little shift of meaning the general aim of teaching mathematics is this:
Teaching should enable students to become critical citizens. They should be able to
use their mathematical knowledge for analysing situations, finding rational solutions
for problems and to see structures and the influence of different factors.
I propose to introduce this topics in mathematics courses for adults in the hope that
the students enjoy these lessons. They are a good example for the usefulness of
mathematics to understand what happens in daily life. I hope that students learn
something for their life - especially not to risk their money and happiness by
gambling. This more general aim leads me to propose a good method for these lessons
or part of a course.

Proposed method of teaching: self exploring
Looking at educational activities whose aim it is that students or others should learn to
avoid risks (caused by drugs, smoking, consuming alcohol, etc.) we know that
changing behaviour in many cases is not (only) the result of enlightenment or
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information. Smokers do not stop smoking because they are told that they risk cancer.
Many adults tell children that they should be careful if they cross a road – but every
year children die crossing a road.
If people discover on their own how to get information, to analyse situations and
structures, and to draw conclusions for behaviour, the chances that they really change
their behaviour are much better. Therefore it seems to be a very good idea to use a
self-directed method for this theme. Learners should explore the situation and find
their own way to handle it.

Proposed course concept
The first step of a learning project should be an agreement between teacher(s) and
learners about the topic and a draft of the structure. In my opinion it is a good idea
that the teacher (or a student) starts with a proposal and some source of motivation.
This could be a headline from the newsletter like the one I quoted at the beginning or
a little story like this one: “Last week I lost some money because I thought that my
favourite soccer team would win the cup. I bet on them but they have lost the match
and I have lost all my money!”
In any case the draft structure for this project should include
•
•
•
•
•

some research (or exploration or collecting information) about betting,
bookmakers and rules,
a simulation of a sports event and betting with game money as main content,
a documentation of the data of the simulation which will be analysed,
collaborative project planning, organizing and responsibility for success,
collaborative reflection on the results/outcomes.

The second step is the collaborative planning and organising of the learning process.
This is the main aim of a group, but I do not want to plan the complete project for a
group here. Therefore I will only give some tips on important aspects. Starting
research about betting means to list questions: What do we want to know? Where do
we find information? Who is going to look where? What is a good time-frame for
completing the first overview and presenting it to the others?
If the group does not really know what they are looking for at the beginning they will
formulate very open questions and may be overwhelmed by the flood of information
which can be found on the internet. This is not the worst case scenario however.
Reflecting on their experiences, the group should learn something: It is a very good
idea to start with concrete questions and clear aims. This will make it easier to sort out
a lot of information which is maybe very interesting in other situations but not now in
this project. Then the second attempt to find out about “something” will be more
directed by the aims of their work and therefore much more successful.
My second tip is to simulate a sports event. This should be a very simple match
involving two people and can be realized quickly and easily. What works well in my
experience is kicking something into a “goal” - i.e. the space between two books on a
table. Hitting the goal is easy if you can concentrated and train a little to gain some
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skill with your fingers. If there are too many hits just move the goal for one or two
(deci-)meters until just a few of ten trials are hits.
Maybe some students will ask “Why do we need a sports simulation?” “Why don’t we
take a coin or dice to get something like match results?” This is a good question that
leads to a very important point. Bets are based on estimations or expectations about
the outcome. People have different reasons to estimate or expect that team A or team
B will win – and bet following their estimations and emotions. If the “match” is a
random event decided by a coin it is easy and boring to estimate what will happen.
The chance is 50% that one of the sides of the coin is “winning”. Therefore it is
rational that the bets are distributed equally. There is no favourite and no outsider. I
think it is a good idea to hand this question back to the students. After some research
and some practice with being a bookmaker in the classroom experiment they will be
able to answer this question themselves.
A third tip relates to the documentation of the data. Many students like to play a game
or do a simulation but very few are happy with having to document it. At this point
there are two ways forward: one is to leave it open – students will experience for
themselves that they have difficulties reflecting on the results of the simulation if they
do not remember them. They will need a second attempt at the simulation to correct
the situation. The other way is that the teacher is argues the case of documenting what
happens before the experiment starts and convinces the students. The use of a
computer and a spread sheet could support the documentation and the analysis of the
results.
Many teachers believe that students are not able to plan their own learning process
well. The paradox in this situation is that teachers will be right as long as they believe
this and do the planning without students. If the students never have the chance to do
it – be it planning or something else – they will not learn it. But if the teacher is
convinced that students will be able to learn the planning learning process on their
own, they will be able to do it. Some teachers might say “this is not mathematics” –
but this is wrong: project planning includes a lot of mathematics. It is applied
mathematics.
Here is a short list of some aspects of the project planning that should be mentioned:
•

Organisation of the simulation of the sports event: Participants, rules, plan for
the matches (like tennis or like soccer?), preparing useful computer support for
the documentation.

•

Rules for the classroom bookmakers and also the betting with game money.

•

Ethical aspects: What is allowed?

The third step is preparing for the next stages. Here I will concentrate on the
mathematical aspects of bets. How can they be calculated? Let me start with a
simple example: a tennis match and a calculation after all bets are done. Let us
assume that 60% of the money was bet on player A and 40 % on B. What is the next
calculation? The question is: How much money does a winner get? To calculate this a
quota (or dividend) is defined by a division: 100/60 = 1.66 is the quota for A and
100/40 = 2.5 is the quota for B. This means that a winner gets 166 units of money for
a 100 unit bet on A and 250 units of money for a 100 unit bet on B. If you bet on A
and B wins you lose your money.
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Is this calculation realistic? If students ask this please ask them back: Do you think
so? What does the bookmaker earn? The first answer might be bookmakers have a lot
of information about sports events and therefore they win most of their own bets. This
is a good idea but a bookmaker likes to live more comfortably than that. There is a
better source of income for him! Let us have a look on the internet and recalculate
some quotas. I start with an example from Austria that I found in March: A
bookmaker offered for the soccer match Rapid Wien s. Sturm Graz: 1.47 : 3.95 : 5.95.
What he offered in words is to pay 1.47 units for one paid unit if Rapid Wien wins,
3.95 for one paid unit if the result is draw and 5.95 for one if Sturm Graz wins. We
divide and add:
1/1.47 = 0.68
1/3.95 = 0.25
1/5.95 = 0.16
0.68 + 0.25 + 0.16 = 1.09
Wow! The result should be 1, not 1.09. What happened? We calculate again and
divide 1 : 1.09 = 0.9174. In other words: 91.74 % of the money is paid back to those
who placed bets and 8.36 % is the commission the bookmaker takes. He earns a
percentage of the money as commission! If you recalculate more bets and offered
quotas you will find 5 to 10 percent commission in most cases. You can find this
commission if you search for websites that provide information for gamblers (e.g.
http://www.mr-bet.net) – many websites compare quotas. In Austria there is a law that
fixes the commission to “no more then 10%”.
Several new questions arise from this and others are still open. My next step is to
reflect on my first simple example. What happens if I recalculate it including
commission? 100% of the money is paid for bets, 60% for A and 40% for B as
winner. The bookmaker takes his commission – let us say 10%. 90% of the money is
left and the bookmaker’s offer is calculated as shown now: I will give 90% of the total
sum to those who bet on the win of A if A wins, and I will give 90% of the total sum
to those who bet on the win of B if B wins. My quotas are: 1.66 · 0,9 = 1.50 (A) and
2.5 · 0.9 = 2.25 (B). Is this calculated correctly? Let us try! If A wins 60% · 1,50 =
90% are paid. If B wins 40% · 2,25 = 90% are paid. Correct.
The next question addresses the fact that the calculation seems to be correct but the
method is not realistic. A bookmaker offers bets with quotas days or weeks before the
event happens. He doesn't wait until it is over. Yes! This is what makes the life of a
bookmaker thrilling. In reality we have two different types of bookmakers. One is
actually offering fair odds which are calculated after all bets have been placed. This
type is called “totaliser”. You won't find this type of bookmaker too often. He hasn't
got that many (or very few) customers and his life is not all that thrilling because he
gets his commission independently from the result of the match. Again: Whoever
wins the match and however the bets are situated he will get his commission.
Gamblers do not like totalisers because they do not make mistakes with quotas.
The type of bookmaker we see on the internet has to start with an offer. If he accepts a
bet he has to pay the winner the offered quota – even if he changes the quota after a
while. This opens the door for a lot of statistical calculations: What would happen if...
I will come back to this later. Students will learn a lot about calculating quotas if they
start to offer them when they play the role of a bookmaker in the classroom.
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Step number four is the first trial run! I think it is a good idea to start with a simple
match: Two students train for the kicking simulation, other students play bookmaker
and offer quotas. Let us imagine that Mary and Jeff train to hit the goal and Mary is
more successful: She has 6 hits out of 10 trials and Jeff 3 of 10. Now the student
bookmakers (organized in groups of two or three) should offer their first quotas. What
should they offer?
Different solutions are possible. Is it a good idea to take the training results as if they
were probabilities? Is a chance of 6 : 3 that A will win? This is not correct from a
mathematical point of view because probability-values have to be 1 or less. Next trial,
better formulation: 6 : 3 can be translated as A will win 2 of 3 games. This is a
probability of 2/3 or 66.67%. The quota is calculated as explained above as reciprocal,
1 : 2/3 = 3/2 = 1.5. This might be realistic. The quota for B is 1 : 1/3 = 3 in this case.
Controlling the quotas we find that 2/3 + 1/3 = 1 – that is correct. But the commission
is not included. If the student bookmaker wants to get 10% commission they should
offer these quotas: 1.5 · 0.9 = 1.35 for A and 3 · 0.9 = 2.7 for B. After that the student
bookmakers must hope that the other students make their bets as estimated – 2 of 3
bet on A and 1 of 3 bet on B.
Other student bookmakers might go in a different direction: A is much better then B.
Everyone will bet on A – of course. What is a good quota for this situation? If A wins
with a probability of 1 the quota for A is 1 : 1 = 1. In this case the quota for B as
winner must be 1 : 0 = ??? (a very, very or infinitely high quota?). Both quotas (for A
and B) will cause problems: If the quota for A is 1 and the bookmaker likes to get
“his” 10% commission he will only pay the winner 90 percent of his money back.
What will be the reaction of the winner? If against all odds B wins someone who has
made a bet on him should get a infinite amount of money – which is impossible. The
bookmaker cannot promise to pay the winner more than all the money in world. So
the bookmaker has to offer a very high quota, for example 100. If you look on the
internet, you cannot find such high quotas. If a bookmaker is thinking in such a
direction he has to look out for practical limits - and he will have to offer at least 1,1
or something like that for A and no more then maybe 20 or 30 for B. The student
bookmakers must hope that the other students make their bets as estimated –
according to the offered quotas.
Step five is reflecting on the results of the first trial and planning the next steps. After
the first experiments it is good to have a look back and reflect on the situation
together. Students playing bookmakers have to be doubly aware of expectations:
What do they expect that betting students are expecting? A second question is: does
the offered quota have any influence on the gamblers? A third – and in reality the
most important point – is: How much does the bookmaker want to earn? A first or
later summary might be that a bookmaker offers good quotas if he gets his
commission without risks (that is whoever wins). The offered quotas should be the
same as they would be if they are calculated afterwards (as a totaliser does it). The
risk of a bookmaker grows the more his quotas differ from those of the totaliser!
Maybe the students decide on doing more trials now that they have better background
knowledge, to gain more experience and gather more documented data. Maybe they
want to do more mathematics first. What are possible mathematical questions?
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What happens if the first quota of a bookmaker is wrong? Wrong means that people
don't bet as estimated. Let us calculate an example. A bookmaker offers 1.35 for A
and 2.7 for B with the idea that the probability for A winning is 2/3 and that he wants
to earn 10% commission as explained above. After a while this bookmaker realizes
that 50% of the incoming bets go to A and 50% to B. What would happen if he does
not react and change quotas? If A is the winner he has to pay 1.35 units for each unit
of the 50% that have bet on A. In other words: He has to pay 67.5% of the money to
those who have bet on A. This would be a very good situation for him – he would
earn 32.5% of the money. But if B is the winner, he has to pay 2.7 units to each of the
winners, which would be 135 % of the incoming money in total. In other words: If B
is the winner, the bookmaker has to pay 35% more then he has earned! He has to pay
those who bet on B some (or a lot) of his own money. This is the worst case scenario
for him!
The calculations need more mathematical knowledge if we try to understand what
would happen if the bookmaker changed his quota every day or each time 1000 units
have come in. In fact this is much easier if we take a spread sheet and type in the data
and the corresponding formula. The results of such an experiment are easy to
understand. The bookmaker has the best chances to earn money by commission if he
changes the quota very flexibly, following the incoming bets.

Expected results
Students know more about the calculation of bets and odds. They should have learned
why and how a bookmaker earns money and who gives them money – the gamblers. I
hope that they decide to avoid gambling. Last but not least they have learnt to
organize themselves as learners.
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While the début of the Euro and the founding of the Eurozone at the
beginning of 1999 was a very important point in the history of the
international monetary system, Slovakia was not directly affected. At that
time the country only kept hoping to enter the European Union, never
imagining that a membership in the Eurozone could possibly take place
almost directly afterwards. As a fully legitimate member of the Union
since 2004, we have already become the 16th member of the Eurozone
from the 1st of January 2009 onwards. Are Slovak citizens in a positive
frame of mind or feeling rather uncertain? How are they getting used to
dealing with a new currency? This paper describes the basis,
methodology and findings of a survey that was conducted at three
different points in time. The first part of the research was conducted
before a decision about our entrance was made, the second part in
December 2008 and the last part in April 2009. One section covers
numeracy difficulties people are experiencing. The project summarizes
relevant data and the results are clearly demonstrated with the help of
tables and graphs.
June 2008 represents an important milestone in the lives of the Slovak population.
The Slovak Republic was approved by the European commission to become the 16th
member of the Euro Zone after fulfilling the Maastricht criteria. While it gave the
country a stronger status, people had mixed feelings. While some were worried about
high prices and the loss of an independent monetary policy, there was also an
excitement about further development and a higher standard of living.
It was expected that a new currency would have some implications. From a technical
point of view the whole process was not complicated, yet a new currency led to a
cultural change. Even though a lot of people had already experienced the Euro
currency while travelling, for many others it was an utter novelty. However both
groups started to go through a long process of adjustment to “thinking” in a new
currency and in the end behaving in a way that does not refer back to the old currency.
Needless to say, based on the experience of other Euro Zone countries (Marques and
Dehaene 2004; Missier et al. 2007; Ranyard 2007), this will take a long time.
The National Bank of Slovakia together with the government started a huge
information campaign in order to ease and speed up the conversion. The National
Council of the Slovak Republic approved General Code # 659/2007, which amends
certain measures and practices related to the preparation for and implementation of a
new currency. The primary aim of the Code was to guarantee an organized and
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smooth progression towards the Euro, to ensure protection of the economic interests
of citizens, to assure continuity in all legal relations, to prevent an increase in inflation
and to safeguard a preparation and an adaptation to a correct evaluation of real
income, prices and living expenses by way of dual pricing.
According to a study done by the National Bank of Slovakia, the introduction of the
Euro should lead to an increase in the real income of households of, on average, 4.6%
in 10 years and 9.8% in 20 years, with the biggest impact expected for the working
population. The retired should benefit as well, but not as much, expected benefits
were up to 50% compared to the working poulation, while the unemployed might not
experience any benefits.
At the same time more the National Euro Changeover Plan for the Slovak Republic
was prepared in more detail, with an update in April 2008, and the final update at the
end of September 2008. The 27th of September 2008 was named the day of the Euro.
The Euro started to circulate on 1st of January 2009 in what was called the Big Bang
scenario. Dual circulation of the former Slovak crown and the new Euro lasted only
16 days with all prices being converted according to the official conversion exchange
rate (1 EUR = 30.1260 Slovak crowns) set by the Council of the European Union. The
main stated aim was not to damage people.
The Euro has been around for almost 10 months now and has definitely had an impact
on the whole country. This paper confirms that the attitudes and feelings of people
have changed since the first round of the survey was conducted, that the Euro illusion
could be observed (Burgoyne et al. 1999; Gamble et al 2002, Gamble 2007) and that
people are using different currency adaptation strategies (Hofmann at al. 2007,
Gärling and Thogersen 2007).

Theoretical platform
This paper and a preceding study focus on three basic areas – people's attitudes
towards a new currency and their feelings, Euro price evaluation, the observed Euro
illusion and four currency adaptation strategies that are used by people. First these are
theoretically described and later results are presented.
Expert’s opinions on the single currency are diverse. Some claim there are factors
discouraging a country from joining in, such as the country wanting to use the
instruments of monetary and exchange rate policy to influence and regulate
employment, status of trade and balance of payments or an interest in an inflation rate
that is different from the rate of inflation in a monetary union. In addition a country
might prefer to use monetary expansion and refinancing of government spending
(which would prevent the required discipline in terms of fixed exchange rates) or
might not be willing to give up seignorage. Another reason might be the existence of a
domestic political and economic elite able to keep a system of fixed exchange rates in
balance or a state's inability to accept the degree of integration set out by the
agreement on optimum currency areas, in areas such as common standards,
immigration, tax legislation or labour law.
In contrast, those who promote the Euro raise points such as the massive reduction of
transaction costs in international trade, the elimination of exchange rate movements,
close cooperation in and coordination of an increased participation in the money and
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capital markets and, ultimately, currency manipulation, which strengthens the
currency's international status and makes it a worthy adversary of the U.S. Dollar.
From the above it is clear that the views on joining vary. There are professionals who
understand this step as an inevitable condition for a further integration process in
Europe. Conversely, there are Euroskeptics who reject the whole project of European
political and economic integration and have a resistance to join or stay in the EU.
(Lipková 2006)
Every currency changeover brings certain complications. Getting used to new coins
and notes definitely takes some time, even though it is not such a complicated task.
However, the more worrying task for people is to learn the value of the new money.
Shoppers who are dealing with more than one currency are frequently exposed to the
'money illusion'. It is linked to the nominal value of the currency and causes a
different perception of the real value of money. To give an example, it is
psychologically easier for a Slovak to leave 1 Euro in tips than to leave 30 Slovak
crowns. Consumers are willing to pay more for a given product when it is priced in a
currency with lower numerical values than in a one that has higher numerical values.
This phenomenon is called the Euro illusion (Burgoyne et al. 1999, Gamble et all.
2002). The Euro illusion thus suggests that due to the change of currency, prices and
salaries will appear lower in Euro compared to the old currency. While consumers
might feel poorer because they “earn less”, the paradox is that prices look lower than
before as well.
There are several strategies that have been observed over time. Hofmann et al. (2007)
came up with the anchor, conversion, intuitive and market strategies that are described
in Table 1. The authors noted a different level of accuracy as well as a different level
of effort. According to their research people generally used more than one strategy,
but the market value strategy dominated.
Table 1. Strategies by Hofmann et al (2007)

The type of strategy

Characterization

The anchor strategy

Prices of frequently bought products are
learnt and then used to evaluate prices of
other products.

The conversion strategy

Every price is converted to the old
currency by means of either exact
calculation or an approximate conversion
rule.

The intuitive strategy

Comparison with the old currency is not made
a people intuitively buy what they need

The market value strategy

The associations are made between some
values in the new and old currencies.

In addition it has been spotted that the conversion strategy has been mostly used for
typical purchases by those who were older, less educated and with a negative attitude
towards the Euro.
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The methodology and main aim
The data for the paper were collected at 3 different times, between May 2008 and
April 2009. The first round of anonymous questionnaires took place right before the
decision about the Slovakian entrance into the Eurozone was made; the second almost
immediately before the dual circulation and the third one was four months after the
currency changeover.
The representation of respondents copied the structure of the Slovakian population
with regards to the age, earning power and sex. All details are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 Details of the questionnaire
Focus/ Date

2.5.2008

5.12.2008

30.4.2009

Number of
respondents

N = 133,

N = 128,

N=124

5 excluded

4 excluded

N= 128

N=124

Structure based
on sex

Men = 48%
Women = 52%

Men = 48%
Women = 52%

Men = 48%
Women = 52%

Method

Anonymous
questionnaire

Anonymous
questionnaire

Anonymous
questionnaire

Data evaluation

Microsoft Excel

Microsoft Excel

Microsoft Excel

Participants were asked to answer 27 questions. The first five were sociodemographic questions – their age, sex, earnings and the size of the town they live in.
The following eight questions were monitoring their general knowledge about the
European Union and opinions on what would change once the new currency was
introduced. The rest were directed at their feelings and attitudes, both positive and
negative, at tipping in both currencies and people’s experience of the currency and the
conversion. The instructions at the beginning contained the general description of the
study and a specific example of how to fill in the questionnaire. All questions apart
from one were multiple-choice questions and one was open – participants were asked
to name the Maastricht criteria.
This research was conducted as a part of a dissertation and another round of the
survey is already planned for December 2009 in order to evaluate one year of the
Euro circulation. The current literature about the transition to the Euro in Slovakia
mostly consists of the newspapers and magazines articles and sufficient research is
lacking. The Slovak Republic is the first country of the Visegrad 4 (the Czech
Republic, Poland, Hungary and the Slovak Republic) that has been using the Euro as a
means of payment and is the youngest one as well. As the country is very close
economically and geographically especially to the Czech Republic, the results and
findings might be interesting for citizens of this neighbouring country.
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Results
Attitudes and feelings are reflected in people’s perceptions of the advantages and
disadvantages of a new currency. As Figure 1 shows, Slovak’s opinions on four given
options - higher standard of living, growth of economy, travelling and business - have
changed over the observed period. While over a year ago they emphasized higher
standard of living, in April 2009 almost one third of respondents saw a positive effect
of the Euro on growth of economy and easier business.
Fig. 1 The pluses of a new currency
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On the other hand, participants were asked about the disadvantages and could chose
from four specific examples – high prices, lower standard of living, the loss of an
independent monetary policy and the end of the Slovak currency. While they were
afraid of higher prices in the first round, as the date of the currency changeover came
closer they started to worry about the loss of an independent monetary policy. What is
interesting, but not surprising, is that only 22% felt any “sadness” about the end of
Slovak currency immediately before the changeover, which can be explained by the
fact that it had not been around for such a long time in the first place. Moreover, while
high prices were not worrying, the respondents were concerned about a lower
standard of living.
Fig. 2 The minuses of a new currency
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Further questions were included in two rounds only, as respondents could not have
answered them before Slovakia was approved to go ahead and enter the Eurozone.
One of the questions was asked in order to see how participants evaluated the
conversion process. The results in Figure 3 clearly show that while in December 2009
51% of participants expected difficulties with the whole process, four months later
75% disagreed with the statement.
Fig. 3 The currency changeover causes loads of difficulties
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In another query respondents were asked to comment on the sentence “I am worried
that shopkeepers would cheat”. Again, while 62% agreed in December 2008, 75%
disagreed with this statement four months later.
Fig. 4 I am worried that shopkeepers would cheat
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The last task in this part was to comment on a sentence “The Euro makes me feel
more European”. 52% of respondents agreed or definitely agreed in December 2008,
but the percentage had risen by a further 17% only four months later. This might have
been caused by the fact that the history of the Slovak Republic had been a short one in
the first place (established on the 1st of January 1993.)
The Euro illusion was described earlier and has been observed in Slovakia as well,
even though in this survey the issue was only addressed in four questions. They were
placed in different parts of the questionnaire as the close order could have distorted
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results. The participants had to comment on an appropriate tip. The values were
chosen in both currencies and were comparable taking into account the conversion
exchange rate. The results are in Figure 5. In December 2008 over 73% of
respondents gave tips in Euros compared to 24% tipping in Slovak crowns. In April
2009 almost 81% gave tips in Euros and 22% in Slovak crowns. At that time, the
question was asked in the past tense. Surprising was the fact that all those who gave
tips in both currencies gave higher tips in Euros. This confirms the theory on the
perception of a currency with a lower nominal value – the value is generally
underestimated.
Fig. 5 What is an appropriate tip? Comparing December 2008 and April 2009

The last part discussed is linked to currency adaptation strategies. Out of four
discussed by Hofmann, the conversion strategy prevailed at the time of the last round
of surveys. The participants used a rough conversion rate of 30 Slovak crowns for one
Euro. Further factor that might have been beneficial is that respondents were used to
dealing with another currency already (76% used another currency while travelling)
and out of that 74% computed the sum needed for travel themselves without waiting
to find out until going to a bank. They have experience with converting values.
The respondents hadn't managed to learn the prices yet, so did not use any anchor.
This might be caused by the fact that shops and other institutions used dual pricing.
People therefore relied on fairness in denomination and did not pay that much
attention to whether the new Euro price was correct or not. They could check this
themselves on the spot.
The market value strategy and the intuitive strategy have not been observed yet. The
main factor causing this trend might be dual prices because people could still see
prices in both currencies and were not encouraged to use some set values to covert
between the new and the old currency.
In order to ease the whole process of currency changeover the government allocated
110 million Slovak crowns and National bank of Slovakia 70 million. Each household
received printed information material together with a Euro calculator and a table with
converted values, a dedicated website was set up as well as a toll-free telephone line
for questions about the Euro. Figure 6 shows the preferred methods used while
converting from one currency into the other.
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Fig. 6 Which method are you using in order to estimate the value of goods?
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Discussion and conclusion
Generally, it can be claimed that the transition to the Euro in the Slovak Republic
went smoothly and the new money unit was well received by people. More than 75%
of respondents did not feel any difficulties within the observed period, 78% were not
worried about shopkeepers cheating and more than 69% of participants felt more
European as a result of the new currency. Only 16% felt nostalgic leaving the old
currency behind.
It seems that people are very enthusiastic about the new currency, even though the
whole process is not completed yet. They think it is necessary for further economic
growth and easier business (over 59%) especially during the financial crisis. Slovakia
is the only country that introduced a new currency during this difficult time and it is
seen as a good move. The financial crisis has changed the situation in many countries
in the space of a few months and the newly visible costs of not using the Euro have
caused politicians in countries with independent currencies to rethink their positions
(i.e. Poland, Denmark, and Iceland).
The Euro illusion was observed in the last two rounds of interviews, but in order to
make a definite claim further and a more detailed research is needed. In general,
people have a tendency to overspend - as confirmed for tipping - as nominal values of
goods and services are lower than before, even though they feel poorer than
previously. This is a typical phenomenon related to the money illusion.
Slovaks prefer to use the market value strategy and four month after new currency has
been circulating they converted prices using the official exchange rate. Further
research is needed to see when they start learning new prices. It is expected that once
the dual pricing system is no longer obligatory, they will be forced to use other
strategies because of their inability to remember old prices in an old currency forever.
The obligation to publish both prices ends in December 2009.
The presence of the Euro illusion is a sign of an incomplete adaptation process. This
calls for an additional appropriate information campaign and effective government
policies to facilitate the process. These issues will be addressed in the next part of my
dissertation research.
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Using the mathematics and numeracy that learners bring with them to the
class is important in many ways. During a recent family numeracy course
where, between the learners and ourselves, we had 5 different spoken
languages and had our early education in 7 different countries, we
explored, with the learners, how numbers are written and spoken in their
language and the different ways they approach addition problems. In this
paper we explore the benefits of these kinds of activities to adult numeracy
learners.

Background
Malcolm Knowles and colleagues recognise the importance of using adult learners’
own experience and knowledge when they quote Eduard C. Linderman:
None but the humble become good teachers of adults. In an adult class the
student’s experience counts for as much as the teacher’s knowledge. Both are
exchangeable at par. Indeed, in some of the best adult classes it is sometimes
difficult to discover who is learning most, the teacher or the students …
(Knowles et al 2005)

and suggest that, since for adults their own experiences help to determine who they
are, when these experiences are acknowledged by the teacher this implies an
acceptance of the person, as well as their experiences and knowledge. Furthermore
when the teacher explores what the learners already know it demonstrates to the
learner that they already posses relevant knowledge which can contribute towards
further learning, i.e. that they do know something about maths (Rogers 1993).
Encouraging learners to discuss the mathematics that they already know enables the
teacher to develop an understanding of the learners’ current skills, understanding and
learning needs beyond that gained from written initial/diagnostic assessments. It
enables the teacher to understand more about the way learners visualise and
understand the workings of number and maths concepts. Gelsa Knijnik (2007)
compares two different mathematics: written school mathematics and the oral
mathematics of, in this case, the landless peasants in Brazil. She uses the term
'language-games' to represent the mathematics rules that shape the peasants oral
practices, and explores some of them. Something similar can be discovered when
learners have the opportunity to talk about their own maths practices. One of the
authors recalls an example from an adult numeracy class where a mother, who had
very poor reading and writing skills, was able to do division orally by imagining
sharing out the quantity, envisaged as money, amongst a number of children: integer
amounts were dealt with first, then remaining amounts were dealt with as pennies. An
effective, if limited, technique that formed the basis of developing written methods.
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But more than this, it gives an opportunity for other participants to see that there is
more than one way of approaching maths thinking and problem solving. This is
particularly significant when the learners are participating in a family numeracy
group, where one of the objectives is to develop ways to support their children’s
maths learning and development: it is more than likely that the maths methods and
approaches being taught to one's children in school are different from those
experienced in one’s own early education (likely to be at least 20 years earlier), so it
is important to be able to use different approaches; children may have their own way
of visualising and understanding numbers, and for the same reasons given above for
our learners, it will be important to support their thinking; the current UK
mathematics school curriculum encourages teachers to take this flexible approach in
the maths classroom when developing oral and mental methods of calculation with
their young learners. Teachers should move through a series of written methods to
enable learners to develop a consistent written method to be used for each situation
where mental methods are not sufficient (DCSF 2008).
This paper describes two activities that were carried out with a group of women
attending a numeracy family learning group, which are examples of these ideas. The
women were varied in their backgrounds, languages, knowledge and skills in maths.
The activities took place early in course, when we were beginning to get to know the
group and their learning needs and maths styles. The first activity involved looking at
the way numbers are said and written in different languages, the second gave an
opportunity to share different written methods for carrying out addition calculations.

Profile of Family Learning Group
The group was all female: mothers or aunts of young children. They had grown up
and had early maths learning in 7 different countries: Albania, Turkey, Afghanistan,
England, the Caribbean, Somalia and Nigeria. Their knowledge and fluency in the
English language varied, but the course was conducted in English, with
encouragement to help each other with language where necessary. The participants
were interested in improving their own maths and gaining qualifications in the UK,
but with as much, or even more, motivation to be able to support their children's
maths learning. So they were motivated to see and understand different approaches to
maths, to calculations and ways of talking about mathematics.
Mathematics skills in initial written diagnostic tests (Basic Skills Agency 2002)
included all levels: Entry 1,2 and 3 and Level 1 and 2 (in the UK adult numeracy
curriculum (LSIS 2008) the Entry levels are easier than the Level 1 and Level 2;
Level 2 is very roughly equivalent to GCSE but with an emphasis on problem solving
rather than more abstract maths, e.g. it does not include trigonometry, geometric
constructions or proofs, coordinate geometry, solving of equations other than simple
linear), with one learner who had a GCSE mathematics qualification. The majority of
learners' test results were at Entry 2 or 3.
However once we started working together it was clear that the maths skills of many
of the learners were at a GCSE standard. One learner had not attended school, she and
her friend, who were both from Somalia, had skills at about Entry 3. One learner had
strong dyslexic difficulties and worked towards the Entry 1 test. For the majority of
learners it was their skills in English, together with a lack of experience with format
and type of questions in the diagnostic test that gave them inaccurate results from the
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initial tests. A group of learners from Turkey and Albania worked towards the Level 1
tests, although their maths was at a higher standard.
Apart from the Somali women, the other participants had had a fairly traditional
formal education in mathematics and enjoyed taking a fresh approach to the subject,
one involving a more practical investigative-discovery-constructivist style of
teaching/learning adopted on the course.
The Turkish woman stood out has having a more lateral approach to solving
problems, which demonstrated a strong conceptual understanding. She had also
attended other family numeracy courses that we had run, and so was already familiar
with our approaches to mathematics.

Language activity – results and discussions
In the third session, Ruth's first with the group, she designed an activity in order:
•

to form the basis of discussing and practicing how numbers are said/written in
English;

•

to analyse the way numbers are constructed in different languages as a
background to exploring the place-value base 10 system that we use;

•

to enable members of the group to share their own languages' numbers, giving
value to their own knowledge;

•

to use as a vehicle to start to get to know the group on a more personal level
and their true maths knowledge and skills.

The activity involved people working in pairs, hopefully with someone who spoke a
different language. They were given A3 sheets printed with a grid of 4 columns (see
Figure 1). The left hand column contained the numbers from 1 to 12, and some
between 15 and 1000 chosen to bring out features of the way numbers were
constructed in the language (in retrospect we should have had 0 (zero) as well). In the
next column learners were asked to write the numbers in English words. In the
following two columns they were asked to write the numbers in their own languages.

Fig. 1 Number Language Work Sheet completed in Yoruba and Arabic
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Learners were asked to look at the three languages in front of them and look for
patterns in the way the numbers were formed in each of the languages.
We then had a whole group discussion, with individuals giving some of the examples
from their own languages. We also started to think about the way the structure of the
language might affect one's understanding of number.
The physical results are a set of handwritten sheets, Appendix 1, containing 5
languages (See Appendix 1 for the remaining sheets).
The discussion was lively, people enjoying telling the whole group about their
particular language. The discussion of Yoruba was interesting, you will note there are
two slightly different versions, and we were told that there are rules within the
language enabling the construction of any number above 10, which, although not
giving exactly the same results, enable everyone to understand what is being said. The
analogy would be between 'twenty five' and 'five and twenty', although the latter is a
little archaic nowadays. Other features of languages were shared (such as the Yoruba
for 27 being '3 before 30' but 23 being '3 after 20') indicating a base 5 structure and
using addition and subtraction and we compared these to other languages we knew
about, such as French.
During the discussion underlying concepts of place value were raised.
The activity enabled each participant to understand that her contribution was valued,
that she had something to contribute of interest not only to the whole group but to the
teacher as well, improving self-confidence. A feature of being a foreign language
speaker is often to be considered less educated, skilled or knowledgeable by people
around one (as one of the authors had experienced herself when living in Germany).
An activity such as this goes towards ameliorating this experience.
The teacher’s reflection on the session noted:
“Numbers in different languages worked really well – good for participants to be
the experts – they drew out lots of maths by looking at different language
structures such as Yoruba using +, -, x with 20 being used as a base, difference
between fifteen, ten and five etc. Good discussion on the way language helps
thinking – Somali women, who have no schooling, able to contribute orally. This
took much more time...”

Addition activity – results and discussions
On another occasion we facilitated an activity where the group were to share different
mental or written methods for doing the four operations add, subtract, multiply and
divide.
The discussion started and contributions were invited, prompted by writing addition
sums on the flip chart which got progressively harder. Learners came to the flip chart
and added their own methods. (This would have been a great activity to use with an
interactive white board, but the technology was not working that day). We started
with addition, and in the event this took about an hour, so there was no time to look at
the other three operations. However doing only addition was still effective:
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•

learners were able to see a range of methods, describe their own methods and hear
a range of ways of thinking about the problems and the way numbers worked;

•

this supported their ability to encourage their children to find their own methods,
and talk about what they were doing;

•

learners' own methods were validated, supporting self-confidence and self-worth,
as discussed above;

•

learners were willing to share their methods with others, without needing to
disparage their own ideas with comments such as 'this is not the right way to do
this I know but...' (so often heard by adult numeracy teachers);

•

some of the methods, such as partitioning, are likely to be taught in schools at
present, so learners' ability to understand the maths brought home from school
was also supported;

•

the teacher was able to gain a more accurate, deeper understanding of different
learners’ skills, understanding of maths concepts and learning needs.

It was interesting to see the variety of methods of calculations (see Appendix 2), and
to some extent they were not unexpected, having done similar activities with different
groups of people. However one method impressed with its subtlety, and showed how
important it is to listen to learners own explanations of how to calculate: the problem
had been to add 5 integer numbers (see Figure 2),

Fig. 2 Ways of adding in columns

The learner used a column method (right hand column method in Figure 2), two of
which had already been contributed. The teacher was about to say this was not
different, when she noticed the learner was writing down the numbers in descending
order of value. This small detail was of great importance to her and made the
difference between being able to successfully complete the calculation, and not being
able to. We do not know if this is something she had been taught to do, or had worked
out herself as a support to doing the calculation, but it highlighted the importance of
asking learners to set out their own calculations when working together, and to ask
them to explain what they are doing and why. It also highlights the problem with
written questions found on work sheets and tests which assume a single written
method, as an example by setting out a calculation for the learner.
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Again the discussion was lively, participants enjoyed contributing their own methods
and appreciated having them all valued and explained. There were contributions that
reflected the way participants' children were being taught and were using themselves,
a topic that was returned to in other sessions during the course.
The teachers’ reflection on the session included
Successful session but didn't do all I'd planned! - elicited addition methods –
good variety of contributions – C was using the more 'modern' efficient methods
which she says she has developed for herself (e.g. Adding tens first...), D would
then repeat what C had done in a more formal way – probably learnt from her
children at school..

Conclusion
Two activities have been described that were used with a diverse group of women
attending a family numeracy course, early on in the course, with the aims of using the
participants' own knowledge of mathematics in order to enable the women to share
different ideas and approaches to calculating and the structure of spoken/written
numbers in their own language, to allow the women to feel that their own knowledge
is valued and can contribute to maths learning, to promote self confidence especially
when supporting their children’s' maths learning and for the teacher to learn more
about individuals' knowledge, maths skills, styles of working and thinking about
mathematics.
Many writers have explored the benefits of this approach, and we believe it is
particularly important in the context of a family learning course, where the
participants are taking part as much to develop their ability to support their children’s’
maths learning and education as to develop their own knowledge and skills in
mathematics. In order to develop the former it is useful, and probably necessary, to
experience and learn about different approaches to working with numbers. The
activities also model valuing children’s' own knowledge, practice and background in
mathematics.
The activities were enjoyed by the participants, and we believe did meet their
objectives. In particular they were a more effective method of initial or diagnostic
assessment than the written one prescribed for the course (British Standards Agency
2002). The following comments were made on the course evaluation forms, referring
specifically to these activities:
'Liked different ways to add up' – 'learned too much ways for maths' (Turkish
participant);
'I learned something new and many different ways of doing maths' (Albanian
participant);
'I like session when we do it in different ways. For example multiplying, adding',
'I learned some language of the maths that I never heard before, and different
ways that we doing it' (Albanian participant);

and several women commented that the course was helping them work with their
children.
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The teachers were able to learn about participants' background and previous maths
education, their way of seeing numbers and some of their maths thinking and
preferred styles of working. In particular the way in which the Turkish woman
thought creatively, used methods which saw relationships between numbers and
reflected some current primary school practices.
The whole group had the opportunity to consider how the language for numbers is
constructed in different languages, with clues as to the underlying structure of the
numbers used in those cultures.
From the participants' point of view they felt more self confident and valued (realising
they had their own knowledge to contribute) and were willing to share their methods
with others. Participants were able to see there are many valid ways of calculating that
their own methods were valid.
Both activities engendered a lot of discussion about number structures, exploring
some of the methods and language used in schools and using language to describe
maths processes.
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Appendix 1
Scanned images of numbers written in different languages, produced by the group of
family numeracy learners.
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Appendix 2
This appendix contains the results of the Addition activity, re-typed from the original
learners' contributions made on flip chart sheets.
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This study investigates common issues faced by consumers in Slovakia
after the currency change from the Slovak crown to the Euro. Thus our
first research question is: How do Slovak citizens cope with the numerical
demands of conversion? Which conversion method do they use and how
do they develop their price intuition in the new currency? Our approach
towards numerate thinking emphasises peoples’ attitudes and emotions as
part of the ‘charge’ of an activity (Evans, 2000). In this situation, national
currencies have symbolic and emotional meaning and may influence
people’s attitudes towards the Euro. Thus, the second research question
is: What are citizens’ attitudes and emotions towards the Euro? The pilot
study for this research (n=86) was carried out in April 2008, and a main
study at the end of the dual circulation period in January 2009 (n=102).
Data were collected in two regions, Trenčín and Bratislava, using face to
face interviews. A sample was selected to reflect the characteristics of the
Slovak population such as sex, age, education and income level. Results
from the surveys related to the Research Questions are presented and
discussed. One of the aims of this study was to bring together two
previously disparate approaches1 – namely, ‘Adult Numeracy’ and
‘Numerical Cognition’ (Gärling, T. & Thørgersen, 2007).

Introduction
Many financial decisions are based on our intuition, acquired and developed over a
long period of time. However, when the currency changes and we can no longer rely
on our price intuition, our ability to plan, negotiate and make decisions in daily
financial transactions is affected. People have to re-learn the new value of the
currency, acquire price intuition or price knowledge as well as methods of price
estimation, and to properly understand evaluation of price differences.
On 1st January 2009, the Slovak Republic replaced the existing national currency
(Slovak crown) with the Euro and became officially the 16th Eurozone country.
The government approved a single-step transition to the Euro, called the “Big Bang”
scenario, where cash and non-cash transactions were introduced simultaneously. This
approach was considered more acceptable, now that Euro bank notes and coins were
already in circulation and Slovak citizens had previously had an opportunity to see or

1

This study is done under the aegis of a European network for research into Adult Numeracy and
‘Numerical Cognition’, organised under the leadership of Jeff Evans and including ALM members.
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perhaps use the Euro in other Eurozone countries. With respect to educating the
public however, this approach offers fewer learning opportunities for the public to
adapt to the Euro.
From a historical point of view the Slovak crown was not in circulation for a long
time. The short lived Slovak crown (SKK) was established in 1993; previously
Slovakia had shared the same currency with Czechoslovakia (Czechoslovak crown
CSK). When the CSK was replaced by the SKK, it was only the design that changed,
not the nominal value, although the political and economic changes since 1989 (the
end of communism) were followed by both economic and social crises. The currency
had fallen in value due to inflation2 followed by enormous price increases and a deep
decrease in real wages. However, prior to the introduction of the Euro, the Slovak
economy was the fastest-growing economy in the EU and the Slovak crown increased
by as much as 14% against the Euro. The important dates of Slovak history are briefly
summarised in the Appendix (see table A1).
The changeover had a great impact on the economy and the everyday life of citizens.
Some of the main issues and problems citizens had to deal with were: (a) to adapt
their intuitive value system (Hofmann et al., 2007) so that they can make decisions
and judgements, for example, to check whether a product is expensive; (b) the
influence of the nominal values on peoples’ evaluation of prices, something called the
‘Euro Illusion’ (Ranyard et al. 2005, Gamble et al. 2002); and (c) attitudes towards
the Euro and how citizens’ attitudes are influenced by the symbolic meaning of their
national currencies, European identity, their beliefs, concerns and expectations. These
ideas are discussed in more detail below.

Conceptual Framework
There are several approaches to study a problem like that of a conversion of prices
into Euro, such as ‘Numerical Cognition’ (NC) and ‘Adult Numeracy’ (AN) as we
call them. Our aim is to investigate the extent to which we can bring them together.
The key differences in these two approaches are: ‘NC’ researchers tend to be
psychologists using experiments and quasi-experiments to explain issues such as the
development of price intuition in the new currency and the ‘Euro Illusion’. Adult
Numeracy researchers, including ALM members, are mainly educators using survey
and qualitative methods focusing on peoples’ ability to do useful calculations and
make appropriate decisions. It seems appropriate in this context to say a little about
the ‘NC’ approach with the ‘AN’ only briefly discussed.
The ‘Numerical Cognition’ (Marques 1999) literature provides a conceptual
framework to study and to understand how consumers learn the value of the Euro and
how they develop the price intuition system. It is probably the most important aspect
of the Euro changeover, because without understanding of the new currency the
changeover process is not successfully completed. Previous findings show that the
learning process is not straightforward and people do need to do conversion (Marques
& Dehaene 2004; Lemaire 2007; Hofmann et al. 2007) to be able to understand the
prices in the new currency. According to Marques (1999) the problems consumers
2

According to the Statistical office of the Slovak Republic the total inflation rate in the period 19901998 reached 226%; in housing services for the period 1991-1999 the inflation increased by 382%.
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face are evaluating if something is cheap or expensive and comparing prices of
different brands of the same product. These changes affect citizens' ability to manage
their finances.
According to Hofmann et al. (2007) there are four strategies people use to learn the
value of a currency so they are able to accomplish everyday tasks and financial
transactions: (a) ‘Conversion Strategy’; (b) ‘Intuition Strategy’; (c) ‘Anchor Strategy’;
and (d) ‘Marker Value Strategy’ (see description for Austria’s transition to the Euro in
Table 1).
Table 1 Strategies by Hofmann et al. (2007)
Strategy

Description

Conversion Strategy

Converting all the Euro prices into the old currency. The
calculation can be exact or rule of thumb. (See conversion
strategies identified by Lemaire et al.(2001).

Intuition Strategy

No conversion or comparison of the Euro to the old
currency. People rely on preliminary intuition and buy what
they need.

Anchor Strategy

Anchor strategy involves learning prices of some regularly
bought products for price evaluation. For other products the
remembered prices are used as an anchor.

Marker Value Strategy

Specific values are learned for example how much 5€, 10€,
20€ is worth in Austrian Schillings.

Indicators of these strategies can be used to evaluate the learning process, since the
‘Intuition Strategy’, ‘Anchor Strategy’ and ‘Marker Value Strategy’ can positively
contribute to the development of price intuition in Euro. The choice of a strategy is
also related to the attitudes toward the Euro; therefore people with positive attitudes
towards the Euro are more likely to use the ‘Intuitive’ or ‘Anchor’ strategies
(Hofmann et al. 2007).
Previous research shows that people spend significant time converting (calculating) to
work out how much things cost in the old currency (Marques & Dehane 2004). The
Slovak conversion rate is €1=30.126, this will be most probably rounded to 30 and
used for conversions. This conversion may look simple but previous research shows
that at the beginning people use multiple conversion strategies and vulnerable
populations such as older adults are prone to use idiosyncratic strategies which may
be less efficient (Lemaire 2007). Another research study shows that in Italy people
sometimes used the wrong conversion strategy (Strazzari et al. 2005). For example
when converting from lira to Euro (1EUR= 1,936.27Lira), some people divided by
2000 and then subtracted a little instead of adding a little.
The transition to the Euro meant that the Slovak national currency was replaced by a
currency where a single unit is worth more than the original unit i.e. 1€ is worth 30
times more than the SKK. Consumers could be subject to what economists call the
‘Money Illusion’ a tendency to think in ‘nominal’ rather than the ‘real’ value of
money (Diamond & Tversky, 1997). For the purpose of this study we adopted the
term ‘Euro Illusion’ coined by Gamble et al. (2002).
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The “Euro Illusion” is caused by the difference between the nominal value of the two
different currencies (for example the Euro and the Slovak crown), for any given price.
For example a bill for 5€ may possibly appear lower than a bill for 150.60SKK
although the ‘real value’ is the same. On the other hand a salary of 8,398€ will
possibly appear much lower than a salary of 253,000 SKK. 3 Dealing with a currency
which has a higher/lower value requires an understanding of the ‘nominal value’ of
money.
Researchers have adopted various techniques to study the ‘Euro Illusion’ such as
interviews and experiments. Gamble et al. (2002) investigated the effect of the ‘Euro
Illusion’ on salaries, some of the factors found to account for the extent of the ‘Euro
Illusion’ experienced by subjects are: familiarity with the conversion technique,
complexity of the conversion strategy and attitude towards the currency (Gamble,
2007).
Moreover, attitudes influence citizens’ economic behaviour. According to Meir-Pesti
& Kirchler (2003) positive attitudes towards the currency can encourage savings and
investments in home countries, while on the other hand negative attitudes decrease
citizens’ trust in the economy and people start to invest abroad. Muller-Peters et al.
(2001) found that people’s attitudes depend on whether citizens expect the
introduction to have positive or negative consequences, either personally or for their
country.
Some of the domains identified by Muller-Peters et al. (1998) to measure peoples’
attitudes towards the Euro changeover include:
Involvement and knowledge concerning the Euro
National identity, national pride and European identity
Financial behaviour
The earlier experiences of transition from the national currencies to the Euro led
citizens to believe that prices will increase in Slovak Republic. In order to try to meet
citizen’s legitimate concerns in this respect, the Ministry of Economy agreed on
regular price monitoring for two years and businesses were encouraged to sign up to a
voluntary code of good practice ( a pledge not to increase prices and a part of the Euro
changeover).

Research Questions
This study investigates common issues consumers in Slovakia were facing after the
currency change from the Slovak crown (SKK) to the Euro (EUR). The conversion
process requires most consumers to do simple calculations, therefore our first research
question is:

3

According to the Eurostat, the average gross annual earnings in the Slovak Republic for the year 2007
in industries and services.
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RQ1: How are Slovak citizens4 coping with the numerical demands of conversion?
Which conversion method are they using and how do they develop their price
intuition in the new currency?
Also we want to investigate ‘Euro Illusion’ aspect in relation to the introduction to the
Euro therefore, the second research question is:
RQ2: To what extent are the Slovak citizens influenced by the nominal representation
of prices rather than the ‘real’ value?
Our approach towards numerate thinking emphasises peoples’ attitudes and emotions
(Evans, 2000). In this situation, national currencies have symbolic and emotional
meanings and may influence people’s attitudes towards the Euro. Thus, the third
research question is;
RQ3: What are citizens’ attitudes and emotions towards the Euro?

Need for this research
There has been a fair amount of research undertaken in this area, although most of it
appears to focus on the first wave of entrants to the Eurozone in 2002. Exceptions to
this include the Eurobarometer surveys, conducted on a regular basis in each EU
member state. Current literature about the transition to the Euro (Eurozone entries
2002) provides good source of relevant information for all the recent and potential
entrants, but more research is needed in all Eurozone countries to better reflect the
current situation and possibly identify new areas of study. One key difference
between the earlier entrants and the new entrants is that now, Euro coins and notes are
already in circulation in other countries. According to the Eurobarometer survey
(2008) prior to the changeover 82% of Slovak respondents had seen Euro coins and
notes and 50% had used Euro coins and notes, something the first Eurozone entrants
could not do.
Prior to the Euro changeover the first-wave entries had much stronger and more stable
economies in comparison to the Slovak Republic. The Slovak Republic still has a lot
of economic ‘catching up’ to do in comparison to other EU countries, for example
high unemployment and low wages are still a concern. The Slovak case is especially
interesting because Slovakia is (a) the first Visegrad Four5 country and (b) the second
post-communist country after Slovenia (converted 2007) to adopt the Euro.
Furthermore, Slovakia is the only country to join the Eurozone during the economic
slowdown.
This study can provide good source of relevant information for the neighbouring
countries, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland (the other Visegrad 4 countries).
Visegrad aims to integrate Central Europe with the West (European Union).
4

In the discussion of this paper at the ALM-16 conference, a participant asked why we use the word
‘citizen’ rather than ‘consumer’. We wish by this to indicate our interest in the whole range of demands
made on adults by the Euro changeover process, as well as the challenges to the country’s political and
economic system.
5
Visegrád Four or V4, is an alliance of four Central European states – the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland and Slovakia – the purposes of co-operation are to obtain easier access to other European
markets and to further European integration.
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Historically, they have had similar political regimes and now cooperate closely to rebuild their economies.

Methodology
This paper reports on a pilot study carried out just before Euro changeover in April
2008 (n= 86) and my phase 1 study conducted at the end of the dual circulation period
in January 2009 (n=102). Data were collected in two regions, Trenčín and Bratislava,
using face-to-face street interviews which lasted on average 20 minutes. During the
selection process the aim was to select a sample that reflects the characteristics of the
Slovak population such as sex, age, education and income level. Using this
information allowed us to analyse the cross-sectional distribution of different
demographic characteristics. First we identified the categories such as age and gender
and the proportions to which they are represented in the population, as this allowed us
to collect the required number of responses for each group, using a ‘quota sample’.
Through examination of existing literature such as the Eurobarometer survey and
studies by Ranyard (2007), Muller-Peters et al. (1998) and Hofmann et al. (2007), we
identified concepts to measure peoples’ attitudes towards the transition such as
National identity, European identity, expectations, concerns, benefits and fears
concerning the changeover. The questionnaire was designed in English and translated
to Slovak. Prior to data collection it was pre-tested in the Slovak Republic.

Results January 2009
RQ1: How are Slovak citizens coping with the numerical demands of conversion?
Which conversion method are they using and how do they develop their price
intuition in the new currency?
In January 2009 for the ‘Euro to Slovak crown’ conversion, we asked respondents
whether they knew the approximate value of 5EUR in Slovak crowns and 75%
answered 150SKK, 4% answered 151SKK and one respondent was able to give us the
exact value 150.63SKK. 18% of respondents did not answer the question which could
be due to various factors: either they did not know, could not at that moment recall the
answer or perhaps were afraid of giving the wrong answer (see table 2).
To replicate Lemaire’s (2007) study of ‘strategies’ (what we call ‘tactics’) we
observed that people mostly multiplied by 30 and some respondents multiplied by 30
and added a little bit to be more precise. As Lemaire (2007) pointed out people use
various conversion techniques. Furthermore we observed that some citizens recalled
the value from memory. This could be the indication of the ‘Marker Value strategy’
as identified by Hofmann et al. (2007).
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Table 2 How much is 5 Euro in Slovak crowns?
Number of Percentage
Respondents Respondents
Valid

150.00

76

74.5

150.63

1

1.0

151.00

4

3.9

153.00

1

1.0

155.00

1

1.0

160.00

1

1.0

Total valid

84

82.4

Missing

18

17.6

Total

102

100.0

of

For the ‘Slovak crown to Euro’ conversion, we asked respondents whether they knew
the approximate value of 100SKK in Euros and over half answered 3EUR or
3.30EUR and 11% of respondents gave us the exact value 3.32EUR which perhaps
suggest the presence of the ‘Marker Value strategy’. Respondents’ answers varied
between 3EUR to 33EUR with significantly more inaccurate answers than for the
‘Euro to Slovak crown’ conversion (see table 3).
Table 3 How much is 100Skk in Euro?
Number of Percentage
Respondents Respondents
Valid

3.00

16

15.7

3.10

2

2.0

3.12

1

1.0

3.20

1

1.0

3.29

1

1.0

3.30

41

40.2

3.31

1

1.0

3.32

11

10.8

3.33

6

5.9

3.40

1

1.0

3.50- 4.20

6

6.0

9.00-33.00

5

5.0

Total valid

92

90.2

Missing

10

9.8

Total

102

100.0
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In general, respondents found the ‘Slovak crown to Euro’ conversion slightly more
difficult as they had to (a) divide by 30 and (b) larger numbers were involved (100/30
in comparison to 5x30). Mental arithmetic is generally considered more difficult with
larger numbers (e.g. Lemaire et al., 2001).
Translating from Lemaire’s (2007) study undertaken in France we observed that
people mostly used two tactics for the conversion: (a) dividing by 30 and (b)
calculating how many times 30 goes into 100. On the other hand, we observed that
some people recalled the value from memory suggesting the use of the ‘Marker Value
strategy’.
We asked respondents how often they convert the ‘Slovak crown to Euro’ and the
‘Euro to Slovak crown’ when undertaking regular shopping (products which they buy
frequently: bread, milk, tissues and so on). The results showed that 51% of
respondents answered ‘always’ and 25% ‘often’ (n=102). However 4% of respondents
claimed that they do not convert at all. This could indicate the presence of the
‘Intuition strategy’, no comparison made between the new and old currency.
We also asked respondents how often they convert the ‘Slovak crown to Euro’ and the
‘Euro to Slovak crown’ when making a special purchase (products which they do not
buy regularly, for example a TV, a DVD, a car or a house). The results showed that
81% of respondents who made such purchases (n=82) answered ‘always’ and 10%
‘often’. However 3% of respondents claimed that they do not convert at all, perhaps
indicating the presence of the ‘Intuition strategy’.
The reason we distinguished between regular purchases and special purchases is that
we assume that with regular purchases people will slowly learn and remember the
prices of regularly bought products. They will, maybe, start to use the ‘Anchor
strategy’. In other words, use the remembered prices for price comparison to other
similar products. We can already see the difference; people making regular purchases
tend to compare the new currency to the old, and vice versa, less often.
RQ2 is: To what extent are Slovak citizens influenced by the nominal representation
of prices rather than the ‘real’ value?
To examine what evidence exists of the ‘Euro Illusion’ we asked people whether they
spend less or more in Euros then they would have if they had been using the Slovak
crown. 10% of citizens believe they spend less, 72% the same, and 18% believe they
spend most often/always more than they would have if they had been using the Slovak
crown (see table 4).
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Table 4 Spend less/more Euro money then you would have if you had been using Slovak
crown?
Number
of Valid Percent
respondents
Valid

Most often less

10

10.1

The same

71

71.7

Most often more

16

16.2

Always more

2

2.0

Total valid

99

100.0

Missing

3

Total

102

To examine what evidence exists of the ‘Euro Illusion’ we asked people whether they
withdraw less or more money out of the bank in Euros than they would have if they
had been using Slovak crowns. 17% of citizens believe they withdraw less money and
19% believe they withdraw more money than they would have if they had been using
Slovak crowns. A large number of people 32% had not withdrawn Euro at the time
(January 2009, two weeks after the changeover).
In both cases the results about the existence of the ‘Euro Illusion’ are inconclusive;
the data were collected in the early days of the switchover, therefore citizens did not
have enough time to grasp the consequences of the currency change. We observed
that when people actually had to use the new currency, they were very conscious of
how much money they had, how much they were spending, and whether they would
overspend or whether they might be cheated.
RQ3: What are citizens’ attitudes and emotions towards the Euro?
Examining citizen’s attitudes during the transition to the Euro, the January 2009 result
shows that 25% of citizens agree that by adopting the Euro , the Slovak Republic will
lose a great deal of its identity, slightly more than the number of people who agreed
with this statement in the April 2008 pilot (21%). The data were collected during the
very short dual circulation and citizens were spending the remaining Slovak crowns
and perhaps feeling nostalgic seeing the crown to come to an end.
This apparently low percentage can be explained by the short lifespan of the Slovak
crown, Slovak citizens were not emotionally attached. These results are very different
to what we would expect here in the UK, where the pound is a symbol of national
identity. Here the currency reflects national pride and is seen as a strong and stable
currency.
We asked respondents: how happy or unhappy are they, personally, that the Euro had
become their currency? 45% of citizens answered in January 2009 that they were
‘happy’ that the Euro had become their currency. The Eurobarometer survey
September (2008) shows that in Slovakia (prior to the changeover) 57% of citizens
were happy that the Euro would replace the national currency, as compared with 72%
in Slovenia, 57% in Malta and 43% in Cyprus (prior to their changeover). Thus, the
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results show that in comparison with the 4 most recent countries to adopt the Euro
currency Slovak citizens were less optimistic than citizens in Slovenia and in Malta
but more optimistic that citizens in Cyprus. This of course assumes that our sample
was reasonably representative, which we tried to assure by the sample design
discussed above.

Discussion and conclusion
When a country changes its national currency to a new currency, citizens experience a
temporary loss of price intuition. From previous research we know, that in the
beginning citizens convert (calculate) to judge the price of a product in the new
currency, or just to make a simple financial decision.
It is essential for the successful transition to fully understand the Euro currency and to
support people to restore their temporarily lost price intuition. Probably the most
reliable indicator of the adaptation process is the use of strategies when evaluating
prices. Our results show that Slovak citizens routinely use the ‘Conversion strategy’
to make sense of the new currency, as has been found in previous research (Ranyard
2007, Hofmann et.al. 2007, Marques & Dehane 2004). Using mental calculation to
compare prices is time consuming, liable to lead to mistakes and does not lead to
learning. It is important that people start to use strategies which lead to learning such
as the ‘Anchor strategy’, which requires using the remembered Euro prices of
regularly bought products when making decisions, or the ‘Intuition Strategy’,
meaning they do not compare the old and new currency. So far our result show that
only a very small percentage of people (4%) claimed that they do not convert when
doing regular shopping and just 3% when making special purchases. We expect this
percentage to increase over time as people become more familiar with the new
currency.
As the results of previous research show we can expect some degree of ‘Euro Illusion’
in the Slovak Republic. Although at this stage of the research our results were not
conclusive, the next stage of data collection should allow us to provide more
conclusive data. Things have settled now and the excitement about the new currency
is not as strong as in January. The Euro is a reality now and people have to use it in
everyday life and make important decisions.
It seems that people’s attitudes before and shortly after the changeover are very
positive although the changeover process is far from complete. This study will
continue to monitor people’s attitudes as they change. The focus of people’s attitudes
after the changeover is more on the economic and practical aspects rather than the
symbolic meanings of the currency (Ranyard et al.2005) and people are expecting the
Euro to result in economic growth and higher standard of living as in Ireland. Until
now Slovakia enjoyed a rapid growth and had the fastest growing economy in the EU,
but the growth has slowed down due to the low global demand that is affecting the
whole of Europe. The Slovak economy relies too much on European export and due
to the economic crisis the car manufacturers have to cut down on production and other
businesses had to limit their activities, the housing market is at a standstill and the
unemployment level is increasing fast from 9.7% in January 2009 to 11.1% in May
2009 (Eurostat 2009).
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We hope that this study provides an interesting case study in the demands made on
adults’ numeracy during the process of currency conversion. We also hope that it will
provide opportunities for collaborating in future research focused on the conversion to
the Euro in a number of European countries. If you are interested in more information
on this, please contact either of us.
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Appendix
Table A1 Important dates for the Slovak Republic and for the research fieldwork
Year

Slovak History

Fieldwork

November 1989

Velvet Revolution in Czechoslovakia (fall
of communist regime)

January 1993

Slovakia became an independent state

February 1993

Establishment of Slovak crown

May 2004

Slovakia became
European Union

November 2005

Slovak crown included in the Exchange
Rate Mechanism II (ERM II)

a

member

of

the

April 2008

Pilot
Study
collection

Data

August 2008

Start of ‘Dual Pricing Display’

January 2009

Slovakia adopted the single European 1st Phase Data Collection
currency Euro.
Start of ‘Dual Circulation’

January 16th 2009

End of ‘Dual Circulation’
2nd Phase Data Collection

August 2009
December 2009

End of compulsory ‘Dual Pricing Display’
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“We all play teacher”: naturally-occurring student
discourse as data in adult numeracy classrooms
Helen Oughton
University of Bolton, UK
h.oughton@bolton.ac.uk
This paper presents findings from a study of student-student discourse in
adult numeracy classrooms in England. The study takes advantage of the
increased use of discursive groupwork in such classrooms, and students
are audio-recorded as they work collaboratively on mathematical
activities with little intervention from the teacher. The paper aims to
illustrate the potential of the methodology to afford privileged insights
into students’ experiences of learning which would not be apparent
through teacher-led interaction. Themes emerging from analysis of the
recordings include: the classroom as a cohesive community of practice;
the linguistic devices the students use to express uncertainty and to
negotiate meaning; and the students’ perceptions of their own agency
within wider educational structures. In particular, the findings challenge
commonly-held assumptions about relevance and context in adult
numeracy learning.
This methodology also provides pedagogical
insights: for example, the recordings capture “gestalt” moments and
students’ informal calculation methods.

Introduction
The facts of greatest value for the study of education are those constituted in
classroom interaction, and … most readily displayed in classroom talk. (Edwards
and Westgate 1994:55)

Language, whether spoken or written, is the medium through which most educational
activity is accomplished. Collaborative groupwork, in which small groups of learners
work together to solve mathematical problems with little intervention from the
teacher, is currently promoted in England as good practice. This study takes advantage
of this recent increase in the use of collaborative groupwork, and the discourse it
generates, as an opportunity to find out more about adults’ experiences of learning
numeracy.
In this paper I report on findings from the recording and analysis adult numeracy
students’ naturally-occurring discussions as they worked collaboratively on such
mathematical activities. The analysis generally took a social rather than cognitive
perspective, focussing on the students’ relationships with each other, with
mathematical learning, and with wider social structures imposed by the curriculum
and accreditation. A number of themes emerged, which are reported in full elsewhere
(Oughton 2009; 2010; Oughton forthcoming). Rather than focus on a single theme in
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depth, I aim in this paper to illustrate the potential of this research method to reveal
privileged insights into students’ experiences of learning, by giving a broad overview
of the main themes emerging. These include: the adult classroom as a community of
practice; the ways in which expressions of uncertainty were used by the students to
create a supportive and successful learning environment; the relevance of classroom
mathematics to the students’ out-of-classroom numeracy practices; and the scope for
similar research methods to be used by practitioners in their professional
development.
The title of this paper comes from a comment made by a participating student, and for
me sums up the way the students supported each other and shared strategies and
experiences as they worked together on mathematical problems.
Ruth So what goes into five hundred – five hundred four times?
Dawn So it’ll be a hundred – a hundred
Ruth Always go back to this four
Dawn Yeah
Ruth So what goes into five hundred four times?
Dawn A hundred and fifty?
Ruth No
Dawn Well it’s not a hundred
Hundred and twenty five.
We all play teacher, don’t we?

Background: Skills for Life and alternatives to the deficit model
Adult numeracy provision in England is currently driven by the Skills for Life agenda
(DfES 2001; DIUS 2009) and the new impetus given to it by the recent World Class
Skills and Campaign for Numeracy strategies (DIUS 2007; 2008). While these
policies have raised the profile of, and funding for, adult literacy and numeracy
provision, they have been critiqued for their emphasis on economic effectiveness and
workforce development, and for the deficit view presented of adult learners (Papen
2005; Oughton 2007). In particular, the strategy compares the literacy and numeracy
skills of over seven million adults to “those we would expect of an 11-year old”
(DfES 2001:2). An aim of the study reported in this paper was to question this deficit
view by allowing the voices of adult learners to be heard. An influential concept has
been Moll et al’s (1992) notion of “funds of knowledge”; learners’ repertoires of
informal practices and know-how which may not be evidenced by formal
qualifications but have the potential to be valued and drawn on in the classroom.
Baker (2005:16) has developed Moll et al’s idea specifically for adult numeracy
learners, and suggests that funds of knowledge to be drawn on in the classroom might
include:
•

knowledge, experiences, histories, identities and images of themselves;
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•

attitudes, dispositions, desires, values, beliefs, and social and cultural
relations;

•

relationships with learning, teachers and mathematics itself; and

•

numeracy practices beyond the classroom

A further influence on my analysis has been the concept of numeracy as social
practice, in which numeracy is seen to be practised differently in different domains,
only one of which is the formal mathematics of the classroom (Street 1984; Barton
and Hamilton 1998; Baker 1998; Street, Baker and Tomlin 2005). Thus a further aim
of this study was to look for ways in which classroom learning can be made more
relevant to everyday numeracy practices.

Methodological background: collaborative groupwork and classroom
discourse as data
Collaborative groupwork is strongly promoted by official discourses in England and
is rapidly gaining acceptance in adult numeracy classrooms, its proponents
welcoming the opportunity to break with the tradition of teacher-led activity (Swan
2006, Swain and Swan 2007). Such approaches have been legitimised as “good
practice” by the education standards authority in England, Ofsted, whose evaluation
of mathematics provision for 14-19 year olds found that significant factors in high
achievement included:
teaching that focuses on developing students’ understanding of mathematical
concepts and enhances their critical thinking and reasoning, together with a spirit
of collaborative enquiry that promotes mathematical discussion and debate.
(Ofsted 2006:5)

In my research I draw on an emerging set of methodologies and epistemologies
known as linguistic ethnography, which involves the analysis of naturally-occurring
talk (and other interaction) in order to learn about the social settings and structures
within which that talk takes place, and the ways in which these structures shape, and
are shaped by, discourse (Rampton et al 2004). Traditionally, recording and analysis
of classroom talk have tended to focus on teacher-led discourse, but recordings of
discourse generated by groupwork provide insights which would not be available by
observing teacher-led interaction. This approach also helps overcome one of the
difficulties in researching the numeracy practices of adults; the invisibility of many
informal practices, such as calculating in one’s head (Tomlin 2002, Coben 2006). In
explaining their methods together through exploratory talk (Mercer 2004; Barnes
2008), the students “think aloud”, and many of their invisible practices are made
audible.
My aim was to obtain discourse which was as naturalistic as possible, so the primary
data collection method was unobtrusive audio-recording (with the students’ informed
consent), supported by field observation. Interviewing and focus groups were
occasionally used to clarify issues arising from initial analysis of the recordings, but
these were kept to a minimum to avoid making subsequent talk less natural.
Photographs were also taken of learning resources such as card activities.
Mobile phones were used as recording devices, placed on the classroom tables used
for collaborative groupwork. Since the students also tend to place their own mobile
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phones on table-tops during classes, they have become “part of the furniture” in these
classrooms and participants tended to ignore them. Labov (1972) also suggests that
speakers’ discourse tends to become more natural when they are intensely engaged in
the subject under discussion, as the students were in their mathematical problemsolving. Students seemed quickly to forget that they were being recorded, and the data
appears to be as naturalistic as can reasonably be expected.

The classrooms, the teacher and the students
My fieldwork was carried out during weekly, two-hour numeracy classes in two adult
community education centres in the north of England. The participating teacher had
strong subject knowledge, including a first degree in mathematics, and a commitment
to a variety of participatory approaches to teaching and learning. I worked with her to
select those of her classes in which the students had responded well to collaborative
groupwork. The students in the classes were predominantly women, white-British1
and aged between 20 and 50 years old. Although classes were also open to men, the
predominance of women was not unusual at the centres, where many of the students
were women “returners”, hoping to gain qualifications in order to return to work or
further study as their children grow older. The ethnic homogeneity of the groups was
representative of the semi-rural towns in which the adult education centres were
based. All names used in this paper are pseudonyms, and ethical approval for the
research was obtained from the University of Sheffield, UK. Fieldwork took place
over nine sessions, and around eleven hours of usable audio data were recorded.
The classes were funded by the Learning and Skills Council (LSC), and thus students
were required to work towards a recognised numeracy qualification (typically the
National Certificate in Adult Numeracy). Enrolment for the classes was flexible,
allowing students to join at any time, and opportunities to sit tests for qualifications
were offered throughout the year.
The classes were small (fewer than twelve students per class) and the students usually
worked in groups of between two and five, on a variety of mathematical activities
which included card matching and card sorting activities, practice examination papers,
and traditional worksheets. It was rare for a student to work alone, although students
with disabilities and learning support needs generally worked with learning support
assistants rather than their fellow students.
Most of the students generally expressed their motivation for attending classes in
terms of gatekeeper qualifications to careers or further study, or a wish to help their
children with school work. Very few spoke of wanting to improve numeracy skills for
use in everyday life. However, a dominant feature of the recordings made in these
classrooms was laughter, and the students clearly found attendance rewarding. I
would therefore suggest that a major additional motivation was also social and
intellectual enjoyment.

The adult numeracy classroom as a community of practice
The idea of learning as a process of legitimate peripheral participation in a community
of practice provides a useful alternative to traditional notions of teaching as the

1

Standard UK Categories
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transmission of acquired knowledge (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1999; Sfard
1998, Barton and Tusting 2005). Within this model, mathematical learning is often
seen as a process of enculturation into the community and discourses of academic
mathematics. However, for the participants in my study, the process seemed more to
be one of enculturation into the community and discourses of the adult numeracy
classroom. This distinction may seem subtle, but it is an important one. Legitimate
participation in a community of mathematicians might be achieved and manifested
through a display of competence in formal mathematical discourse, but membership
of the classroom community involved access to, and fluency in, a repertoire of
discourses, practices and shared cultural meanings which revolved more around
administration procedures, accreditation procedures, and the management and
structure of groupwork than they did around mathematics itself. Students negotiated
complex but clearly familiar practices such as completing individual learning plans,
entering for examinations and collecting their results with very little explicit direction
from the teacher.
Because of the flexible enrolment arrangements, the participating classes contained
some students who had been members of the class for only a few weeks, while others
had been studying for two years or more. It was thus possible to obtain a “snapshot”
of the students’ learning trajectories, from the newer students tentatively beginning to
contribute to groupwork via legitimate peripheral participation, while the “old-hands”
moved on as they completed their qualifications.
Nonetheless there were some students who did not participate in the community of
practice, including students with learning support needs and a deaf student. These
students did not attempt to participate in groupwork, and worked only with their
support workers and signers. It should be emphasised that such students were not
deliberately excluded from these activities; but it is nonetheless of concern that the
nature of such activities deterred them from joining. Linda, the deaf student,
complained that when she attempted to join in groupwork, the other students talked
too fast and did not understand her needs. “Everybody is blah, blah, bah,” she told me.
As well as not benefiting from learning activities regarded as “good practice”, such
students also seemed to miss out on the social networking opportunities offered by the
classes. The teacher was aware of these students’ difficulties, and was seeking ways to
include them more in group activities, but little guidance was available to her on how
best to do this.
This seems a significant cause for concern. Such students are excluded not only from
mathematical learning activities but also from the classroom as a community of
practice. Resources recommending such approaches to practitioners do not, to date,
discuss how students with additional needs might be integrated into the activities.
Further research is urgently needed to identify ways to ensure that all students are
given the opportunity to participate fully, including students with disabilities, and
students in multilingual communities.

Linguistic practices in the classroom: uncertainty and selfdeprecation
Uncertainty is often seen as problematic in adult numeracy learning. Students’ lack of
confidence is seen as a difficulty to be “overcome”, both in policy and scholarly
discourse, and confidence as something to be “sought” or “increased” through
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mathematical learning (Tobias 1978; DES/WO 1982; Gal 2000; LSC 2009; Coben et
al 2003; Lee 2006; DfES 2005a).
Expressions of uncertainty and doubt were highly prevalent in the recordings I
collected, varying from mild modalising expressions, or hedges (Lakoff 1973) such as
“…I think”, “…isn’t it?”, “Is that right?” and “Would that be…?” to stronger
expressions of self-deprecation such as “It was just a guess” (on being congratulated
on a correct answer). While this prevalence may at first seem to indicate a problematic
lack of confidence, a more careful analysis of the way such expressions were used in
collaborative groupwork began to reveal a more complex and less negative picture.
Firstly, such expressions did not always seem to indicate genuine doubt, but instead
were used to invite other students to contribute to the discussion, and even to project
the level of under-confidence required for social acceptance within the class. In the
following example, a group of students were trying to spot the multiples of three on a
100 number square, when one student, Ruth, realised that she was dominating the
activity. Note the tell-tale pause before Ruth belatedly added the expression “I think”.
Ruth Sixty-nine, seventy-eight
Dawn You’re good at these, aren’t you?
Ruth Eighty-seven.
So they’re the threes … I think

Secondly, other students’ response to uncertainty (genuine or otherwise) seemed to
play an important role in the social cohesion of the group, and to contribute to the
learning process. Expressions of uncertainty were acknowledged and accepted, and
were used to elicit encouragement and support from other students, and to invite other
students to evaluate their contributions. Morgan (2006) points out that the position of
evaluator is a powerful one, and I suggest that students’ willingness to express
uncertainty and invite evaluation serves to empower other students.
It also seemed to help the students to articulate any difficulties and formulate these
into questions for the teacher or fellow students to answer. Consider, for example, the
following extract in which Judith and Donna were struggling to convert between
metric units of measure. The full discussion is too long and fragmented to include
here, but they had been making apparently random guesses at method and answer,
before gradually identifying the nature of their difficulty.
Donna [reading question from worksheet] ‘Circle the longer distance in each
block’
Which is number threeJudith Three hundred and eighty
Donna Yeah, three hundred and eighty centimetres
(…) convert them, like that
Is that right? If you convert them in to the -
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Judith Centimetres in to millimetres
Centimetres is one hundred
Donna One hundred
Judith One hundred and nine millimetres. So that’s bigger, isn’t it?
Donna Um, is that one hundred and fifty – no one point five centimetres
So it’s that one
Is that right?
If that was –
That would be – that would be – seventy five millimetres
Judith (…) centimetres is much more
Donna Is that right?
Judith I think it’s right – but I’m not
Not overconfident on these
Donna It’s knowing which way to go round with them, isn’t it?
Judith Yes

The hesitations, false starts and pauses which occurred throughout this extract are
characteristic of exploratory talk, in which the speaker “thinks aloud”, and takes the
risk that others will hear and comment on their ideas (Barnes 2008; Mercer 1995;
Mercer and Sams 2006). Their discussion enabled Judith and Donna to recognise that
their difficulty lay in knowing whether to divide or multiply by 100, and so to ask the
teacher for advice. Note the confident and humorous way in which Judith was then
able to elicit the teacher’s help. The teacher suggested a useful strategy, which Judith
grasped quickly.
Judith I think we need your help, Elizabeth [the teacher]
[laughs]
I’m confusing myself
Which way round do you do it?
I’ve just really muddled myself up [laughs]
…
Teacher Yeah, if you think, if you’re measuring here
What does it say? Nought point If you’re measuring in metres, and you want to change to centimetres
Are you going to have more of them or are you going to have less of
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them?
Judith It’s – sorry? I’m going from metres to centimetres
So I’m going to have more, aren’t I?
Teacher Yes, so it’s going to get bigger

Such formulation and articulation of difficulties also allow the students to suggest
metacognitive strategies to each other. For example, when one student, Jackie,
expressed uncertainty about how to express a proportion of a whole as a fraction, her
friend Dawn made the suggestion “I draw pies,” (in order to visualise fractions) and
demonstrated her technique to illustrate the fraction 3/5.
In conclusion, although uncertainty and under-confidence are usually regarded as
problematic, the students in the study drew on a diverse repertoire of modalising
expressions to accomplish a range of functions: to engage in exploratory talk; to elicit
evaluation; to acknowledge their own uncertainty and accept that of others; to
formulate and articulate questions which could be answered by the teacher or by each
other; to invite others to contribute to the discussion; and to express support. Although
Mercer and Sams (2006) suggest that children need to be taught to use exploratory
talk, most of the adult students here seemed to be “ready-equipped” for it. I suggest
that the ability to acknowledge, express and accept uncertainty, whether that
uncertainty is genuine or is affected in order to participate in groupwork, should be
regarded as a resource rather than a problem.

Relevance of classroom mathematics to adult learners’ lives
As described above, one of the main aims of my research was to examine the “funds
of knowledge” which students might bring to the classroom, and the way in which
they related classroom learning to everyday numeracy practices. However, despite my
interest, my recordings only rarely included examples of students drawing on
numeracy practices from outside the classroom.
Students drew on funds of knowledge least often in traditional context-based word
problems. When solving such problems students ignored the artificial “context”
provided by the word problem, and merely extracted the numerical data to
manipulate. They tended not to question whether the context was realistic or relevant,
and rarely used the context to check that the answer they had calculated made sense. I
have referred to this absence of engagement with the context of traditional word
problems as a “willing suspension of disbelief” (Oughton 2009), and feel that it is of
particular concern because assessment materials at Level 1 and Level 2 in England
consist entirely of context-based word problems, and one has to question the validity
of such assessment materials if students ignore the contexts.
By contrast, some alternatives to word problems, such as card activities and group
discussions, seemed more successful in encouraging the students to draw on their out
of classroom numeracy practices. For example, in an activity which required students
to match objects to be measured to suitable units of measurement (Figs. 1 and 2), the
text on the cards uses the conditional mood to relate the activity directly to the
students’ own practices. In their accompanying discussion, students drew on their
experiences of food shopping, mixing concrete and filling cars with petrol (Oughton
2009).
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Fig. 1 Thinking Through Mathematics card matching activity in use (DfES 2007)

Fig. 2 Extract from Thinking Through Mathematics card matching activity (DfES 2007)

Such activities also allowed the students’ to critique the relevance of examples to their
lives, as in the following extract (note how Sally maintains the conditional mood used
on the card):
Judith: [reading from card] I would measure the weight of a mosquito in
Sally: I wouldn’t [laughter]

In another example, the group examined how the mean salary in a small company
might be distorted by outlying values such as the director’s salary. This example is
often used in adult numeracy classrooms, but here the teacher gave it extra immediacy
by randomly distributing a card to each student showing a salary which was to be
regarded as theirs. The cards showed salaries alone, ranging from £10,000 to
£100,000, and no details of job titles or roles were provided. Although not directed to
do so by the teacher, the students spontaneously seized on chance to role play,
demonstrating a level of humorous, critical knowingness about salary distribution
which belies comparisons with 11-year-olds.
Donna:

[receiving her card] Oh yeah. I’m the cleaner.
[laughter]

Teacher:

I’m going to calculate what a typical wage (…)
…
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So what have you got there? Donna?
Donna:
Sally:
Judith:

Ten thousand [pounds]
Twelve thousand
Miss Moneybags here
[laughter]

Abigail:
Donna:

[“posh” voice] I have one hundred thousand
The director. You’re the director

Their role-play later enabled them to make more sense of their eventual conclusion
about how the mean had been distorted.
Topics which were of intense interest to the students were body size and body image;
interests which conflict with the assumption by policy-makers that adult numeracy
education should primarily be relevant to employment (DfES 2001; DIUS 2007;
2008; 2009). A worksheet which invited students to suggest suitable units of length
for a waist measurement resulted in animated discussion:
Sally

Did you put your waist measure in?

Donna

I put twenty-four inches

Abigail

In your dreams [laughs]

Donna

[“prim” voice] Actually, I’m thinner than Posh*
The waist measurement of a boy, an eight-year-old boy

Judith
Abigail
Judith

Probably our leg measurement
Wouldn’t want to be like her anyway
[disparagingly] She’s going to be ill, she is
(…)

Abigail

She’s just stupid
I just don’t get why people would want to copy her and all that, that
people do

*”Posh” refers to Victoria Beckham, former member of the pop group the Spice Girls, and
married to international footballer David Beckham.

Donna’s use of a stylised “prim” voice and her ironic use of “actually” (line 4) serve
to distance her from her claim and make it clear to her listeners that she does not
believe it to be true. Judith and Abigail’s subsequent remarks demonstrate their
critical engagement with the politics of body image and the compulsion felt by some
women to be dangerously thin (Grogan 2008). I find social practice theory helpful in
illuminating such exchanges, in which we see how certain forms of numerical
understanding are intensely meaningful, or even emotive, to the students, without
being of direct “functional” use.
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Rarity of formal mathematical discourse
According Kieran et al (2001:5), learning mathematics might be seen as a process of
“becoming fluent in a discourse that would be recognized as mathematical by expert
interlocutors.” However, mathematical terminology did not seem to be a major focus
of the learning activity in the participating classrooms, even for those students who
were nearing completion of their studies. Rectangles were referred to as “boxes”,
multiplying as “timesing”; dividing as “goes into”.
Collaborative groupwork seems to sit at an interface between personal and formal
domains of discourse, and the tension which existed between the students informal
discourses, and the more formal mathematical discourses used in examination papers,
can be seen in the following example. The students were working together on a
question from a practice examination paper, in which they were asked to identify an
error on a graph. They quickly spotted the error, but struggled to identify which of the
four multiple choice answers corresponded to the error they spotted:

Fig. 3 Question from National Certificate in Adult Numeracy Level 2 Practice Test “L”
(LSIS/Tribal 2008)
Gemma The numbers are – wrong
Charlotte Yeah
Gemma They go up in twos, and then ones
Jackie Why, where you looking?
Gemma Look [pointing]
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Jackie Oh, right
Gemma When it goes to there, it goes up
Melissa [reading from multiple choice options] “The vertical scale is incorrect”

Why did the students make so little use of mathematical discourse? To some extent it
seemed to reflect the teacher’s commitment to making mathematics accessible, and
may even be seen as a Freirean determination by adult numeracy teachers not to
privilege academic discourses over those of their students. Another contributing factor
is the suspicion with which mathematical vocabulary seemed to be viewed by the
students. The students often seemed to see it as imposed on them by the writers of
learning and assessment materials (one student claimed that “They just want to
confuse you”), and seemed to choose to reject it.

Pedagogical Glimpses
The recording of students’ mathematical groupwork has the potential to provide
illuminating pedagogical insights. Although my research questions generally took a
social, rather than a cognitive perspective, it became clear to me how useful such
insights might be in teachers’ continuing professional development, particularly if
they were to record and reflect on discussions generated in their own classes. Here I
briefly outline some of the observations made in the participating classes; equally
useful observations might be made in other classes taught by other teachers.
Tomlin et al (2002) and Coben (2006) point out difficulties in studying informal
calculation strategies because these are most often carried out invisibly in one’s head.
However, when working collaboratively, students “think aloud”, making “invisible”
practices audible. Informal calculation strategies, such as counting on for addition,
and repeated addition for multiplication, predominated greatly over formal written
methods in the participating classrooms. For example, here Roz, Dan and Pete were
attempting to calculate areas of rectangles.
Roz Yeah, so it’s twenty sixes
So it’s (…)
Dan Yeah
Pete That’s one-forty isn’t it
Roz No, it’s a hundred isn’t it?
Pete Twenty, forty, sixty, eighty, a hundred – and twenty

Later in the same session, Pete and Roz were struggling to use repeated addition for a
more difficult multiplication. The teacher, circulating through the class, noticed their
difficulty and demonstrated a formal written method of long multiplication. The
recording reveals that Pete and Roz reverted to repeated addition as soon as the
teacher moved on to the next group.
Amongst principles currently regarded as effective practice are “multiple
representations of mathematical concepts”, and activities which involve categorising,
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sorting and matching these concepts (Swan and Wall 2005; Swain and Swan 2007).
Recordings of students’ discussions might be a particularly useful tool for teachers
developing their own activities and wishing to evaluate their effectiveness. For
example, the “Tarsia” puzzle in Fig. 3, developed by the participating teacher,
involves matching the perimeters and areas of regular two-dimensional shapes to a
description of their dimensions. When correctly matched, the puzzle will form the
complete triangle as shown. The recordings demonstrate how the students use this
knowledge, including the knowledge that the outer sides of the triangle are blank, to
scaffold their understanding of how to calculate area and perimeter.

Fig. 4 Area and Perimeter “Tarsia” puzzle developed by the participating teacher

The use of colours also seemed very helpful to students. The activity in Fig. 5
required them to match different representations of the same decimal fraction, with
numerical representations on pink cards, number lines on blue cards, and shaded
visual fractions on green cards. The students chose to use the colour names as
signifiers to reference abstract concepts, for which they perhaps lacked formal
vocabulary:

Fig. 5 Thinking Through Mathematics Fractions Cards in Use (DfES 2007)
Ruth All these are mixed up, I think.
Still not got a green
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We’ve not got a green for 0.4
I don’t know why, but we haven’t

There were a number of further ways in which teachers could use recordings of their
students as a reflective tool. For example, “Gestalt” moments were sometimes
rendered audible – usually with the expression “Oh!” Analysis of the explanation or
activity which led to such a moment of understanding might enable the teacher to
identify successful approaches to use in future. Teachers might also identify whether
students were over-relying on poorly understood algorithms rather than conceptual
understanding. Finally, they could assess how students work together in groups; for
example whether a student is dominating the group, or conversely, lacks the
confidence to make contributions.

Conclusions: potential of this method for research
and teacher development
In this brief overview I have aimed to show the potential of this research method for
revealing new insights into students’ social and cognitive experiences of learning
mathematics, both for researchers and for practitioners. The method of using mobile
phones (or other small, low-cost recording devices) was simple and unobtrusive, but
yielded large quantities of usable and very rich data, which could be analysed from a
number of research perspectives. A limitation is that audio-recording does not capture
all aspects of classroom interaction, and the role of gesture, sketches, diagrams and
symbols cannot fully be explored, but the affordances provided by video-recording
have to be balanced against the more intrusive and sensitive nature of videorecording, which might render the resulting data less naturalistic.
With continuing professional development now mandatory for post-compulsory
teachers in England (Institute for Learning 2009), I would suggest that this approach
could be adopted as a reflective and evaluative tool for practising teachers, provided
that issues of informed consent are addressed.
In my own study, a primary aim was to examine the funds of knowledge brought to
the classroom by the participating students and how these were drawn upon in
collaborative learning. While I was perhaps disappointed to find how rarely students
drew upon numeracy practices from outside the classroom, it was useful to examine
those activities which were effective in encouraging them to do so on those rare
occasions. As illustrated in this paper, this method can be used to explore whether
new approaches are more effective in drawing on students’ funds of knowledge and
developing their understanding in ways which are relevant to their lives outside the
classroom. It also provides a powerful means to disrupt deficit discourses by
demonstrating the social and linguistic resources, such as a willingness to express
uncertainty, which the students bring to their learning.
However, the area I consider to be most urgently in need of further research is the
exclusion of certain students from collaborative groupwork. Although this was not
one of my original research questions, ways need to be sought to include students
with disabilities and learning difficulties in all activities of the classroom.
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I conclude by expressing my gratitude to the participating teacher and students, who
generously welcomed me into their classrooms, and allowed me to record their
discussions and share their enjoyment of their learning.
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This paper focuses on bricklayers' professional knowledge and use of
mathematics. It gathers and describes episodes observed in bricklayers’
professional practices that illustrate how mathematical knowledge is
embedded in their professional activities. Independent of schooling,
bricklayers apply mathematics daily and implicitly. It is this practical
knowledge of mathematics that, after being uncovered, is most relevant to
the adult-learning mathematics contexts for us educators, as it not only
connects school content and curricula to labor-market necessities, but also
makes use of adult learning experiences to support new mathematical
learning.

Introduction
Nowadays, professional knowledge is considered a source of wisdom and inspiration
in designing curricular activities in adult education. From the viewpoint of
mathematics education, professional knowledge as well as cultural mathematics are
seen as important components of the pedagogy and didactics of the field. In addition,
mathematics education can really determine a student’s success in professional
careers and job opportunities.
The research presented in this paper addresses the issue of bricklayers’ professional
practices that involve mathematical knowledge. Their professional activities include
the building of walls, stairs, the foundations of houses, etc. Thus, the research collects
and describes situations found in bricklayers’ work which illustrate the use of implicit
as well as explicit mathematics. In particular, it addresses the following questions:
-

In what ways do bricklayers use mathematics in their professional activity?

-

What kind of relationship exists between this professional use and formal
mathematics instruction?

For us, the relevance of studying bricklayers’ professional knowledge is to put it to
good curricular use in the context of adult mathematics education. By investigating
what bricklayers know in practice, we intend to explore their mathematical reasoning
and calculations to enlarge, strengthen, and develop their mathematical competencies.
Simultaneously, with this study we hope to highlight, on the one hand, the value of
bricklayers’ work, with its professional specificities, practices, social prestige, and
role in society, and on the other, the universal component of work, its role and place
in society, and its intrinsic meaning for most social groups.
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Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework that guides our research derives from ethnomathematics
and the concept of 'communities of practice' and its relationship to learning.
Ethnomathematics is considered by D’Ambrósio (2002, p.9) as:
…that mathematics which is performed by cultural groups such as urban and
rural communities, groups of workers, professional groups, children within a
certain age, indigenous societies, and many other groups that identify
themselves by common goals and traditions.

Furthermore, D’Ambrósio (1996, p.7) also notes that ethnomathematics should be
understood as
…a strategy developed throughout history by the human species, within a
certain natural and cultural context, to explain, comprehend, control, and live
together with empirical and perceptible reality as well as with imagery.

Knijnik (2000, p. 54) argues that the social group’s way of life, its practices and
knowledge constitute the context within which the ethnomathematical study should be
developed. Thus, Knijnik presents the Ethnomathematical Approach as
The researching of traditions, practices and conceptions of mathematics of a
subordinated social group and the pedagogical work which is developed in
order to allow the social group to interpret and decodify its knowledge.

Thus, the concept of ethnomathematics provides a valuable framework not only for
researching mathematical activity from all over the world, but also for discussing and
reflecting upon its findings and relating them to educational practices and aims. In fact,
since the 1970s, research findings from the field of ethnomathematics have
demonstrated i) that different cultural groups possess particular ways of approaching
mathematics, ii) the social, cultural and political nature of the variables and processes
involved in mathematics education, and iii) the complexity of the articulation between
mathematical knowledge based in primary culture and that promoted by schools,
highlighting the dissociation of formal mathematics education from daily life.
(Moreira, 2007). The findings of ethnomathematics contribute to the socio-cultural
contextualization of the teaching of mathematics and simultaneously promote a critical
attitude toward it.
The notion of “community of practices” put forward by Lave and Wenger (1991) points
out that “learning is an integral and inseparable aspect of social practice” (p. 31).
Moreover learning, as a component of a social practice, involves the whole person
and the activity that she/he is working on – tasks, functions and comprehension do not
exist separately. As the same authors point out (1991, p.53):
Learning thus implies becoming a different person with respect to the
possibilities enabled by these systems of relations. To ignore this aspect of
learning is to overlook the fact that learning involves the construction of
identities.

Wenger (1998) emphasizes what he terms the three dimensions of a community of
practice. They are: a mutual engagement, a joint enterprise and a shared repertoire.
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Practices unfold in a social world where interest, powers and status are present. As
Wenger (1998, p. 77) states:
A community of practice is neither a haven of togetherness nor an island of
intimacy insulated from political and social relations. Disagreement, challenges,
and competition can be forms of participation.

Being shared, a social practice ends by connecting people in diverse and complex
forms that constitute themselves as participants in the community of practice. In order
to achieve community coherence, Wenger proposes, the people in question engage in
the “negotiation of a joint enterprise” (1998, p. 77).

Methodology
We decided to use an ethnographic perspective to understand bricklayers’ daily
routines and to better comprehend how mathematics emerged in their professional
practices. The ethnographic research demanded our continuing attention as
researchers playing the role of the participant observer, with daily proximity and
direct involvement in the bricklayers’ social setting. Therefore we visited the
construction site weekly, and the observations were done in the professional context.
Semi-structured interviews were also conducted to learn about the bricklayers’ school
experience and professional trajectories, as well as their personal thoughts about
mathematics. All the interviews were done in the professional setting according to the
bricklayers’ availability and in accord with their job routines.
Data was collected from September 2006 to July 2007 in a civil construction setting
located in the Lisbon area (Sintra). Usually we visited the setting two times a week.
Since we were acquainted with the owner of the building company, it was easy to get
permission to carry out participant observation and to interact with the bricklayers
during working hours. There were eight full-time bricklayers at the job site.
The key participants in the project were selected mainly for their predisposition to
collaborate, as well as their ability to communicate with the researchers. Another
important criterion was to have at least five years’ experience in the trade, to ensure
that they knew their profession in detail. Finally four male bricklayers between forty
and sixty years old were chosen. Although their levels of formal education were
different, all of them dropped out of school during basic education either because their
family's economic status did not allow them to continue their formal education, or
because they wanted to be independent from their family.

The construction of the “squadron”
Throughout the field work, several episodes were observed that involved the use of
mathematics. Distinct mathematical content easily emerges in bricklayers’
professional contexts, clearly showing possibilities of working out mathematics in
connection to bricklayers’ real work needs, especially in the areas of Geometry and
Arithmetic. One of these episodes is the construction of a tool called a 'squadron',
used to verify that walls are perpendicular to each other.
In fact, one of the bricklayers’ daily routines is to measure angles, especially right
angles. In order to do this, bricklayers often use a tile because they know that a tile
contains four right angles rigorously measured. However, to build up perpendicular
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walls, as in rectangular rooms, and be sure that the walls will keep the right angle
between them, bricklayers need a more appropriate tool than tiles. For this purpose
they construct what they name 'o squadron' (the 'squadron').
To construct the 'squadron' bricklayers use long, thin wood strips that they nail
together following precise procedures. The following dialogue, recorded while Mr.
Antonio, (one of our key participant in the project) was making a 'squadron', describes
the process of making and confirming the accuracy of the 'squadron'.
R(esearcher): Mr António, I see that you already divided the inside of the house
into smaller rooms. How do you know that this wall (internal wall) is
perpendicular to the exterior wall?
Antonio: Well. I know because I made my measurements.
R: How did you take these measurements?
A: I used the 'squadron' to be sure that the wall was in 'squadrian'
(perpendicular).
R: How do you make a 'squadron'? Do you mind showing me?
A: Yes. Come here so I can show you.
Antonio placed two long, thin wood strips on the floor and joined two of the
ends with nails, making an angle between them of roughly 90º.

Angle of approximately
90º.

O

Fig. 1 First step in the construction of the “squadron”
R: You told me that the angle between the strips is 90º more or less. However,
the 'squadron' needs to be a precise instrument. You need to have an angle with a
rigorous measure…
A: Yes! Of course! I need to be sure that between the two strips there is a right
angle. We will get there.
R: So, what is the size of the angle?
A: We know that is 90º. Now to be sure that the 'squadron' has a right angle, we
measure 30cm along one strip and 40cm on the other; or, another possibility is to
measure 60cm on one strip and 80cm on the other. (Fig.2)
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Measures marked on the
strips.
30cm
O
40cm
Fig. 2 Second step in the construction of the 'squadron'
R: Is it finished?
A: No. Now comes the most important step.
R: Why?
A: Because now I need to measure 50cm between the first pair of marks or 1m
between the second. (Fig. 3)

50cm
30cm
O
40cm

Fig. 3 Final step in the construction of the “squadron”
R: Why are you using the measures of 30cm and 40 cm, or 60cm and 80 cm?
A: Because this is my 'scale' and I’m sure that with these measures, the other
side of the 'squadron' will measure 0.5m or 1m, and thus I know that my
'squadron' has 90º.
R: Do you always use all these measures?
A: No! I use the measures 30cm and 40cm or the measures 60cm and 80cm,
depending on what I’m doing.
R: So the 'squadron' is for measuring right angles. Can you prove that the angle
in the 'squadron' is a right angle?
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A: Of course I can prove it. With my calculations I have no doubts, but even so I
can put a tile on the 'squadron' to prove that the angle has 90º.

Thus, the construction of the “squadron” shows an empirical use of the Pythagorean
Theorem as a way to obtain right angles. We asked Antonio where he acquired this
knowledge. Antonio said that he learned it a long time ago, with experience and with
the help of elder masons.
Discussion
The Theorem of Pythagoras is taught in school. However, what emerges from the
above dialogue is that bricklayers have been familiar with the application of this
theorem for a long time. António does not know the formal name of the Theorem of
Pythagoras, but he knows how to apply it in his professional context in the particular
case of two Pythagorean triplets – 30, 40, 50 and 60, 80, 100.
Fernandes (2004) relates a similar finding in a study about mathematical knowledge
in a locksmiths’ workshop. The apprentice locksmith also uses the Theorem of
Pythagoras to verify if the cover of a chair is in 'esquadria'—that is, if it has a
rectangular shape—and they use the Pythagorean triplet 6, 8, 10 (p. 249).
Research conducted by Duarte (2003) in Brazil also pointed out that bricklayers use
proportions to solve mathematics problems in the course of their work. In fact, several
professional practices used by Brazilian bricklayers are similar to the ones observed in
our study.
When we spoke with Antonio about the construction of the 'squadron' he was not
impressed by our explanations of the Theorem of Pythagoras. From Antonio’s
professional point of view the Theorem of Pythagoras does not hold much interest,
mainly because the professional context does not require it.
In fact, during field work, we witnessed several situations where bricklayers did not
recognize that they were using mathematical knowledge, in spite of its connection to
the formal mathematics content they encountered in school. That is, frequently
bricklayers apply mathematical knowledge in a practical and intuitive way, using
specific strategies to solve problems, without being aware that mathematical ideas are
involved.
Therefore, to study bricklayers’ practices and describe them, highlighting their
mathematical process and contents, allows us to make use of their practical examples
for situations in lifelong education. In this way it is possible both to construct
curricula aimed at adults learning mathematics and to develop curricula suitable for
labor markets.
Moreover, bricklayers’ knowledge of mathematics, collected by means of fieldwork
throughout several real episodes, might constitute a set of significant materials that
could provide more examples to use in educational contexts, for either adult or regular
education.
Thus we argue that these practical applications of mathematical concepts may
constitute, for us mathematics educators, material to work with in order to certify
mathematical competencies in an official process. We aim to highlight that
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educational researchers should understand, explain and propose courses where the
dynamics of the relationship between mathematics and the workplace are considered
as resources for cultural improvement and further mathematical competences. Thus,
our next task to develop this work further is to design a course and create curricular
materials based on these findings.
Finally, it is important to say that this research does not claim to exhaust the
understanding of the phenomenon studied. As in any work that attempts to mine
reality, data is infinite. The humility to appreciate that fact is always necessary.
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Professional development for middle school teachers:
a growing adult student audience
Katherine Safford-Ramus
Saint Peter’s College, New Jersey
ksafford@spc.edu
In the United States there has been a growing call to strengthen the
mathematics knowledge of teachers in the middle school grades, that is,
teachers whose students are eleven to fourteen years of age. Several states,
New Jersey included, have increased the certification requirements for these
teachers and are now requiring that additional university courses be
completed. This paper will summarize the national middle school
professional development movement and report on a pilot project at Saint
Peter’s College that addresses the New Jersey licensure requirements.

Introduction
The structure of the compulsory educational system in the United States varies but
generally breaks down into two levels, elementary and secondary. Elementary school
encompasses grades Kindergarten through eighth grade (Ages 5 through 14) while
secondary school consists of grades nine through twelve (Ages 14 through 18). The
upper elementary grades are often referred to as middle school and over the past
twenty years there has been a gradual recognition of the need for specialist
certification in several content areas, one of which is mathematics. Ohio has had
middle school licensure since the 1980’s (L. Wallich, electronic communication
5/28/2009), while other states like New Jersey have implemented the license
endorsement recently.
The research described in this paper reports on the national move towards middle
school mathematics certification as well as the local effort of the author’s institution
to provide appropriate course offerings to teachers seeking the license endorsement.
The recommendations of the former guided the latter.

Impetus for Change
Calls to improve mathematics education in the United States are now in their third
decade, propelled by the now classic reports A Nation at Risk and Everybody Counts.
In 1989 the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) responded to the
challenge and published the first volume of a trilogy of standards for school
mathematics programs, the mathematics teaching profession, and assessment of
student achievement. The second volume in the series, Professional Standards for
Teaching Mathematic, stressed the need for teachers in the upper elementary school
grades to possess deep content knowledge. The authors promoted a minimum
standard of fifteen semester hours of college coursework in content mathematics. An
American semester hour translates to fifteen instructor/student contact hours so the
Professional Standards document endorsed a substantial investment of time on the
part of the teacher candidate, 225 classroom hours. Suggested areas of concentration
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were number systems and algebraic structures, geometry and measurement, statistics
and probability, and calculus concepts.
Federal impulses to endorse elementary certification with content area specializations
evolved from the landmark No Child Left Behind Act that introduced the Highly
Qualified Teacher (HQT) designation. The legislated description requires that an
HQT must hold at least a bachelor’s degree, possess full state certification, and
demonstrate knowledge in the core academic subjects that he or she teaches. As far as
middle school is concerned:
Middle School Teacher Requirements
Importantly, states have the authority to define which grades constitute
elementary and middle school. States may determine, by reviewing the
degree of technicality of the subject matter being taught and the rigor of
knowledge needed by the teacher, whether demonstrating competency as an
elementary or as a middle school teacher is appropriate. In addition, states
may approve rigorous content-area assessments that are developed
specifically for middle school teachers aligned with middle school content
and academic standards. (United States Department of Education, 2004)

Middle School Certification
A survey of state requirements conducted by the author revealed great variety in the
specifications for middle-school certification. Middle school was defined to start as
early as 4th grade or as late as 6th grade. Some states issue a separate certificate while
others “endorse” an existing elementary certificate. Many states required college
course credit. These ranged from twelve to thirty semester hours of mathematics
content courses. Most stipulated a standardized test to satisfy the assessment
requirement. Many states used the PRAXIS™ series administered by Educational
Testing Services, but the state decreed the passing score. This could be as low as 135.
In New Jersey the passing score is 152. Most of the states that did not use PRAXIS™
used a state-tailored version of a test offered by the Pearson Corporation. Passing
scores would be unique to the state and not comparable.
Portfolios of teacher work and credentials are another path to the middle school
designation. These could be in place of or combined with a Highly Objective Uniform
State Standard Evaluation (HOUSSE) that considers various measures of teacher
criteria: years teaching middle grades, college credit hours, professional development
experiences, and/or leadership roles assumed. Each state determines the weight of the
various components and well as maximum points allowable. For example, a state
might assign two points to a year of teaching in the middle grades but cap the
allowable experience points at forty.
The overlap between the NCTM Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics
and the HQT designation was apparent, as many of the states surveyed referred to the
Standards as guidelines for their certification process. A final escape clause, however,
must be noted. Most states waived the middle school certificate requirement for “selfcontained“ classrooms. Self-containment occurs when one teacher is responsible for
instruction in all subjects. While less prevalent in urban areas, the self-containment is
commonplace in elementary instruction across the country. As a result, students may
still be taught by teachers who have weak mathematical content knowledge. Appendix
A contains a table of requirements, by state, as of June, 2009.
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Saint Peter’s College Middle-School Mathematics Certificate
The author’s home institution, Saint Peter’s College, is situated in New Jersey.
Effective in 2009, individuals teaching mathematics in middle school need to already
possess an HQT designation or obtain a middle-school endorsement in Mathematics.
Our faculty had anticipated this event and we have been researching content standards
at the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade level for the past two years. We are a small institution
where communication between departments occurs in both informal and formal
settings. During the 2008-2009 academic year these meetings became increasingly
formal resulting in an agreement to offer a trilogy of courses to prepare teachers to
meet the heightened criteria. Summaries of the pertinent documents and reports
follows.
New Jersey Middle School Endorsement Criteria
The New Jersey Department of Education defined several middle school specialty
endorsements to the elementary certificate including one in Mathematics. The college
course requirement is fifteen college semester hours in mathematics content not to
include pedagogy. Teacher candidates at our institution already study six hours of
mathematics so the new standard adds an additional nine credits. The Educational
Testing Services Middle School Mathematics PRAXIS™ Test (0069) is required of
endorsement candidates and at the time of writing the required passing score is 152.
PRAXIS™ Middle School Mathematics Test
Educational Testing Services is a leading company in standardized assessment in the
United States. Test candidates can access information about the test, the content areas,
and sample questions from their website before sitting the examination. For the
middle school mathematics test, the website indicates the content areas included and
an estimate of the percentage of questions in each area.
ETS Middle School Mathematics PRAXIS™ (0069)
Arithmetic and Basic Algebra
20%
Geometry and Measurement
17%
Functions and Their Graphs
13%
Data, Probability, and Statistical Concepts,Discrete Mathematics
17%
Problem-Solving Exercises
33%
(Educational Testing Services, 2008)
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Curriculum Focal Points
The 1989 NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics
provided broad guidelines for the teaching of school mathematics. In response to
requests for more specificity and direction, NCTM released Curriculum Focal Points
in 2006. The new publication defined content goals and expected topic mastery by
grade for elementary school mathematics. The Saint Peter’s College certificate project
team used this document to delineate the subject matter that middle school teachers
must understand if they are to teach students well. While the content is similar, the
emphasis differs from that of the PRAXIS™ test.
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NCTM Curriculum Focal Points Goals by Grade Level
Grade Six (Ages 11-12)
Multiplication and division of fractions and decimals
Connection of ratio and rate to multiplication and division of fractions
Write, interpret and use mathematical expressions
Grade Seven (Ages 12-13)
Proportionality and similarity
Use formulas for area and volume of three-dimensional figures
Operations on all rational numbers and solve linear equations
Grade Eight (Ages 13-14)
Analyze, represent, and solve linear equations and systems of linear equations
Analyze two- and three-dimensional space and figures using distance and angles
Analyze and summarize data sets

(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2006)

National Mathematics Advisory Panel
In April, 2006, President Bush established a panel to examine the “best available
scientific evidence” and to recommend ways “ … to foster greater knowledge of and
improved performance in mathematics among American students.” (National
Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008, p. xiii) The panel selected algebra as the focus of
school mathematics programs and couched their findings in those terms. In their final
report, Foundations for Success, the panel suggested benchmarks by grade for states
authoring mathematics curriculum frameworks. The introduction of a course in
algebra as early as seventh grade was suggested (National Mathematics Advisory
Panel, 2008, p. 3-47). The report directed all mathematics instruction on the
elementary school level towards algebra and recommended that teacher education
programs for should “fully address …the Critical Foundations of Algebra and all of
the Major Topics of School Algebra.” (National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008,
p. 3-48)
Eisenhower Program for Effective Professional Development
The Eisenhower Program for Effective Professional Development is a United States
government funding stream directed at professional development for elementary and
secondary teachers. The American Institutes for Research (AIR) conducted an
evaluation of the program over a seven year period culminating in a report issued in
2004. Based on their findings, the AIR research team recommended the
characteristics of programs that were effective. Programs that followed a reform
format incorporating study groups, networks of teachers, mentoring or research
projects were deemed to be more effective that those that followed a traditional
format. Longer programs, measured by both hours spent on the professional
development as well as the span of time from beginning to end were better.
Participation with colleagues from the same school, department, or grade level
contributed to heightened success. Programs that focused on deepening teachers’
content knowledge with an emphasis on active engagement in analysis of teaching
and learning were more successful. Finally, the team found that professional
development that was closely tied to teacher goals and state standards for content and
assessment were more effective.
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New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards
The New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards were in a state of flux at the
time when we were planning the middle school certificate program. In the version
available to us, there was a strong emphasis on algebra by grade six including the
concepts of functions, modeling and algebraic notation. The geometric content
standards included “spatial sense, geometric modeling, and measurement … to
describe and interpret our physical environment and to solve problems.(New Jersey
Department of Education, 2008, p. 17)” The Core Curriculum Content Standards
group data analysis, probability and discrete mathematics together and expect students
when exiting eighth grade to be able to estimate lines of best fit as well as use
statistical data to make inferences and form arguments based on data (New Jersey
Department of Education, 2008). Student learning expectations in the three areas
require a depth of mathematics content knowledge that substantially exceeds previous
elementary teacher credentialing requirements.
The Saint Peter’s College Middle School Mathematics Certificate Program
The members of the Mathematics department met several times to discuss the
mathematics content implicit and explicit in the recommendations of the cited
organizations and panel. Students at our institution are required to complete six credit
hours of mathematics to obtain their undergraduate degree. These can be taken in
elementary school content, finite mathematics, or the calculus. It was determined that
a trilogy of courses centered on functions, geometry, and probability and statistics
would best serve to round out the content knowledge of teacher candidates seeking
the middle school endorsement. Table 1 lists the specific content targets of each of the
three courses.
The School of Education agreed to offer the three courses as part of the master’s
degree in education program. Originally the series was to be launched during the
summer of 2009 but delays in announcing their availability caused low enrollment
resulting in cancellation of the offerings. The academic year 2009-2010 proved a
better setting as the graduate school operates on a trimester system and the series
could be completed by a teacher candidate in one academic year. Elementary
Mathematical Functions for Middle School Teachers was offered in the fall trimester,
Geometry for Middle School Teachers in the winter trimester and Statistics,
Probability, and Discrete Mathematics for Middle School Teachers will be offered in
spring, 2010.
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Table 1. Saint Peter’s College Middle School Certificate Program for
Mathematics
Elementary Mathematical Functions for Middle School Teachers
Functions
Sequences and Difference Equations
Arithmetic Growth
Linear Functions: Graphs and Equations
Quadratic Growth
Quadratic Functions: Graphs and Equations
Polynomial and Rational Equations
Geometric Growth and Exponential Functions
Geometry for Middle School Teachers
Metric and US Standard Measurement
Inductive and Deductive Reasoning
Properties of Polygons
Area, Perimeter, Circumference, Volume, and Surface Area of Geometric Figures
Coordinate Geometry, Rotations, and Transformations
Iterations and Fractals
Statistics, Probability, and Discrete Mathematics for Middle School Teachers
Statistics
Probability Concepts
Set Theory
Counting, Permutations, Combinations
Game Theory and Networks
Mathematical Processes
Once the first cycle of the trilogy has been completed, the Mathematics department
will review the plan and fine-tune it to best meet the needs of the middle school
teacher candidates.

Future Research
Recognizing the need for professional development for teachers of middle school
mathematics, the National Science Foundation (NSF) has sponsored many projects
across the country. Unfortunately there is no central repository for materials
developed to support the research or to summarize the findings across projects. The
next phase of this research project will tackle this void. NSF maintains a database of
completed projects. That database will be searched to identify projects which may
have produced artifacts that have potential for other researchers and teacher educators.
The principal investigators will be invited to share their research tools with the
mathematics education research community. Any publications resulting from the
grant work will be cataloged. The ultimate goal is to compose an anthology of
research in professional development for middle school teacher educators which is as
complete as possible. This information is critical if we are to maximize the resources
available to advance the national agenda to improve the mathematics education of
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students during the important middle school years, during which we lose the interest
and enthusiasm of so many students.
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Appendix
Middle School Licensure Requirements by State
STATE

GRADES

EXAM

MATHEMATICS CREDENTIALS

AK

6-8

PRAXIS™ 069

OR 30 semester hours in subject

AL

4-8

PRAXIS™ 069

30 semester hours in subject

AR

4-8

PRAXIS™ 069

15 semester hours in subject

AZ

K-8 Math
Specialist

Arizona Educator Proficiency
Assessments (AEPA)

15 semester hours in math ed/3 semester
hours in methods

CA

None indicated

California Subject
Examinations for Teachers
(CSET)

CO

None indicated

CT

4-8

PRAXIS™ 069

15 semester hours in subject

DE

6-8

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement

FL

5-9

Florida Teacher Certification
Examinations (FTCE)

18 semester hours in subject

GA

4-8

Georgia Assessments for the
Certification of Educators

12 semester hours in subject

HI

None indicated

PRAXIS™ 069 for HQT

IA

5-8

No test indicated

12 semester hours in subject

ID

BSC MATH 612

PRAXIS™ 069

20 semester hours in subject/6 may be
Computer Science

IL

5-8

Illinois Certification Testing
System (ICTS)

18 semester hours in subject (15) and
pedagogy (3)

IN

5-9

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement

KS

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement

KY

5-9

PRAXIS™ 069

LA

4-8

PRAXIS™ 069

Have a declared major in the subject OR
score 90 points on the KY TC-HQ Index
as applicable to the subject, with content
coursework verified by the clearinghouse.
12 + 7 semester hours in subject/pedagogy

MA

5-8

Massachusetts Tests for
Educator Licensure (MTEL)

No minimum course requirement indicated

MD

4-9

PRAXIS™ 069

OR 30 semester hours in subject

ME

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

24 semester hours in subject

MN

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirements

MI

No Mathspecific
endorsement

Michigan Test for Teacher
Certification (MTTC)

No minimum course requirements

MO

5-9

PRAXIS™ 069

21 semester hours in subject

PRAXIS™ 061
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MS

7-8

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirements

MT

None indicated

NC

6-9

PRAXIS™ 069

OR academic major OR graduate degree in
subject OR National Board Certification

ND

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

24 semester hours in subject/methods

NE

4-9

No test is required

18 semester hours in subject

NV

7-9

PRAXIS™ 069

24 semester hours in subject

NH

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement indicated

NJ

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

15 semester hours in subject

NM

5-9

No test is required

24-30 semester hours in subject

NY

5-9

New York State Teacher
Certification Exam

30 semester hours in subject

OH

4-9

PRAXIS™ 069

OK

5-8

Oklahoma Professional
Teacher Examination (OPTE)

No minimum but typically 20-24 semester
hours
No minimum course requirement

OR

5-9

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement

PA

7-9

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement

RI

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

21 semester credit hours

SC

7-8

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement

SD

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

TN

4-8 General
Middle School –
No Math

PRAXIS™ 0146
Middle School Content
Knowledge

OR 12 semester hours in subject/3 in
methods
No minimum course requirement

TX

4-8

Texas Examinations for
Master Teachers (TExMaT)

No minimum course requirement

UT

Math Specialist
Levels 1 and 2

Praxis™ 069

20 semester hours (6 may be in Computer
Science)

VT

5-9

PRAXIS™ 069

OR a major in mathematics

VA

6-8

PRAXIS™ 069

21 semester credit hours

WA

4-8 (or 9)

PRAXIS™ 069

No minimum course requirement

WV

5-9

PRAXIS™ 069

15 semester credit hours

WI

No Middle
Math
endorsement at
present

WY

5-8

PRAXIS™ 069

24 semester hours in subject/3 in pedagogy
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Why can’t we do it this way?
Dr. M. Mark Schwartz
Southern Maine Community College
mschwartz@smccme.edu
Students bring to the classroom shards of information and algorithms
learned (or seemingly learned) and they question why they must master new
approaches. Yet they seem quite aware that their learning seems insufficient
to provide consistent mastery of some topics. Masked behind these inquiries,
I find, is a desire to express and explore a personal theory they have evolved
(quietly). Probing their silence is a provocative experience. Examples of
such positing are presented and discussed. But I also propose that we, as
math educators, need to examine why we don’t offer alternatives to some of
the classical textbook conceptions. Their questions need to become ours.
Fundamentally, why don’t we use mathematics to explore some alternatives
to the classical approaches to learning mathematics?

Introduction
Math requires two things: imagination and rigorous logic … Kant
Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere … Einstein
Most math thinking begins with vague visual images, later formalized in symbols
… Hadamard
The mathematician’s feeling of triumph, as he forces the world to obey the laws
his imagination has freely created, feeds on its own success … Rota

Mostly our instructional competence involves teaching students to think with some
rigor, some logic and some efficiency of problem solving. We prefer to work in this
direction because, historically, math has provided paths for us to follow and these
paths are populated with algorithms, rules, and methods for solving problems with the
most efficient strategies.
For example, we have the quadratic formula which is a most generalized way to solve
quadratic equations. One student, however, also insisted that it could be used to factor
trinomials. She was applying Algebra to Algebra and this is the essence of what is to
be explored today. Kant, Einstein, and Hadamard (see above) propose that the logic
and symbols of abstraction we use to convey math to students have the equally
essential component of imagination. But is this addressed when the opportunity
arises?
In a classroom of 20 or so people, including the instructor, there is a range of problem
solving strategies, many of which have not been voiced. We tend, when we teach, to
travel the roads paved for us by generations of mathematicians and curriculum and
textbook developers. Not only do we have the quadratic formula but we have the
Pythagorean relationship, we have standardized notation, we have the tried and true
‘word’ problem strategies.
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But there are in a classroom students with “…vague visual images…” that can be
shaped into interesting, valid and refreshing approaches. These images typically come
in the form of “Isn’t there an easier way to do this?”, which isn’t expressing
imagination rather it is hiding it. Understandably, these conceptions may not fit the
ideal of the most efficient algorithm, but the creativity and imagination involved are,
in my view, essential to explore.
Allowing this to happen in the classroom violates, in some cases, the proposed
curriculum and time table for ‘getting through the material’. But exploring with
students some of the imaginative strategies they have been harboring and incubating
gives a first hand demonstration of the power of applying Algebra to Algebra.
In Letters to a young mathematician (Stewart, 2006, p. 55) Stewart notes: “The
traditions of scientific publication (and of textbook writing) require that the ‘aha’
moment be concealed, and the discovery presented as a purely rational deduction
from known premises.” And haven’t we all had these ‘wow’ ‘aha’ moments? Further,
haven’t we all found at least one colleague with whom we shared this ‘aha’ moment?
Why not have them in the classroom, as the instructor or the student? I do contend
based on my experience, and I do suppose based on your experience, that they are
more frequent than expected.
Where these insights and intuitions come from is not the focus of this paper. The
focus is that they do occur and they need to be included in the curriculum. Of course
we can’t include that which we aren’t sure is going to happen, but if we build in space
and time to play with it when it occurs, be assured it will occur.
These moments are aptly described in The Number Sense (Dehaene, 1997, p. 119),
where children’s quantitative capability is described:
In the first six or seven years of life, a profusion of calculation algorithms see
the light. Young children reinvent arithmetic. Spontaneously or by imitating
their peers, they imagine new strategies for calculation. They also learn to
select the best strategy for each problem. The majority of their strategies are
base on counting, with or without words, with or without fingers. Children,
often discover them by themselves, even before they are taught to calculate.

Upon reading this, I had an ‘aha’ moment. I imagined that this capability extended
into adulthood. I imagined that it is never abandoned, particularly in the math
classroom where it is likely to compete with the traditional algorithms for solving an
equation, or factoring a trinomial, or employing a formula. I imagined that the silence
instructors sometimes are met with when presenting a new concept is nothing more
than students saying, quietly to themselves – and sometimes out loud in frustrating
tones – “Isn’t there an easier way to do this? Why can’t we do it this way?”
And notice the similarity between Dehaene’s description and: “Once a theoretical idea
has been acquired, one does well to hold fast to it until it leads to an untenable
conclusion.” (Einstein, 1982, p. 343). It seems that some students may not find a ‘C’
grade untenable and therefore see no need to give up their theory of how math works!
But their theory isn’t necessarily bad; rather it’s likely to be incomplete and looking at
their work, correct and incorrect, doesn’t necessarily point us to that theory. It is an
assumption, but I contend a fair one, that students may not be aware of holding a
theory, so we have to listen and observe carefully to see what their imagination has
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crafted. Then once we hear what is really being said, we can then explore their idea.
Their way has to be heard, then voiced and then explored.
Based on this premise, look at some of the outcomes. The examples presented have
been prompted by student questions. Some questions led to an interesting conclusion
and some have no conclusion to date.
Let me have your participation. This is not a test nor an experiment but a stepping
stone to exploring the idea that strategies other than the classical, efficient modes can
be fun and equally as powerful as a teaching moment. As Kant noted, both
imagination and logic are to be employed.
So, take a few moments to solve the following problem, presented in Introduction to
Algebra (W.C. Colburn, 1839, p. 40): A person in play lost 1/4 of his money, and then
won 3 shillings; after which he lost 1/3 of what he then had; and this done, found that
he had but 12 shillings remaining; what had he at first?
I suspect there are variations on the basic ‘identify-the-variable-write-and-solve-theequation’ strategy. One way is to write the equation as one reads:

1
1
1

x − x + 3 −  x − x + 3  = 12
4
3
4

A student presented the following as the answer:
6

6

6

18 − 3

5

5

5

5

20

There were other various little scratching and cross-outs on the paper, but the third 6
and the fourth 5 were underlined. The 20 was circled as the answer, and it is correct.
Recalling Hadamard’s “… vague visual images, later formalized in symbols”, this
students’ solution reflects this concept with some precision. This student was also
very proficient with classical algebraic solutions, but as she noted, “I like to play
around with ideas”. Her question was “Can I solve this problem starting with the
result?” Her solution strategy is described in Appendix A.
The dilemma for the instructor is that this was an exercise in solving application
problems using Algebra and this student did not use Algebra but a Hadamard model.
Does the student earn credit for the correct solution, although procedurally there was
the pedagogical expectation of an Algebraic solution strategy?
Let me ask you to again participate in a demonstration. Again, this is neither a test
nor an experiment and if you choose, you can work together and share the effort to do
the following:
Factor the trinomial 6x2 + 5x − 4
The classical solution, as prescribed by most texts, is to first look for a greatest
common factor (GCF). In this case, there is none. The next steps may vary, but
generally factoring is addressed by (a) trial and error, playing with the combination of
factors for 6 and −4, or (b) use of the ‘ac’ method, also called the grouping method.
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An alternative method is titled the blended method and Appendix B contains a
derivation. The solution to the problem is (2x − 1)(3x + 4) and the blended method
looks like this:
6x2 + 5x − 4 = (6x + 8)(6x − 3) = (3x + 4)(2x − 1)
The point here is not to discuss details of this blended method but to note that the
second statement is a departure from expectation, in that the first term is the same in
both binomials. In the third statement, the first binomial has a factor of 2 removed, the
second binomial has a factor of 3 removed, but these factors are not included in the
solution. They simply disappear. Students and I worked through this method. There
were several false starts but the key was to allow students to participate in its
development. They posed alternatives and offered “can we do this?’, “why won’t that
work?’, “what if we tried …”, “are you allowed to do that?” and other imaginative
attempts to apply Algebra to Algebra.
Why can’t we do it this way? We can and I and several of my colleagues have and,
importantly, students have responded positively to it. This method is really applying
Algebra to Algebra in the sense that the essence of Algebra isn’t to solve equations,
but, in my view, rather to identify, connect and then summarize quantifiable
relationships in the most general of terms.
This blended method simplifies factoring trinomials and ‘special’ cases, although not
all conceivable factoring problems are covered. But consider the following: One
textbook consumes about 40 pages discussing and demonstrating a hierarchy of
factoring strategies. Other texts average about 30 or so pages. The blended method, if
written textbook style, perhaps would fill a page. Respectfully, although the blended
method omits a discussion of some of the special cases, coverage of these special
cases would not require an additional 30 to 40 pages of text.
The issue is not to rewrite the texts but to rethink how we might use Algebra to do
Algebra; we seemingly don’t use our imagination nor facilitate students using theirs.
If Algebra is a conception for providing an efficient strategy for problem solving, the
contention is that both imagination and logic need to be employed. There is no
forgone conclusion that this leads to a ‘better’ method, but it does provide students
with a sense that their thinking is productive and effective. If we, as mathematicians
and math educators are exhilarated by seeing and then formalizing a relationship, why
not include students in this process? As Rota noted: “The mathematician’s feeling of
triumph … feeds on its own success”. But that feeling should be available not only to
mathematicians, but also to students in mathematics classrooms.
Here’s another example of using Algebra to do Algebra and seeing a student’s
question as imagination, not aggravation. This type of problem (slightly modified)
may not be universal, but it is consistently offered in U.S. texts. Three examples are
provided for the purpose of discussion. Appendix C contains a derivation of this
strategy.
1. Carl does a job in 4 hours. Paul does it in 2 hours. Together, how long will it
take?
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2. Bill does a job in 3 hours. John does it in 5 hours. Together, how long will it
take?
3. Mary does a job in 2 hours. Jane does it in 3 hours. Together, how long will it
take?
Problem (C) can be solved using one of the classical strategies, and would look like
this:

x
x
+
= 1 (job done)
Mary's time Jane' s time
Set up as:

x x
1
+ = 1 and solved, x = 1 hours.
2 3
5

Problems (A), (B) and (C) would employ exactly the same solution methodology,
therefore as a student proposed - Why can’t we do it this way?
Since the algebraic approach – establish the unknowns, identify the relationships,
write and solve an equation – is the same in every case, rather than using the numbers
in each case, use a general solution, namely:
Set up as:

x x
ab
+ = 1 and solved x =
a+b
a b

At this point, doing it this way seems more algebraically efficient, but we can’t lose
sight of our being in the classroom. The purpose of deriving these algorithms is not to
provide students with the ‘easiest’ solution strategy. The purpose is to have students
work through these kinds of derivations in the classroom and realize that employing
their basic understanding of Algebra and solving equations enables them to extend
their capability for handling quantitative solutions. Further, having them realize that
their questions can lead to such conclusions is a very satisfactory ‘aha’ moment.
Students with a mastery of solving equations can be urged to direct their energies in a
creative way – using their imagination – to identify and where possible, derive a
general algebraic solution to a class of problems, rather than simply employing an
algorithm provided by historical mathematical precedent. I understand the importance
of extending the culture of mathematics from past to present. But, enabling students to
employ the concept of Algebra beyond the algorithms of the text - as valid and as
important as they are – and to derive their own algorithms seems a more acceptable
goal than knowing that students have learned, by rote or by practice, only the
prescribed curriculum.
And to the point: students struggled to derive the above ‘shared time’ relationship, but
literally cheered upon finding it and then used it to readily solve the remaining
problems in the exercise. When presented with a problem which gave the shared time
and the time of one of the people and asked to find the time of the second person, they
realized that the algorithm worked. One student noted that it was easier to see where
the shared time and the individual times fit in their rule rather than the way proposed
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by the text. It is to be noted that the student used the phrase “their rule”,
demonstrating ownership of the procedure that had come about.
I view this process as critical to students connecting to the historical threads of
mathematics development, to experiencing the ‘aha’ moment, the ‘wow’ of taking a
mass of seemingly disconnected material or material fixed in form and function, and
generating a well-constructed formulation. I contend that it’s not only what they know
but also how they arrive at that knowing that will move them more comfortably along
in learning and applying math.
This is also a potentially worrisome experience for an instructor. Students do present
solutions which seemingly have no logic, only imagination. The need is then to work
through the scribbling and the “…vague visual images…” and help the student
formalize what has occurred. This is worrisome because, as has happened, the student
can’t verbalize it. A brief story: ‘Word’ problems were demonstrated as being solved
by using either the addition method or the substitution method with two equations
with two unknowns. One student solved all the problems correctly without ever
writing anything. He stared at the problem for a time and then announced the answer.
He was asked to verbalize what he was doing while he solved the problem. He
couldn’t do it. More critically, while attempting to state the process he used, he
couldn’t get a problem correct. I was again presented with the dilemma of a student
not demonstrating the required mastery of the expected procedure yet able to solve
problems correctly.
One more example of how an aggregation of student’s imaginations led the class,
including the instructor, to apply Algebra to Algebra. A type of problem which
frequents texts in the U.S. is the ‘mixture’ problem. Mixing solutions of different
concentrations to get a third with a desired concentration; mixing different kinds of
candy or nuts to get a mixture to sell at a certain price, or getting a return on investing
in two accounts at different interest rates (and other applications). I again ask for your
participation. Take a few moments to work on this problem:
Gus has on hand a 5% alcohol solution and a 20% alcohol solution. He needs 30
liters of a 10% alcohol solution. How many liters of each solution should he mix
together to obtain the 30 liters?

The classical solution is to write the equation .05x + .20(30 – x) = .10 (30). Solving
the equation, the outcome is 20 liters at 5% and 10 liters at 20%.
As this type of problem was discussed, one student asked “can 15+x and 15-x be
used, since they add to the total of 30 and this seems easier?” I wasn’t certain if it
would work nor why it seemed easier, but we explored the idea. The student presented
the problem on the board as 5(15 + x) + 20(15 – x) = 10 (30). Not only did he re-craft
the unknowns, but he used whole numbers, not decimals. When asked why, he simply
stated that we would be getting rid of the decimals anyway. I noted that ‘getting rid
of’ is not a mathematical operation, but clearly it works. The answer to this equation
is -5, and some students believed this solution to be awkward for two reasons. First
because x = -5, and a negative quantity doesn’t make sense and second, because
finding x doesn’t finish the problem. Recall that the unknowns in the equation are
15+x and 15–x, so another step is required to come to the correct answer of 20 liters at
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5% and 10 liters at 20%. Then the question came: “Isn’t there another way to do
this?”
Another student announced “Sure, since we cut 30 in half, just double the unknown”.
This was odd, but very imaginative and if the equation is set up with the unknowns as
15+2x and 15–2x, it works, but again, there is that additional step to get the final
answer.
This prompted another student to propose that rather than messing with things like
this, we should do Algebra with Algebra and set up this type of problem as a general
statement.. The students were assigned the work of solving the general statement but
were uncertain of the meaning of the answer. After ‘messing with it’ in class, the
resolution is as noted in Appendix D, which contains a derivation of an alternative
solution strategy for this type of problem.
It looks like this:

Q1 = T •

P3 − P2
P2 − P1

= 30 •

14 − 18
18 − 12

= 30 •

−4

4
= 30 •   = 20
6
6

Where Q1 = the quantity to find for P1, T = total amount given, P3 = percent
associated with the given amount, P2 = one of the percents of a quantity to find, and
P1 = one of the percents of a quantity to find.
Who would have imagined such a relationship?
The conclusion of this paper is in the initial four citations regarding imagination. We,
as educators, don’t have to sit up late at night creating imaginative algorithms for
students. Rather, what is being proposed is to listen and observe carefully for those
moments when a students’ imagination trickles through the influence of mathematical
precedent. Not all trickles can become torrents, but every class offers the promise of
personal transcendence and I hope to be there to share in the experience.
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Appendix A. Hannah solves an application problem
A problem presented in class from Introduction to Algebra (W.C. Colburn, 1839, p.
40) was:
A person in play lost 1/4 of his money, and then won 3 shillings; after which he lost
1/3 of what he then had; and this done, found that he had but 12 shillings remaining;
what had he at first?
The expectation was that students would apply a problem-solving strategy we had
studied, namely, identify the unknown, identify the relationships and write and solve
an equation. Hannah, however, presented the following:
6

6

6

18 − 3

5

5

5

5

20

The underlines and box are the students’ and 20 is the correct answer. When asked
how she came to this answer and the meaning of the string of numbers, her
explanation was (paraphrased):
I worked backwards. I started with the answer 12, and 12 was 2/3 of something since
1/3 was taken away. If it was 2/3 then 2 equal parts of the 3 equal parts of 12 is 6
each, so the three 6’s gives 18. He gained 3 shillings, so I had to take three shillings
away, so I got 18-3 or 15. And then I did the same thing with 15 that I did with 12.
Since 15 was 3/4 of something since 1/4 was taken away, 15 is 3 equal parts of the 4
things, or 3 equal parts of 5 each. Since there are 4 equal parts to start, I added one
more 5, and the answer is 20.
This student, by the way, is very proficient in solving equations and very good at
applying traditional strategies to problem solving. She just chose to play with this
problem this way.

Appendix B: Factoring - A Blended Method
When factoring is introduced as a topic, it typically goes through several iterations.
These iterations identify conditions that lead the student to apply different factoring
strategies. Most notably this happens when dealing with factoring trinomials because
factoring trinomials leads to solving quadratic equations by factoring.
The different strategies emerge as a function of identifying certain characteristics of
the trinomial. To highlight this, the following from a textbook are headings for the
sections in the chapter on factoring polynomials: (1) the greatest common factor and
factoring by grouping, (2) Factoring trinomials whose leading coefficient is one, (3)
factoring trinomials whose leading coefficient is not one, (4) the ‘ac’ method, (5)
factoring special forms, and (6) a general factoring strategy. Students not only have to
identify the conditions which exist in the problem (and they may be overlapping!), but
they also have to know which conditions are most amenable to which form of
factoring.
One constant consideration is to always start by looking for and factoring out the
greatest common factor (GCF). Then the student is to identify the trinomial as a
candidate for factoring by (1) trial and error, (2) grouping, (3) a special form, (4) or a
mix of strategies.
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There is, however, one basic way to factor which underpins all these various
strategies. In essence, there is one strategy for factoring trinomials, not the various
ways noted above.
Before showing examples please note that this method is crafted from elements of all
the above strategies. This method for factoring trinomials also applies to some special
cases, although some conditions need further exploration (for example, the difference
of two squares and perfect square trinomials, beyond the 2nd degree).
The blended method: Using a generic example, start with a trinomial of the form ax2 +
bx + c. After factoring out the GCF, the student is to find ‘ac’. The product ‘ac’ is
found by multiplying the coefficient of the x2 term by the constant, thus ‘ac’. This is
actually a procedure within the grouping method and the grouping method is
sometimes referred to as the ‘ac method’. In some cases, if the values ‘a’ and ‘c’ are
larger numbers, pairs of factors of both can be noted, rather than finding the product.
An example is provided below. The next thing to find are the two factors of the
product ‘ac’ which when added together give ‘b’ – the coefficient of the ‘x’ term in
the trinomial.
Call these two factors ‘m’ and ‘n’. Write 2 sets of parentheses, indicating
multiplication between them, thus (
)(
). This is the classical factoring of a
trinomial into 2 binomials. If a trinomial is prime (can’t be factored), it will be
identified at this point by not finding ‘m’ and ‘n’ which add to ‘b’.
Place the term ‘ax’ (not ax2) as the first term in each of the parentheses. In this
example, we would have (ax
)(ax
). Next place ‘m’, including its sign, as the
second term in the first parenthesis and place ‘n’, including its sign, as the second
term in the second parenthesis. It is to be noted that the ‘m’ and ‘n’ terms can be
placed in either the first or second parentheses. At this point, they are interchangeable.
The two binomials are (ax + m)(ax + n).
This is unlike the classical methods of factoring. The ‘a’ term would be accounted for
in the ‘ac’ term. Either by using the grouping method or by trial and error, various sets
of factors of both the ‘a’ coefficient and the ‘c’ constant term would be explored to
identify the coefficient of the first terms and the constant in each parenthesis. In the
blended method, once the factors of ‘ac’ that add to ‘b’ are known, the two binomials
are formed.
In (ax + m)(ax + n) either ‘m’ or ‘n’ or both may be negative. If there is a common
factor in the first binomial, it is to be divided out, not factored out. For example, if the
binomial were 3x + 12, the common factor of 3 would be divided out, leaving x + 4.
Call this factor c1. This common factor of 3 is not part of the solution. Repeat this
process for the second binomial. If there is a common factor, it is to be divided out.
And again, this common factor is to be noted but is not part of the solution. Call it c2.
It may be that neither binomial has a common factor, but both binomials must be
examined. Once the common factor of each binomial (if one exists in each) is divided
out the result is the solution, given the extraction of a GCF. The role of c1 and c2 will
be noted in the following summary.
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Table 1 The Blended Method

Given a trinomial of the form ax2 + bx + c:
If there is a greatest common factor, factor it out. It is part of the solution.
Multiply ‘a’ and ‘c’, producing the product ‘ac’. Or, start with pairs of factors for ‘a’ and
‘c’.
Find the two factors of ‘ac’ that added together give ‘b’. Name them ‘m’ and ‘n’.
Write the two binomials (ax + m)(ax + n), noting that ‘m’ and ‘n’ might also be
negative.
Extract any common factor in the first binomial. Call it c1. Do the same for the second
binomial and call it c2. Neither c1 nor c2 are factors in the solution.
The solution is the two binomials, after step 5 is done, including any GCF from step 1.
To check for the presence of a GCF (step 1 not done nor complete) multiply c1 and c2
from step 5; divide this product by ‘a’ in step 4. If it equals 1, factoring is complete. If it
is a number other than 1, that number must be included as a factor in the solution. It is
either the GCF or a common factor missed in step 1.
Please note this critical element about the factors c1 and c2 that are divided-out in step
5 above. Since the first and second binomials in step 4 both have the ‘a’ value, the
factors that are divided out will multiply together to get this ‘a’ value, if the GCF was
extracted completely in the first step. This is so because an extra ‘a’ was introduced
by including it as the coefficient of the ‘x’ term in both binomials. Please note that
this check on the extraction of the GCF (step 7) is not essential to the blended method
if extracting the GCF is always done, but it can be seen as a way to verify that the
GCF was extracted as a first step.
Look at the following examples. They are demonstrated step by step, as noted in
Table 1.
Example 1: Factor 8x2 + 12x − 8.
Step 1: Extract the GCF of 4, giving 4(2x2 + 3x − 2).
Step 2: ‘ac’ = (2)( − 2) = − 4
Step 3: The factors of − 4 that add to 3 are 4 and − 1.
Step 4: The two binomials are (2x + 4)(2x − 1)
Step 5: 2 • (x + 2) (2x − 1). This factor of 2 is NOT part of the solution. At this point,
the solution is (x + 2) (2x −1).
Step 6: the factors are 4(x + 1) (x + 2). The factor 4 from step 1, and the binomials
(x + 2) and (2x −1) from step 5. (Note that the divided-out factor in step 5 is not part
of the solution)
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Step 7: The product of the numerical factors in step 5 is 2. Dividing this by 2 (the “a”
coefficient of “x” in the binomial in step 4), one gets 1, signaling that the GCF was
extracted in step 1.
Example 2.

Factor 36x2 +55x – 14

Step 1: There is no GCF.
Step 2: ‘ac’ = 4•9•2•7. Note here that pairs of factors are used for the ‘a’ and ‘c’,
rather than the product.
Step 3: Playing with these factors (trial and error), it can be seen that 9•7 - 4•2, or
63 – 8 = 55
Step 4: The two binomials are (36x + 63)(36x − 8)
Step 5: Extracting 9 from the first binomial and 4 from the second binomial leaves
(4x + 7)(9x − 2). The 9 and 4 are NOT part of the solution.
Step 6: The factors are (4x + 7)(9x − 2). There is no GCF. To repeat, the factors of ‘9’
and ‘4’ extracted in step 5 are not included in the solution.
Step 7: The product of the numerical factors in step 5 is 36. Dividing this by 36 (the
‘a’ coefficient of ‘x’ in the binomial in step 4), one gets 1, signaling that the GCF was
extracted in step 1.

Appendix C: Shared Work Time Problems
A common problem presented in Algebra texts states how long it would take each of
two people to do a job alone. The student is asked to find how long the job would take
if the two people worked together. This type of problem can also be presented with
the ‘shared’ time and the ‘working alone’ time of one person given, and the student is
to find the time for the second person working alone.
For example, Danny takes 4 hours to do a job alone. His brother Mike can do the job
alone in 6 hours. If they work together, assuming no gain or loss of efficiency, how
long will it take them to do the job?
Classically,

x x
1 1 1
+ =1
+ =
or
4 6 x
4 6

In both cases, the strategy is to set up an equation with fractions and solve for ‘x’.
Regardless of the actual numbers for the times both individuals work, the formula is
the same. Given that, if Algebra is applied to Algebra, we can state the following:
Equation 1:

1 1 1
+ =
a b x

or

In both cases, solving for x one gets:

Equation 2:

x x
+ =1
a b

ab
a+b

Call this formula 1. For the problem stated above, the shared time to do the job would
a•b
4•6
⇒ x=
⇒ x = 2 hrs., 24 min .
be: x =
a+b
4+6
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If given the time of one individual and the shared time, formula 1 can be used to find
the time of the other individual. For example: If Mary and Jane can do a job together
in 1 hour and 12 minutes, how long would it take Mary to do it alone, if Jane can do it
alone in 2 hours?

1
6
or
hours working together. Using formula 1, the
5
5
6
2a
problem can be seen as: =
, the answer being that Mary would take 3 hours
5 2+a
working alone.
1 hour and 12 minutes is 1

This is particularly useful, since students seem to struggle with problems having
fractions in the numerator or denominator (or both) of a fraction, which would be the
case if either of the classical forms in equation 1 or 2 were used. This conception was
worked out with students, so that they had ownership of the formula and were aware
of the value of applying Algebra to Algebra.

Appendix D: Unmixing Mixture Problems
Mixture problems – solutions of acid / milk / water / butterfat, etc., or
nuts/candy/coffee/etc., or two kinds of coins, two types of tickets sold, or interest
from two deposits, etc. – can be solved with a generic algorithm, derived from the
classical set-up-an-equation-and-solve format. This algorithm comes from applying
Algebra to Algebra.
For example, using the problem “how much of a 12% and 18% solution must be
mixed to get 30 liters of a 14% solution?”, the classical approach would result in the
equation:
(Equation 1) .12x + .18(30-x) = .14(30) which gives 20 liters of 12% and 10 liters of
18%.
Applying Algebra (in essence, using the general case), the above equation can be seen
as:
(Equation 2) P1Q1 + P2(T - Q1) = P3T, where P1 = .12, Q1 = X, P2 = .18, T = 30,
and P3 = .14
Note: any solution mixture problem set up classically would result in a similar
equation and therefore a similar set of P’s and Q’s
Solving Equation 2 for Q1:
P1Q1 + P2(T - Q1) = P3T
P1Q1 - P2Q1 + P2T = P3T
Q1(P1 - P2) = P3T - P2T
Q1(P1 - P2) = T(P3 - P2)
(Equation 3) Q1 =

P −P 
T 3 2 
 P1 − P2 
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It is possible that the difference in either the numerator or denominator or both might
be negative, therefore the absolute values of both are taken.
Since │P3 – P2│= │P2 – P3│ and also │P1 – P2│=│P2 – P1│, equation 3 can be
expressed as
P3 − P2
(Equation 4)
Q1 = T •
P2 − P1
The numerator of equation 4 states “take the absolute value of the difference between
the percent of the given value and the percent of the value of the second quantity”. In
this case the given value is 30, with a percent of 14 and the percent of the second
quantity Q2 is P2 (or 18).
The denominator of equation 4 states “take the absolute value of the difference
between the percent of the second quantity and the percent of the quantity for which
you are solving”. The percent of the second quantity Q2 is P2 (or 18) and the percent
of the quantity Q1 for which you are solving is 12.
These percents – the GIVEN value, the OTHER (P2 in this case) and the quantity TO
GET – when always aligned vertically as seen in table 1 can be substituted in equation
4.
Table

Percent of the given quantity
Percent of the other quantity
Percent of quantity to find

(P3)
(P2)
(P1)

14
18
12

Percent notation is not used here, only the values. If equation 4 is now evaluated using
these values with T = 30, the result is
Q1 = T •

P3 − P2
P2 − P1

= 30 •

14 − 18
18 − 12

= 30 •

−4

4
= 30 •   = 20
6
6

This is the same result found for the 12% solution when solving equation 1.
Had the 18 and 12 percents been switched in Table 1, “the percent to find” would be
the quantity for the 18% solution. For this and other problems where two quantities
are to be found, it makes no difference which quantity is found first. For example, If
the quantity of 18% solution is to be found first, the statement would be:
Percent of the given quantity (Ps)

14

Percent of the other quantity (P2)

12

Percent of quantity to find

18

Q1 = T •

P3 − P2
P2 − P1

= 30 •

(P1)

14 − 12
12 − 18

= 30 •

2

2
= 30 •   = 10
−6
6

The percent of the given quantity is always the 1st term in the list, the quantity to be
found is always the 3rd term and the “other” is always the middle term. The
designation Q1 is applied to the quantity to be found.
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“I, robot” free will and the role of the maths teacher who decides how we teach?
Rachel Stone
Mathematics Education Consultant
rachelvstone@live.co.uk
To what extent is our teaching practice controlled by external forces? Do
we teach in the way that we do because we want to or because we have in
fact internalised those forces? This paper presentation was based on a small
scale study which sought to develop existing research on maths teacher’s
beliefs and practices by considering three adult numeracy practitioners in
contrasting UK settings (teaching recruits in one of the armed forces, young
people for whom English was not their first language and students on a
Health and Social Care programme, respectively.) The study looked at how
the institutions where these teachers worked affected not only their
classroom behaviour but their own beliefs about maths too. The question of
why we teach the way we do has long concerned those working in maths
education. Whose agenda are we following? How do we accommodate
institutional constraints and expectations with our own beliefs and
principles about the teaching and learning of maths (and where do those
principles and beliefs come from in the first place?)Are teachers of maths
for adults ‘free agents,’ or are they robots who think they are free agents?
Those attending this paper presentation were invited to reflect upon these
and other questions.

Introduction
“A lot of long division and a lot of multiplication. Teach them how to do that and
everything else falls into place.”
“I think it is thinking, problem-solving, using a bit of logic, looking at something
and figuring it out. And I think it is the kind of thing students find hardest, but
that is what I most like to get out of the class.”
“To get them to learn something that they can use on their course, in their work
life and also in their everyday life as well.”

The quotations above are from three teachers working in the lifelong learning sector
in England. All three taught numeracy (‘basic maths’) using the same curriculum
content and all three worked with young people, largely in the 16-18 age range. Each
was asked what they thought mathematics was ‘about’ and what they saw as the
purpose of their lessons. One teacher, Andrew1, taught recruits in one of the British
armed forces, another, Caroline, taught participants on a health and social care course

1

The names used in this paper are not the real names of the participants of the research work.
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and the other, Kathy, taught young people who, at the start of the academic year, had
recently arrived in the UK with little or no English.
Could you match the quotations to the teachers from these descriptions? Would it
make a difference if you knew that Caroline’s institution was an average sort of
further education college with no real research culture, but that Kathy’s college had
received an excellent inspection grade and had been involved in a number of
practitioner-led research initiatives?
The three teachers formed case studies as part of a research project which I undertook
as part of my own recent Masters degree in Adult Literacy, Language and Numeracy.
The research question was: “How do the beliefs and practices of numeracy teachers
differ across selected institutions?”, but this in turn was part of an attempt to answer a
wider question which has long plagued me as a teacher educator in the field of adult
numeracy, namely: what is it that influences the way that people teach maths?

Background theory and research
Each of the teachers in the study taught very differently and, as can be seen from their
quotations, had differing views on what maths was all about and how it is learned.
Does what you believe about maths therefore affect how you teach it? There have
been a number of past research initiatives attempting to answer this question (e.g.
Thompson 1984, Lerman 1990 and Swan 2002), mostly in the school mathematics
sector both in the USA and the UK but at least one (Swan) in the field of Further
Education in England. The majority of studies concluded that there must be a
connection between beliefs about maths and pedagogical practice. So for example, a
teacher who associated maths with an image of
a certain body of knowledge ... discovered by great mathematical persons
(Lerman 1990)

might be expected to teach in what has been termed a ‘transmission’ style (Askew et
al 1997), for example, through teacher-led lectures and demonstrations. On the other
hand, a teacher with a more fallibilist perspective, seeing maths as
a dynamic, continually expanding field of human creation and invention, a
cultural product (Ernest 1989)

might employ a more interactive approach, facilitating the learning process so that
students have the chance to make connections and discover mathematical meanings
for themselves.
This model certainly has intuitive appeal. However, what several studies found was
that there were some teachers with a fallibilist orientation to mathematics and its
learning who still employed traditional, didactic approaches to teaching it.
Furthermore, in a survey conducted by Malcolm Swan (2002), 40 out of 43 teachers
claimed that their classroom practices were inconsistent with their beliefs, mainly due
to institutional constraints. Meanwhile, Thompson (1984) noticed in her case studies
of three US junior high teachers that it was the most reflective of the three who
exhibited the greatest degree of ‘integratedness’ (consistency) between her
conceptions of maths and her instructional practice. It seemed then, that other factors
were at play in influencing teachers’ behaviour in the maths classroom.
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Ernest (1989) postulated that mathematics teaching practice was affected by a number
of different influences, including the teacher’s own system of beliefs (e.g. about
maths itself, which then affected their beliefs about teaching and learning maths),
their level of personal reflection, and the social context of the teaching situation (see
diagram below).
Belief system, e.g. about
mathematics, which then
informs beliefs about
teaching and learning

The social context of
the teaching situation

Level of
personal
reflection

Although his paper on this subject was a theoretical one, the findings of research
studies such as those described above supported this model, particularly with regard
to the conclusion that the institutional environment must have a role to play.
Furthermore, what Ernest meant by ‘social context’ included not only the expectations
of others, but also the ‘institutionalised curriculum’. These factors then
lead the teacher to internalise a powerful set of constraints affecting the
enactment of the models of teaching and learning mathematics (Ernest 1989).

The word ‘internalise’ here is of paramount importance. In fact, the social context
referred to by Ernest is, I believe, shaped not only by institutional ethos but also by
national policy regimes, and these give rise to discourses which attach value to certain
classroom practices, which in turn imply particular ‘truths’ or beliefs which are
absorbed by practising teachers. In other words, my hypothesis was that social context
was not simply one of a list of factors which affects the practice of maths teachers. It
affects their very beliefs themselves.

The research study
To explore this idea further, the three teachers described in the introduction above
were selected as case studies from a list of numeracy practitioners who had
participated in teacher education courses at London South Bank University (where I
worked at the time), on the basis of their contrasting work environments and also with
regard to ease of access to their geographical locations. With consent, each teacher
was interviewed, was observed teaching and then interviewed again, after which they
were asked to fill in a short questionnaire.
Two theoretical models were used in order to provide a language of description to
compare the teachers’ beliefs and practices, and to analyse each teacher’s relationship
with his or her working environment. The first model used the classifications of
‘compliant’, ‘reflective’ and ‘interrogative’ (Miller and Baker 2000) to categorise the
teachers in the study. Broadly speaking, a compliant teacher would not see it as their
role to question institutional/national policy relating to their subject area, but would
be more concerned with ‘covering’ the curriculum and imparting the knowledge that
was necessary for their students to achieve their qualification aims. The reflective
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teacher would spend more time examining their own practice and trying out
alternative approaches, but would not tend to challenge the system as a whole. In
contrast, the interrogative teacher would take a critical stance regarding both
institutional and national policy, and would see maths as a process that could
potentially empower their students. It was important to recognise, however, that these
categories were not necessarily mutually exclusive but described positions on a
continuum rather than isolated classifications.
The second model used was that of Bourdieu’s ‘habitus’ and ‘field’ (Bourdieu and
Wacquant 1992). ‘Habitus’ comes from the Latin word meaning ‘a habitual or typical
condition, state or appearance’ (Jenkins 1992), but for Bourdieu it also describes
...the characteristic dispositions of the social subject, that is deeply ingrained in
habits of behaviour, feeling and thought. (Peim and Hodkinson 2007)

A ‘field’, on the other hand, is a network of positions (either of people or
organisations) along with the relations between those positions (Wacquant 1982 cited
in Jenkins 1992). While each field generates its own habitus, individuals also carry
with them their own habitus, implying that when an individual encounters a new field,
there must be an adjustment, either of the individual habitus or the habitus of the field,
or both.
For new or training maths teachers, the contrasting fields of their current working
environments (which include both their institutions and the wider sector), their teacher
training establishments and their own prior personal experiences of maths education
can combine to produce a new individual habitus. Zevenbergen (2006) suggests that
habitus in itself forms a kind of cultural ‘capital’ (another notion from the work of
Bourdieu) within a particular field. An individual teacher may thus develop the type
of habitus that will give them the most advantage (or capital) in their particular field
or institution. For example, Zevenbergen found that the most advantageous type of
habitus for newly qualified or trainee maths teachers often embodied traditional
approaches to maths education experienced from childhood. Zevenbergen was writing
about the schools sector in Australia, but his ideas have been echoed in the work of
Gleeson and James (2007) in the post-compulsory sector in the UK. Gleeson and
James suggest that a person’s ‘professional capital’ (which could be seen also as their
professional identity) can be ‘compromised’ simply by placing them in a new field
with a different associated habitus, so for example someone who questioned the value
of spending time on paperwork might be respected for their views in one institution,
but derided for them in another.
Armed with these two theoretical frameworks then, the aim was to find a way to
describe and analyse how each of the teachers in the study interacted with their
environment, and how this in turn affected their beliefs and practices regarding maths
and the teaching and learning of maths.

Findings
In fact, the first quotation at the beginning of this paper was from Andrew, who taught
in the armed forces, the second, from Kathy, who worked with young people who did
not have English as a first language in what might be described as a ‘progressive’ FE
college, and the third was from Caroline, whose students were participants on a health
and social care course in an ‘average’ FE college. Participants at the ALM workshop
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of this title were largely successful in matching quotations such as these to each of the
three teachers and institutions described. So can we conclude from this that the more
‘progressive’ the educational culture of your institution, the more process-oriented
your view of learning mathematics is? Of course not. Andrew, Kathy and Caroline
were isolated case studies and while the approach of each appeared to ‘fit’ the ethos
of his/her respective institution, a great deal of further study would be needed before
this could be claimed as a general truth.
So what does this study tell us about how the beliefs and practices of numeracy
teachers differ across selected institutions? In two of the fields (or institutions)
encountered, the practitioners employed traditional methods (largely practice in
answering written questions) in order to prepare learners for summative assessment.
However, while one, Andrew, was largely dismissive of collaborative or exploratory
methods, and could generally be described as ‘compliant’ on the Miller-Baker
spectrum, the other, Caroline, had at least attempted to introduce alternative
approaches at the beginning of the year, and expressed some dissatisfaction with the
conditions of her field and frustration that she could not teach in the way she wanted
to. In other words she was more ‘reflective’. However, she stopped short of being
‘interrogative’ in that she did not challenge to any great degree her college’s practice
of basing the content of maths education more on national test requirements than on
the vocational needs of the students. In the third case study, Kathy was able to follow
her preferred approaches to the numeracy/mathematics curriculum, namely groupwork, practical and investigative activities, with a strong focus on language and
conceptual understanding, approaches more associated with an ‘interrogative’
position. This could be partly because, with respect to the habitus associated with the
field where she worked, these approaches not only were the accepted norm, but were
encouraged through more contact time and less pressure to pass tests. For Kathy and
Andrew, therefore, the fields where they chose to be employed accommodated each
individual habitus respectively, with little conflict in either case. For Caroline, there
was more adjustment required, both conscious and internalised, although not so much
so that she felt unhappy in her role.
This suggests that, for these three case studies at least, the teachers’ pedagogical and
subject-related beliefs and practices were not so much informed by their current
institutions, as their respective choices of institution were informed by their beliefs.
This fits with Thomson (2008) who suggests that people migrate to fields that have a
close match with their existing habitus.
However, this begs the question as to how the existing habitus is formed, that is,
where do teachers’ beliefs, assumptions and principles about the teaching and learning
of maths come from? Trying to uncover the answer to this was one of the purposes of
the interviews in the study. The diagram below gives a crude representation for Kathy
in terms of listing the main influences on her attitudes and approaches to maths and its
pedagogy.
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For Kathy, the biggest positive conscious influence had been a previous career in
youth and community work, where interactive, participant-led approaches to activities
were valued, as was the development of process-based skills such as problem-solving
or communication. Her own more traditional school experience, on the other hand,
was something that Kathy wished to move away from, and she struggled to articulate
what effect, if any, her teacher training had had on her practice. This was in contrast
with Caroline and Andrew, who both cited inspiring teachers and positive school
experiences as motivating factors in their subsequent careers in education. Kathy
believed it was a happy coincidence that she had ended up in a college whose
approaches seemed so much to echo her own, but the fact that she was asked to model
a teaching and learning activity in her job interview there suggested otherwise, and
furthermore her decision to remain at the college, even on an hourly-paid contract,
was also significant. Finally, the two-way arrow between Kathy and her current
institution illustrates the fact that the relationship between the individual and the field
is an interactive one, for example with her institution nurturing and developing her
interest in active teaching and learning methods in maths, and her experience of and
enthusiasm for working with beginner English teachers contributing to a more
language-focused approach to teaching maths in her department.
With regard to at least two of the teachers in the study, there were ways in which the
values and discourses of the field of maths/numeracy education - both within
institutions and in England at large - appeared to infiltrate each teacher’s individual
habitus. One illustration of this was the unconscious way that both Caroline and
Andrew used jargon associated with curriculum levels in numeracy in England to
label their students, both when talking about them and when talking to them directly:
“Level ones sit over here please, level twos sit here” (Caroline, observed lesson). The
idea that students might be too complex to be classified in this way simply did not
exist for her within this context. Similarly Andrew, when asked about the validity of a
five-day intensive programme for armed forces recruits, answered “I think our pass
rate means it is perfectly long enough”, and yet, while he felt that the national
numeracy tests were ‘needed’, he could not articulate why. It seemed as if he operated
in a capsule, where the ultimate aim was to pass the test, and questions about the
relevance, transferability or long term retention of the skills learned were simply
outside his radar.
Both Caroline’s and Andrew’s examples above illustrate a point made by Maton
(2008), that one’s habitus allows only certain paths or choices to be visible to one at
any one point. In other words, with regard to the habitus associated with a particular
field, certain beliefs are not just untrue, they simply do not exist. Kathy, on the other
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hand, seemed to escape this ‘limiting of perspectives’, but perhaps this appeared this
way to me because, out of the three teachers, her views most closely matched my
own, in which case it could be argued that the same ‘truths’ or choices that were
invisible to her were thus so for me as well.
Notwithstanding this, for all three teachers the relationship between habitus and field,
or individual disposition and institutional culture, was in fact dialectical, with the one
affecting the other and vice versa in differing ways. In fact, each teacher appeared to
affect the associated habitus of his/her field through small, autonomous choices and
actions, for example: holding fast to values not necessarily reflected in national policy
(e.g. the intrinsic worth of young people or the soft outcomes of learning
mathematics, such as improved confidence, or a common but subconscious refusal
amongst all three teachers to use the government-preferred term ‘learners’ instead of
‘students’). Another example was engaging in a quiet avoidance (also called
‘mediation’ by Wallace and Hoyle (2005), in Gleeson and James (2007)) regarding
policies thought to be of little use, e.g. none had specific lesson objectives (and in fact
two did not have written plans at all), and all were dismissive of paperwork demands
such as individual learning plans for students.
In these ways, the teachers in the study managed not only to be influenced by their
institutions and the field of adult numeracy in England in general, but to influence in
turn the cultures within their fields of employment by creating sub-cultures of their
own, thus illustrating the dialectical nature of the relationship between habitus and
field.

Conclusion
So as maths teachers, are we free agents or not? Who does decide how we teach?
Ernest (1989), as we have seen, suggested that mathematics teaching practice is
influenced by a combination of beliefs (about mathematics and how it is taught and
learned), the degree of reflectiveness that the teacher holds, and the effect of the social
environment in which they are practising. My hypothesis was that the social
environment not only influences behaviour but teachers’ very beliefs themselves. In
examining how numeracy teachers’ beliefs and practices differ across selected
institutions, my conclusion is that, just as Thompson (1992) suggested the relationship
between beliefs and practices to be complex, so is the relationship between beliefs,
practices and institutions (or indeed, habitus and field).
To summarise my findings:
•

Previous environments – or fields – have a role in shaping beliefs about
mathematics and its pedagogy.

•

These beliefs in turn can then influence the choice of subsequent fields of
employment or institutions (or at least the choice to remain in a particular field
as opposed to moving on to another one).

•

The associated habitus of the new field in turn then shapes, and is shaped by,
the beliefs and practices of the individual practitioners who have elected to
work there.
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Overall, it seems that any research - or indeed, professional development activity relating to teacher behaviour must take account not only of their beliefs but also of
how they came to hold those beliefs in the first place, and the role that their different
contexts and environments (past and present) have played in shaping them. Only then
can we begin to support teachers in developing their practices in critically reflective
ways, and thus empower them to bring about change, not only in themselves and their
learners, but at institutional and national level too.
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Straight from the student’s mouth: ten freshman
women reflect on their difficulties with mathematics
Martha Whitty, M.A.T.
Trinity Washington University, Washington, DC
whittym@trinitydc.edu
The students at Trinity University, an all women’s college in Washington,
DC, come largely from low-income households and are often the first in
their family to attend college. Upon being admitted to Trinity, many
students say they will need extra help in mathematics. It is therefore not
surprising that 65% of the freshman class place into a developmental
math course their first semester of college. Ten students who found
success in this course were invited to share their experience via filmed
interviews. The result is an enlightening 25-minute film that takes viewers
inside the minds of first-year students and shows the world of mathematics
from their perspective. These young women, who have struggled with
math all their lives, are relaxed and candid as they speak truth to the
camera. Topics covered by the students include college readiness,
personal math history, motivation sources, preferred teaching styles,
common stumbling blocks, confidence attainment, and outlook towards
future math courses.

Introduction
In twenty years of teaching developmental mathematics to adults, I have become
acutely aware of the important role that confidence plays in an adult’s ability to learn.
I also know, from my own experience as an engineering major in college, that success
breeds success. When I was in college, if I did well on the first test in a course, I was
instantly motivated to work hard and try to repeat that level of success on the next
test. When I did poorly on the first test, however, my motivation dropped or stayed
where it was when I first leafed through the textbook. The low grade would be an
affirmation of my intimidation by the material. If this loss of motivation could happen
to me, someone with only positive experiences in mathematics growing up, it must
occur with higher intensity to students with a history of negative math experiences.
Through casual conversations with my students over the years I heard anecdotally that
my suppositions were true. Students who had success in my classes spoke
enthusiastically about their increased level of confidence and the impact this had on
their outlook towards mathematics. I thought how helpful it would be to relay these
success stories to future students who found themselves in the same position. I tried
telling the stories myself, but found my words were just blending in with all the noise
of the course. The words needed to come from the source. I needed to find a way to
get my former students to relay their personal success stories directly to my current
students.
At around this time, my husband bought a digital movie camera. My two teen-aged
daughters quickly became proficient in the use of the camera and in making movies
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using iMovie editing software. I was amazed at how professional the movies looked
and assumed I had two geniuses on my hands. Then I made a home movie using the
same tools and realized how simple the process was. I thought about connecting these
new movie-making tools with my students’ success stories. Using my family movie
camera and my laptop, I could bring their stories into the classroom and the words
would come straight from the students’ mouths.

Methodology
The students who appear in this movie were my students during the Fall 2008
semester. Each fall, I teach four sections of Math 101: Introductory Algebra to firstyear students who do not meet our cut scores for college-level math. The students
who are placed into this course are unable to demonstrate mastery of the basic
mathematics topics covered in high school. Therefore, Math 101 covers fractions,
decimals, signed numbers, inequalities, order of operations, exponents, roots,
algebraic expressions, algebraic equations, ratios, proportions, percentages, data
analysis, the rectangular coordinate system, and graphing linear equations and
inequalities. In order to move on to college-level mathematics, students must
demonstrate mastery of these skills via a minimum grade of 72% in the course.
At the end of the Fall 2008 semester, I told my students that I planned to make a
movie about student math attitudes. I circulated a sign-up sheet in each of my classes
to find out if anyone was willing to be interviewed for the movie. Twenty-two
students signed the list. In the spring of 2009, I contacted the students via email and
began scheduling the interviews. Trinity’s Office of Development supplied photo
release forms for each student to sign prior to filming. I explained the purpose of the
form to each student and kept copies on file in my office.
All of the movie-making equipment was my own personal property (a Sony HD
digital movie camera, tripod, MacBook computer, iMovie editing software, and a
Lavalier microphone). Each student was asked a total of thirty questions, while the
camera ran continuously. I sat directly behind the camera so the students could look at
me as they answered the questions.
The interviews required 30-40 minutes of a student’s time. No compensation was
given to the students other than a DVD copy of the finished movie project. This
particular movie project used footage from ten of twenty-two filmed interviews.
Footage from the other interviews is now archived for use in future math
documentaries.

Findings
This is the second movie I’ve made about mathematics. Each time I go through the
filming process, I am amazed at how eloquent the students are. They speak to the
camera with ease and appear to be relaxed as they do so. This may be because that the
students self-selected to be in the movie: self-conscious or camera-shy students
probably would not sign up to be in a movie. Another possible reason for the relaxed
nature of the interviews is the fact that the students are speaking directly to me,
someone who they know and feel comfortable with. Whatever the reason, the answers
are amazingly candid. I am always touched by the good-faith effort each student
makes to answer the questions fully.
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When asked about the effect of having their first graded math test returned to them,
several students who had received a good grade remembered the moment well and
described it as a turning point in their math history. Others spoke of how surprised
they were to get a good grade on a math test, some for the first time in their lives.
They remarked that this achievement gave them the confidence and motivation to do
well, not only on their next math test, but also in their other classes. My personal
theory about success breeding success was borne out in these responses.
When prompted, students had no trouble listing and elaborating on the characteristics
of a bad math teacher. Impatience, lack of enthusiasm, inability to explain things in
more than one way, failure to use layman’s terms, and refusal to spend extra time on
topics were all cited as characteristics. The ease with which these characteristics were
described showed how well acquainted the students were with ineffective math
teachers prior to college.
When asked about the qualities of a good math teacher, compassion emerged as a
common theme. One student described a good math teacher as, “someone who wants
to help, who cares.” Another said, “a professor who cares that her students get the
material.” And finally, a quiet, unassuming student stated the obvious: “It’s important
for the teacher to care, or the student is not going to care either.”
One of the most moving responses came from a student who had started my course
with a debilitating fear of math and who had ended up with the highest grade in her
class. She described her feelings after receiving her first A on a math test as follows:
I hadn’t seen an A on my first math test since elementary school… I’m not
going to even lie. That opened my eyes up like, “Wow… you really understand
what you’re doing! It’s not you. It’s not that you don’t know and you don’t
know how to figure it out. You can really… you can really do math.” So, that
made me more open to try to figure out, what else can I do? What else can I
succeed at?

This smart young woman clearly felt duped by her grade school teachers, and I
couldn’t blame her. Realizing she had been misled regarding her math ability, she
now wondered what else she had been misled about in life.

Discussion
There were many commonalities between student responses in this video survey. All
ten women admitted to being very worried about taking their first math course in
college and all admitted to being nervous on the first day of class. Each woman, at
some point in the interview, alluded to former math instructors whom they felt had
abandoned or misled them, thereby leaving them with a tainted view of mathematics.
These responses validate Cynthia Arem’s definition of math anxiety as, “a clear-cut,
negative, mental, emotional, and/or physical reaction to mathematical thought
processes and problem solving. It is often caused by negative experiences with math
in childhood or early adolescence” (Arem, 1993, p.1).
Another common theme that emerged from the movie regards the pace of instruction
in a mathematics classroom. Stefonie described a good math teacher as someone who
would, “not rush through just to get the lesson taught or just to get to the next chapter,
but actually sit down, take the time and make sure everyone understands what is
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going on”. Marjorie described a bad teacher as, “a person who just goes in there and
talk, talk, talks. They don’t create the atmosphere of, ‘Did you understand?’” And
Carolette said, “I wouldn’t want a professor who continued to add information on you
and you know that we’re not getting what you just taught us last week.”
By criticizing math teachers for being more interested in checking off required
curriculum objectives than in making sure their students understand the objectives, the
students became walking advertisements for constructivist teaching methods over
traditional behaviorist methods. In her book, Unlatching the Gate: Helping Adult
Students Learn Mathematics, Kathy Safford-Ramus describes her own shift from
traditional to constructivist teaching methodology as follows:
These days I work slowly through the subject matter that lays the foundation for
the core of the course. In addition to correcting misconceptions and filling in the
knowledge “cracks,” this allows time for students to get to know each other and
me. An atmosphere of openness is established while they are still on quasicomfortable ground. Time is gained later when topics do not have to be re-taught
because students never owned them (Safford-Ramus, 2008, p. 140).

This has been my experience as well. Over the years, I have learned that breezing
through the early topics in Math 101 is an exercise in futility. No topic is safe to
delete or skim over. As Shari said so succinctly in the film of the students in Math
101, “They’re in there for a reason… they don’t know the material that’s in Math
101.”
In 1998, Daniel C. Pratt and Associates surveyed 253 adult educators on what it
means, “to teach”. The results of the survey, published in Five Perspectives on
Teaching in Adult and Higher Education (Pratt, 1998), list the emerging perspectives
as transmission, apprenticeship, developmental, nurturing and social reform. The
young women in this movie definitely would agree with the importance of the
nurturing perspective, as evidenced by their commonly held view that good math
teachers care about how their students are doing. Carolette partially attributed her
success in Math 101 to her professor’s nurturing qualities:
I have had the best professor in Math 101. I had a professor who cared that her
students got the material, got what we were covering. It wasn’t about, ‘We need
to move on, we’re falling behind’, that kind of thing. Our professor didn’t move
on until she knew that we understood the concepts. I had a professor who was
willing to work with me, who gave me activity sheets for things I was having
trouble with, like fractions and converting decimals and that kind of stuff. I got
worksheets. I was told, ‘I have office hours. Do you need to come see me?’ I had
a professor who showed more concern for me, that I received the information,
that I was able to grasp the concepts versus, ‘This is what I’m going to teach this
week.’ So, I had a professor who cared.

Since I am the professor Carolette is speaking of, these words are like poetry to my
ears. Twenty years ago, transitioning from a career in engineering to a career in
teaching, I imagined the rewards of teaching developmental mathematics to adult
learners. Since then, the rewards have become tangible, and I appreciate them every
day.
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Conclusion
I now show this movie to students at the beginning of each semester to let them see
they are not alone in their fear of mathematics. Other teachers have shown the movie
in their courses and have remarked on its effectiveness in improving student attitudes.
As I continue to get positive feedback from students and teachers regarding the
movie, I have become convinced that this is an idea worth sharing with the
developmental mathematics community at large.
The comments made by students in the film not only reflect the feelings of Trinity
students but of every student who has a history of bad experiences in mathematics.
Too many adults feel separated from the world of numbers despite having the ability
to appreciate that world. My theories on the crucial ingredient of self-confidence have
been validated over and over again in my classrooms. Until adult learners see some
shred of evidence that they can indeed “do math”, they will continue to view
themselves as unteachable. By watching and listening to their peers describe
newfound success in math, students become inspired and confident that they too can
have success in math. Inspiration and confidence are often all that they lack.
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Appendix A - Acquiring confidence in the mathematics classroom: a
student perspective
Why do you think so many people struggle with math?
Chyna: I don’t know. I think that it’s not easy. I think that kind of turns people off. I
know it turns me off. For me, reading is easy. You just read it and you get it. But
with math, you have to think, and put numbers in, so I think it’s just not easy.
Shameka: I actually think people struggle with math because they aren’t able to
communicate with their teachers or they might have had bad experiences in the past
that interfere with them learning math now. And math is a hard subject in general.
You have to know the basic steps. It’s like a sequence of order. Once you learn
something you have to continue to progress and get better.
Carolette: It’s scary actually, to me. So many numbers… and then the formulas; the
numbers, the formulas, the formats. Some people, like myself, don’t think
systematically. It’s hard for me to think in terms of numbers. Sometimes when I
actually look at numbers it give me a little bit of anxiety. It’s hard for me to
systematically formalize an answer.
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Describe your confidence level in math before college.
Marjorie: If we rank it from 1 to 10, one being the lowest, ten being the highest, I
would say a two. It was very bad because I said, ‘Oh my God, I have to take math
again?” I was very afraid and I was trying to avoid math all the time… all the time.
Carolette: For me, math and science are the hardest subjects. I’m a junior now and I
waited until I could not wait any longer for me to take my math classes. My
confidence level is higher now that I know that I can do it. But before coming to
Trinity I wanted to put math off as long as possible because I wasn’t confident that I
could do it… that I could learn it, retain it. You know, just do a problem, or do an
equation.
Stefonie: I felt confident because I said to myself, ‘I did good in high school. I
passed it. They sent me on, so I must be doing something right here.’ But once I got
here my confidence slowly shifted because that’s when I realized it wasn’t right. I
should’ve been taking this type of math and getting prepared. And once I took the
math placement test to come to Trinity, that’s when I realized I wasn’t ready for
college status math.
Do you think Math 101 was the correct course for you?
Shari: Yes, I definitely think it was the right course for me to start with because I
would’ve been so behind. Now, in Math 109, you have to be able to convert things
from fractions to percents to decimals and I would’ve been so lost. I would’ve been
so embarrassed to ask someone, ‘How do you convert from a fraction to a decimal?’
I would’ve felt so stupid.
Tiffany: Oh, absolutely. And it was very necessary because transitioning into Math
109, when it came to percents, decimals, scientific notation... it’s almost like you build
yourself with this skill and now you are at liberty to use it. You’re at liberty to use it
in life. Like you can say, ‘What other math way can I use? I can do this long answer,
but I can also use scientific notation.’
Marjorie: Yes, it was, absolutely. Because everything that was in that course was
everything I had gone through in high school, and probably some middle school.
Everything was refreshed in a different way and these are the basics that you need.
So then you can learn for other courses and then you remember. Some students might
think, ‘Oh no, its not fair, because I am in college already.’ But no, you have to
learn. I did and I am very glad I did. I didn’t feel like I wasted my time or anything.
Carolette: I don’t remember my SAT scores but I know that I needed to come in on
the basic level and Math 101 is exactly where I needed to start at.
How did you feel on your first day of class in Math 101?
Nargis: Oh, I was nervous. I was nervous because it was college, number one, and
then I was in a math class. So, it was my first day and I was nervous overall because
it was studying math and I didn’t know how intense it was going to be, and it was
college, so I was definitely really, really nervous.
Ionie: My first day of math class here at Trinity I felt, ‘Ok, here’s another session of
boring math’, so I wasn’t looking forward to it, but I knew I had to do it because it
was really critical and crucial to my major. So I said, ‘Ok, I’m going to go in here
and do what we can do, but I’m not expecting any surprises.’
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Sajay: I was nervous. I was really, really nervous because I was thinking, ‘What am
I going to learn? I already don’t like math and don’t remember a lot of stuff so my
grades are probably going to be very low in this class.’ So, I was sort-of putting
myself down below the other students.
Marjorie: I was very confused and at the same time, very nervous. I was thinking,
‘Oh, here it goes again.’ It’s just this emotion you create where you’re nervous
automatically. I remember just sitting there and saying, ‘Ok, I have to pay attention.
I have to do well.’
Carolette: On my first day, because I knew I had trouble with math, and I knew that I
had failed before, I had to come in with my mind ready. I had to come in motivated. I
came in motivated from day one. In the bookstore, they had a laminated algebra
printout with the different expressions on it and I even made sure I had that. I was
ready… I was ready.
Describe how you felt after seeing your first graded test.
Nargis: It kind-of made me nervous and happy at the same time. While I was really
happy I did ok, I was thinking, ‘Oh gosh, I’m going to have to keep this up, and how
can I keep doing this and keep getting these grades?’ So, it kind of put pressure on
me in that sense, I felt.
Marjorie: When I got the test back I felt that I was doing well so then I wanted to keep
promoting this feeling because I felt, ‘I’m learning. This is good.’ So, I wanted to
keep on doing it, and doing it, and doing it, and not just only for that math class but
then you want to do the same for other classes. So, it made me feel so excited,
thrilled… I have no words to say, ‘Wow I am doing well in this one class that I
thought I would never do well in.’
Ionie: I got an A on my first test, so that was really good!
Shari: It made me feel really good. I was so happy to call my dad and my grandma,
and I was like, ‘I got an A on my first math test!’ And they were like, ‘That’s good!
Keep up the good work.’ When you get good grades it motivates you to work harder,
because it makes you think, ‘Well, I can do it and I like this feeling of accomplishing
stuff and getting good grades.’
Tiffany: On my first four tests? (laughing) Oh, my confidence went like, through the
roof… through the roof.
Carolette: Now, I don’t want to toot my own horn (laughing), but on my first test, I
got a good grade. I think it was either an A or a B, somewhere around there. But I
don’t think that I’ve ever seen and A or a B in math, in my long years. I studied for
the test, I did the homework that was required for that particular section, I asked
questions in class, so I was ready for it. I did what I needed to do to prepare for the
test, I got a good grade, and that motivated me.
Why do you think so many students fail Math 101?
Shari: Honestly, the only way you can fail Math 101 is if you don’t do the homework,
don’t show up to class… I honestly don’t know how people fail Math 101. I don’t get
it at all. I mean, if they don’t show up to class and they don’t do the homework,
they’re going to fail the tests because they’re in there for a reason.
Sajay: Some students have a mindset that they’ve already learned the material… so,
when they come into Math 101 they have it in their brains that, ‘I already know the
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process and the steps that I have to take.’ Or, ‘I don’t need to learn this over again.’
So they kind-of put themselves back instead of taking the initiative to learn what the
teacher has to teach. Because, the information that the teacher is giving you is steps
to go onto the next math class and it helps you along the way.
Marjorie: Wow, that’s a hard one… why? I don’t think there is a reason as to why.
Probably their lack of determination, their lack of interest. Because I can not see a
person missing class or wasting their time, their money or, in some students’ cases,
their parents’ time or their parents’ money, and come and fail this course.
Tiffany: If you lose your confidence in the first two weeks, then everything else is
Greek to you, all up until your final. You know, and loss of confidence is just like…
well you know how that is. But, I don’t miss math, chill. No way, no way.
Nargis: They underestimate their own abilities. So much so that it kind-of prevents
them from even being able to do well. Because, you’re so focused on, ‘I can’t do
this… I can’t do this… I can’t understand this,’ that it takes from your concentration
of actually trying to get the information. I think, once you get the nerves out of the
way, you’re one hundred percent capable of focusing your attention on the math
itself. That is probably the main reason on exams and tests, and in general, why
people do worse in the longer run because they just focus so much on what they don’t
understand and think that it’s going to be the end of the world. They think, ‘I don’t
understand this one concept so I’m not going to pass the course.’
Shameka: It’s not because they just can’t pass it. It's because they’re just not focused
and something is distracting them from learning what they want to learn.
Carolette: I watched some people not pay attention and I watched some students not
coming to certain classes. At the beginning of the semester, it felt like a team effort at
first with the class because I knew how much I needed to learn this stuff. Then, as the
semester went on, I remember there was one girl who stopped coming. But, I noticed
before she stopped coming, I noticed she got a defeat attitude. Maybe she wasn’t
picking up stuff from day one, day two, so that maybe by the fourth or fifth class, she
stopped coming, and I saw that happening. Then, too, I was in a class of ladies who
had failed Math 101 prior and there was one funny thing. They said, ‘I’m going to
look at my old test because I have the old test.’ And in my head, I’m like, ‘If you
failed it then by your old test, what makes you think you’re going to pass it now?’ So,
I don’t know but I think how people fail is… you can’t not do the work. In this class,
and with math period, you can’t not do the work. You have to do the problems over
and over, different variations. You have to do the work.
What are some qualities of a “bad” math teacher?
Shameka: When you feel like you aren’t comfortable and can’t communicate with
that teacher, of if the teacher isn’t being very responsive to the questions that you ask.
Like if they give you short brief answers to your questions that wouldn’t help you at
all. Also when they are giving you a type of vibe like you can’t do the problems that
are given, period. I think that’s a bad teacher.
Chyna: A teacher who doesn’t accommodate each student, and a teacher who expects
you to get it the first time, especially if you’re struggling with math.
Tiffany: First of all, someone who doesn’t lay down the layman’s terms, point blank.
That’s what it comes down to. Don’t try to trip us up with terms and what not. Like,
we get it… you’re the educator. Congrats… you’re here to teach us. It’s not a
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competition like, ‘This is what I can show you, this is what I’m good at.’ It’s not a
competition. It could be amongst students, as long as it’s healthy. But, you can’t
make it a competition between the educators and the pupils.
Marjorie: When I get a bad teacher or a bad professor, it’s a person who just goes in
there and talk, talk, talks. They don’t create the atmosphere of, ‘Did you
understand?’ Sometimes students are going to say, ‘Yes, we did’, just to get out of
there.
Carolette: I would not want to have a professor who is more concerned about, what
do they call it… curriculum? More concerned about, ‘This week, we’re going to talk
about this, next week we’re going to talk about that’, if you know that your students
aren’t ready. If you’re going to keep piling information on me and I’m not ready, I
don’t get it, then I would have to drop it because I know I’m not going to do good.
And then, once I fall behind, I’m not going to catch up. So I wouldn’t want a
professor who continued to add information on you and you know that we’re not
getting what you just taught us last week. Can we work on this a little bit longer?
That kind of thing.
Stefonie: I would say a teacher that lacks confidence and enthusiasm. I guess that’s
for any teacher, but I mean, if I see you and you’re trying to teach me something that I
don’t understand and you’re standing in front of me and you barely understand it, or
you look a little shaky, I’m not going to take what you’re saying serious. I’m like,
‘How’s she going to teach me if she doesn’t know what she’s doing herself?’ I mean I
think a math teacher, since that’s a difficult subject for many people, I think a math
teacher should be confident, she should be interacting with the students, she should
take her time, slow down, be willing to explain… basically patience is what she needs.
What are some qualities of a “good” math teacher?
Chyna: Someone that offers help, explains things, knows how to explain things in
more than one way, and doesn’t mind going over the same thing, over and over and
over; someone who wants to help, who cares.
Shari: Someone who provides lots of examples for the students and provides answers
to questions. Someone who has a friendly personality, who makes the class
interesting. I mean you don’t want to sit in a class and just do straight, straight work
through the whole hour and fifteen minutes. I mean its fun to have a professor who
will talk to you in between problems and get you to laugh, and just communicate with
their students.
Carolette: I have had the best professor in Math 101. I had a professor who cared
that her students got the material, got what we were covering. It wasn’t about, ‘We
need to move on, we’re falling behind’, that kind of thing. Our professor didn’t move
on until she knew that we understood the concepts. I had a professor who was willing
to work with me, who gave me activity sheets for things I was having trouble with, like
fractions and converting decimals and that kind of stuff. I got worksheets. I was told,
‘I have office hours. Do you need to come see me?’ I had a professor who showed
more concern for me, that I received the information, that I was able to grasp the
concepts versus, ‘This is what I’m going to teach this week.’ So, I had a professor
who cared.
Tiffany: I guess first it’s important to understand the audience. And, if you have a
sea of material, find out what you feel is significant. Don’t focus so much on fancy
jargon. You know, bring it down to a layman’s terms, bring it down to real world
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examples and then you’re able to apply it. Because then it’s like, ‘Finally, I know
how this applies!’ I hear people all the time saying, ‘What does this have to do with
anything?’ and I’m like, ‘Are you serious? If you plan on living the rest of your life
and not having someone cheat you, or not having your house fall on you if you design
it… get it right.”
Stefonie: To me, I think the characteristics of a good math teacher would be someone
who is just willing to take the time and just help out; not to rush through just to get
the lesson taught or just to get to the next chapter, but actually sit down, take the time
and make sure everyone understands what is going on instead of just some people.
The whole class needs to be able to raise their hand and say, ‘Yes, I know what I’m
doing,’ instead of moving on because just a few people understand.
Sajay: It’s important for the teacher to care, or else the student is not going to care
either.
Did your success in Math 101 affect any other parts of your life?
Nargis: Honestly, I think that it helped me, not only in my math courses but also in all
of my courses because it was pretty much the same pattern of studying. In that way, I
had a formula of going into the class, trying to figure out what was being taught, and
then translating it back to how I best understood it. Then, I kind-of spit it back out in
the assignments. But, my success in Math 101, it did help me out a lot in my next
math course because, I went into Math 101 thinking, ‘Oh my God, how am I going to
get through this math course?’ and that’s the same exact thought I had coming into
my second math course. So I thought, ‘You know what? You did it then, you can do it
now.’
Carolette: Math 101. See, it goes beyond how it affected me in my classes. By me
passing math, and by me doing good in math, it gave me confidence in every area of
my life, because I was defeated. I had a mindset that, ‘I’m not going to do good; I
hope that I can just barely pass and make it through.’ But when I started getting in
there and opening up my book and finding out what was going on, I felt that I could
pass Math 101. But it gave me confidence and it gave me courage, not just to do good
in my other classes because I always did good in my other classes, but it’s the math,
you know. But it affected so many areas of my life by me being able to do it.
Ionie: I hadn’t seen an A on my first math test since elementary school… I’m not
going to even lie. That opened my eyes up like, ‘Wow… you really understand what
you’re doing! It’s not you. It’s not that you don’t know and you don’t know how to
figure it out. You can really… you can really do math.’ So, that made me more open
to try to figure out, what else can I do? What else can I succeed at? So, that helped
me a lot.
What is your view of mathematics now?
Shari: My relationship with math now - it’s a little better… better than when I
started. I can definitely tell there’s an improvement, and that’s what I want, whether
it’s a small improvement or a big improvement. As long as improvement is
happening, that’s all that really matters.
Sajay: I’m not afraid to try a problem because, what I realize is that it’s just words
and how you understand it. So, I’m not intimidated by math problems anymore.
Marjorie: I’m excited. I’m happy. I like it. I love it. I’m not afraid of it anymore.
And, of course, there will be things like, ‘Oh my gosh, what is this?’, but I am very
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confident. And, like I shared before, I am now thinking of getting a minor in math.
People say to me, ‘How would you use that?’ and I say, ‘Not necessarily in anything,
but it would make me smarter and its just fun… you’re learning all these things.’
Nargis: I approach mathematics with a lot more confidence and a lot more
understanding than when I first came in, just because I’m not as anxious. When I
come up against a problem that I don’t understand or a concept that I don’t
understand, I don’t immediately go into, ‘Oh, my gosh! See. This is another example
of how not good in math I am. Instead of going into that, I simply tell myself, ‘I don’t
understand this, but I’m going to go through the steps and I’m going to learn it, based
on how I best learn. And, I’m going to get it.’
Carolette: I’m looking forward to taking higher-level math, if I have the right
professor and if I get clear instruction. I don’t know who I’m going to get, or when I
can take the next class, but I know there are certain things that are going to
contribute to me doing good in math. And one of them is to have a good professor
who gives clear instruction; who is willing to work with me, because I do need the
help. So, I’m looking forward to taking the next level because I want to go higher.
Ionie: My view of mathematics now, I’m going to be honest and I’m not saying this
because it’s a taping but I love it. I’m being honest… I love it. And, I never thought
this would happen but I’m tutoring someone right now in college algebra. You know
you’ve really learned something when you can teach it. And just to be able to see the
person that I’m tutoring (which is another young lady who was going through the
same thing I was going through), to see her go from an E to a B on a quiz is amazing
because it’s an accomplishment. I think that it’s every teacher’s goal to actually take
out that time and help someone. That’s the best feeling ever to me. I love it because I
can show somebody else how to do it.
Complete the sentence, “Math is…”
Carolette: Math is a challenge.
Tiffany: Math is priceless. Knowing it is priceless.
Shari: Math is sweet sometimes, but most of the time it’s pretty sour.
Marjorie: Math is the best thing that ever happened to me. I love it.
Sajay: Math is awesome!
Chyna: Math is not hard, but math is complicated.
Stefonie: Math is not for me.
Ionie: Math is the future… my future.
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What knowledge and skills are needed by adult numeracy teachers if they
are to genuinely give voice to the personal and community aspirations of
their learners? How can adult numeracy teachers navigate their way
through a policy framework that may not reflect their philosophical and
ethical positions about adult numeracy curricula and their own role as
educators? What is it beyond the competencies of teaching adults, that
teachers need in order to encourage imagination and social action, both
among their professional colleagues and among their learners to create a
better world?
This paper will draw on Sachs’ and Groundwater-Smith’s ideas of ‘activist
professionals’ and Skovsmose’s and others’ ideas of critical mathematics to
discuss the possibilities of developing and supporting adult numeracy
teachers who can exercise agency in shaping their field in times of hostile
policy contexts.

Introduction
In this paper I want to explore what it means to be a critical adult numeracy teacher –
an activist teacher - and why this is a question worth posing. This question has
emerged for me on the one hand from the work I have been doing in theorising the
relationship between mathematics and society, and on the other from my work as an
adult educator involved in the initial training of new teachers, including new adult
numeracy teachers. Many of us who take a socio-cultural approach to understanding
mathematics and numeracy have rejected, at least in part, the absolutist, Platonist
view of mathematics in favour of the socio-cultural or constructivist view that sees
mathematical knowledge production as a human/social endeavour. Furthermore, many
of us will try to reflect this in our own teaching in many ways – for example, by
making visible the different ways in which different cultures ‘do’ mathematics, and
by uncovering the maths that is embedded in our everyday practices. So we have
shifted from a view of mathematics as a pre-fabricated construction, to maths as a
human/social construction.

Social aspects
Quite apart from the compelling evidence that researchers in the social history of
mathematics can provide to support the social constructivist view of mathematics,
teaching mathematics as a human/social construction has a pedagogical benefit: it
gives a level of agency to the learners - a sense that learning is an active endeavour of
making sense of the world through mathematics. The learners therefore have some
‘ownership’ of the mathematical knowledge that they have worked with. Whether or
not the learners end up creating any ‘new’ or original mathematical knowledge, they
can have the confidence that mathematical understanding is humanly possible. In
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theory at least, teaching from a social constructivist perspective is more empowering
than teaching from an absolutist perspective where the maths is given and meaning is
non-negotiable.
But there is also a reflexive aspect to mathematical knowledge. The socio-cultural
view of the nature of mathematical knowledge says that mathematics emerges as a
result of people – individually or collectively - trying to make sense of the world. So
for example, as society started to be organised in larger and larger units of people, it
has used averages and other statistics to group and differentiate people efficiently. We
group clothing into standardised sizes of 6, 8, 10 and so forth, because clothing is
mass produced to meet the needs of the masses; gone are the days of individually
tailored clothing (for most). But in the process of creating mathematics, we have
increasingly learned to describe and view the world through a mathematical lens. And
in that process, we – individually or collectively - subject ourselves to being
reconstructed by mathematics. Now we say, we are a size 14, but we should be a size
10, so will go to the gym or Weight Watchers to turn ourselves into a 10. So we may
be a constructor of mathematics, but we are also constructed by the mathematics that
we have created. In effect, we need to shift to, or at least add to our thinking about the
nature of mathematics, the idea of maths itself as an architect and builder of social
reality.
Ole Skovsmose in his 1994 publication Towards a Philosophy of Mathematics
Education talked about the formatting power of mathematics. Over the last decade or
so, Ole and I have examined this notion further and have come to a view that the
formatting power of mathematics operates in a number of ways, including that:
•

mathematics is a tool for imagining alternative futures that cannot be
conceived without the analytical and constructive (modelling) capabilities
that mathematics can afford;

•

mathematics enables hypothetical reasoning by enabling us to examine
details of situations that have yet to be realized; and

•

when choices that have been made imaginable and realizable through the
functions of mathematics are implemented, mathematics enters into the
social world and becomes part of the fabric of social realities. (Skovsmose
and Yasukawa 2004)

Mathematics acts upon our social and physical world. We may have been the creator
of this mathematics, but the mathematical view of the world is shaping the way we
imagine what could be, what might be, and help to turn these imaginations into
realities. What kind of world are we living in now –as teachers?

The audit culture and ‘qualculation’
Groundwater-Smith and Sachs (2002) describe world in which we work in the
following way:
Contemporary public sector reforms and the ensuing policies in the UK, USA
and Australia and elsewhere have led to the development of the ‘audit society’
and ‘audit cultures’ … the major concern has been with issues of public
accountability by making practices and processes more transparent as well as
efficient, effective and economic. In practice, this has meant that, in its attempts
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to reduce any risk to the national involvement in its human capital, the state has
sought to control and standardise the provision of such essential services as
education and health. (p. 341)

What do the ‘audit society’ or ‘audit cultures’ have to do with mathematics? What's
the problem with this ‘audit’ society? Aren’t public accountability and transparency
good things? Perhaps, but how do these processes of making what we do accountable
and transparent actually work? In Australia, government funded (and private)
educational programs for adults are increasingly defined and framed as ‘training
packages’. Training packages, in theory are defined in the following way:
An integrated set of nationally endorsed standards, guidelines and qualifications
for training, assessing and recognising people's skills, developed by industry to
meet the training needs of an industry or group of industries. Training packages
consist of core endorsed components of competency standards, assessment
guidelines and qualifications, and optional non-endorsed components of support
materials such as learning strategies, assessment resources and professional
development materials.(National Centre for Vocational Education Research,
http://www.ncver.edu.au/resources/glossary)

Whether we agree to, believe in, or object to the aims of training packages, the work
becomes framed in its aims and ways by thinking of a 'package' of unit components,
links to a set of employability skills, performance criteria and range statements. The
value and the accountability of adult numeracy teachers are framed by the authorities
in these terms, and the work that teachers do in designing learning for their students
must be accountable in these terms. Frameworks, templates and reporting dominate
the work of teachers. It is an environment in which there is a propensity for a practice
that includes, but is broader than calculation or measurement. It is a practice that
seeks to ‘enumerate, list, display, relate, transform, rank and sum’ (Callon & Law
2003, p. 13) – a practice that Cochoy (cited in Callon & Law 2003) calls
‘qualculation’. And the more we qualculate, the more we generate things and ways to
qualculate in order to challenge other's qualculations or to strengthen our own
qualculation. It resonates with the much contested but often compelling idea of
technological determinism which says that once technology is released it becomes a
logic of its own and society is changed and shaped by this autonomous force
(McKenzie and Wajcman 1999). Once qualculation is introduced into our social
world, it is unstoppable, and this world becomes more and more qualculatively
complex and intractable.
Looking beyond our own qualculative workplaces of teaching, we can find other
evidence of qualculations gone out of control – in fact some of the biggest crises and
conflicts facing us globally. We are in the midst of a global financial crisis; our
physical world which science and technology tried so hard to ‘control’ to make it
behave in ways that are sympathetic to human comforts is warming up. The world is
faced with risks and uncertainties that we are struggling to make sense of – but they
are manufactured uncertainties, products of the reflexivity of techno-scientific
development; we are dealing with what Beck (1986) describes as the conditions of the
risk society. And mathematics is intimately implicated in manufacturing these risks.

Critical adult numeracy education
What has any of this got to do with adult numeracy teaching? In particular, what has
this got to do with adult numeracy teaching if we believe its ultimate aim to be
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imagining and creating alternative, better futures for people through education? What
does it mean for critical adult numeracy teaching? Skovsmose says that ‘if education
practice and research are to be critical, they must address conflicts and crises in
society (1994, p. 24). What does the formatting power of mathematics do? What
happens when qualculation becomes the dominant discourse? Like any discourse, we
become framed in our practices by the discourse.
We can work within this discourse – become fluent and effective within the frames of
this discourse - or we can try to undermine the discourse, work around it and ‘pretend’
to those we are accountable to that we are working within the frames set up for us.
But I am reminded of what Ira Shor says:
"beating the system" is a very active way to stay frozen in the system. It is a
means to outstmart captialism by playing within the rules of the business world.
In the end, you wind up devoting huge amounts of time learning the ropes of the
system, and none to rejecting the social model. (Shor 1987, p. 59)

So what is it that we as numeracy teachers need to do beyond simply ‘beating the
system’ in small ways? I don’t have the answers, and I certainly don’t believe that
individual teachers on their own can get very far in even ‘beating the system’. But we
can question – collectively - how qualculation or the formatting power of mathematics
is acting upon our social world. How productive is a qualculative way of thinking in
the different spheres of our lives? Callon and Law (2003) describe qualculation as
being ‘indefinite’, leading to ‘amnesia’ and lack of closure qualculation as a process of proliferation - in which entities are detached from
other contexts, reworked, displayed, related, manipulated, transformed and
summed in a single space. (Callon & Law 2003, p. 13)

I can think of examples where I experienced the ‘lure’ of qualcuation. One is in the
role of a union negotiator in enterprise bargaining. As a union we demand data –
financial data, enrolment data, staffing data - to put together a case for a pay rise
based on increased productivity. As soon as we access them and use them to ‘prove’
that we are deserving of the pay rise we are demanding, and that it is easily affordable
by the University, the University comes back with another set of data that ‘proves’
how our calculations didn’t take x, y or z into account, and so the real picture is
something else. Then we retaliate with another transformation of the same data. And
so it goes on. Does any of this really help us to determine whether or not the staff are
‘deserving’ of one or the other level of pay rise?
Another example is the development of a fair workload policy in the faculty. A policy
is developed that is supposed to lead to equitable and reasonable workloads for
everyone. It will involve all academics teaching an average of 5 classes each year. Six
months later there is a high level of suspicion, coincidentally among academics who
somehow or other acquired a much larger number of classes than the ‘average’, that
there are in fact a large number of academics who are doing no teaching. There is a
call for transparency – a database on the intranet perhaps so everyone could look at
everyone else’s workload. But don’t forget, supervision of research students can count
as ‘teaching’ or ‘research’. And if you have a large research project, then that can
offset the amount of teaching you do. Well, what kind of an average is 5 – is it just the
mean or is it the mode; what’s the spread? Maybe it should be the mean within
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smaller units. And so it goes on. Again, how do any the proliferation of methods of
counting and averaging help to resolve fairness and reasonableness?
We can be forever clever at qualculation and proliferating numbers and ratings that
help us win a few points before someone else qualcalates another set of data. We can
get caught up and lose sight of the question or the issue that we started out with –
often a question that once abstracted or detached from context loses meaning
altogether. Do all the different components and rules around training packages really
help us educate people who are active and critical citizens?

Conclusion
If as educators we want our students and ourselves to be part of creating an alternate
and better future, then we may need to consider Beck's (1992) suggestion that ‘there
might be a revival of reason … and a dynamic theory of scientific rationality which
digests historical experience and … develops itself further in a way that is capable of
learning’ (pp 157-158). I think we have to also help our students understand – even in
a numeracy or mathematics class – that mathematical rationality is not always the best
way to describe, experience and engage with the world. We need to engage ourselves
and our students in developing a critical understanding of the nature and ethics of
mathematical practices in order to imagine a better future.
There is a lure to be complicit in the proliferation of qualculation. As numeracy
teachers we need to critically reflect and resist this proliferation into spheres of the
social world where qualculation is unproductive and lacks an ethical basis. We need
to educate ourselves and our learners in what it means to challenge and resist the
propensity of qualculation, and to analyse the formatting powers of mathematics and
other qualculative reasoning in our own practices and experiences.
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The Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies
(PIAAC) is currently being designed under the auspices of the OECD. This
large-scale assessment will involve 28 countries, mostly in Europe, in a field
trial in 2010 and the full run in 2011 (with results reported in 2013 or 2014).
PIAAC aims to build upon earlier surveys such as IALS and ALL, but with
some developments. It also is conceptually related to PISA, another OECD
assessment focused on 15 year olds.
This presentation from several members of the Numeracy Expert Group for
PIAAC will discuss several key issues, selected from among the following:
• the way of conceptualising numeracy for this study
• the methods of assessment, including computer administration
• issues of comparability with earlier studies, especially ALL and PISA
• fieldwork issues such as cultural adaptation of items
• policy issues to be addressed by PIAAC results
Given the scope of PIAAC and its likely impact on education and training
policy in the many participating countries, our presentation will aim to
describe the project to the adult numeracy community at ALM, and to invite
discussion on issues of interest.

Introduction
Global players in the area of education and economic development are promoting the
launching of a further international comparative study of adults’ competencies in basic
skills, and in mathematics / numeracy in particular. The new survey is PIAAC (the
Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies). It joins several
series of studies:
•

those started in the mid-1960s by the International Educational Association,
currently run under the TIMSS projects
• PISA, the series of assessments commissioned by the OECD for 15 year olds
• International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) and Adult Literacy and Lifeskills
Survey (ALL), dating from the mid-1990s and from the early years of this
decade respectively, the latter commissioned and managed by Statistics Canada,
NCES of the USA, OECD and UNESCO
• TEDS-M, a new survey of mathematical and pedagogical knowledge for trainee
teachers.
Our contributions will focus on the development of PIAAC, with which we have been
involved. This is currently taking place under the auspices of the OECD, and the project
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is being managed by a consortium of organisations in the US and Europe, including
Educational Testing Service in Princeton, USA, which leads on the numeracy
component. The design of items for the three scales - literacy, numeracy, and problem
solving in technologically-rich environments (PS/TREs) - under the leadership of
‘expert groups’ of academics and educational developers1, was completed in spring
2009. The field trial is in mid-2010, and the main survey is scheduled for 2011, with
results to be available in 2013 / 2014. PIAAC aims to follow earlier versions of such
surveys, e.g. IALS and ALL, but with some crucial developments, discussed below. The
questions have been designed to allow comparisons within countries over time with
results from ALL. It is also hoped that the results can be related to those of PISA, the
OECD’s assessments for 15 year olds.
In this paper, we aim to provide the basis for discussing several key issues:
•
•
•
•

the way of conceptualising numeracy for this study
the methods of assessment, including computer administration
issues of comparability with earlier studies, especially ALL and PISA
the ways in which PIAAC results are likely to be used to address policy issues.

Adult Education and Training Policy and PIAAC
OECD policy-makers present the PIAAC strategy as one that will help the participating
countries to:
•

•

•
•

Identify and measure differences between individuals and across countries in key
competencies and other economic and social outcomes believed to underlie both
personal and societal success.
Assess the impact of competencies on economic and social outcomes, including
individual outcomes such as integration into the labour market, employment
status and earnings, participation in further learning and education throughout
the life cycle, as well as aggregate outcomes such as fostering economic growth
or creating social equity in labour market outcomes and social participation.
Assess the performance of education and training systems in generating the
required competencies at the levels required by social and economic demands.
Clarify the policy levers that, once ‘deficiencies’ in key competencies have been
identified, lead to enhancing competencies through the formal educational
system, in the work-place, through incentives addressed at the general
population, etc. (Schleicher, 2008, pp2-3)

PIAAC involves rather more countries than either of the earlier studies of adults. It will
involve 28 countries, 22 in Europe, and a slightly larger number of languages (or
versions of languages)2. In each country about 5000 adults between 16 and 65 will be

1

The members of the PIACC Numeracy Expert Group are: Iddo Gal (Israel, Chair), Silvia Alatorre
(Mexico), Sean Close (Ireland), Jeff Evans (UK), Lene Johansen (Denmark) , Terry Maguire (Ireland),
Myrna Manly (USA), and Dave Tout (Australia).
.
2
Participating countries in the 1st cycle of PIAAC are: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United
Kingdom, and United States.
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interviewed and tested. The cross-national nature of the project is justified on the
grounds of economies of scale, providing a comparative perspective for policy-makers,
displaying greater variance in scores and situations, and allowing monitoring of progress
towards international (e.g. EU Lisbon declaration from 2000) targets (Schleicher, 2008).
PIAAC is being designed to be repeated, in order to build up time series of information
for participating countries. If it can be managed, this longitudinal aspect will facilitate
the study over time of the correlation of skills levels with the ‘success’ of individuals
and countries, the extent to which education and training systems generate the
competencies surveyed, and the ways in which policy might improve the effectiveness
of these systems.
Studies such as PIAAC aim to produce, on an international comparative basis,
information to feed into a central theme of educational policy discussions at the current
time - those concerned with ‘what works’ in classrooms and in adults’ use of
mathematics.

Conceptualising and Measuring Adult Competencies in Numeracy3
Numeracy has been defined for the purposes of designing the items for PIAAC as:
the ability to access, use, interpret, and communicate mathematical
information and ideas, in order to engage in and manage the mathematical
demands of a range of situations in adult life. (PIAAC Numeracy Expert
Group, 2009)

This is an attempt to conceptualise mathematical thinking in context. An expanded
definition of ‘numerate behaviour’ is given, which specifies a number of dimensions of
numerate behaviour:
i. Contexts
ii. Response processes
iii. Mathematical Content / Information / Ideas
iv. Representations of Mathematical Information

Contexts
PIAAC identifies four contexts which may incorporate a demand on an individuals’
numeracy;
i. Everyday Life (personal, family life, hobbies or personal development)
ii. Work-related (often more specialised than everyday life contexts)
iii. Societal or Community (trends and processes happening in the world)
iv. Further learning (usually more formal aspects of mathematics for academic
purposes)
3

The information in this section is a summary based on the OECD PIAAC Numeracy Framework
document compiled by the PIAAC Numeracy Expert Group (Gal et al, 2009). The reader should refer to
this document for a more detailed discussion on the numeracy conceptual and assessment framework to be
used in PIAAC.
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Responses
In real life situations individuals can react with a range of different types of responses
and may incorporate more than one response type depending on the life experience of
the individual and the situation that they encounter. In PIAAC five main types of
responses are considered:
i. Identify, locate or access
(On its own generally requires low-level mathematical understanding, but usually
occurs in tandem with other types of response.)
ii. Act upon or use
(An individual performs an action on the mathematical information or uses known
mathematical procedures and rules.)
iii. Interpret
iv. Evaluate / analyse
(An individual is required to interpret meaning and evaluate/analyse against some
criteria.)
v. Communicate
(An individual is required to communicate about the mathematical information
given.)

Mathematical Content / Information / Ideas
A number of different classifications of mathematical information have been
documented (e.g. Steen 1990, NCTM, 2000, Gal et al 2005). In PIAAC four areas of
mathematical ideas that classify the mathematical demands faced by adults are used:
i. Quantity and Number
ii. Dimension and Space
iii. Data and Chance
iv. Patterns, Relationship and Change

Representations of Mathematical Information
Mathematical information may be available or represented in a range of formats, e.g.
concrete objects, pictures, notation and symbols, models, visual display including graphs
or maps, and textual elements.
A comparison of the numeracy dimensions of PIAAC compared to those of PISA is
outlined in Table 1, and discussed in the next section.
Numerate behaviour does not rely solely on the formal learning acquired in a school
context but on the attitudes, beliefs, numeracy-related practises in work, everyday and
other settings and the mathematical knowledge of the individual. Consequently
numerate behaviour, is understood as ‘founded on the activation of several enabling
factors and processes’:
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•

mathematical knowledge and conceptual understanding

•

adaptive reasoning and mathematical problem-solving skills

•

literacy skills

•

beliefs and attitudes

•

numeracy-related practices and experience

•

context/world knowledge.

Thus, a feature of PIAAC is the inclusion of a Background Questionnaire that will
assess selected attitudes, beliefs and numeracy related practices to seek demographic and
attitudinal information, and to explain differences in individual performance, their skill
acquisition and level of motivation for further learning. Because of its interest in an
‘expanding range of skills’, PIAAC will include items not only on numeracy and
literacy, but also problem solving in technologically-rich environments (PS/TREs).
The ability of an assessment to capture, evaluate and, subsequently, score a response of
real life numeracy tasks – sometimes called its validity – is dependent on the form of
assessment and on the technical aspects of that assessment.
International assessment of adult numeracy has developed from IALS, (1997) through
ALL (2005) to PIAAC. Furthermore, these past international surveys have identified a
number of design principles in assessing adult numeracy. These expectations include:
•

Task authenticity and realism

(Tasks should be as similar as possible to the way adults encounter mathematics in
different life contexts.)
•

Task format

(There is a general preference for constructed response items over ‘multiple choice’.)
•

Usage of calculator and other tools or objects

(The individual chooses if and how these are used. First cycle PIAAC respondents
are able to use hand held calculators as well as paper (printed) rulers that have both
metric and imperial measurements.)
The crucial innovation in the fieldwork methods of PIAAC is the introduction of
adaptive computer testing run in tandem with pencil and paper testing. The PIAAC
approach to assessment is outlined in Figure 1.
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PIAAC Approach to the Assessment Process

Administer
Screener

Household survey methodology
60-80 minutes

Present direct assessment items of one or
more Literacy, Numeracy, Problem Solving

Incorporates
Allocated

Background
Questionnaire

Figure 1 StructurePaper
of the and
Fieldwork
Pencil Interview
Computer based (Adaptive)
Profile of Item Distribution in PIAAC

Automatic scoring; gives a deeper and more
accurate assessment of respondents ability level

The conceptualisation of numeracy in PIAAC was captured in the following item
development profile.
•

Item Pool Developed Included Items that are:

•

Paper and Pencil Only

•

Computer Only

•

Linking Items (60% of Literacy and Numeracy Items come from item pools
of ALL and IALS)

•

Some items available in both computer and paper and pencil format, and
results from both assessment formats will be compared.

•

Item Distribution – Mathematical Content

•

Quantity and Number

30%

•

Dimension and Space

25%

•

Patterns, Relationship and Change

20%

•

Data and Chance

25%

•

Item Distribution - Level of ‘Difficulty’

•

Level 1

5%

•

Level 2

25%

•

Level 3

40%

•

Level 4

25%

•

Level 5

5%
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•

Item Distribution – Response Type

•

Identify, Locate or Access

•

Act upon, use, order, count, estimate

•

10%

compute, measure or model

50%

Interpret, evaluate, analyse or communicate

40%

Designing items for computer-based presentation provided a number of challenges for
the development team, such as:
– Coding free text responses of number ranges or estimates which have
multiple mathematically equivalent representations e.g. ‘a quarter’, ¼, 0.25, 1 in
four.
–

Providing explanations of how a certain result was reached

– Describing the interpretation of given information such as in a simulated
media statement
–

Writing justifications for answers given.

A number of innovative approaches were developed to meet some of these challenges.
For example, with respect to the respondent’s providing an explanation for his/her
answer, in the Pencil and Paper version of a particular task a respondent is given a graph
as a stimulus and asked ‘Does the graph support the claim that .....? Explain your
answer.’
In the computer-based version, the respondent is presented with the graph on Screen 1
with the question ‘Does the graph support the claim that ..... ?’ The following possible
responses are offered:
–

‘Yes I think it does.’

–

‘No I think it doesn’t.’

–

‘I don’t know.’

Depending on the response selected on Screen 1, Screen 2 offers the choice of several
rationales. For example, if the response on Screen 1 is ‘Yes, I think it does’, then Screen
2 offers the following responses:
‘Yes I think the graph does support the manager’s claim because:’
– [Reason 1 given]
– [Reason 2 given]
– [Reason 3 given]
– ‘I have another reason for my answer.’
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In this way the computer based assessment allowed some assessment of why the
individual chose to respond in a particular way to the given task. This is virtually the
only type of situation where multiple choice questions are used in PIAAC.4
In order to understand what is measured in the numeracy domain in PIAAC it is
important to examine the similarities and differences of the numeracy conceptualisation
and assessment frameworks used in other International Surveys. Since PIAAC retains
close affinities with IALS and especially ALL, in terms of overlapping use of items as
explained above, the next section considers comparisons with PISA.

Comparison with PISA
Though the PIAAC adult numeracy survey and the PISA mathematical literacy survey
address different target populations, 18 to 65 year-olds in PIAAC and 15 year-olds in
PISA, the assessment frameworks of both surveys have many similarities. In fact part of
the original brief for PIAAC numeracy from its governing body was a recommendation
to establish a conceptual link with the PISA mathematics study, if not an operational one
in terms of linking items. This section briefly compares the two frameworks.
PISA (2006) defines mathematical literacy as follows:
‘Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to identify and understand the
role that mathematics plays in the world, to make well-founded judgements and to
use and engage with mathematics in ways that meet the needs of that individual’s
life as a constructive, concerned and reflective citizen’.

This definition shows considerable overlap and consistency with the definition of
numeracy given in the preceding section. They both focus on how well individuals can
use their mathematical knowledge and skill to solve problems and to make sense of the
world around them, rather than on their knowledge of the more formal and
decontextualised mathematics that is the main focus in school mathematics curricula in
many countries.
As mentioned earlier, the PIAAC numeracy framework has four main dimensions:
Contexts; Mathematical Content areas; Response processes; and Representations. In
addition to the response processes, there are also enabling factors and processes.
The PISA framework has three dimensions:
i. mathematical situations and contexts;
ii. mathematical content areas described as ‘Big Ideas’ that arise through interaction
with day to day phenomena; and,
iii. clusters of cognitive processes / competencies involved in solving problems.
When we place these dimensions opposite one another (Table 1) we can more readily
see the similarities and differences between them. The first two dimensions of each
framework, the context dimension and mathematical content area dimension, are very
similar although at the item level categorisation within these dimensions may differ. The
third dimension of the PISA framework is based on a set of key competencies which are
4

For further details of the fieldwork procedures planned to be used in the UK countries as an illustration,
see DCSF (2009).
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involved as clusters of competencies, at different levels of complexity (reproduction,
connections, reflections), that come into play in responding to mathematical tasks,
usually embedded in a practical or ‘applied’ context. The PIAAC framework has two
further dimensions – a set of response processes (access, use, interpret, evaluate) invoked by the tasks, and the modes of representation (text, symbols, graphics, etc.)
involved in task presentation, (as well as a set of enabling factors and processes
described in previous section). Although there are similarities between some of the PISA
competencies and some of the PIAAC response processes, differences also emerge, in
part due to the different environments for which these frameworks have been developed.
The PISA framework assumes a level of mathematical knowledge and skill and reading
ability on the part of 15 year-olds, acquired through the early secondary school
curriculum, which PIAAC does not assume since for adults much of this knowledge will
have decayed unless brought into play in later schooling or training. This would be
particularly true of tasks involving algebraic manipulation and rules.
Table 1 Comparison of PIAAC and PISA Dimensions

PIAAC Contexts

PISA Contexts

Everyday life

Personal

Work

Educational/occupational

Societal

Public

Further learning

Scientific

PIAAC Content Areas

PISA Content areas

Quantity and Number

Quantity

Dimension and Shape

Space and Shape

Pattern, Relationship and Change

Change and Relationships

Data and Chance

Uncertainty

PIAAC Type of Response

PISA Competencies

Access of maths information and ideas

Reasoning

Use maths information and ideas

Argumentation;

Interpret maths information and ideas

Communication;

Communicate maths information and ideas

Modelling;

Evaluate/solve maths problems

Problem posing and solving;

PIAAC Representations

Representation; using symbolic,

Objects/pictures, diagrams, maps, graphs, tables

Formal/technical language & operations

Texts, mathematical symbols, Formulae

Use of aids and tools

Technology-based displays
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Appendix 1 gives some examples of items based on, and classified according to, the
PIAAC numeracy framework, itself closely related to the earlier ALL framework (Gal et
al., 2005).

The Future of Educational Policy-making
The development of projects like PIAAC, and of PISA before it, takes place in a context
of increasing globalisation. One of the effects of this is to decrease the ability of national
governments to control outcomes in the competitive economic environment. Thus the
competitive advantage of nations is “frequently defined in terms of the quality of
national education and training systems judged according to international standards”
(Brown et al., 1997, pp7-8). One could say there has been a ‘comparative turn’ in
educational policy-making – and international studies like PISA and PIAAC can be seen
to form part of what has been called a scientific approach to political decision-making
(Martens, 2007, quoted in Grek, 2009a, p25).
In this setting, international organisations like OECD and the EU can be seen as ‘actors’
on the international research / policy scene (Grek, 2009a). This means that as
institutions, they take decisions that enhance their positions and interests within a system
formed by nations, international organisations, multi-national corporations, and others
that jostle for influence. Grek argues that the OECD and EU have come to share broadly
similar policy agendas (ibid.).

Conclusion: ‘Handle with Care!’
We have discussed a number of the issues for people wanting to understand the
relevance and meaning of international survey results in the context of their own
country’s political goals and the particularities of the national education system. Many
reports of the results include constant ‘acknowledgements’ of the need to interpret them
‘in context’ – but this is challenging to do! Meanwhile, such educational indicators tend
to be ‘taken-for-granted’ as valid, and as dependable for making international
comparisons – but great care is needed in interpreting them (see e.g. Brown, 1996;
Goldstein, 2004).
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Appendix 1. Examples of Items Classified according to the PIAAC
Numeracy Framework
Sample Item 1: Gas Tank
The gas tank in this truck holds 48
gallons. About how many gallons of gas
remain in the tank? (Assume gauge is
accurate)

Framework Classification:
Everyday life
Interpret/Estimate/measure/compute
Quantity and number
Diagram and text

Sample Item 2: Patio
Assume that you work for Mother Nature
Landscaping Co. You are given the sketch
showing a patio that is to be landscaped by
your company. The centre square is to be
planted with blooming flowers and the rest
of the patio will contain a variety of potted
plants arranged on its concrete surface.
a) The design calls for 5 large potted plants
to be placed along the south edge of the
patio, one in each corner (as shown) and 3 in
between. How far apart should the centres
of the pots be if you want them to be
equally spaced?
b) What is the area of the actual square
flower bed in the middle of the patio? (Note:
you can use the scale on the bottom).
Framework Classification
• Work
• Evaluate/Solve
• Dimension and shape
• Diagram and text
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Sample 3: Kodak Packs

Which pack of film gives you more for
your money?
Explain how you decided.

Framework Classification:
• Everyday life
• Interpret/identify/compute
• dimension and shape
• Picture and numbers

Sample Item 4: Salary Check
a) What is the difference
between the average hourly
wage for a secretary and that of a
home care provider?
‘I am a veterinary assistant and
make only $5.20 an hour. I think
your chart must be wrong.’
b) How would you explain to the
veterinary assistant that the
average
wage for veterinary assistants
given in the chart can be correct?
Framework Classification
• Work
• Locate/Interpret, compute,
communicate
• Data and Chance
• Picture and text
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In 2007/2008 we began a new programme of teacher training at LLU+ /
LSBU using new specifications devised at a national level. As part of this
programme, we requested that trainees deliver a presentation outlining a
problem and the stages of its solution. In another assignment, we asked
trainees to undertake an investigation in one or two areas of mathematics
and reflect on the process. With both assignments we are attempting to get
trainees to focus on the process, rather than content, of mathematics. This
follows similar attempts in many curricula internationally – from GCSE to
functional skills in England and the ‘reform’ agenda of the USA. In (2009)
the authors noted some of the issues that can be involved in presentations
during the first year of delivery. In this paper, we will consider some
further examples of assignments drawn from our second year of delivery,
and consider what issues for research and teacher training this data
suggests.

Introduction and background
In this paper we consider the assignment submissions of trainee teachers who were asked to
write a report on their experiences of undertaking a mathematical investigation of their
choice. The task was to discuss the experience and process of doing the investigation, as well
as discussing the implications for numeracy teaching. (see appendix A). We asked trainees to
concentrate and reflect on the process of doing the task and to use these reflections as a
vehicle to discuss the nature of mathematics itself. This focus on process for the trainees was
intended to reflect changes in a variety of mathematics and numeracy curricula in the UK and
internationally (for example see NCTM 2000).
We reflect on the responses to the task, how this may parallel more generally the experience
of the mathematics teaching profession towards seeing mathematics as process and consider
how we may further investigate this issue in the future.

Mathematical Investigations
The trainee teachers were asked to write a report about the process of a mathematical
investigation. What do we understand by this? Why is it relevant for adult numeracy
teachers?
In this context an investigation is an open ended problem that can be solved using
mathematical skills, where the learner is given little guidance as to how to find a solution or
in which direction to take lines of enquiry. Rather than involving the research into some
aspect of mathematics, an investigation involves some form of ‘systematic inquiry’ (Oxford
English Dictionary, Simpson 2008). Investigations are used in different areas of numeracy
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and mathematics curricula as a means of developing learners' skills in problem solving and
the processes of doing maths.
Since investigations are about the processes involved in doing maths we felt they could be
usefully used as an assignment on the training course both to develop teachers' own
awareness and understanding of process and also to enable us to get insights into the teachers'
own beliefs about mathematics.
Investigative problems can take different forms, some are more open than others. In the
GCSE curriculum they took the form of a simple question (see Figure 1), learners were
expected to answer the question and then continue to explore other aspects of the situation or
related questions. There were no single right answers and the situations were rich enough for
learners at all skills levels to be able to develop and learn. The process of exploration and
reaching solutions is as important as the solutions themselves, both for learning and for
assessment.

Trios
Three whole numbers, greater than zero, can be used to form a trio.
For example: (1,2,2) is a trio whose sum is 1+2+2=5
And (2,1,2) is a different trio whose sum is also 5
How many trios can you find with a sum of 5?
Investigate further.
Fig. 1 GCSE Course Work Question (AQA 2006)

Teachers' own views and beliefs about mathematics and their understanding of process are
likely to influence their ability to support these activities. As the authors noted in an earlier
paper (Griffiths, Kaye and Moulton 2009), many teachers find it difficult to understand and to
discuss the process of doing mathematics, that is understand mathematics at a meta-level, as
opposed to simply doing it.

The place of process in maths education
In 1982 a committee chaired by W.H. Cockroft published a seminal report on mathematics
education in the UK (Cockroft 1982) recommending that investigations play a part in maths
learning at every level:
The idea of investigation is fundamental both to the study of mathematics itself and also
to an understanding of the ways in which mathematics can be used to extend knowledge
and to solve problems.
... much of the value of an investigation can be lost unless the outcome of the
investigation is discussed. Such discussion should include consideration not only of the
method which has been used and the results which have been obtained but also of false
trails which have been followed and mistakes which may have been made in the course of
the investigation.
... general strategies directed towards problem solving and investigations can start during
the primary years.
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However we believe there is evidence that some teachers, both in school and in adult
environments, have continued to be reluctant to use investigations in their teaching and as
instruments of assessment for a variety of reasons. We note below some evidence taken from
the website of the National Centre for Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics (NCETM).
Following the Cockcroft report, mathematics processes i.e. ‘using and applying mathematics’
were included in the national curriculum for mathematics (first published in 1988) for all
levels of study. It is evident in formal assessment as well as encouraged in classroom practice
(Ofsted 2008) in academic and vocational curricula.
In 1986 investigations were introduced into GCSE1 assessment in the form of course work:
usually a statistical analysis of ‘real life’ data and an abstract mathematical investigation (See
Fig 1 above). Marks were allocated to evidence of the decisions taken in exploring the
problem, i.e. to the mathematical processes. In our experience adult learners on GCSE
courses often enjoy the opportunity to carry out an extended investigation and have been
'turned onto' maths by the experience. Many teachers have understood investigations in the
narrow sense of the types of problems set for GCSE course work:
Most pupils do not regard the idea of mathematical investigation as an integral part of
their ongoing mathematical education but a bolt-on extra for the exam. (NCETM 2008b)

Although Cockcroft envisaged such work as open ended in many cases learners understand
that in fact their teachers do have in mind particular ways of carrying out the investigation
which therefore leads to a set of 'correct' answers. Learners 'do' investigations as a separate
part of mathematics rather than as a way of developing problem solving techniques (Hewitt
1994, Robinson 2004). Course work has recently been dropped from maths GCSEs by the
QCA (Johnson 2006), who nonetheless retain a commitment to assessing problem solving
skills through extended examination questions. In the school environment many teachers had
found difficulty in managing the course work process.
The Association of Teachers of Mathematics (ATM) ran a pilot GCSE which was assessed
entirely through coursework between 1986 and 1994 (Ollerton and Watson 2007).
Assessment criteria focused on process:
The criteria provide a detailed description of mathematical behaviour and a mathematical
mindset unlike anything else we have seen produced for subsequent assessment systems.

Teachers taking part felt the assessment method to be very successful “assessment for
learning and assessment of learning in action”, but the project was dropped by the then
secretary of education who
… failed to recognise this as an innovative, robust and profound development in
mathematics education. Neither was it recognised as a way to develop students’ problemsolving skills, flexible approaches to learning and the knowledgeable, adaptable,
confident use of mathematics for which employers and universities now call. (Ollerton
and Watson 2007)

Process skills were the focus of attention and assessment in vocational courses and workbased training at the same period. The development in this sector can be seen to have its

1

General Certificate of Secondary Education is the major assessment for year 11 (approximately 16 year old)
school pupils in the UK.
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origin in the 1989 report Towards a Skills Revolution by the CBI (quoted in Jessop, 1991)
which introduces ‘Common Learning Outcomes as core elements’. The full list of these
outcomes / elements is worth noting:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

values and integrity
effective communication
application of number
application of technology
understanding of work and the world
personal and interpersonal skills
problem solving
positive attitudes to change.

Those familiar with the recent literature surrounding the introduction of functional skills will
find these familiar, perhaps surprisingly so. These ideas evolved into what were at first called
cores skills, and were seen as an add-on to the newly introduced NVQ qualifications. Gilbert
Jessup says:
The idea that there are basic skills in areas such as communication, numeracy, problem
solving, which can be applied to a wide range of activities, is of course not new. … The
new methods of formulating outcomes in statements of competence and attainments has
raised the question whether core skills can be assessed in this way. (Jessup 1991)

There was a revision of Core Skills at the end of the 1990s when the new Key Skills were
piloted. The introduction to the units (QCA 1997) re-states the aims of the new units, which
include Application of Number for levels 1 to 4:
•
•
•
•

contain skills which are essential to effective performance in a wide variety of
settings
help individuals to identify the skill and knowledge requirements which
underpin each Key Skill
emphasise the ‘application’ of skills
encourage an holistic approach to learning and assessment

The Key Skills qualifications, introduced in 2000, also saw the introduction of the national
tests (alongside the portfolio). These tests were adopted as the assessment for the newly
developed adult numeracy qualification. Key Skills are now (2010) being replaced by
Functional Skills (of which Functional Maths is one). These three versions – Core, Key and
Functional - all incorporate similar numeracy process skills: recognising that number is a
feature of a task and deciding how to deal with it (mathematising); carrying out the
mathematical operations and procedures; arriving at a result or making judgements e.g. by
estimating; deciding what the numbers mean i.e. interpreting and presenting (Levy 1987
annex 14).
The development of these forms of curriculum and assessment has shown the tension
between aiming to achieve measurable process skills and efficient independent assessment.
The Core Skills depended on competence-based portfolio evidence, which turned to a
mixture of written paper tests and portfolio evidence with Key Skills. Now, with Functional
Skills, assessment is purely by written paper tests. This has had its attendant effect on, or
perhaps has been influenced by, attitudes of teachers. Early on a decision was taken not to
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include Key Skills in A Level2 qualifications, and more recently not to tie Functional Skills to
GCSEs. The former decision was taken partly because of practical difficulties, but also not to
'dilute' A levels (Hodgson, Spours, and Savory 2001), the latter not to hinder pupils' access to
the more prestigious GCSE qualification. For adult qualifications only the Key Skills written
assessment was used, a multiple-choice paper which has practically no assessment of
mathematics processes. The shift to paper-based assessment together with pressures to
support learners to pass the assessment can lead to ‘teaching to the test’ rather than taking an
investigative approach in the classroom, especially when other local constraints such as short
programmes and short lessons are taken into consideration (Stone 2009).
A teacher writing on the Adult-Numeracy (Adult-Numeracy 2010) email list (adultnumeracy@jiscmail.ac.uk) comments
What can we achieve in one hour a week? Most of the time I get the question from my
students: "Miss, can we have more time for maths? It is really important for us." By the
time we get into discovering, learning and actually starting to do some very useful work
on a new topic, the lesson had ended.

One of the aims of Functional Mathematics (FM) is to develop learners' real life
mathematical skills using written assessments in which methods and processes gain marks.
FM is based on a problem solving approach to learning, the standard defines process skills as
mentioned above, and appears to be another opportunity to introduce open ended problem
solving into teaching and assessment. A support document explains:
Clearly, teachers cannot know what ...mathematics... their learners will use as they move
through their lives. This means that we cannot identify a curriculum core that every
learner will use. Instead, and much more powerfully, learners should be taught to use and
apply the ...mathematics... that they know, and to ask for help with the areas with which
they are less confident. (FSSP 2008 p8)

Examples of assessment materials show a range of styles, from those which appear to be
using standard mathematics problems in a context, to those which pose more open ended
practical problems, although even the latter's mark scheme is expecting standard maths
answers with some marks for explanations or description of strategies. Comments from
teachers in briefing meetings reflect those noted on the NCETM website, some of which are
noted below, in that that many prefer a more conventional style of assessment.
Free Standing Maths Qualifications (FSMQs), introduced in the late 90s, are also designed to
give students an opportunity to develop real-world mathematical understanding and are
assessed by portfolio work and a written test, but are only used in a small number of contexts.
They cover aspects of mathematics likely to be of relevance to learners using contexts from
other aspects of learners' experience such as other subjects, the workplace and vocational
areas (see the QCDA website www.qcda.gov.uk).
Recently several resources have been produced to encourage and support teachers in
developing the use of collaborative learning in the class room3. These resources demonstrate

2

A Level is the major assessment for University Entrance in schools in the UK.
As examples Improving Learning in Mathematics (DfES 2005) and Thinking Through Mathematics (NRDC
2007), resources that model collaborative, investigative approaches to learning mathematics, and two web-sites,
Bowland maths (www.bowlandmaths.org.uk/index.htm) and NRICH (nrich.maths.org), which both provide
interesting activities to enrich maths learning.

3
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that there is much interest in investigative styles of teaching and that there has been ongoing
support from government departments.
Many teachers are still reluctant to embrace investigation as a teaching method, seeing
mathematics not as process but as a set of skills to be 'mastered' before broader investigative
work can be undertaken. A recent conversation with a teacher who was worried at how long
it was taking to teach her learners how to divide, and felt she could not move on to
investigations until they had learned this, illustrates the point. Comments about FM from
NCETM blogs (Allan 2008) are positive but also illustrate what some teachers do not like
about the new assessment:
…students not taken through steps of mathematical modelling ... steps too open-ended ...
difficult to teach ... difficult to mark

Commenting on the more traditional style FM papers teachers like the fact that:
…not too much reading ... easier to teach to test ... limited processing required ... will help
success rate (from league table point-of-view)

but in more open style papers do not like:
…planning sheet before the question ... very open ended ... amount of reading ... need for
statements of assumption (vague) .... too much talk and not enough Maths!

and from the Adult Numeracy e-mail list (Adult-Numeracy 2009):
I really welcome the idea, but I'm afraid I can see it fall apart in a few years time as well as
key skills had, as no one is actually addressing the real issues here, which are the lack of basic
skills, such as confident knowledge of the times tables and lack of time for teaching these
essential problem solving skills, … In my experience we have the same problem key skills had
with a couple of improvements that are the removal of the portfolio and the students now
allowed for some demonstration of their knowledge.

Discussion of the beliefs of teachers evidenced from the assignment
In the academic year 2007/2008, trainee teachers at LLU+ / LSBU were set an assignment
with a focus on mathematics at the ‘edge of their comfort zone’. This led to a range of
interpretations of the task and variability in the discussions of aspects of the process. In
response, the assignment and the accompanying guidance were re-written, to focus more on
the reflection of the processes involved in solving a mathematical problem (see Appendix A).
The resulting assignments presented during 2008/2009 clearly identified issues related to
process. Had we succeeded in our task of emphasising process aspects of mathematics? Were
we pleased with the outcome? In part yes; but we were concerned that the trainees may have
been producing assignments that ‘pleased us’ rather than really engaging with their
investigations.
We had hoped that the assignments would provide an opportunity for the trainees to reveal
their ideas and beliefs about mathematics. The authors considered the assignment responses
and came to the conclusion that the submissions were ambiguous in relation to the beliefs of
teachers. The following extracts from the 08/09 draft assignments demonstrate the difficulties
of interpreting such assignment submissions. The reader should note that the references to
both mathematical and statistical investigations are in response to the criteria for assessment
(Appendix A).
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Teacher A
A general strategy for this investigation [how many lines are used when joining a
given number of dots] is to look for a pattern by investigating.
To investigate I needed to draw diagrams. When I drew it, I found that the question
seemed much more concrete. I could see more clearly what was involved. Drawing
a diagram is making the question more concrete, more specific, and more
manageable.
Beginning with the fewest number of dots I made diagrams with dots of 2, 3, 4 and
5. I noticed that the total number of lines increased by one more than the previous
difference each time. I have obtained 1, 3, 6 and 10 which suggested that I might be
able to find a pattern. Before diving in further, I paused to recollect what I want. I
want to know whether any pattern can appear. I recognised from my subject
knowledge and experience that this was a sequence of triangular numbers. I have not
finished yet, because I want a more concrete proof. Therefore I decided to do one
more with 6 dots. This gave 15 lines to confirm my findings. Now I can reveal a
number pattern which may be used to extend the sequence and enable the
determination of the number of lines for any given number of dots. It also possible to
use the pattern to obtain a formula for the number of lines in terms of number of
dots.

From this extract we could interpret the trainee as having an understanding of how to be
systematic, choosing to carefully build the cases one by one until a pattern is spotted.
Alternatively, one could see the response as a near replica of examples provided. It may be
that the trainee is treating investigations as a new topic for mathematics with its own
algorithm (as warned by Hewitt 1994).
Teacher B
Using investigations with learners provides the opportunity for discussion, for
linking areas of maths and finding different ways of approaching a problem. These
need not be complex, lengthy investigations but opportunities to discover
relationships, experiment, and construct formulas for themselves, rather than being
given algorithms to use. Research seems to suggest that, in statistical investigations,
too much emphasis is given to the mathematics and not enough to consideration of
the problem itself and analysis of conclusions from data. The relationship between
teachers’ views of maths and teaching methods may be speculative as Ernest points
out, but clearly teaching through investigations requires a ‘letting go’ of the
‘traditional’ method and ‘allowing’ many different approaches and interpretations of
the problem. The ‘traditional’ method becomes one possible method of solving a
problem.

One interpretation is that this is a call to action, bringing together the literature with their own
experience. Alternatively, this may be seen as a contribution written specifically for the
assessor. Are they saying what they want us to hear?
Teacher C
Although my thinking went through the steps that I have written down above, this
does not capture the way in which I worked on the problem.
Having considered the starter during the session, I did not think about the problem
again until a couple of nights later – it was actually the middle of the night. I just
thought about the algebraic form of what I wanted to look at and made the
connection with the binomial expansion. I started on the expansions mentally, but
found it had to hold the algebra in my head with the complication of inequalities,
which always feel a bit slippery to me. It was several days later that I started to write
the solution down and it fell out very quickly.
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This has a ring of authenticity in the description of timings and the feelings and may be
helpful in considering the non-mathematical elements of the process. Nevertheless, the
description does not help in describing how the solution was obtained.
Teacher D
With the mathematical investigation I started off with a goal that had been given to
me, to find out how many triangles were in different sized polygons.
With the statistical investigation I decided what the investigation was going to be.
For the mathematical investigation I used primary data because I was carrying out
the investigation myself. The data was from the mathematical world. For the
statistical investigation I had to use secondary data, which came from the real world.
In order to make the mathematical investigation systematic I started with the
smallest sized polygon and continued by adding one side at a time. With the
statistical investigation I used a name of a country without knowing the size or
population.
I was given criteria to follow for the mathematical investigation, which eliminated
other triangles that could have been drawn. This is an essential part of a
mathematical investigation. For the statistical investigation I set my own criteria.
I put the mathematical results in a table, I predicted an outcome and tested that it
worked. I was able to use controlled steps in a logical order. I completed the
investigation, bringing it to a conclusion.

This extract shows aspects of choice in undertaking an investigation. Nevertheless, it is
interesting that the trainee appears not to see a ‘mathematical investigation’ as a task within
their control but something ‘given’.
Teacher E
A search of the Tower of Hanoi literature soon reveals that the solution is well
known to be recursive. Let us now explore what this means and why a recursive
algorithm should prove that the simple solution described above should hold good
for all possible towers.
We need to understand that if we can solve a 99 discs (which we can, following our
simple solution) we can solve a tower of 98, 97, 96 and so forth until we reach a
“tower” (if we can so call it) of one disc. We certainly know how to move one disc,
so the solution is recursive. To put this in another way, we are breaking the problem
down into smaller and smaller parts - something our learners could well be
encouraged to do. We will need a system of notation to describe our moves. We can
call the three pegs A, B and C, remembering that these labels may move at different
steps.

This extract, while outlining a systematic approach, appears to be about inductive proof
rather than really describing the process of understanding and problem solving.
This selection of extracts shows that trainees are able to discuss some sort of process in
solving the mathematical problem. We have chosen examples that show a range of
competence with mathematical thinking, which the authors feel is representative of the
2008/09 cohort. Some have a strong focus on an algebraic solution (like example C) and
demonstrate a comfort with formal mathematical content, in this case binomial series. Others
describe their investigation as a data collecting activity (like example D).
We were satisfied the trainees had responded appropriately to the task by considering,
undertaking (mostly) and reflecting upon a mathematical investigation. Though all achieved
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this, there was considerable difference in the level of mathematical insight the learners were
able to demonstrate. This is hypothesised by the authors as being dependent on their
experience with formal, academic mathematics. In addition, we identified the following two
items as key issues to follow up.
•

Reflecting on “doing mathematics” did not lead trainees to discuss what they thought
mathematics is; or even to imagine that such a question was worth considering.

•

Trainees made few connections between how they did mathematics and how they taught
adult numeracy.

As part of the preparation for the assignment we presented 7 views of mathematics (Brown et
al 1981) (Appendix C) such as ‘mathematics as logic’ and ‘mathematics as intellectual
passion’. Though this was well received during the training sessions it is rarely identified as
having any connection to the investigative assignment task.
We feel we have successfully assessed our trainees within the context of the qualification
standards. However, we wanted to do more. We wanted to raise awareness of the interrelation between a teacher’s conceptual map of mathematics (or possibly numeracy) and their
approach to teaching. At this stage we believe we have established that very few trainees
have an awareness that their image of mathematics is (may be) different from others. It is as
though they simply ‘know’ what mathematics is (although they may question what numeracy
is!). However, we are aware that trainees’ images of mathematics differ greatly from each
other. Currently the evidence for this arises from observation in an educational setting and
not from structured research data. Some work is being done on this for school teachers, such
as the work of Klinger in Australia (Klinger, 2009), though this has an emphasis on teachers’
competence in mathematics, rather than an image of what the subject is.

Where next
Despite the relative infancy of teacher training for adult numeracy in the UK (at least
compared to school-teacher education) we are beginning to get a picture of teachers of adult
numeracy (at least in London). Indeed, as we noted in an earlier paper (Griffiths, Kaye and
Moulton 2009) our sample was in broad agreement with Swan’s sample of teachers in his
studies. We see a range of practitioners dedicated to the development of adult numeracy in
their learners. It is perhaps not surprising to note that these teachers appear to have different
views of what mathematics is and what it is for. In our previous paper we had argued that
some individuals struggled to see the process aspect of mathematics and really responded to
their tasks in relation to the content of mathematics. We hope that we have shown in our
investigation assignment a similar picture is emerging. It is interesting that the trainees are
learning to produce assignments that address the criteria required of them although the
extracts that we have chosen above suggest that some of teachers are not seeing
‘investigation’ in the ways intended by the training team. But where does that leave us?
We feel that it is important to capture some more data on teachers’ views of mathematics. To
this end we have devised a questionnaire which we will pilot with a future group. This
questionnaire has been split into three sections.
Section 1. To position the results of the questionnaire, we will use a part of Mathematics
Matters questionnaire (NCETM 2008c). We hope that will enable us to say something about
how typical or otherwise our groups are. We note that the sample used by Swan and the
research team were self-selected and not representative of teachers as a whole. Nevertheless,
we feel that the results from this section will act as a comparator.
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Section 2. We would like to ask teachers to describe what they think mathematics is. We
expect that this might be difficult without some further prompts. We have therefore used
some of the extracts from the investigation assignments and will ask teachers how the
statements fit with their own views. The statements chosen represent some different aspects
of mathematics as investigation.
Section 3. Finally, after offering a number of views of mathematics and teaching, we will ask
teachers to describe what they think mathematics and mathematics teaching is.
In the first instance, we expect to categorise the responses in a number of ways. We are
interested in seeing how much the descriptions include mathematics-as-process. We will also
see how these fit the framework of Swan et al.

Conclusion
There has been an increase in the importance of seeing the process aspect of mathematics in a
range of curricula. This has impacted upon the National Curriculum for schools, the Core,
Key and Functional Skills curricula in the UK. Internationally, the USA reform agenda has
identified process as a key element of mathematics.
We had hoped to see evidence of the beliefs about mathematics of trainee teachers within
their assignments. This evidence turned out to be more ambiguous than we had expected. We
suspect that assignment submissions are not the best place for discovering views as they are
bound up with passing a course and may be written to send a message to the assessors.
In the future, we will investigate the issues raised more directly by trialling a questionnaire
developed during our reflections on the trainee responses to their assignments.
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Appendix A
NKU2 Assessment
Write an account of mathematical investigation, using one or two examples, including a reflection on
the process of mathematical activity.
(1500-2000 words)
Assessment criteria
•
Describe the nature of argument and proof in the selected investigation
•
Describe the use, interpretation and representation of data in the investigative process
These two criteria should be addressed in the problem and its solution or in the comparison to
other types of problem.
•
Reflect on how the investigative process relates to views on the nature of mathematics
This will involve an outline of different perspectives on the nature of mathematics (with reference
to relevant literature). You should then consider which perspective relates to the use of
investigative processes, and explain why.
•
Discuss the implications for the use of investigations with numeracy learners
Discuss how the use of investigative approaches with numeracy learners can help or hinder the
learning process, with examples.
Guidance
In the guidance below you are asked to choose investigations. These may be chosen from those used
or referenced in the sessions (or may be chosen from elsewhere).
Either
• Choose a mathematical or statistical investigation
• Identify a solution to the investigation.
• Compare the investigation and solution to the other approach to investigations ( i.e.
mathematical compared to statistical investigations or vice versa).
Or
• undertake one mathematical investigation and one statistical investigation
• identify the two solutions
Then
• Reflect on the process of investigation and identify issues that relate to learning mathematics /
numeracy including:
– strategies for learning and teaching;
– curriculum development.
• When thinking about implications for practice it is unlikely that you will have a direct link to
learner issues. You should consider the parallels between the mathematics that you have
studied in the course and the mathematics that your learners undertake. For example, the
difficulties you face and how you resolved these difficulties should tell you something about
similar issues for learners when solving their own mathematical problems.
• Comment on the nature of mathematical knowledge and investigation and aspects of the
wider curriculum ( i.e. content, process, assessment, in a variety of subjects / contexts), with
reference to relevant literature.

Appendix B
Nature of Mathematics. Adapted from Brown, S. Fauvel, J. and Finnegan, R (eds) (1981) Conceptions
of Inquiry London. Methuen & Open University Press
Mathematics as Eternal Truth (Plato)
Mathematics as aesthetic creation (Henri Poincaré)
Mathematics as logic (Douglas R. Hofstadter)
Mathematics as language (Lancelot Hogben)
Mathematics as art (G.H.Hardy)
Mathematics as intellectual passion (Michael Polanyi)
Mathematics as social practice (Luke Hodgkin)
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Appendix B
Questionnaire on teachers’ views of mathematics
Please answer the following three sections as best you can. We expect that the data we collect will
inform our understanding of the views of existing and trainee teachers and influence our training.
Section 1 The following questionnaire came from the Mathematics Matters project of the NCETM.
Answering these questions will enable us to reference our training groups to this survey.
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/files/309231/Mathematics+Matters+Final+Report.pdf
Principles Ideal and implemented values
Write “A” in the appropriate box on each row to show your vision for an ideal mathematics
curriculum.
Write “B” in the appropriate box on each row to show the values implied by the curriculum that is
currently implemented in most schools and other institutions.
4=almost all mathematics lessons should contain this aspect
3=most mathematics lessons should contain this aspect
2=less than half of mathematics lessons should contain this aspect
1=few mathematics lessons should contain this aspect
Types of outcome and types of activity
Fluency in recalling facts and performing skills
For example:
Memorising names and notations
Practising routine procedures
Interpretations for concepts and representations
For example:
Discriminating between examples/non-examples
Generating representations
Constructing relationships
Translating between representations
Strategies for investigation and problem solving
For example:
Formulating questions/problems
Developing/comparing strategies for solution
Monitoring progress
Interpreting/evaluating solutions
Communicating results
Awareness of the nature and values of the educational system
For example:
Recognising the purposes of learning maths
Developing learning/reviewing strategies
Knowing what others value
Appreciation of the power of mathematics in society
For example:
Appreciate history/cultural foundations
Creating/critiquing models of real situations
Recognising uses/abuses of maths in society
Gaining power over problems in ones own life
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4
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Section 2
The following extracts are from teachers assignments about the investigation aspect of mathematics.
Identify how well these extracts fit with your own views of doing mathematics. Please add any
comments you wish.

Close to

Extract
4
Teacher A
I needed to draw diagrams. When I drew it, I found that the question
seemed much more concrete. I could see more clearly what was
involved. Drawing diagram is making the question more concrete,
more specific, and more manageable.
Teacher B
These need not be complex, lengthy investigations but opportunities
to discover relationships, experiment, and construct formula for
themselves, rather than being given algorithms to use.
Teacher C
Having considered the starter during the session, I did not think
about the problem again until a couple of nights later – it was
actually the middle of the night. It was several days later that I
started to write the solution down and it fell out very quickly.
Teacher D
I started off with a goal that had been given to me, to find out how
many triangles were in different sized polygons. I used primary data
because I was carrying out the investigation myself. The data was
from the mathematical world.
Teacher E
To put this in another way, we are breaking the problem down into
smaller and smaller parts- something our learners could well be
encouraged to do. We will need a system of notation to describe our
moves.
Comments

3

own view
2

Far from
1

Section 3 (actually on a separate page with space for extended text)
Finally, it would be helpful to know what are you own views of mathematics and mathematics
teaching.
For me, mathematics is …
For me, mathematics learning and teaching is…
Thank you for your time.
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Beyond word problems
Kees Hoogland
APS – Dutch National Center for School Improvement
K.Hoogland@aps.nl
“Concepts of adult numeracy education can be arranged along a continuum
of increasing levels of sophistication. According to a review of AIR (2006) all
of the most recent influential approaches to defining adult numeracy fall into
the so called integrative phase of this continuum. In this phase numeracy is
viewed as a complex multifaceted and sophisticated construct, incorporating
the mathematics, communications, cultural, social, emotional and personal
aspects of each individual in context. A closer look however at lesson or test
materials used in many different countries reveals that most materials consist
of word problems or of exercises with formal arithmetic skills. One could say
that the sophistication of the concepts runs way ahead of the sophistication of
the learning and testing materials. In this era of technological and
multimedia possibilities a next step can and should be made to bring real
quantitative problems – problems that individuals face or can imagine - into
learning materials.”

The school curriculum in the Netherlands
In 1985 a brand new curriculum started for upper secondary education divided into two
strands: Mathematics A and Mathematics B. Mathematics B was aimed at students with a
talent for mathematics and a desire to pursue technical studies or natural sciences.
Mathematics A was aimed at students who did not need the rigorous algebra and the abstract
formalizations of academic mathematics, but needed some mathematics for everyday life.
The latter was a kind of ‘mathematical literacy’ before the term existed. Mathematics A
connected mathematics with the real world, the lesson material was mainly contextual, as
were the final examinations. Over the last 25 years I have collected hundreds of clippings
from newspapers and magazines, written textbooks on mathematics A and ‘invented’ dozens
of contexts to contextualize the desired mathematics topics. Typically the way I did this was
to describe, mainly by using words, the context in which the mathematics played a role.
Initially I wrote such descriptions using a typewriter. This was superseded by the desktop PC
whereby Wordperfect4.2 and Word were the most important tools to create the connection
between mathematics and the real world. I give you a typical example:
A timber dealer buys a number of trees to cut up into planks. The price for a tree depends
on the number of cubic feet of wood. There is no easy way to establish this for a large
tree. That is why at a height of 4 feet the circumference of the tree is measured. For each
sort of tree a standard price per square centimeter of the crosscut is established.
Calculate the price for an oak with a circumference of 230 cm and a standard price of
€2.70 per square cm crosscut.

(source: Moderne wiskunde A1 havo bovenbouw, 2003, translated)
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For many years students found this a very refreshing way to do mathematics. In many
countries these kinds of contexts have become more and more dominant in lesson materials
for mathematics education at all levels. In numeracy education too the word problem is
nowadays used regularly as a way to connect mathematics with real life.

Adult numeracy
There are many definitions of numeracy and there are even more opinions on what numeracy
education for adults should look like. However there seems to be one point of consensus on
numeracy education: it should be functional in everyday life and as a consequence the
mathematics should be connected with real life in one way or another. Over the last ten years
word problems seem to have become the dominant way to make the connection between
mathematics and real life. This, it is argued, has made mathematics much more meaningful
for many students of all ages. However we need to ask: is there a problem with the fact that
much more language has been introduced into maths lessons? From experience it is clear that
having problems with maths, for many students, often coincides with having trouble in
coping with written language. So you win some and you lose some - or not? Are there better
ways to make the connection between maths and real life which are suitable for maths
lessons? I would argue that there are.

Using multimedia
It is increasingly possible to bring real life into learning materials by making use of
multimedia techniques. If for instance the learning material is web based, you can insert
images, video clips, animations, voice-over etc. In recent years some examples of this have
been developed in the Netherlands. See for instance the web-based numeracy lesson materials
Gecijferd12 and Gecijferd34 on the website www.gecijferd.nl.
But even when the learning material is confined to paper much can be done to introduce real
life in other ways than by lengthy descriptions of contexts. Careful use of relevant images is
the key here. Two examples:
Example: Fridge thermometers
At the top is a question I found in a regular adult numeracy text book. I then show the three
steps in which I made some changes to it without losing the maths skills being tested. Below I
explain the underlying thinking behind these changes:
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The drawing is replaced with a picture. Drawings only send a message that the mathematics
is hidden in a made-up context. Pictures immediately connect the mathematics with the real
world. Do not underestimate the effect of such messages on the students’ views of the goals
of mathematics lessons.
The multiple choice alternatives are nonsensical and debilitating. They are consequently
discarded.
The language is reduced to the essence of the problem. Indeed you now lose the background
of the actual employee, but describing that background only in words is hardly a benefit.
Without it we still have a recognisable question from real life. From the title ‘Fridge
thermometers’ the students can easily imagine a situation where this might be relevant.
If the skill is reading temperatures in fridges or in other situations where temperature
measurement is important then the students should be taught to do that. The last image
reflects this wider context.
Example: Percentage discounts
In 2008 in the Netherlands a new numeracy framework was published (Expertgroep
Doorlopende Leerlijnen Taal en Rekenen, 2008), more commonly known as “the Meijerink
report”. In this framework three levels of functional numeracy are defined: 1F stands for the
functional numeracy at the age of 12, 2F for the functional numeracy at the age of 16 and 3F
for the functional numeracy at the age of 19.
The following is a question taken from the first test designed as an example of the levels in
this framework and to illustrate the ‘2F level’ in mathematics. This level of functional
numeracy should be within the reach of 85% of the adult population.
You can guess what the Dutch text means from the drawing but to leave no doubt, it reads:
‘What is the approximate percentage discount on this houseplant.’
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I think this question is fairly representative of current practice in numeracy word problems:
•

A drawing instead of a picture, probably because it is cheaper and faster to
produce.

•

The question repeats a part of the picture unnecessarily in words.

•

The word ‘approximate’ is added to avoid any confusion (it is possible that more
confusion is caused by the multiple choices).

•

The question is the ‘wrong way’ around – in real life we would rarely want to
know this. The question is therefore not ‘imaginable’ as a real life problem.

The alternative is quite simple:
•

I know life is all about making choices, but in numeracy education we can do
without the silly multiple choice model.

•

The drawing is replaced with a picture of a real houseplant. Even better if you
could have a picture of this houseplant in a garden centre with the real discounts
printed or handwritten on a little chalk board.

•

The question is imaginable: you can think of a person wanting to perform this
task.

•

You can expand the question easily by taking pictures of more and different
plants.

From these examples we can try to formulate a definition of a numeracy problem that reflects
these considerations:
‘A numeracy problem is an imaginable question about the real world that can be solved
by mathematical techniques. A numeracy problem in learning materials uses a minimum
of language and a maximum of real life images. The images are essential for the problem
to be solved.’

Unavoidable words
But how about contexts that are unavoidably rich in language, for instance tax forms, utility
bills, brochures, etc? Of course these should not be avoided. It helps the learner when the real
forms and bills are presented as they are, and not as an illustration or a drawing. Of course the
official language in forms can be a problem for the students, but it is surely one of the goals
of numeracy education to teach the students to cope with that. Which is quite different from
the situation where the students have to cope with the language the textbook author has used
to encode the real life situation in a description. Dealing with that is hopefully not the goal of
numeracy education. Nonetheless, sometimes I encounter systematic problem solving
approaches to solve word problems (e.g. ‘underline which words are relevant, make a sketch
of the situation’, etc.). To me this is like harnessing a powerful horse behind a cart with
broken wheels.
Trying to make the connection of mathematics to real life more imaginable is also in line with
current thinking on approaches to numeracy education.
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Some theoretical background
Maguire and O’Donoghue (2004) did some excellent work in creating a framework to give an
overview of the various concepts of adult numeracy education being used at present. In their
view these concepts can be arranged along a continuum of increasing levels of sophistication.

Adult Numeracy Concept Continuum of Development

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Increasing levels of sophistication

FORMATIVE

MATHEMATICAL

(basic mathematical skills)

(mathematics in context of
everyday life)

INTEGRATIVE
(mathematics integrated with
the cultural, social, personal
and emotional)

A continuum of development of the concept of numeracy showing
increased level of sophistication from left to right (from Maguire and
O’Donoghue, 2004)

The concept of numeracy in the formative phase refers to basic mathematical, or sometimes
specifically numerical or quantitative, skills, which adults are deemed to need to function
effectively in society. In this view, numeracy is a basic skill normally acquired in childhood;
in many numeracy strategies, what adults are deemed to need is simple arithmetic. Lesson
material with a strict focus on doing arithmetical operations is widespread and reflects this
view.
Numeracy in the mathematical phase is broader, and puts the emphasis on the use of
mathematics in daily life. In this phase, numeracy often includes: (a) number, money, and
percentages; (b) aspects of algebraic, geometric, and statistical thinking; and (c) problemsolving based on the mathematical demands of adult life. This view of numeracy has been
quite influential in the Anglophone world, including the United Kingdom’s Adult Numeracy
Core Curriculum.
All of the most recent approaches to defining adult numeracy fall into Maguire and
O’Donoghue’s integrative phase. In this phase, numeracy is viewed as a complex,
multifaceted, and sophisticated construct, incorporating the mathematics, communication,
cultural, social, emotional, and personal aspects of each individual in context. These more
integrative approaches to numeracy have become influential over the last few years, as
illustrated by projects to define numeracy instructional content standards, the Program for
International Student Assessment (PISA), and the Adult Literacy and Lifeskills (ALL)
Survey. The numeracy definitions in these projects specify the intended cognitive outcomes
of adult numeracy education and/or emphasize the need for the individual to adjust to the
increasing technological demands of the knowledge economy.
However a closer look at lesson or test materials used in many different countries reveals that
most of these still consist of word problems or of exercises with formal arithmetic skills. One
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could say that the sophistication of the numeracy concepts runs way ahead of the
sophistication of the learning and testing materials.
In this era of technological and multimedia possibilities a next step can and should be made
to bring real quantitative problems – problems as individuals face them - into learning
materials. I hope the examples in this article give practitioners some encouragement to do
that.

Challenge
Would it not be wonderful if we could transform most of the existing word problems into
numeracy problems in the forthcoming years?
I see it as a challenge to make a start with this. It is reasonably possible to transform any
word problem within one day into a numeracy problem. If you send me a word problem (with
source) I will send it back transformed into a numeracy problem. You have to give me
permission to publish the original and the transformed problem on my website. I have started
the
process already with
some examples which can be found at
www.gecijferdheid.nl/transformations.
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In the workshop we shared some of our experiences as a pilot centre of
functional mathematics.
We presented an overview of the standards (giving participants the chance
to put these into practise in sample exam papers), presented materials we
have produced and looked at the possible impact of these on both learners
and teachers. We looked at ways of delivering functional skills in the
classroom and workshop situations. Finally we considered some real life
scenarios involving problems where maths is needed and invited
participants to consider the maths involved and strategies to tackle the
problems.
This workshop aimed at sharing our experiences of being a pilot centre for Functional
Mathematics with OCR examination board in HMP Wormwood Scrubs.
We have been a pilot centre since June 2008. Basically this means we enter students for
Mathematics, English and ICT on a two monthly basis at Levels 1 and levels 2, give student
and tutor feedback and attend training sessions with OCR.
The session, attended by twelve delegates, gave a brief overview of Functional Skills and
Functional Mathematics which will roll out in 2010. Broadly speaking Functional
Mathematics requires learners to acquire the skills and problem solving abilities to operate
effectively in a variety of life situations.
After this we looked at the Functional Mathematics standards. We did this by means of a task
adapted from a geometry project that we are running in the prison. The project is an AQA
Entry level unit on 2D and 3D construction. This is a course of about 10 hours work where
students are expected to make drawings and templates of six 2D regular shapes and to make
four 3D regular shapes.
Groups were given three graded worksheets on cube construction and were asked to decide
what levels: Entry, Level 1 or Level 2 (examples of Level 1 and Level 2 included) these
corresponded to. Participants were asked to grade these in terms of complexity, familiarity,
technical demand and independence (the level differentials). There was then discussion on
how easy it was to follow the standards. Generally the participants found that given the way
the task had been set out it was easy to see the gradation from Entry to Level 2. There was
then some discussion on how the task might be presented in a Functional Maths context. For
example making scale models of buildings, designing a carrying tray for transporting cans.
The task took rather longer than expected. We ended the workshop with general discussion on
Functional Skills. The main source of concern seems to be from the F.E sector where
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Functional Skills is to be part of the Foundation Learning Tier (basically a framework for all
qualifications at Level 1 which includes Functional Maths and English, vocational skills and
social and personal development as elements) Feed-back from the session was positive but
there was concern about implementation of Functional Skills.
Example of Level 1 Task in making a cube
Using the card template and the model of the cube construct your own cube from the card.
(Students would be given a square made of card. They would be expected to deconstruct the
cube and from this make their own cube using card, scissors and sticky tape.)
Example of Level 2 Task in making a cube
Use the materials you have make a cube.
(Students would have a cube made of card. They would have card, ruler, pencil, scissors and
sticky tape.)
Note: At Entry 3 students would be given a square made of card and the net of a cube.
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Six adult mathematical workers on literacy, matheracy, and
technoracy for life
Mônica Mesquita

Sal Restivo

D.A.R. à Costa – Tr@nsFormArteCosta da Caparica, Portugal
harmoni4@mac.com

restis@rpi.edu
With:

Jorge Marques

Trindade Damasio

Margarida Matias

Isaura Matos

Conceição Pires

São José Madeira

Fernanda Marques

Paulo Santos

This is an opportunity for some members of a government sponsored community
which recognizes and validates life experiences as a basis for earning the
secondary certificate to share their ideas about mathematics and the world. This
presentation includes six essays developed in the context of this community that
explore the process of adults learning mathematics. These essays reveal the
product of a Freirean educational approach and some thoughts socially
constructed in interaction with volunteer educators from different parts of the
world and with different experiences and backgrounds. The main objective of this
paper is to open a way for the voices of the adults learning mathematics to be
heard through our mutual efforts.

Prelude
Mônica Mesquita and Sal Restivo
‘To be’ and ‘to be with’ – this work contains essays which are thoughts from these two
positions (that of ‘being’ and ‘belonging’). The reality of the work experience by volunteer
adults and educators has allowed a certain level of freedom between the two positions, where
every social actor involved in this process sought a number of exchanges. These exchanges
were not rooted directly in material capital but in the realization of how each one was related
to everyone else.
Volunteer work is a main feature of the D.A.R. à Costa - Tr@nsFormArte Project, where we,
as adults, are situated. One part of this project is focused on the CRVCC1 – the governmental
process to recognize and validate various competencies of the adults to grant them access to a
primary, basic or secondary degree. This volunteer work has been encouraged as a practice to
bridge the gap between ‘to be’ and ‘to be with’. It allows us as individual, human beings to
satisfy the need to work while at the same time increasing the educational ‘capital’ of our
group, where formal education tends to maintain the gap.
In this symbiotic exercise between ‘to be’ and ‘to be with’, as a part of a movement of
coherence of our actions, we found, as others did, the emerging need to discuss education
1

CRVCC – Certificado de Reconhecimento e Validação de Competências Chave (Certificate of Recognition and
Validation of Key-Competences)
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from a critical point of view and not as an essentialist position. Our central focus was to learn
rather than to obtain whatever degrees we could get. The exercise, from a critical education
point of view, was to remember, analyse and discuss our experiences of life, listening and
interacting with other experiences of life. This allowed us to construct our situcionalidade2 ‘where we are’ and ‘who we are’- as a group and, intrinsically, as social actors. In a detailed,
case study, perspective – a ‘zoom-in movement’ - volunteer educators such as Adelaide
Paredes, Sal Restivo, Maria do Carmo Domite, Alexandre Pais, Margarida Belchior, Lia
Laporta, Orlando Cêpa, and Filipa de Carvalho worked with us, bringing to our group a
diversity of thoughts and allowing us the possibility to learn more and more.
Now, as a part of this exercise in what might be considered ‘a zoom-out movement’, we
present ‘moments of life’ from six of us. We leave these, our diversity of thoughts, to others
and encourage others to produce their own to allow us to learn more and more. Fernanda, a
volunteer English teacher, and Paulo, a volunteer ICT teacher, are part of the group – and
assisted in the preparation of this paper and, indeed, all aspects of the development of the
presentation. We took a big step as we wanted to “shout” our experience to the world through
this International Congress, demonstrating our practices and all the new methods and tools
that we developed – the dramas-classes, the English classes, and the ICT classes. In particular,
through preparing the international text, undertaking a historical search on the internet and
producing the presentation slides. It has been our normal practice to share our methods
through being researchers of our own practices.
We are a study group with a volunteer character from a range of perspectives that decided to
come together to understand more of our situcionalidade concerning mathematical concepts.
Our group consists of seven social actors - one mathematics educator, Mônica, and six adults,
Jorge, Trindade, Margarida, Isaura, Conceição e Mª São José - who finished the RVCC for
basic school together about two years ago. We meet two times per week. Each one of us
agreed to come together in this informal way, where even Mônica (although she participated
in the process of development of CRVCC in the Portuguese Educational Ministry, as a
researcher at Lisbon University) has no formal certificate to prepare adults for this process.
What was more important to us was to be together in this family of knowledge created by us.
We are one with the collective voice of those learning mathematics as adults, different
because we are professional educators and researchers, the same because we are adults
learning mathematics. We are pleased now to introduce the six essays by our adult learners,
organized around three theoretical and three practical themes in the context of a reflexive
critical practice.

Maths, Love and Society
Jorge
“What, then, should be our approach to social change in mathematics and society? The
constructivist perspective suggests that we should focus on transforming ways of living,
social relationships, and values in society at large. As I have noted elsewhere: A radical
change in the nature of our social relationships will be reflected in radical changes in how
we organize to do mathematics – and these changes will in turn affect how we think about
and the content of our mathematics (1).” (Restivo, 1991, p.171)

2

In the sense of Paulo Freire which can be loosely described as the roles and relationships within a specific
context. The situcionalidade of a human being can be thought of as a way for them to think about their own
existence: to have knowledge about and engage with their own space, their own situation.
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Talking about Mathematics is just like talking about love – you either love it or hate it!
I like them both and now I’m going to try to explain my comparison. In Maths we basically
learn that one and one is two, or one and one is eleven, which makes it easier in extremely
complex accounts, but we also learn that it makes us feel the dimension of what surrounds us,
that it is an exact science that keeps on revolutionizing our system and, whether we want it or
not, will take us wherever we want. As a matter of fact, the evolution of this science is so
great that our world will be too tiny to contain us.
In love we also know that one and one is two, but can be multiplied by many more if those
two are willing to do so.
From my life-experience I know that mathematics is part of our everyday life – working and
earning money is a plus sign and spending it, is a minus sign.
At the end of the month when we start paying the bills (water, electricity, house, etc.) it is a
division sign. And last comes the multiplication sign. This one is there to complicate our life
with worries, distress, disillusion and everything else the future has in store for us.
As an adult, I have the privilege of having the type of teachers who, in spite of being aware of
our shortcomings, teach us and patiently give us their knowledge, making us believe that in
the minus/plus table we are on the positive side. They also receive something from us, among
other things, the most important may be the experience we have accumulated along our lives.
Accordingly, we try to find the incentive for will and to prove that we can still be very useful
to society. It is with the love they teach mathematics and with that they also multiply those
interested people, whom they regard as their own children making their first steps.
Being born out of a critical relationship with this informal movement I’ve been living in the
RVCC, love appears as a social construction which unites us with a social language of
mathematics and turns us into social mathematicians.

Discussing the will of mathematics: searching a dialogue
Trindade
“Por “O Arbítrio da Matemática” nós nos referimos ao posicionamento que vê e
sente a matemática como algo puro, transcendente e certo, com resultados que se
aproximam de um nível de veracidade tão alto quanto os seres humanos podem
esperar alcançar. Nessa hipótese é que a realidade da Matemática se encontra no
discurso, de tal forma que a Matemática é tão real quanto – e apenas tão real quanto
– a vida social ordinária.” (Bauchspies and Restivo, 2001, p.103)

You can find mathematics in the universe as a tool, throughout time. From time immemorial
until now, mathematics has been a link among different cultural groups, as a language.
Numbers, groups, weights, measures, volumes, dimensions, space, time, etc. can be express in
the mathematical language. Mathematics is a universal tool that also demonstrates the
differences that occur according to the cultural groups in which it is developed.
As a survival tool mathematics is suitable for the development of techniques that can
guarantee the continuity of the different cultural groups. With regards to history I can say that
mathematics has served to assess archaeological finds, namely those of the Incas in South
America, to measure pyramids and lands, count the sheep, locate the stars and explain
survival techniques.
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Still, as survival tool, Mathematics in the hegemonic society in which I’m included serves to
produce calculations for the development of nuclear bombs such as those used in World War
II, so perfected that where they hit the ground they destroy all life around. Mathematics is also
responsible for the production of many other artefacts lethal to the earth.
In my view, this is an infinite tool for unlimited solutions to everyday life problems, keeping
in mind the notion that Mathematics is Platonically shaped to the patterns of the dominant
classes, which is in itself a social problem.

Mathematical Complexity
Margarida
I’ve always liked Maths! At the present time I’m an adult and I keep on learning. First at
school Maths was considered to be an exact science. What a simple definition! We start
learning the numbers, the letters and the geometric figures never realizing where those
numbers, letters and figures can take us, the resulting development being infinite…
Thinking about our life Maths has been present from the day we were born, the day, the hour
and the place of birth this taking already in consideration the concept of space, e.g. where we
saw for the first time the light of the sun. Thinking about the sun, we can figure out an infinite
dimension of mathematical applications e.g. the distance between the earth and the sun, the
values of the sun’s rays, their dimension and existence among others.
During my path, I keep on finding Maths everywhere, e.g. in a hospital with its surgical
equipment where you can find extremely precise instruments, unthinkable until recently. The
application of Maths has been, since the early times of humankind, developed by several
cultural groups and each one, in its own way, finds techniques and solves their problems in
order to survive.
However, we can also find in Maths a ‘not so good’ side, culturally considered a negative one.
Its development leads to loss, disease and unhappiness. And in these times most of the world
lives with this nightmare – little, less, nothing. The lack of so many things, from economic
aspects to love and affection, that can be seen in so many homes, is reaching a ‘maximum
exponent’.
“We are living in a moment where no conflict has a regional character and no
responsibility has a limited character. The human being is in the centre of the universe,
and at the same time is the main author of a history, responsibility for which they
cannot exempt themselves… In this indubitable commitment, pure mathematics
appears as an excluding factor, as a boundary, not permitting the engagement of all
human beings. But mathematics is a language of the world; it is a tool to communicate
that must belong to all. I understand that for mathematics to be a common tool, it is
first necessary to recognize the mathematics that exists inside the different cultures
around the world. It goes beyond recognition alone though. It is necessary to think of
mathematics as more than accidental imposition, more than an Euclidian and nonEuclidian way, more than the mathematician’s way. “(Mesquita, 2008, p 89, 90)

Praxis of Matheracy
Isaura
“Materacia é a capacidade de interpretar e manejar sinais e códigos e de propor e
utilizar modelos na vida quotidiana”. (D’Ambrósio, 2002, p. 67)
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What we understand as mathematics starts to be important at the hour of our birth – it is the
weight, the centimetres, the strength of our cry, which should be immediate and spontaneous
to enable our better adaptation to the new world. Then we start learning to share toys, games,
affection, etc. and next comes school time.
The day I sat on the benches of my first school was magical to me. I was seven years old and
it was there I started to understand mathematics through the 4 little signs, which added,
subtracted, divided and multiplied. I thought they were interesting and not too complicated
except for the sign of division. Even today we are not the best of friends and I still quarrel
with it, but only as far as school mathematics is concerned, because in my everyday life
sharing with others helps me to multiply my happiness. Would it not be possible to apply
mathematics with a little poetry, in such a way that it would develop and become more
concerned with the well-being of humankind?
Later, in my professional life, what we understand as mathematics learnt at school was very
important, when I worked out ideas emphasising the aesthetics of dressing well and I had to
draw the geometric, symmetric and asymmetric figures (several sizes) where the millimetre is
of the utmost importance to the success of any drawn mould I had to approve for the model
created by me, or the interpretation of a croquis drawing. Without taking notice of it, many
busy hours had been spent with mathematics. Summing up, one of my professional activities
as ladies’ clothing modeller is based on school mathematics. Of course, at the beginning of
my activity I didn’t use the above mentioned mathematic rules and the work was carried out
by calculator, a more accessible method which allowed a better communication with others.
After all not everyone had the opportunity to attend school; however they progressed and
overcame a lot of obstacles, side by side with the mathematics of life.

Praxis of Literacy
Conceição
“LITERACIA: a capacidade de processar informação escrita e falada, o que inclui
leitura, cálculo, diálogo, ecálogo, midia, Internet na vida quotidiana (Instrumentos
Comunicativos).” (D’Ambrosio, 2002, p. 66-67)

In my childhood, not all the children could go to school, for many reasons. There were only a
few schools, which were very far from where the children lived. There wasn’t any type of
transportation, and also no money for the books, the notebooks, or any of the school
“apparatus”! Not to mention that clothing and footwear were not plentiful.
The children were needed at home, to help with the daily tasks like housekeeping, taking care
of the field, of the cattle, and of the youngest. We, the children, had a very difficult road to
follow, with rain and cold, and were barely fed most of the time.
My father Francisco could read and write. My mother, Maria, was illiterate, but a very
demanding person, especially in what concerned house and work tasks. Maria was a factory
employee and since she was tall enough to reach the knitting machine she was a knitter.
Ever since I was little, I heard my mother talking about numbers 1,2,3, etc, and started to ask
my father what the numbers were for; that is when I started to discover Mathematics! When I
first went to school, I could already read and write them to twenty, more or less, I don’t know
exactly.
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Mathematics is a complex language, a closed box full of surprises, a language tool,
Mathematics has existed ever since the world has been known as it is, and I consider that it is
a technique for solving problems that varies in every culture.
Looking at the scientists as a cultural group, with their different areas of investigation, we can
say that they have discovered true wonders for mankind through the Mathematics of that
culture. This Mathematics, which has done wonders, is a two-sided tool – the atomic bomb
was a disaster for Hiroshima, Nagasaki and all mankind, killing thousands of living creatures.
Mathematics as a language tool is present in the act of classifying, measuring, exchanging,
evaluating, and so on… In particular, nowadays, it features strongly in the act of buying.
In my case, mathematical literacy decodes symbols, signs and feelings - giving me power for
my survival as a social being.

Praxis of Technoracy
Mª São José
“TECNORACIA”: A capacidade de usar e combinar instrumentos, simples ou
complexos, inclusive o próprio corpo, avaliando suas possibilidades e suas
limitações e a sua adequação a necessidades e situações diversas. (Instrumentos
Materiais, D’Ambrosio, 2002, p67)

When I was at school I always had some difficulty in mathematics, although I got good
marks. However Maths in my everyday life was always easily carried out.
Now that I think about it, I see that almost everything in my life has been connected with
Maths. This is what happens to the numbers from the time I get up till the time I go to bed.
Just think about the alarm clock that wakes me up when it reaches the the number I set it for,
to start a work day or a leisure one.
Then I spend my day producing calculations about everything e.g. my life, the money I spend,
all the bills to be paid, in order to reach the precise amounts, no more no less. Doing so I use
the maths I’ve learnt in my first years at school namely, addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. But I also use other weights and measures e.g. kilos, litres, metres, spans, feet,
pinches, threads, etc.
I work every day with some of these weights and measures especially in my kitchen baking a
cake, making bread, mixing dough, cooking rice and I also use a thread of olive oil and a
pinch of salt. This way, I use them all the time to cook properly and feed my family in a
correct way, with the exact quantities.
Therefore, I consider that in my kitchen I use mathematical techniques.
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BBC raw numbers is a new online informal learning resource aimed at inspiring
and supporting adults to increase their confidence and fluency with numbers. The
resources are aimed at adults who are not and may never be in formal education
– the focus is on enriching everyday life rather than achieving a qualification, and
on users’ personal interests and points of need in their everyday lives rather than
a curriculum framework. The resources are planned to launch on
bbc.co.uk/raw/numbers in Autumn 2009.This hands-on workshop is focused on
some of the resources for mobile phones being developed for raw numbers, in
particular tools for creating and sharing solutions to everyday numerical
problems, and for creating and sharing simple mathematical games. For part of
the session we will follow the pattern of a recent workshop carried out with busdrivers at Holloway bus garage in north London to make mathematical games for
passengers to play on their phones during the journey.

Introduction
This workshop was aimed at demonstrating some of the resources in development for BBC
raw numbers and inviting feedback from participants.
The resources were work-in-progress at the time of the session – so this paper is essentially a
snapshot of a process of developing numeracy resources for mobile phones, with the caveat
that mobile phone technology is rapidly evolving so some of the technical platforms and
processes mentioned are likely to be outdated soon.
After an initial presentation of the background to the project and its pedagogical basis, the
session consisted of two parts:
•

an introduction to and demo of the prototype mobile phone tools and video-clips in
development, beamed via a Bluetooth transmitter to participants’ mobile phones

•

a review of a pilot project conducted in collaboration with the union learning
representatives and the Learning Centre at Holloway bus garage in North London,
in which bus drivers built mathematical maze games for mobile phones which
were then broadcast via a Bluetooth transmitter on the bus to passengers to play on
the journey.

Background and pedagogical basis of raw numbers resources
The BBC’s online adult numeracy offering currently consists of two websites, Skillswise:
http://bbc.co.uk/skillswise/numbers aimed at tutors in formal education, and raw:
http://bbc.co.uk/raw/numbers/ aimed at independent adult learners outside formal education.
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Raw numbers is a two-year project aimed at producing online resources for the estimated 7
million UK adults with numeracy levels below those expected of an 11-year old, who are not
and may never be in formal education, to inspire and support them to increase their
confidence and fluency with numbers.
Research evidence from the NRDC and others indicates that this target audience often has had
negative experiences with school maths lessons and formal education in general and is
reluctant to enroll in a formal structured maths course, in particular any course involving tests,
which have associations with failure and low self-esteem at school.
This suggested an informal, non-curricular approach. We therefore conducted audience
research into when this audience came across any use for numeracy skills in their everyday
lives and their strategies in these situations through gathering numeracy ‘diaries’ of a sample
group:

Fig. 1 Example diary entries

The audience research highlighted eight broad types of situation where users identified a need
for or interest in using numbers:

Calculating a discount
Percentages seem to be encountered most when people are out shopping during the day. Basic
percentages are better understood (50% understood as half, 10% understood as losing a
nought, or £1 in £10). More complex percentages are extrapolated or guessed from these.
However, some people do not work out discounts at all, and instead simply decide whether
the initial price is reasonable. The discount then makes the item more attractive.
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Converting currency
On holiday or at the airport, people use guesswork, special conversion rate cards, or ask
currency exchange staff to indicate approximate equivalence between British and foreign
currency denominations. However, some simply accept that their holiday is going to be very
expensive, and ignore the issue of conversion entirely.

Helping children with homework
At home, in the evening, parents of school-age children sometimes find themselves asked to
help with maths homework. At the moment, parents will ask each other for support (calling
friends), or use trial and error to try to get the right answer. For many, the thought that their
children’s maths needs may soon surpass their ability to help is key in bringing innumeracy
forward in their minds.

Working out a tip, splitting a bill
After an evening in a restaurant or pub, many people pass the buck, and hope someone else
will do the maths for them. Others hazard a guess, or (rather than split the bill as such) each
put a banknote in a pot as a crude approximation. The remainder is left as the tip.

Converting weights and measures
People may find themselves in situations where they need to convert metric measures into
more familiar imperial measurements, perhaps when being weighed as part of a doctor’s
appointment, or during the day at work. Some guess conversions, or very crudely approximate
based on what they know from other elements of their lives. Others are left confused.

Adding up shopping
In supermarkets, perhaps mid-morning or at the weekend, budget-conscious shoppers
sometimes use phone calculators or very crude approximation to establish how much their
shopping costs before reaching the checkout. However, others take a different approach,
ordering their basket so the most important items are paid for first, and anything that they
cannot afford can be put back on the shelves.

Work related tasks
Many people have to deal with numbers as part of their working day. Even non office-based
jobs can involve quite specific mathematical operations. Recent research came across
gardeners calculating the dilution of concentrated weedkiller, and builders establishing
quantities of concrete to be poured into holes. Currently, those engaged with these kinds of
tasks learn by the example of others, use trial and error, or ask for help from a more
experienced colleague.

Personal finance
When seeing a mortgage advisor at the weekend, or looking online for a loan in the evening,
people come across not just unfamiliar terminology, but numbers. These might be interest
rates, payment periods, or specific amounts. Understanding these is predicated on an element
of numeracy. At the moment, less numerate people have to rely entirely on professionals to
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inform and even make decisions for them – putting their financial matters in someone else’s
hands.”
Pedagogically, research pointed to the importance of flexible visual-concrete models of
number, sometimes known as ‘manipulatives’, which can be physically manipulated as an aid
to thinking and communicating ideas. Two of the most flexible models are the number line
(eg jumps showing addition), and the rectangular array of unit squares (eg for multiplication).
There was also evidence of the importance of dialogue in constructing and reconstructing
thoughts and internal conceptual models.
Research into the use of tools as ‘boundary objects’ which facilitate communication also
suggested that visual models might be useful in stimulating dialogue and learning.
From a technical platform perspective, surveys showed that this audience had a relatively low
level of internet usage and preferred using mobile phones to desktop computers.
We therefore decided to focus on creating simple visual models of number which could be
manipulated on mobile phones to solve the eight broad types of situation requiring number
skills commonly encountered in everyday life.

The mobile phone tools: user-centred design process
We developed prototypes in Flashlite (a simplified version of ‘Flash’ animation package for
mobiles): versions of a grid of blocks that could be incremented or decremented in rows and
columns, and a number line that could be jumped along.
It quickly became apparent from user-testing that usability on a small mobile phone screen
was a key issue – in particular multiple jumps on the number line quickly became a jumble of
lines and numbers so we restricted the tool to a single jump visible at any one time. To
express percentage increases and decreases we added a second parallel number line, so there
was one line for the price and another for the percent. The mobile screen also tended to be
‘portrait’ on most phones so we made the number line vertical rather than horizontal:

Fig. 2: Flashlite prototypes from http://www.bbc.co.uk/mobile/learning/raw/numbers/
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These prototypes were then trialled with a sample audience who again kept diaries of how
they used the tools in situations involving numbers in everyday life.

Example quotes from user testing prototype tools
Participant 1, male, London:
“I mean, I think even from my calculator - I found it easier to use than my calculator
would be.
Because times when I’m supposed to calculate a percentage I don’t know which one is to
multiply what, and divide… and I think it’s a lot easier for me to find out which is a plus
or a minus, because before the 50% up or 50% back I know if it’s positive or negative…
It’s very visual and I can relate to it directly without worrying about. I think I prefer it
anyway that way because I can see what I’m doubling with, rather than trying to ask the
calculator - why? As a matter of fact if I was doing percentages I would probably ask the
[calculator] again, if it were possible, ‘Are you sure you got it right?’, because it always
goes like gives point zero nine, brr.. “

Participant 2, male, London:
“Argos. £129 wardrobe, 20% off, found it very useful, instant results and very handy.
The other one was the times table one I was mucking about with my daughter, play a little
quiz with her.
[So you were doing the quiz?]
Yeah – hide the answer!
And for the restaurant worked out the tip with it – just for the sake of this I give him a
tip..
Yeah, it was just fun with the kids. Just from being, the point of view where I’m not very
confident with maths, it’s nice to look like I know what I’m doing.
[So the kids were involved with it as well?]
Yeah definitely. Well my daughter was, you know. But it’s fun to sit there you know, and
obviously as time goes on the kids could play with it you know, and the times tables on
it.. And its fun to watch the little boxes and how far up it’ll go and.. Well I enjoyed
myself anyway.
It gives you a moment, that, you know, you probably never would have sat there doing
times tables.”

In addition we showed video-clips at the session which we were shooting designed to bring to
life situations when number skills were used by people who encountered similar situations to
those identified by the respondents, e.g. an apprentice chef weighing out ingredients, shoppers
calculating discounts. For examples of these videos please see the raw numbers preview
website: http://bbc.co.uk/raw/numbers (NB some clips are restricted to UK-only access).

Bluetooth bus project in collaboration with Holloway bus garage in North
London
This project was a collaboration with the BBC Learning Development team for the BBC To
Go project, a two week trial to put stories and games on a Bluetooth hub on the number 4 bus,
so that passengers who turned on Bluetooth on their mobile phones could download video and
audio stories and mathematical games.
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The mathematical games were created by bus drivers during a session at the learning Centre at
Holloway bus garage, facilitated by the union learning representatives.
Below is a step-by-step overview of the project demonstrated at the session.

1. The BBC sets up the project with the bus company and the drivers’ unions, working with
union learning representatives at the learning centre in Holloway bus garage, the biggest bus
garage in Western Europe.

2. Four drivers volunteer to create game levels – mathematical ‘mazes’ - on paper and on
computers during a lunch-break session at the learning centre. Several say they are motivated
by the idea of playing the games with their children or grandchildren.
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3. Finally drivers choose a favourite landmark from photos taken along the route for the end
screen, and have their own picture taken for the intro screen.

4. The BBC programs the games in Flash lite 1, a version of Flash, so they can be downloaded
as standalone files and played on any mobile phone handsets with Flash lite installed. To see
the final landmark picture, the player has to navigate the maze created by the driver by
adding, subtracting, doubling or halving the blocks to make them the right size.

5. Technicians at the garage install a small Bluetooth hub, about the size of a lunch box, in the
space under the stairs on three Number 4 buses, and connect it to the bus power supply. This
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hub can then automatically beam games and video-clips to any passengers on the bus who
have switched on Bluetooth on their mobile phones.

6. Posters on the buses inform passengers about the project and encourage them to switch on
Bluetooth on their mobile phones. The trial is set to run for 2 weeks in April 2009

7. If they have turned on Bluetooth on their phone, passengers receive a message from the hub
every 2-3 minutes during their journey offering a free game or video-clip for them to
download and play.
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8. If passengers complete the game successfully, they see the picture chosen by the driver who
made the game, identifying a favourite landmark the passenger might see from the window.
At the end of the trial the Bluetooth hubs are taken out of the buses and the usage data
analysed. Future trials are planned with similar Bluetooth hubs in schools.
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To present 4 x 5 minute market stalls, role play presentations that highlight
current/relevant topics involving numeracy with the aim of furthering
understanding and possibly the evolution of new concepts/ ideas.
The 4 different presentations will be:
• A role-play of an employer/employee, in relation to employability and
how numeracy affects employment.
• A role-play of a tarot reading, demonstrating the fun and interactivity
that could be adopted when ascertaining learning styles.
• An overview of functional skills and what it means for the learner and
educational establishments.
• A demonstration of how the language of maths affects the potential of
successfully learning maths.
All presentations will be accompanied by a variety of handouts that
reinforce what has been presented and will lead onto topic discussion with a
view to a generation of new ideas/concepts.

Background
The aim of the workshop was to outline the concept of market stalls (with variations) and how
these can be used effectively with teacher or student led groups. A research paper by the
LLU+ team (Griffiths, Kaye and Moulton (2009)) was made available to the group but was
not analysed in detail, allowing group members to deliberate and reflect individually after the
workshop.
During the workshop we demonstrated adapted versions of two themes (‘employability’ and
‘functional skills’) we had separately delivered whilst attending an MA course in
Birmingham. The ‘employability’ market stall originally used hand puppets to illustrate its
characters. At the ALM workshop, we portrayed the recognisable characters of Harry Potter
and Albus Dumbledore to convey our message. The overall aim was to deliver a
message/activity without using PowerPoint, which some learners find boring and mechanical.
An employability handout (using the same format as for the Birmingham market stall) was
made available.
The second topic described how the theme of functional skills was played out as a market stall
in Birmingham and how it had been adapted for the ALM workshop. The changes were subtle
(different suitcase, less handouts, less animation due to a lack of props). Handouts (market
trader bags, scratch cards, pens, UK awarding body functional mathematics assessments)
were made available. The market stall rationale was based around a Rodney and Dell Boy
Trotter theme to link in the uncertain and changeable nature of ‘functional skills’. Some of the
handouts included information on awarding bodies approaches to functional mathematics,
taken from an MA assignment (on functional skills) and examples of practice assessments
from these awarding bodies.
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The workshop group came up with several ideas as to how market stalls may be used. One of
these involved learners choosing items from a ‘bag of resources’ e.g. string, modelling clay,
etc. Another chose fractions as their theme. These ideas were written on the whiteboard and a
whole-group discussion expanded on these ideas.
One of the group members teaches institutional prisoners and explained that some of the
materials and ideas being presented in the workshop would not be allowed within his training
environment. Various suggestions were offered – folding paper to make origami style shapes,
tearing paper, matching cards etc. Another suggested using learners as ‘people resources’
which can be applied to areas such as statistics; people bar chart and box plots, line graphs
using rope, although the latter would not be permitted within prisons. Resources and ideas
from the Standards Unit were also reviewed and Java applications were highlighted, as the
prisons tutor is able to use an interactive whiteboard during lessons.
The workshop ended with a series of general discussions around the use of market stalls, their
application such as mid-course regeneration, icebreakers, main topic themes, and direct
questions on functional skills.

Reflection
We had originally proposed 4 x 5 minute market stall slots with short Q&A between each
episode. However, a significant constraint was the number of people interested/available to
deliver the market stalls, out of the nine people who demonstrated stalls in Birmingham, only
two attended the conference. Although we were able to draw on different market stall
experiences, we did not have materials from the other market stalls, and decided in the days
running up to the conference to describe these market stalls rather than fully demonstrate
them. This approach seemed to work effectively on the day. Perhaps a video showing other
market stalls on the Birmingham course could have been useful here.
The planned format worked successfully for the group attending the workshop. Delivery
could perhaps have been improved with the use of technology; the video themes that were
demonstrated in the Birmingham market stalls could have been incorporated in the workshop.
The activity for the group to devise their own theme worked well and was enjoyed by the
workshop group. This in turn led to meaningful discussions, with the whole group
collaborating and making contributions.
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This is a poster presentation on a project, Mathematics and Environmental
Education, in a prison education setting. It includes learning goals and strategies
to promote environmental awareness through basic mathematical skills.
It consists of materials developed in the education service and describes learning
methodologies. It is proposed to link this project in with the National Accrediting
Framework in Ireland, FETAC. The implications of this project for motivating
people who have been disempowered as a result of social exclusion are
significant, and is consistent with the Strategy Statement on prison education.
Conventional teaching techniques have proved insufficient for these students in
the past and educators in prison have had to develop innovative methods and
materials.
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A culinary tour with ALM over 16 years - poster session
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I arranged my poster session with a nostalgic reflection on all the places where ALM has held
its conferences over the last 16 years and attempted to link my passion for mathematics /
numeracy with my passion for cooking in a light-hearted manner.
The intention was to compile a short recipe booklet with examples of a favourite dish from
each venue of ALM conference. However this also provided reflection on some of my
previous work as a numeracy teacher in the 1990’s in a school and in a further education
college where I taught numeracy to groups of learners. The students were initially not
interested in learning basic numeracy (and this was before prescriptive curriculum,
assessment and target setting was in vogue), so I organised sessions which enabled students to
use numeracy for real by providing cookery sessions. Students costed, (were given time to
shop) and prepared specific dishes during their numeracy sessions, and finally evaluated the
experience.
The amount of numeracy involved was incredible, covering many aspects of the present
curriculum from the basic four rules, fractions, weighing, estimating, timing, planning,
money, conversion – the list goes on.
As I prepared this poster session I was surprised to see in how many different ways recipes
were presented (most came from the internet but some from my store of cookery books). For
instance the listing of actual weights of ingredients varied from imperial ounces to metric
grammes and cups. Very few of the recipes provided equivalent measures but it is interesting
to work it out for oneself! Temperatures for cooking also varied with gas modulo, Fahrenheit,
Centigrade and Celsius – this needs to be accurate to avoid disaster!
Although a light-hearted presentation (maybe we could add to the archive each year), it
highlights the value of everyday activities in teaching and learning numeracy as well as the
amount of numeracy involved in everyday activities.
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An adjustment of course: research and practice for a
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At ALM-14 and ALM-15 the topic group focused on research projects and
opportunities for international collaboration. The intervening year has seen
a sea change in global economic conditions. The significance of financial
literacy and workforce education has become clear. Funding for research is
being re-examined and will, in all likelihood, change emphasis. While some
doors have closed new ones are opening.
The first session of Topic Group A reviewed the research identified in
Limerick and Philadelphia. Participants were invited to discuss the themes
identified last year and re-focus the work of ALM in light of the recession.
At the second session we sketched a plan for the role of ALM as a point of
convergence for international collaboration and dissemination of research
results.
Session One
In this first session, the participants spoke about the impact of the recession on adult
education efforts in their country and the changes that occurred in funding. It was
reported that New Zealand had put a lot of money into education. Clarification was
sought on whether the money was aimed at education in the broadest sense or was it
oriented towards work as most of the money available in the United States (US) was
tied to employability such as “Welfare to Work” projects. Another participant agreed
that this was an emerging trend in the United Kingdom (UK) with programs like “Train
to Gain” for teacher training of adult educators and that redundancies in industry tend to
increase enrollments in adult education.
In the US, intensive adult teacher training efforts aimed at fast-tracking individuals into
the classroom by preparing classroom teachers in three months, “Ninety Day Wonders”.
In the UK, there are similar processes being repeated with between £6000 and £9000
bursaries being allocated to produce new teachers. An example given was the
‘Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector’ (PTLLS) qualification
http://www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/corporate/migratedD/publications/G/guide_to_FE
_teachers_regs_2264. An Australian participant spoke of a shift in government
emphasis since 2007. At a conference entitled the “Big Skills Conference”
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/31849378?selectedversion=NBD44462035 the focus of
funding move towards vocational learning rather than “inclusiveness.” Teaching
workforce skills was increasingly casualized aiming at minimum qualifications for
employment. The broader goals of literacy and numeracy were being marginalized. The
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following questions were posed. “What is the knowledge about work that is being
transmitted? Is it compliancy?”
The picture appeared much brighter in the UK. Recent numeracy projects had included
multiple prongs: 14-19 Diploma programs, support for numeracy teachers, Level 3
qualifications, colleges willing to train staff, and links to numeracy work in developing
countries such as Ghana.
The topic of financial literacy/financial numeracy was introduced into the discussion at
this point. Particiapnts were directed towards qualifications in ‘Teaching and Delivering
Literacy, Language and Numeracy in the Context of Finance at Level 2 and 3’
https://www.niace.org.uk/current-work/teaching-and-delivering-lln-finance which had
been developed in the UK. The work of organisations such as the National Institute for
Adult
Continuing
Education
(NIACE)
http://www.niace.org.uk/currentwork/area/financial-learning and Citizens Advice Bureaux (CAB) Financial Skills for
Life http://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/index/partnerships/financialskillsforlife.htm were
noted. Reference was also made to the Financial Services Authority (FSA) baseline
survey of financial capability in the UK http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/consumerresearch/crpr47a.pdf.
The question of being “educated but can’t count” was raised with reference to
millionaires who had lost money in the recent financial scams. There was some
consideration of whether educating for financial literacy stretched to facilitating
learning about the purchase of financial products. It was suggested that Level 2 and 3
teacher training has to be expanded to include an understanding of financial
complexities. The discussion broadened to include a number of additional issues: that
there needs to be an awareness that house buying is not open to all; that tipping is not an
issue for those people on a low income who do not have the luxury of dining in
restaurants; and that learners need a critical understanding of how the economy works
and the impact of deficits on national budgets.
The debate on personal finance continued with further contributions: that individuals
need to understand the difference between borrowing money from a Credit Union (see
http://www.woccu.org/) versus a loan shark; that there is exploitation of illegal workers
in the United States who do not have recourse to standard financial services; both legal
and illegal workers may have difficulty tracking where their money is spent rendering a
budget elusive; many do not understand the outrageous expense of credit card interest;
and that, in the UK (at least), ex-debtors, those who have declared bankruptcy, are not
allowed the full range of banking services available to the general public.
Diana Coben introduced the group to several resources available or upcoming in the
United Kingdom. She spoke of the materials produced by the National Centre for
Excellence in Teaching Mathematics (NCETM) https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/
and the Nuffield Mathematics post-16 resources http://www.fsmq.org/. In terms of
benefits, Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG) offers a handbook for benefit recipients
and advisors http://onlineservices.cpag.org.uk/. The session closed with two questions
to be considered at the second session of Thursday:
 Should we re-prioritize our research goals in light of the recession?
 Twenty years ago Roseanne Benn wrote of “numeracy for empowerment,” what are
the parameters now?
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Session Two
The second meeting of the topic group functioned as a “brain storming” session guided
loosely by the questions posed at the end of Session One. The first suggestion was to
return to organizational roots and strengthen the researcher-practitioner links of early
ALM days. Outreach to our students was emphasized. It was suggested that more
countries follow the example of Portugal by including students at the ALM conference
as attendees and presenters. While the costs of transport over long distances could be
prohibitive, it is not unreasonable to include the local students of conference organizers
or adult education services on the program. This would also provide an opportunity to
encourage students to be researchers.
Publicity was another issue raised in the second session. Attendees felt that we need to
promote the annual conference and solicit funding to underwrite conference costs.
Technology was a focal point. Someone suggested that the website be re-thought with
practitioners in mind. Video clips with personal stories might be included or webcasts of
conference plenaries or sessions could be broadcast.
Given the expense of travel to the annual conference it was proposed that national
subgroups try to gather during the year. For example, ALM London has held
conferences intermittently over the years. Returning to models from earlier ALM
conferences, it was pointed out the sessions were coordinated with the Australian
members and broadcast live to the assembled group. Finally, some of the early ALM
Proceedings contained Spanish translations of the abstracts. It was proposed that
abstracts and perhaps summaries of talks be translated into the language of the host
country. Participants felt that this was important enough to hire a translator if necessary.
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Topic Group B

Mathematics in community service: developing
pathways to build mathematical confidence for good
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Christopher M. Klinger
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chris.klinger@unisa.edu.au

The problem of functional innumeracy in adults has a long history in the literature
yet, in reality, little has been accomplished to address its symptoms at a sufficiently
deep level. There is considerable literature on school-based mathematics learning
and on mathematics support centres in universities but there is a gap in both the
literature and public policy about the provision of mathematics support for the
broader community.
Disadvantaged outcomes in adult life, characterised by dependence on others and
an inability to ‘read the world’, follow as a self-perpetuating consequence of
under-developed ‘basic’ skills. This is at odds with notions of ‘good citizenship’,
whereby fully-functioning adults make reasoned and reasonable decisions as
responsible, independent members of society.
We aim to prompt debate and generate a renewed interest in aiding the general
community to become mathematically literate at a level appropriate (at least) to
their needs and aspirations. Specifically, the challenge is to determine ways and
means to establish consistent and on-going community support programs. We seek
to first identify a practical interpretation of this goal as a means of developing a
vision and defining specific objectives. Subsequently, potential models will be
explored, along with suggested implementation strategies.

Session One
The first session considered the paper of Milton Fuller (included in these proceedings).
Chris Klinger gave an overview of the paper which outlines the social, participative
aspect of adult numeracy education that has formed the basis of a number of curricula
over time and place.
Session Two
During the second session participants fed back examples of the type of provision that
has, and is, running that might form the basis for such community provision. It was
noted that many governments across the world were funding programmes that linked to
employement rather than for broader social concerns. The participants agreed to keep in
touch and continue to encourage such work.
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Mathematics in community service: the challenge in
developing pathways to build mathematical confidence
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Christopher M. Klinger
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The problem of functional innumeracy in adults has a long history in the
literature yet, in reality, little has been accomplished to address its
symptoms at a sufficiently deep level. There is considerable literature on
school-based mathematics learning and on mathematics support centres in
universities but there is a gap in both the literature and public policy about
the provision of mathematics support for the broader community.
Disadvantaged outcomes in adult life, characterised by dependence on
others and an inability to ‘read the world’, follow as a self-perpetuating
consequence of under-developed ‘basic’ skills. This is at odds with notions
of ‘good citizenship’, whereby fully-functioning adults make reasoned and
reasonable decisions as responsible, independent members of society. We
aim to prompt debate and generate a renewed interest in aiding the general
community to become mathematically literate at a level appropriate (at
least) to their needs and aspirations. Specifically, the challenge is to
determine ways and means to establish consistent and on-going community
support programs. We seek to first identify a practical interpretation of this
goal as a means of developing a vision and defining specific objectives.
Subsequently, potential models will be explored, along with suggested
implementation strategies.

Introduction
The ‘mathematics problem’ has a long history in the literature yet, in reality,
comparatively little has been accomplished to address its symptoms at a sufficiently
deep level. For decades, concerns about the numeracy and mathematics attainment
levels of children have been expressed regularly in the print media, as have concerns
about the preparedness of school-leavers to undertake mathematics- and science-based
courses at university. From time to time, industry reports emerge lamenting the
numeracy skills of adults in the workforce and, again for decades, newspapers have
repeatedly reported on the lack of adult numeracy skills both in the workplace and more
generally.
There is considerable literature on school-based mathematics learning and much has
been written in the last 20 years on mathematics support centres in universities but, with
relatively little exception, there is a gap in both the literature and public policy about the
provision of mathematics support for the broader community. The exceptions lie with
initiatives such as ‘Skills for Life’ in the UK and the ‘Programme for Basic Competence
in Working Life’ in Norway but numeracy is only a small part of the agenda and the

1

Adjunct.
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emphasis seems to be (mostly) on numeracy for vocational, rather than social or
democratic, needs. Yet, functional innumeracy in adults is endemic, often characterised
by mathematics aversive behaviours stemming from varying degrees of mathematics
anxiety and poor self-efficacy beliefs that are typically rooted in poor early mathematics
learning experiences or socio-economic disadvantage. Vast numbers of adults lack the
mathematical proficiency to help their children with homework, assess the true value,
meaning and implications of their financial dealings, or make sense of the array of
quantitative or intrinsically mathematical information with which they are bombarded
on a daily basis an all aspects of their lives.
We subscribe to the view that quantitative and mathematical literacies are as vital as the
ability to read and write in an information-rich democratic society. There is a
demonstrably strong relationship between under-developed ‘basic’ skills and impaired
opportunities in adult life – adults who are deficient in functional numeracy and literacy
skills not only encounter difficulties in going about their day-to-day business, they are
also significantly disadvantaged and dependent on others in their inability to ‘read the
world’. This serves to perpetuate inequality and is at odds with notions of ‘good
citizenship’ (sometimes referred to in the literature as ‘critical citizenship’), whereby
fully-functioning adults make reasoned and reasonable decisions as responsible,
independent members of their community.
The purpose of the present work is to prompt debate aimed at generating a renewed
interest in supporting the general community to become mathematically literate at a
level appropriate (at least) to their needs and aspirations. The specific challenge is to
determine ways and means to establish consistent and ongoing support programs that
will improve the potential for ordinary members of the community to engage in, and
explore, the spirit of mathematics as an essential component of good citizenship. As a
first step, we seek to identify a practical interpretation of this goal as a means of
developing a vision and defining specific objectives. Subsequently, potential models
will be explored, along with suggested implementation strategies.

Views of the ALM community
It is clear from a review of ALM International Conference proceedings that many ALM
members share our views, at least to various extents and from a range of perspectives.
At the inaugural conference in 1994, Jeff Evans and Ingrid Thorstad presented their
paper on mathematics and numeracy in the practice of critical citizenship (Evans and
Thorstad, 1995). In 1997, Con Power’s keynote address dealt with mathematics for
living, arguing that:
Mathematics plays a vital part in the life of the individual citizen as a member of
the workforce, employed, self-employed, or unemployed, and also in the life of the
citizen who is outside the workforce. Equally, mathematical competencies have a
broadly-based relevance for the citizen as a consumer. (Power, 1998)

Power went on to further identify “mathematical issues relative to interest rates,
inflation, and exchange rates within the mainstream consideration of the average
citizen” (ibid.). Since then, several ALM conference themes have focussed explicitly on
this aspect of mathematics for adults, for instance:
•
•

ALM-5
ALM-8

Mathematics as part of Lifelong Learning
Numeracy for Empowerment and Democracy?
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•

ALM-15

A Declaration of Numeracy: Empowering Adults through Mathematics
Education

ALM-12 included a Social Justice Forum (social justice being the theme of that
conference’s plenary session within the overall theme of ‘Connecting Voices in Adult
Mathematics and Numeracy: Practitioners, researchers and learners’) in which
organisers posed the central question: ‘If we have a commitment to social justice, what
is it in adult maths/numeracy education that we think is worth fighting for?’, to which
we (the audience) responded with observations that ranged over equity and access (to
mathematics and numeracy education), the need to build demand, voters’ rights,
curriculum decisions and accreditation, life skills versus vocational skills and provision
for marginalised groups in small communities.
Within all ALM conference proceedings to date (excluding those of 2003 and 2004, to
which we do not presently have access), some twenty or so contributors have presented
papers dealing with social and democratic aspects of adults learning mathematics in
terms of the need for at least fundamental functional numeracy skills in adults in terms
of social justice, opportunity, and citizenship. Table 1 gives results of a lexicographic
search of relevant key words/phrases within ALM conference proceedings:
Table 1: Lexicographic search of ALM Conference Proceedings
No. of Proceedings documents
Key word/phrase
Instances
where word/phrase found
citizen

176

11

citizenship

187

11

active/critical/responsible citizenship etc

122

9

democracy

224

10

empower/empowerment/disempower…

614

11

social justice

91

7

Note that these results are conservative because (a) not all Proceedings were available to
us; and (b) some of the Proceedings documents on hand contained no searchable text.
Nonetheless, they are indicative of the extent to which ALM members have identified
and expressed ideas that resonate with our present purpose.
There are recurring themes in the literature of our ALM friends and colleagues.
Strongest amongst these are discussions of critical citizenship (and analogous terms)
driven by the imperative of democracy with objectives in human and social good. Benn
observed that:
...in a democracy, adults need to learn mathematics not only to develop skills to
generate and solve their own mathematical problems, nor just to gain
qualifications. They also need to understand why and how mathematics is
generated, used and maintained in our society with concomitant consequences for
democracy and citizenship. (Benn, 1997, p. 160)

Such fundamental ideals are closely linked to notions of empowerment – that
innumerate, or poorly numerate, adults have poorer life chances than those who are
more functionally numerate (at least), with attendant risks of social and economic
exclusion (Coben, 2002). Moreover, ‘poor numeracy skills have a more deleterious
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impact on adults’ life chances than poor literacy skills’ (ibid. citing Rivera-Batiz (1994),
Bynner & Parsons (1997, 1998), and Bynner et al (2001)).
Related aspects include characteristics of adults considered to be in need of mathematics
and numeracy learning opportunities, questions of how to attract and engage them if and
when the opportunities are provided, and questions of curriculum and pedagogy – what
should we teach them and how should we teach them (and who decides?)
In many respects we are revisiting the themes and questions that arose in the ALM-12
Social Justice Forum, which included the following (ALM, 2006, p. 32):
1. Can we identify ways in which adult numeracy educators can work with others to
raise awareness of social justice issues?
2. How can [we] be advocates for the wide range of numeracy learning contexts and
programs?
3. How can we influence government policy that affects adult numeracy provision?
Three principle responses were elicited (ibid.): we need allies and community
engagement “to get people to demand their educational rights…by sharing maths ideas
about social justice issues”; we need to raise awareness in social, community, personal,
and family arenas while countering the tendency for numeracy to become ‘lost’ as just
an issue for vocational training; and we need the “... formation of local networks or
clusters to function on a cooperative basis’” While this final point was directed towards
ourselves as mathematics and numeracy educators and researchers, it is particularly apt
for the conversations and ideas that we now wish to pursue in this Topic Group.

Vision, questions, and challenges
Vision
We are convinced that there is a real need to improve adults’ quantitative skills (in the
broadest sense) in the general community. To that end, we propose the establishment of
consistent and on-going community support programs to pursue a social justice agenda
of empowerment (in personal, social, vocational, and political senses) by the provision
of ready access to mathematics and numeracy learning resources in such a way as to
achieve positive outcomes. To be effective, the programs will need to be established so
as to motivate people and generate in them the desire to avail themselves of the
opportunities that will be offered. That is, we wish to generate a positive approach to
increasing functional quantitative literacy by providing pathways that our communities
will embrace.
Such is the vision. To begin to give it substance, we believe that the most promising
approach will be to establish a network of stakeholders who will contribute as venture
partners in various ways best suited to their situation within their communities and to
their respective relationships with the citizenry. Prospective stakeholders might be
drawn from universities, schools or colleges, local government, industry, and
commerce. Each stakeholder would likely have a distinct perspective on the endeavour
but each could find reciprocal value in the undertaking. We have in mind, for example,
‘numeracy learning and resource centres’ operating, say, from university or college
campuses with expertise provided by those institutions and resourced by public and
private enterprises for the benefit of their employees and the broader community as a
public good.
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There are numerous social, philosophical, epistemological, and logistical questions that
need to be asked and answered before such a bold venture can be attempted and it was
against this backdrop that we sought input from ALM16 Topic Group participants to
begin to explore such dimensions.

Questions and Challenges
These remain largely open at this very early stage, which was the reason for seeking the
views, suggestions, and advice of our ALM colleagues. Rather than set in advance the
agenda for discussion, we determined to start the session free from pre-conceptions,
beyond the background and vision presented to this point. The first task was to
determine major categories (questions) of relevance, which included the following:
1. Just how widespread is quantitative illiteracy in the community? How does it
impact on communities locally, nationally, and internationally? What are the
consequences?
2. What do we mean by critical citizenship and how/where does
mathematics/numeracy fit in?
3. In what (practical) sense might people become more ‘empowered’ by
improvements in their functional numeracy and ability to read the world from a
mathematical perspective (with or without skills in arithmetic)?
4. If one accepts that there does appear to be a real need to empower members of
the community by motivating and improving their ability to ‘read the world’ in
quantitative terms, how do we do it?
5. Do people who lack these skills want to have the opportunity to improve their
quantitative literacy?
6. A ‘Field of Dreams’ scenario (“If you build it, they will come”) seems unlikely,
given the wide views of maths being unpopular; how could people be persuaded
to attend/participate/engage? E.g. what’s in it for them?
7. Would/should the initiative have a set curriculum; if so, what might it contain? If
not, what’s the alternative? Should there be any qualifications/certification etc
associated with the activity?
8. What are the pros and cons of establishing industry/government/institutional
partnerships:
a. suggestions for possible models
b. examples of current practices (in numeracy and other areas e.g. ‘Skills
for Life’)
9. Is there scope for international collaboration?
Input from Topic Group participants provided a number of key comments with broad
scope. A particular aspect was the observation that perhaps school teachers of
mathematics are not the most appropriate ‘ambassadors of enlightenment’ when it
comes to generating useful quantitative skills in the community. As something of an
aside, it is worth noting that was again highlighted by a post-conference press report of
the Australian Education Union’s ‘State of Our Schools’ survey, which found that
‘maths, at 28.2 per cent, was by far the largest curriculum area taught by teachers not
qualified’ (Hohenboken, 2009). This is, of course, a recurring theme: the lack of
preparedness of teachers to teach mathematics at all levels of school mathematics is a
perennial problem that is intimately related to the endemic mathematics aversion of pre349
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service teachers, particularly those preparing for careers in Junior Primary/Primary
teaching (Klinger, 2009). Other pertinent points from the Topic Groups related to:
1. problems in analysing and validating press reports on the lack of quantitative
skills in the community;
2. reference to Skills for Life project and the possible role of community colleges
and the UK’s Family Learning initiative;
3. the importance of nurturing a ‘have a go’ mentality in the community. This will
require an whole cultural shift;
4. the problem of finding funding sources;
5. locating groups where work on innumeracy is already taking place;
6. the problem of getting people to turn up to arranged meetings at specific venues;
and
7. finding ways that people with skills in mathematical and quantitative methods
can find the mechanisms to assist those who do not have these skills.
One suggested first-step approach was offered by analogy with Johnson's ‘War on
Poverty’ (referring to former US President Johnson):
“What happened was that little pockets of people got funded and our particular
thing was run by an anthropologist by the name of Simpson. Simpson’s idea was
very basic. What he said was, ‘We’re gonna find out what the needs are. Not a
survey. We just simply go out and we talk.’ … the concept was of ‘felt needs’ –
you simply go sit and talk with people and you find out what their community,
collectively, not every individual, feels a need for. One community felt the need for
a basketball court. Another community felt the need for a kindergarten. Another
community felt the need for… alright? Simpson’s measure of success was ‘scale’.
If you can change a person’s scale, that’s all that counts. And ‘scale’ doesn’t mean
‘up the scale’, it’s a broader spectrum event.”

The suggestion was that such a process could reveal opportunities related to community
projects, whereby numeracy/mathematics teaching could be embedded somewhat
covertly as a critical element of developing community projects:
“Where there’s a little room for flexibility, extraordinary things are happening.
You don’t necessarily hear about them because often the people who are doing
them are so involved, spending so much time, that they’re not actually writing it up
in any kind of systematic way.”
“What you were saying about community groups sounds like the kind of thing –
you want to go somewhere there is a group already existent, that could be
supportive in doing something. It sounds like something that could work. Citizens
Advice Bureaux, I’d have thought, would be a place.”
“So it’s sort of like you slip it in as invisible mathematics – you’re disguising the
medicine…”
“Like wanting the baseball [sic] court, or wanting this, actually there’s loads of
maths once you’ve identified your need.”

The notion of changing an individual’s scale is very powerful; it is an act of
empowerment. Doing so by implanting the mathematics within community projects
rather than a direct, frontal ‘attack’ has considerable intuitive appeal, particularly where
experience shows that overt approaches are so often met with resistance.
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This theme was echoed in particular references to the funded UK initiative, ‘Family
Learning’, where children are encouraged to attend learning session with members of
their family. There, the mathematics is integrated with other topics so that it is not
perceived as discrete and unpleasant.

Conclusion
This feedback from the Topic Groups has added a positive dimension to the task of
providing pathways to the community and there does appear to be solid support from
the ALM community for generating useful quantitative skills within community groups.
Further evidence is provided by contributors to ALM conference proceedings and
efforts by university and college projects and special groups working in the community.
A substantial, very real challenge is to change the culture in the community where many
people still view any mention of mathematics and anything associated with mathematics
with alarm and little interest because of their perceptions that it is too difficult.
A further challenge is the task of seeking out and generating pathways for the
community to participate in useful, exciting and personally beneficial activities which
will contribute to the development of confidence, not only in being able to apply
quantitative methods to personal problems but to also being able to discuss mathematics
as an integral part of community activities. This paper is but the first outline of an
ongoing project to assist members of the community to better ‘read the world’ and to
echo the words of Terence Tao (2006) in saying, “I like mathematics because it is fun.”
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The following have not provided papers to include in the proceedings; the abstracts of the
sessions are included instead.

Using ICT to engage and develop numeracy skills
Barbara Nance, NIACE
Over 77% of the workforce using ICT in their roles and research has shown that it can also be
used as a means of engaging learners and as a tool to develop numeracy skills. The interactive
workshop investigated some of the tools and approaches that can be used to use ICT
effectively within teaching and learning numeracy.

Numeracy – 21st Century Style
Joanna Norton, Click4ESOL.com
The aim of the workshop was two-fold:
1. To demonstrate to practitioners how modern technological devices commonly at our
disposal can be utilised to deliver engaging and stimulating numeracy lessons
2. How embedded ESOL, numeracy and IT learning can be achieved - 21st century style
A short presentation was given at the start of the session with the remaining 75 minutes being
interactive with participants engaging with technology.
1. Introductory video – shapes in our community. A stimulating video to encourage
participants and subsequently our learners to think about our environment and the shapes
within it.
2. Presentation of numeracy language within an ESOL context. Sample practice activities
suitable for low level ESOL students will be carried out in pairs and small groups.
3. Noticing shapes within the classroom/building. Using mobile phones (participants’ own)
and digital cameras (provided), participants will gather evidence of the type and number
of shapes around them.
4. Integrating IT. In small groups, participants will discuss their shapes and prepare a small
slide show which they will then present to the workshop.
5. Plenary session. Feedback on blended learning. Participants discuss ideas for further
embedding shapes within an ESOL, numeracy and IT context.

Experiences of educationally disadvantaged adults learning mathematics
Barbara Miller-Reilly, University of Auckland
Adults often experience difficulties when returning to the study of mathematics. Becoming
mathematically well-educated (or numerate) is important as it allows an adult access to further
education and more opportunities in the work place. A carefully structured and paced reintroduction to mathematics proved to be an effective approach with the majority of
educationally disadvantaged adults studying in a full-time one-year course at the University of
Auckland. My in-depth case study of this course illustrates the impact of this teaching
approach and other factors on adult students’ experiences learning mathematics.

Big Thinking about Little Sums - a deeper understanding of fundamental
mathematics
Rachel Stone, David Kay, LLU+, London South Bank University
Historically, much attention has been paid to the level of mathematical knowledge required
for people to teach numeracy in the lifelong learning sector in the UK. Less attention has been
paid, however, to the 'depth' of mathematical knowledge that teachers hold. In the workshop,
participants were invited to consider some ‘deeper’ aspects of fundamental mathematical
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concepts and methods, and to reflect on the implications of this for their own teaching
contexts. Different ways of looking at operations on numbers and fractions, understanding
statistical measures and defining the characteristics of different shapes were explored, along
with the connections that can be made to other curriculum areas.

Ideas from the NCETM – workshop session summary
Viv Brown, National Centre for Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics (NCETM)
Particpants joined Viv Brown for an exploration of just some of the ideas, activities, video
clips, discussions, resources, mathemapedia etc available to support the professional
development of mathematics and numeracy teachers in England via the National Centre for
Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics.
This was an active workshop and provided an opportunity for participants to try out and
discuss some activities together from the new CPD modules available on www.ncetm.org.uk.
These are designed for teachers to work on and develop together and cover a wide range of
topics and levels. There was also be time to find out more about the personal learning space,
the self evaluation tool and to dip into the online magazines.

Ideas for teaching Number
Jackie Ashton & Daian Marsh LLU+, London South Bank University
The workshop looked at a range of strategies for teaching number. LLU+ has been delivering
a series of workshops on numeracy pedagogy across England. Within these workshops
strategies, ideas, resources and activities relating to teaching numeracy to adults have been
shared, added to and fed back on. The workshop included a sample of the strategies, ideas,
resources and activities relating to teaching fractions, decimals, percentages and ratio. There
was an example of teaching fractions, decimals and percentages using simple everyday
materials, a carousel of tactile resources and a kinaesthetic activity on ratio.

Financial learning and numeracy
Claire Robinson NIACE
Finance is a topic on many learners’ minds. The session will gave an introduction to effective
ways of delivering numeracy in the context of finance. There was a chance to find out about
and explore resources including paper based materials, CDs and ideas for e-learning. There
was information and ideas to provide support with developing class room sessions for learners
and the opportunity to find out about qualifications available for practitioners who wish to
develop their work in this field. The session provided an opportunity to find out about
research and examples of practice in the area of numeracy and financial learning.
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